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Amflmmlimadp in the following pages.
mq'llprw the sexes! 'andestivitiqe of a Woman,

rg‘markgpleirrmapy resgect‘s. The task i
s by

ripgnseapseasgp, Ar; Epgl'ish doctor's daughter ;

aQbur‘chqff England crlergyman's wife; a

fissulaist writs? ‘and lecturer ; ‘3 sosialist

member 9
t

thQLQPdQP $611901 39%"1 J a disciple

QLMQQQWQ ,fifilayahky, ths found“ of Theo

SQQhy. ‘yap ,gicrcultist collaborator of Charles

Lgadbveatgrh the ‘High Priestess of Indian

Home ,Bhle ;_‘ahd the golitical associate o
f

Ba] .Qaqgadhar Tilak is rather ‘a complex

. pfilwnaliityiwho has beepeyerything in turn and

Willing fpl‘vzlong. Arid when this English ladyJ

ht!!!‘ in
.

LQIAQQD, thev daughter o
f a Devons‘hire

glmflqmiinrbpganivith a preferenceyto be called

llii§hlalld .egded with a desire to be called
,lillgliaprthe complexity hecarrrreistill more per

lllfixing- The Theosophist who .can quote the

lsfiying Q
f

-B,,uddha that “ hatred ceases not by

bi‘xtmqflt-flfly ~time ; hatred ceases by love," and

312th? fiame time showsiall the passions, comba

tiYéqfisiand revengeful spirit of an excited

WHQQPPJ? SQmewhat of a paradox. It lends
W‘Fight tQ what some, of Mrs. Besant’s critics

havesaiéilaathcrshanges areal! on the Santa“
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and that she has passed from free thought

to Theosophy like a swallow skimming

over a lawn, and that whatever the outward

changes the central governing idea remains,

namely, vanity and the desire for living in the

lime-light. In this respect she goes one better

than her Guru, Madame Blavatsky-the Russian

Virgin. Madame Blavatsky, in one of her let

ters to her countryman Solovyoff, thus describes

her reception in Madras:—-“ But before the

anchor had been cast, a whole crowd of our

Theosophists was swarming over the ‘deck.

They threw themselves down and kissed

my feet and at last hurried us on shore. Here

there was a dense mass of people; some

thirty vans with bands, flags. gilded-cars, and

garlands of flowers. I had no sooner appeared on
the wharf than they began to hurrah. 1 was

almost deafened by the furious cries of triumph

and delight. We were drawn, not by horses, but

by Theosophists in a chariot preceded by a band

walking backwards. The Brahrnins blessed us,

and all welcomed and cheerd us. After an hour's

Procession, during which all the Missionaries

disappeared as if they had rushed Off to hell, we

were taken to the Town Hall where we found

..5,000 people to complete my deafness. Lord,
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if you had only been there, how proud you
would have been of your country woman.

Compare this with Mrs. Besant’s descrip
tion of her reception at Bombay.

I

“ The scenes of Calcutta and Allahabad
were repeated—they could hardly be outdone.
The route was long and was most beautifully
decorated ; the shops had been closed, and the
richest merchants of the great Bhatia com
munity brought garlands, and silver plates with
gifts of money, and burning camphor, and the
silver merchants scattered little flower-like
pieces of gold and silver ; flowers rained from

th
e houses, the wallsv surrounding a great

mosque were lined with men, the verandahs were
“Crowded with women,school-children, boys and
‘girls, mingled their shrill voices with the shouts

o
f

men. The streets were a sea of heads, and at
every CrOSsing carriages and motors stood crowd
ed with cheering men and women. I The car in
which I was seated became heaped with flowers,
which rose over my knees though I was on a high
seat. And so to China Baug, where the spacious
comPound was crowded, and it was imperative
that the trio should? come on the balcony,
while those below shouted themselves hoarse.”

IS there'not a family resemblance betweenh
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"w sqlfiglqrifilcationsof.Gum and siébxa? 1
!

thgteiga pqs‘etpblaqce lthlere i§ gljsqg diffegqm’qe

betweqn thg two. Madqtnc Bxlggatsky qnly
‘

wrote to her countryman. M. S‘Q'lo‘vyoff ‘
in order

that he “might send these ~axcpiounts to the

ncmspgpeng it
;

Russia. Mtrs. ,Be§_ant

is more

aggrcssiya. She attacks newspalpe‘rs
like, the

Timeslof India for not pgblishing
desclflptivp

accounts of her‘trjnmphal. prggrcsls, The
pm

aent writqr wgscallfed
“
,gm unsgt'qpqlplls ‘per

sflnallhfliel'” pgrhapébpqagsg thgljg
wa; little

in 7745!‘!!!- abmlt. MtS- 'liqs'qntfs
tripgpphal tgur

through India. It Mrs. Be‘sgqt, i‘n‘hqr
cpptsy

3f!“ the ideal of Buddha hgg, aftqr neatly

thi'ély ytealrstonly washed the.v .GQkhale Hall. ansi

film New India new5paper, we_ are afraid that

vshe will nevpr licachBqdg-lha‘s ideal in this
litg.

‘Hand-@565 mt by hatred. and lapparepfly

MFS- Bmnt has nothipg, but hatr¢¢ and-malig

nit-Y t0 those W119 do not worship a
t‘ h¢r...shrin@

Ewe-vet, if we- havmot. published a
, dqsgrip

m)“ °i he‘ h'iumphal tour, we ate publishing

now an account Q
f

her. life, Thgire is up ljcligipfl

higher than truth, and if the‘ _ac_c_qu_r'1t o
f

MIS

Besant’s lite asset {917th in mqs‘e pages is mote
true,‘ thanv flfitttil'illg it is
,

not on; fault.‘
.THE -AUIHQB



{THE LIFE AND PUBLIC ACT[YITIES
OF‘MRS. ANNIE BESANT.

Mrs. Annie Besant, the President of
'

the
Indian National Congress which was held at
Calcutta in December 1917, was born in London
on October ‘1st 1847 at 5-39 P. M. On that day
and hour and minute Mrs. Besant says that
“my baby eyes, opened to the light of a London
afternoon ”, or rather opened her eyes to such
light as there is likely to exist on an October
evening in London. A friendly astrologer has
drawn up Mrs. Besant’s horoscope. She- says
that she knows nothing of astrology. Neitherdo
We; and besides it is-too. late in ‘the day vlto
trouble about astrological predictions‘. ‘The’
events of seventy years of her life lie before us,
and it is more interesting to review the incidents
of'an eventful and somewhat stormy life than to
get entangled; in astrological. calculations with
the certainty of. coming to the wrong conclu~
sions in the end. Mrs. ' Besant’s father was‘ Dr.
WW3, belonging to a Devonshirebtamilynof'
Woods» .lrlerzmetherlwas ofwe lrishsdescetit.
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Although the daughter of an Englishman, born

in London, Mrs. Besant says that “ it has always

beensoxpewhat otka grieyance
to mekthat‘l was

born in Londonj’iand recently -in‘\a note in

New India she rnade the statement that she

preterredto be called Irish instead of English,

as, the English people did not treat her properly.

An Irishman said that he became an Irishman

because‘ he happened to be staying in Ireland

when he was born. Pretty much the same, we

suppose, is the case with Miss Wood : she is a

Londoner'because'she happened to be
' staying

in London‘w-hen she was born; It is a coin

cidencelthat Mrs. Besa'nt was born in a house in

Grove‘Roadymsti Iohn’s' Wood,. London, not

very tar-z {mint-Avenue Road where‘ at the

Theoso'phical headquarters .in London,

she (‘was -'destined‘ to. become “in later years

thefpresidingfizlili'gh Priestess. '. Mrs. vBesant’s

Irish..- sympathies pare undoubted ;- .iequal-ly

evidentwrisrr-t her'. dislike of the-x English;
the ‘.emotion‘alismrof

ll‘éli'vvfal'htilbffluthanitlle matter, of. fact ‘colds.

nes'srofiuthehEnglish ' “Where, our vrot Ire
lana ‘flasks Mrs-"Besant ‘tzwilll you see a whole,

town'iewwd a statibn to say? Good‘ Byeatéi
halts-‘a ‘d'bzen l emigrants- till i the ', pla‘tfdrm his a

\

the Irish ‘appealed , t0~
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heaving’n‘iassotvv men and women struggling,

climbing‘ over ‘eadhmther for a‘ last kiss, crying,

kneeling, laughing, all! in a breath, till all the air
is throbbing and there is a'lu'mp in your throat

and tears in -'your eyes as the train steams out.”

Sure, Mrs. Be'sant, you can‘ see a better crowd

than ‘that-inf India‘ 'at'a railway station to receive

people returning from internment rather than
to say‘ Good-‘Bye to emigrants to America.

‘

'
Mrsi'Besant-was ‘the second child of her

parents‘, the'Helder lone-being a boy.
‘ Little Miss

Wood seems'i'td‘hat'ie inherited her neurotic

constitution more‘ from", her mother than
from ‘her! ‘father. Speaking of her ‘father
Mrs. Besant says that “student of philo

sophy Ias 'he ‘was, he was
'

deeply and
steadily scepticzil. and a very? religious relative
has
told melthathe'oft'en drove her from the

womsyi his light playful 7mockery of the tenets’

of'theiChristian faith. His mother and ,sister
were‘stri'ct-Roman Catholics and, near the end,
forced 'a'p‘riest‘in‘to his room‘, but the priest was

Pmfnptly ejeete'd by'the wrath of ‘the dying

will?!‘ The‘ influence offilDruwood, wlmn'hadi
Mignon the oittii‘ad‘ox beliefs'ot ~»the day}; on
his‘iiife‘ resultéd‘fin ‘a ‘compromise ,by' Mrs.vv

'

WW1 coi'tiing'ltd ft'heiéoriclusion that women
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ought to be religious while
men had a right to

read everything and think as they
would, pro

vided they were upright and honourable
in their

lives. The difference between
mother and

daughter is thus pithily put by
Mrs. Besant.

“She was of the old, regime ;
I of the stuff

from which fanatics are
made", and continues

Mrs. Besant,
“ the Roman Catholic Chur’ch, had

it captured me as it
_ nearly did, would have

sent me on some mission of danger
and sacrifice

and utilised me as a martyr ;
the Church ,

established by Law transformed
me into an un

believer and an antagonist".

A story told by Mrs. Besant about
her

mother throws a good deal of light on
one other

inherited mental peculiarities.

It seems that

a tew weeks after the funeral o
f Dr. Wood. Mrs’

Wood went to Kensal Green Cemetery,
where

the'body o
f her husband had been laid with

a

relative. They failed to find the grave.
and

Mrs. Wood said “ It you will take ,me i0
the

chapel where the first part o
f the service‘ was

read I will find the graveaMr-s. Wood was. ac"
cordingly taken. to .the chapel. :smr looked

round, left the chapel door‘ and
folloylfldvltm

Path alqns
which the ; corpse: ,. madman

home till she reachedqhq “grave. “3pm,- We:
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was at some distance from the chapel and was

not on one Of ‘the main roads. It had nothing

on it to mark it save the wooden peg with the

number, and this. would have been of no help
for identification at, a distance, since all the

graves are thus marked. This and Mrs. Wood

loretelling the death of her infant son (a younger
brother of Mrs. Bcsant) are given as examples

_-by Mrs. Besant of “ sensitiveness to impressions
other than physical ones, that ‘was a marked

feature in my own childhood, was present also
in the family to which I belonged”. Here you
have the first evidence of the “ mystic” that
Mrs. Besant in most respects undoubtedly is.
She gives her explanations for these phenomena
based on the ordinary lines adopted by the
dualists who have a marked predilection for the
psychic and admit an active and even creative
intervention of the psychic world in the physical
world. Such intervention is incompatible with
the fundamental diversity of the laws of the
tW0 worlds. It cannot be demonstrated by
experience.‘ ltrnay‘ be conceivable in a purely
verbal manner. 'We .do not want to start a
discussion on this difiipult problem. We only
note in passing the’ inherited neurotic peculiarity

~ of Mrs- Besant.'-.Mter the death of Mrs. Besant’s
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father the family lived fonsome months at

Richmond Terrace,v Clapharn, and then. moved

on to Harrow in order to educate Mrs. Wood’s

son‘ at the famous public school at Harrow.

Miss Wood, however, did not remain longat

‘Harrow. vShe was-taken awayrby Miss Marryat,

a sister. of Captain Marryat, the famousrnovélifitr

to‘ be educatedqwi-th :one of ,Miss Marvryatys
nieces, and Miss Woodlived with Miss Marryat

at Fern Hill, near Charmouth in-Dorsetshire', f0T

five yearsv and received a tveryrrrareful educatiOn

under the guidance; of Miss.~Marryat."
-‘_':' -‘ (Asian. -
1*: I. f. l1 w .> was. .

In 1851» Miss': Marryatv Went - abroad to

Germany and-"took her two pupils, Miss W00d

and Miss Mann, with hem It was at the Univer

sityvtown of Bonn that/Miss Marryat decided to

spend her holiday. Her two. pupils represented
different types of English beauty.: Mrs. Besant

says that “ Emma was aplump,: rosy‘yfair-haired,
typical English maiden‘ full of frolic .airdharni
less fun ;--I. a very sligh'rpalepv blacklhaired' gil'L

alternating between .wild . fun'nandsaiextrem'e
pensiveness." Evidentlyat» thisiperiodidot her
life Miss Wood wasahappylblendot L'Allegbw
and Il Pensoroso. During: hegistay at. ,Bb‘nmhovv

\
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even L’Allegero"predominatedl'ni-The turns of

lliPensorosozwas to some later: Marryat,
the .chaperonof-the' two ybimg. English girls,
‘ was a maidenladyr'looking mall young menflas
wolvestobe'kept far from tier growhgigrlambs.”
Here ;wereall’ the elements: required for-a
mlligkingv'farce. - Auprim’andprud'ish old maid
a5 .eha'péron, “two young ,.,frolicsome w-English

, flappfl's and a townffull of University students
were the materials, that were brought together
in Bonn in the. spring of 1561: Add to thistwo
sons-0f the . Duke ;of Hamilton, namely, the
Marquis‘ of Douglasiand Lord Charles, staying
in ills-same .boarding ho'useras; the one “where
the old maid. and the two Happens 'were staying,
and you are ready for-the curtain to got-1p.- We .

might give a synopsiszot the farce ‘that followed
in Mrs. Besant’s own words :-+":'I‘.heT-lads "dis
covered that‘ Miss Marryat did :‘not like her
‘H Childlen” to be-uon speaking terms v'with
any ‘of the "‘ male: SQCIJ"‘_"~HCI‘C was a fine
soul“ ‘of amusement. I 'l‘heylwousldh make their
horses caracolet on the =gra'vel: in= front of our

Wind®W';ifrheyi-'tav0uld be ‘just ‘starting for their
ride as‘we :wentwfor walk or‘ ‘drive ‘and; would

7
salmc’us with‘d'offedihat'and ‘110w "bow-7 i-tlrey
would Waylay" us "on our way downstairs-"with
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demure “» Good Morning” ; they would go to

church and post themselves, so that they could

survey our pew, and Lord Charles-who possess

ed the power-of moving at will the whole skin

of the scalp-would wriggle his hair up and

down till we. were choking with laughter to our

own imminent risk”. The same old game played

generation after generation by University

students and pretty fiappers. [t is only an

exhibition of boyish nonsense, absolutely harm

less, most amusing to the young folk who are

actors in the farce, but most irritating to chape

rons, especially if they happen to be old maids.

A University student who is not susceptible to

feminine charms ought to be "‘ sent down", and

the flapper who does not respond to these

innocent frolics will display a serious con

stitutional defect.

One of the excitements of these boy-and

girl episodes is in hoodwinking the prudishv

chaperon. In the present instance the old maid
was of an unusually severe type, who first of all

removed herself and her wards from the board

ing house where the English lads were staying
and took refuge in a girls‘ school “much to our

disgust”, according to Miss Wood. But the

change of venue brought no relief, for, says
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Mrs, Besant, “mischievous students would pur~
sue, usv wherever we went ; sentimental Germans

with. gashed cheeks vwould whisper complimena

tary phrases as ,we- passed”, and thus- events

passed to the. great amusement of the two

young girls and to the irritation of the old maid

chaperon and after three months of Bonn the

two girls were sent home for the holidays
“ somewhat in disgrace". A couple of months
later the two girls joined Miss Marryat in

Paris and spent ‘seven months in‘ that city

mainly devoted ,to study and. inspection of the

treasures otartand ot architecture
' in which- ,

Paris abounds. L’ Al'legero who had triumph
ed at Bonn had to retire into the background
in Paris. Miss Wood's religious nature that

had hitherto been latent was roused into acti-v.

vity. Mrs. Besant says :‘-—“I discovered the

sensuous enjoymentv that lay in introducing
colour and fragrance -‘and pomp into religious

services,so that the gratification of the as thetic

emotions;hermrne; dignified with the garb of

piety.” luyiactthis return of the religious im
.pression was ,on-iyha return to what was aPPa'
rently the normalstate'ot Miss. Wood’s mind
She herself says IthQtW‘JWith the exception of
that little aberration in; Germany; I wasder
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cidedlyu-zaxlpious. girth-av w’eiiaare {afraid that“,

MrsaiBésatntiisrusing too‘ strong a word “in Ycle's-L"

cribing- her innocent 'girll’ish' fun-rat: B'etnn asi'a'n

aberrations . Theo fac‘tof thefirnatter-isthat th'e'

severe Calvinist-is‘ teaol'r'irig’Ywhidl‘h ‘Sl’lCi5?'W8S

receiving un‘de‘r' iM'is'sflMarr'yati' landotier. circle

was :tending to im'ake the'l'youlir‘gtgirlif‘ as’ ‘she

herself confessed
’

invafter lif'eyia little‘ ‘iii'erbid,

In her own home,rimder'théf_=ltiifin'g ears‘ df‘her
own mother, she was’thel'blithest ‘of’ children,

but Miss YMarryat in' her ‘report eiwinsprogressi

of Miss Wood remarked that she was"5wa'n'iing

inoheerf-‘u'lness; -' lluti was'ndt‘ thstrault a"oidvfiss

Wood.
- Shelis not niegfiist Englishlglrlfwhos'e

entire nature has been changed by'seeer‘é train

ihg- underi‘mor'bifdl ‘and pen/ranted’.sidelines:

Reviewin'gthe‘r-‘own‘ life" Mrs’. ‘Bedaln'ti says

that its keyhote' “ha's‘bee-ni-tia iiioegirig
tor

sacr-ifirte‘to ‘something felt? as ‘greater 'tha’nt'se'lf
‘ ”;

Andfyétl"sornehow we feel th'ti‘l‘ethis'isonly an

apparent- ik'eyhote'lf ‘Als ‘flat’ ‘lies weesn
'\ iudg’e the

keynote of Mrs. = Besarit‘s' lifei-‘is-fihity, ‘overt

wieening, aillecorisumingvanity’, "ifijveh at this

earlystage other: -'girlhood‘th'ei‘e‘htere signs or
the development OfilthiS powertiiriinman insiive.
“- I wa's'fioften praised‘‘l‘or‘rn-yE pietyp-{saysiMtsl

I

I
Besant' “ when-emulation and ‘oanitywerel more"
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to "kheafrom"dhanvreligion ;u as when I learned
bylheart the :Eifistle "offa’mes ‘farmormto'distin _

guish-mysefiifffbrfgodd miammysi from
’
any lbve ‘Of‘flfei text ‘\its‘élf "'f amdl‘when ‘she
prayéd ' she isaysj s‘ ; irmq Qffbhf hqje'd ‘that God

and- auntiewh-ad.» notice‘dul-gp‘r‘ayed ve'rymic'eiy.“

Thus in her early lifeiMirsg'rBesan’t- ShUwed the

existence of many menial characteristics which

in later life developed; zs‘ome more than others,

and: pmducged that highly cgmplex-hgiman pro

b15111 kilomnttmlhg. world as Mrs. Besant. .‘fTh‘e'
disamy. tqndency in the'nhjld 5,311; itvsg-worldly
“(1° iS-imyi aimaginatipm on‘ its.- mligiousrsii-dé
is the gain of ‘mysticism-E, so-say-s Mrs-v Besa-nt.
She Wrtainly hayin- dreamyf; tendmtfiy: in ‘Child

hoQdbezs‘and undQubtegiiy this-Aendmcy in her

tookga' religious tut-n.-
-Unfqrtun atql-y themunda

tion ,fotsudh strong ‘menial impulses‘ was not

V¢§fy'$11bStantial;.~ The ,bmin iis; thgorgan of the

mindi fllldwhep “it. iisiaintcd 'with: .an» inherited
neurotic constibjitjoni and leénfeebled bynnxieties
and AYQEIieSJ wifihitheginhihitory control valmost
gone the result is disastrous. "AHeFJM-iisMW‘iiOd‘S
mum from Paris 'she conit‘inuedihefi education
ior: sdm etimé‘along-nr staying: with ghei'imaibfiifi it
‘Harrow and.¢;.;aftend-i,hg'/Y clfisises ,ifl .Iikmdon.

Whemishemas: 16§yemrs~mldashe1waéiiffiéd

/
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tro/m the school room and thereafter stayed with
~

Ellery-mother- who ‘lavished her affect-ions on'her"

only daughter and almost spoiled her by her care

and attention. The Easter of 1866 is an impor

tant period in the life of. Mrs. Besant, for it was

then ‘she was introduced to the clergyman whom

.she afterwards married. ~

III
At the time when Miss Wood met the‘ Rev.

"Frank Besant she had no idea of marriage at

\ all. She was still in a state
of religious

*emotionalism. As she herself said, “ she had

men-friends but no lovers.” Her day-dreams
-“ were filled with the one ideal Man, and her

hopes turned towards the life of a Sister of

Mercy who ever worships the Christ and devotes

her life to the service of his poor.” Mrs. Besant

:says, “ I longed to spend my time in worship

ping }esus and was, as far as my inner life was

Kconcemed, absorbed in that passionate love of

l the Saviour which among emotional Catholics‘

really is. the human passion of love transferred

:to-an ideal, for, women to Jesus, for m'ento

Virgin Mary.” This is the highly ethereal
romantic love» of the Middle Ages. In men-this
romantic loveis Iusually nothing tbut-thezwor
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ship of the Virgin transferred to a young eatthly'

maiden, yet retaining ‘the purity. and the idea~

lity of religious worship. in the Middle Ages
they carried this sort of romantic love to such a

high degree that it was' someti es diflicult to

be sure whether we were conceged with a real
maiden of flesh and blood, or only a poetical

symbol of womanhood. The supreme type of
this ethereal love is illustrated in Dante's Beatrice.

This medieval romantic love, however, has been

swept'away by the movements of Humanism

and the Renaissance. As Havelock Ellis says,
“The ethereal maiden, thin, pale, anmmic dis-

appeared alike from literature and from art and
was no longer an ideal in actual life. She gave
place to a new woman, conscious _ of her
Own fully developed womanhood. and all
its needs, radiantly beautiful and ‘finely
shaped in *.;every limb. She lacked - the
spirituality of her predecessors, but, she had

gainedinintellect"- ' This’ grand conception of
romantic love was beyond the powers‘ of Miss

Wood who was swayed by’ religiousv emotion

alismrather than by the love for an ideal, ethereal

being-é - And: . the; religious eemotionalism was

sallfllfid'when an opportunity‘v presentedlitself of'

'bcmmiflg'thenwife ot a ‘clergyman; Accordingg
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to Mrs. Besantw‘i’fihej~ z-position oi ftbe- priest's

wiferseems second only to‘ thatnof'the-nun' and

has " therefore
' a‘! wondertulv'.)attractiveness,

‘ an

attractiveness iniwh'rch the particular vclergyman

affected ‘plays a 'vevyl»subordinate part, ;- it is the

sacred officq-tlenearness-to holy things-r the

conseerationiiw'hich seemsi'to include
the-‘wife,

it is theserthings that shed a glamour overlrjthe

clericalllitelwhich ‘attracts mostathose who. are

most apt to self-demotion, most swayed hby

imagination."-i- Perhaps, these considerations
‘

weighed most with'the emotional vtemperament

of Miss Wood who got engaged to Rev. Frank

Besant inwtlie summer of 1866 ,and married

him in the. winter of
' 1867; Between ‘the

period of Miss Wood's. first meeting ‘Mr.

Besant and her ,marrying him, two events,

which were destined vto exercise adgreat in

fluence over‘the' future lite of this young, my;

arerecordedQarrd these'are the first beginnings

of religiousidoiihtraqdeithe first sintro‘duetibnsrto

political excitement; 1:‘ l 5. J.» i v J‘ -
"

I'tris arstrange cgilridideime, as observed by

Mrs: Be's‘arrtfdherself, that at» the ‘smite ti‘n’wtfstifi

met theiman whomvrshe' marrieicllatterél'arde.wasZ

the beginning of" ' those- ' doubts
‘
which/“Verev ‘to

break‘ the". marriage“ tie; -"_1‘he‘~ eommen'dement
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0t thisqfeligiious'idnubt ~isxthus described“ byiMrs‘.

Besanimelflln ,.thel tHOly . -Week ..preceding
thatEasler Em'khati bee'mtrying 'toithrowi the

‘

mind backi to the >timie when! the. commemorated
events omitted) andito toliowsteprby step the
last daysr'of :t-hegfim oirManr, .sliiningis as it were,

through.- thtiteelastnhoursie so . that I mig'htbe
ready toiknfee-labdtoie it’he Cross on'Good Friday,
to-‘stand beside the sepn-lchre‘on Easter Day. In
orderntoifacilitate sthe realisation ot-those last

saore'dodaysoot God incarnate‘: on earth working
out-manls stilt/attend resolved to'write‘a' brief

‘

history oftltat iweekr-eompi-lediifrom thehfouir

Gospels} meaning-"them '- to try‘ rand realise‘ 'each

day-the oconrrences that had‘: happened on~the

corresponding’ datéiin A; D. ‘33 and so to toflow
those “blessed-feet”,’*éstep =lby stepystill they

new
“' Nailed for our advantage to the bitter

Cm'SS.""lJV.l.:;Z1ow7 l-if'" ‘H. (in! .1;
.

,
a

'

ll’hisiot‘iitloal analysisbfethe‘rjour'tiospels of

MathWfiMarkihLuke iFamt-Jbhn. disclosed-dis
m’l'plt'ncté‘sltvhichi greatly ‘shocked’! .the .orthodox

‘relishes iseiiiimeinfi bio the» little? ‘gin: just free

{mint-smooth aBot - the-i. consolation .1
‘

that vthlere'
‘

cwld- Possibly 'ibelnoudiscood among the Holy;

TEWBgeIis/ts .soon composed: the -'~doubts1;.of the
mature miincl,"v andsMiskwWoodf imposed .ooni
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herself an-extra fast as penance “fon- her ignorance

and lack of firmness in the faith. Discrepancies

in the Bible are easily discovered by anyone
who has the patience to look for them. The

present writer, though not a Christian, did at

one time indulge in the study of the Bible,

and discrepancies sprang up not like a serpent
hissing in her face, as Mrs. Besant observed,

but like blackberries on the hedges in country

lanes in England, At the time when the present
writer discovered these discrepancies, he was a

student at Edinburgh, and the late Professor

Henry Drummond was the best guide,
philosopher, and friend of .all Edinburgh
students. He placed his ingenious discovery
of the discrepancies in the Bible before Profes
sor Drummond and only‘ elicited the smiling

reply “ Every comma in ,the Bible is not
inspired ”. He was advised to look at the grand
truth underlying the Christian religion and not

to bother his head about the discrepancies in

‘

the Bibhe... We .won'der .whether Miss Wood
ever realised that some of the grandest religions
in the world are associated with most miserable

'

theology This, however, wasonly the: beginning
of

'

religious ;i.doubt which. was. easily flfinqlm'ea
and paid =tori by ‘,aii {extra fast .5 but the

' rcligimla
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doubt returned at a later period-with moreeerious

consequences, as .we shall see presently. .

The other noteworthy incident of this
period of Mrs. Besant’s. life was her first acquaint

ance with political excitement. In the autumn .
of 1867 Miss. Wood and her mother were staying
with some friends of theirs ne'arManchester. Mr.
Roberts, theirhost, was a solicitor who was

ailectionately known in Manchester as the

“poor man's lawyer". He .wasa lawyer as
well as a political agitator who was Mrs.

' Besant’s, first tutor in Radicalism, as she

herself gratefully acknowledges. Till the time
of her .stay at Manchester with the Robertses

she had taken no interest in politics. If any
thing at all, she had a ‘leaning towards

Whiggism, and her stay in Manchester happen
ed to be at the time when the affair of the

Manchester Martyrs, as it is familiarly known
to the Irish, took place. The affair was briefly
this. Two men named Kelly and Deasy, arrest
. ed in Manchester as vagrants, were found to be

Fenians and were remanded for further in

quiries. 0n theirzway from the police court to
the jail a determined attempt was made to
'

rescue them. A number 0! Fenians command

edPY-William O’Meara Allen shot ‘one of the
2 .

o
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horses dragging the van, stopped the van, sur

rounded it and fired at the van. In the affray

Charles Brett, a police sergeant who was in

charge of the prisoners, was shot dead. The

door of the prison van was forced open, and

Kelly and Deasy were released. They suc

ceded in escaping to America and have never

been re-arrested. But Allen and about twenty

others were arrested and committed
for trial.

A commission of two judges, consisting of
Mr. ]ustice Blackburn and Mr. justice Mellor,

were sent down to try the case. Great excite

ment prevailed in Manchester during the trial.

Miss Wood and her mother were present in the

court house at the trial.‘ Five men including

Allen were convicted of murder v‘and condemn

ed to- death ; others were sent into penal ser

vitude, and several were acquitted. Allen,

Larkin, Gould (whose real name was O'Brien),

Shore (otherwise known as Condon) and

Maguire were condemned to be hanged. A

number; 0t reporters for the press who had been v

t in court on business during the trial, signed
a petition to the Home .Secretary for the re

prieve of Maguire who belonged to the Royal

Marines and had come home on furlough‘

Seven respectable witnesses swore that Magflil'e
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was in his owri house at the timefot-the'
rescue. Maguire received a tree pardon and
was restored to his position in 7 the Marines.
Shore,- another of the condemned. also re?
ceived a tree pardon, because it was foundv that‘
he did not carrya revolver. The other three,‘
however, were executed. But before the execu
tion a disorderly mob broke into the Home
Oflice. -When Mr. Gathorne Hardy, who was
then the Home Secretary, declined to see them,
they declined to leave the premises. Their
ringleader proclaimed then and there that‘ it the

'

prisoners at Manchester were executed the lives
of Ministers would not be held sacred. But in
Spite of such threats the law took its course, and
the condemiied meh at Manchester were elevated
to the position of Manchester Martyrs by their‘

_
com‘Patriots. One can well imagine to what
extent feelings must have run on this memor
able occasion. Racial and political feelings ran
high, and the impressionable Irish girl, new to
Political excitement, received her first impres
sions of politics from witnessing the scene at the
trial of Allen and others; and the cry of the‘
heaft-broken girl, who was Allen's‘ sweetheart,
to'Miss Wood and her mother in pititul tones
0‘ “Save my William" must have further
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intensified the impression produced on a young

and emotional mind. _Who can say
that the

picture of the trial scene of the Manchester
Martyrs is not still‘ on the brain of Mrs. Besant

and that her desire for grand processions
and

excited crowds is not in the nature of givinglife

to the old picture ? Thus the first foundations of

religious doubt and political excitement were

laid immediately betore her marriage. How

these'two powerful influences
modified her life

we shall leave to the‘ subsequent articles to

untold.

IV

Miss Wood was engaged to the Rev. Frank

Besant in the summer of 1866 and 'married in

the winter of 1867. They were an ill-matched

pair, and the marriage was a great mistake

There were faults on both sides. Probably

both were very ignorant. and unprepared to

enter on married life. "To begin with, the Rev

Frank Besant proposed to vhis future wife just

before he had to cateha train. The serious

buSiness of making a marriage proposal ought

neverto
be undertaken. .in a hurry. One ought

to have an‘ ample --reserve of time.
at one's dis.

posal before plunging int'oia serious action
like
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this. ‘A goodmainy girls burst into tears when
a marriage proposal-is made. It

. requires time

to soothe them. You cannot,very We]! leave a

‘

girl-to whom you have just proposed marriage
and who is

v in tears with the excuse "I am in a

hurry, I have to catch a train.” just see what
happened in the present case. Rev. Frank

Besant proposed marriage to Miss Wood, and
Miss Wood says “Startled and my sensitive pride
touched b

y what seemed to my strict views an

assumption thatI had been flirting, I. hesitat'ed,
did not follow my first impulse of _’refusal, but
tool: refuge in silence ; my suitor had to catch his
train and left me the most upset
,and little depressed person on the Sussex coast.”
The consequence of such a hurried departure

_

must have been unfavourable to the bridegroom
who thought more about catching a train than

'

about securing the affection of his future wife.

It might have been all right with a‘ girl who
understood the world and all life's duties and

burdens, but with a young girl, just out of school,
with no more idea of the marriage relation
than a four year old girl, the consequence was
‘disastrous. In after years when Mrs. Besant
had time to' > ponder over the wreck of her
married life she wrote " Looking back on it alt I
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deliberatelysay that no more fatal blunder can

be made than to train a girl to womanhood ‘in

ignorance of all life's duties and burdens and

then to let her face them for the first time away

t'rom all the old associations, the old helps, the

old retuge on- the mother’s breast. That perfect

innocence may be very beautiful, but it, is a

perilous possession...'... .... uMany an unhappy

marriage dates from its very beginning from

the terrible shock‘ to a young girl's sensitive

modesty and pride, her helpless bewilderment

and tear ". Very true, but unfortunately Mrs.

Besant had to purchase this experience a
t, a

terrible price.

, She ought to have been'taught something
-

oi the duties and burdens of married life before

she got married. The responsibility of giving

- such instruction rests, in the first instance, ‘with

'

- the mother and, in the next ‘place, with the

A school teacher. But in those days it had not

begun to be recognised that ignorant innocence

in women ,was positively mischievous. Even

elderly, cultured men believed that i
t was un

desirable to enlighten women on their marital

duties and responsibilities. Alphonse Daudety

the French novelist, when askedlhis, opinion

05' ‘151mb’: filll'lghtcnment, protested ‘ that y it; was
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absolutely unnecessary. But even in those

early times there were enlightened people who

held a contrary opinion. Coventry Patmore,

the poet, in an essay on ancient and modern
ideas of purity, protests against that disease of
impurity which comes of “our modern undivine
silences.” Professor Metchnikofi, speaking

especially as regards women, declared that know
ledge is so indispensable for. moral conduct that
ignorance must be counted the most immoral
of acts.

'

Mrs. Besant’s protests above quoted

were
written some time about I891. A few

years after that, in 1894, the. New Review
collected the opinions of various more or less
prominent persons on the _ subject whether
the sexual facts of life should be taught to girls
as well'as boys, and in that symposium only a
small minority of two.—Rabbi Adler and Mrs.
Lynn Lynton—’were against such knowledge

‘

being imparted to boys and girls ; while among
the majority in favour of it were Mme. Adam,
Thomas Hardy, Sir Walter Besant, Bjornson,
Hall Caine, Sarah Grand, Max Nordau, Lady

I
Henry Somerset, Baroness Von Suttner, and "

M588
Willard. Medical men were strongly

"1 favour of such education~= being imparted.
The British Medical‘ JQumaIFi-nf a. leading article
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in june 1894 said,
“ Most medical men of an

age :to beget confidence in such affairs will be

able to‘recall ‘instances in which an ignorance,

which would have been ludicrous, if it had not

been so sad, has been displayed on matters
re

garding which every woman entering
-on.a

married life ought to have been accurately

informed. There can, we think, be little doubt

that much unhappiness and a great deal of

illness would be prevented if young people
of

'

both seires possessed a little accurate knowledge

regarding the sexual relations and were
well

impressed with the profound‘ importance
of

selecting healthy mates." However, these are

the opinions of the leading men and women of

that time. But it was not Miss Wood’s fault
it

the opinions of the leaders hadnot percolated

throughout society. She cannot be held res

ponsible for her ignorance, but she must. be held

responsible for one thing :_ [When the ‘Rev.

Frank Besant proposed to‘ her rather suddenly,

she ought to have intimated to him that the pro

posal was
'

somewhat sudden and moved an

‘ adjournment for some weeks for the considera

tion of the subject after due notice. had been

given of the motion. She knew that she did ‘not

“We nlis'ywflg'clergyman ‘in the sensev that she
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desired him for a husband. She was-possessed,

from all available 'evidence, of sutficient will power
to secure an adojurnment of the consideration of

the subfect, if not to reject finally the proposal,

allatonce.» In later years she said‘ that she
did not decline the proposal because she did

not want to give pain. But surely the pain
inflicted by the declining of a marriage proposal

is nothing compared to the far greater pain of

the breaking up of a happy ‘home.

Apart from these considerations there was.

also incompatibility of temperament. Mrs.
'Besant says “1 must have been a very un
satisfactory wife from the beginning, though, I
think, other treatment might gradually have
turned me intoa fair imitation of the proper

conventional article”. There is a great deal of
. truth in that statement, for we agree with the
learned judge who said that, “ There is no
woman who cannot he kissed or kicked into

submission.” The difficulty lies in sorting out as
to which are the ones to be kissed into sub
mission and‘which to be kicked. Apparently,
the Rev- Frank Besant made a wrong
diagnosis and paid for his mistake with his
domestic happiness. Here is a contrast in the

t‘imlmritment of the husbandand wife as given
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by Mrs. Besant herself. Speaking of her hus~

~ band she says. “ He, with very high ideas of

a husband's authority and a wife’s submission,

holding strongly to the master~in-my-own-'house

theory, thinking much of the
'
details of home

arrangement. precise, methodical, easily-angered

and with ditficulty appeased.
” And speaking.

of herself she says
“ l, accustomed to freedom,

indifierent to home details, impulsive, very hot

tempered and proud as Lucifer". Here an e

inflammable materials for you, which would

explode at the slightest friction in domestic

happiness. In the case of womenthere is an

additional disadvantage arising out of ignorance,v

namely, that it deprives them of the knowledge

necessary [or intelligent sympathy with other‘

women. The sympathy and association with

other women‘, would have to a very large extent

mitigated the disadvantages from which this i
ll

mated pair were suffering.
“ With strangers‘

about me with whom I had no sympathy;
visited by ladies who talked to me only about

babies and servants, troubles of which I knew

nothing and which bored me unutterably. and‘

who were as uninterested in all that had
filled

my life» i . was it wonderful ‘that

I became timid, dull and depressed ?" This is
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a>questi0n that Mrs. Besant asks, and the

reply to that must be that it was not at all

surprising; but on the contrary it would have

been surprising if things went well. A hot-
tempered _woman mated to an easily-angered‘
'
man is bad enough ; added to that, if the woman
is not only ignorant'but was practically incapable
of realising her domestic duties, you have the‘

foundation for a domestic tragedy well and truly
laid,v and the disruption of the happy home Was
-
not long in coming.

v.

Mrs. Besant was ‘married in December"
1367 and she left her husband after obtaining;

aiudicial Separation towards the end of 187 3.
The six years of married life that she had was a
mixture of illness, domestic unhappiness and

philosophic doubt. Mrs. - Besant has herself

summed up her married .life- tersely in the

f°u°wing Words =--“ So I slid into marriage
blindly

,
and stupidly, fearing to‘ give pain;

fretted my heart out for a year ; then . roused by

ha‘ShIlFSS and injustice, stiffened ‘and hardened
and
lived with-‘a wall of ice round me ‘within

whi‘ih‘l waged ‘mental conflicts that nearly

kmed‘. “'F" The man who proposes marriage to
. \
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‘the girl of his choice and then rushes off
to

‘catch a train has only himself to blame if he

gets a-refrigerator for a wife. One can scarcely

--expect a warm reception on his return home

after the day's work from a wife who lived with

a wall of ice round her. I _

rather uncomfortable in England ; but might not

have - been bad during the summer months in

lndia. It is not ‘necessary for
us to enter into

"the details of Mrs. Besant’s domestic life

during the six years that she lived with her‘

husband except to note certain important facts

‘which have a bearing ‘on the subsequent

1 development of her'character and activities.

I-ler literary activities began in the Year

after her marriage, activities which fill such an

important place in her life.

presumed that she took to writing to fill’ up the

void left in her domestic duties by her
insula

tion from her husband by the wall of ice round

‘her and by the cloak of husband's authority 0n

the part of the Rev. Frank Be‘sant. She begtln

With publishing short stories hi the Family

Herald, but her first novel sent for publication
in the same periodical 'was returned by thc

‘editor with the remark that it was too political
to‘ ‘Mir Pages, but that if she would write one

This must have been
'

It may fairly be p
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of purely-domestic interest and up to the- same
‘

level it would probably be accepted; But that
’

novel of purely domestic interest was never

written for the best of reasons, that it was not

in Mrs. Besant’s line. Theology and politics
were more in her line than domestic concerns

We have already seen that Mrs. Besant was

never veliy robust in
-
. health‘ and she started

with a neurotic disposition inherited from _ her

mother. Her married life did not improve her

health. Her first child was born in January
1869 and her daughter was born in August

1870. Two child births within a period of 20
months vwill undermine the health of even a

strong woman. Mrs. Besant was left in very
- poor health after the birth of her daughter. and

stew months after that, in the spring of 1871,

both her children were attacked with whooping

Cough. The strain on the mother brought about
‘

l

by the worry, anxiety and exertions of nursing
the two children was great. The seven months
old little girl developed bronchitis and con

geation of the lung on the top of the whooping

cOllgh and lay between life and death for a long
Period, all hopes being given up by the doctor
in attendance, depending entirely on the tender
and anxious care of the young mother wilt? ,6?‘

\
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up‘ night and day nursing
‘

her young-offspring.
“was, 'as Mrs. Bresant' says, ‘i the lon'g'mon'ths
of suffering through which I had been passing,
vwith the seemingly purposeless‘ torture of my

iittle one as aclimax, that struck the first stun

ning blow at my belief in God as amerciful Father

vof men.” The steps by which she passed-from

religious emotionalism to cold atheism 'are best

described in her own words. a“ My-own bright‘

life had been enshrouded by pain and rendered

to me degraded by an intolerable sense‘ of bond

age, and here was my helpless, sinless babe

tortured for weeks and left frail and suffering.

The smooth brightness of my previous life

made all the disillusionment more startling, and

the sudden plunge into ‘conditions so new and

so unfavourable dazed and stunned me. My

religious past became the worst enemy, of the

suffering present, All my personal belief in
Christ, all my ‘intense faith in His constant
direction of ‘ affairs, and my habit of

'
continual

Prayer and of‘ realisation of His Presence-all
were against ‘me now. The very height of my,
trust was the measure'of the shock when the -

trust.‘
gave way”. These are not exactly the

methods
of philosophic doubt. They look more

like ‘a nervous ‘breakdown and the sequel will

_, a‘. _-‘
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show-the true nature of Mrs. Besantls-"r mental

‘condition at that time. She had become so’
‘

desperate that she anxiously looked for a door

ofescape 7“ trom a life that losing its hope in
God had not yet learned ‘to live 'in hope for
man.”

' '

A sudden‘ray’ of hope and discovery flash
ed across her mind. There was a way of escape ,

and that lay in a bottle of chloroform that the
‘doctor had left behind for use in allaying'the
paroxysms that the baby was suffering from.
Says Mrs. Besant “ I ran up to my room, took
out the bottle and carried it downstairs standing
against the window in the summer twilight,
gladthat the struggle was over and peace at
hand. Iunc'orked' the bottle and was raisin
it to my lips, when, as though the words were
Spoken softly and clearly, I heard, “ Oh ! Coward,
Coward, who used to dream of

'

martyrdom and
Cannot bear a few short years of pain.” Here
are all the symptoms complete in ‘every detail
of a nervous breakdown which had lessened
the inhibitory power. It is a well-known fact
that exhaustion of nervous energy always lessens’
the inhibitory power. Here is a fragile young.
1ml’ with an inherited neurotic tendency who
was debilitated by two childbirths ‘within a.“
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i

period of 20 months, broken in health by

long nursing of her two children through

serious illness, worried through
‘
domestic

'

unhappiness and going through the process of

reaction consequent on the development of a

too precocious religious emotionalism, attempt

ing to commit suicide to;escape' fromv
her

worldlyltroubles. It is true that she did not.

actually commit suicide on this or on another

occasion either, when she made _ a similar

attempt. it is not always that the states of

defective inhibition and impulse are constant

They may be of momentary duration, they may

be slight in‘ form or most intense, but the fact:

is there. It is not a very healthy thing to force

any sense or mental faculty into too great acti

vity fill its brain substratum is sufficiently de

veloped. Too great development of the moral‘

sense at early stages is as a rule followed by a

reaction. The late Sir Thomas Clouston quotes

the case of a boy of four who was so sensitive 3S

t° tight and wrong that he never ate an apple

without first considering the ethics of tha

question as to whether he should eat it or not ;
1'16

would suffer acute misery, cry bitterly and lose

some of his sleep at night if he had shouted tw

loudfithphy or taken more than his share of thfi
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cake But says Sir Thomas Clouston, “The
usual anaesthesia that follows the keen {feeling

succeeded to the precocious moral intensity in

this child, for at ‘ten he was the greatest imp I
eVersaW-and could not be made to

'
see that

smashing his mother's watch or throwing a cat
out of the window or taking what was not his
own were wrong at all.” This .young lady whose
imagination was filled with religious dreams
when she was seven or eight years old, con
tinued to live in the ecstacy of religious
emotionalism exhibiting signs of the inevitable
reaction before she was 25 years old. Within
P1 few months after the recovery of her children
from illness she herself broke down “and lay
for weeks helpless and prostrate in raging and
unceasing head-pain, unable to sleep, unable to
bear the light, lying like a log on the bed not

urn-conscious, but indifferent to everything, con
Sciousness centred as it were in the ceaseless
Pain,” When after long illness she began to
rmver gradually, her medical attendant who

h
a
d fully realised the nature of the case tried to

divert her mind into healthier channels by
milling her study works.on anatomy, physiology
and other scientific subjects.
‘
-~ We need‘ notfollow Mrs. Besant through all

a

.
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the stages of doubt which converted her from an
'

emotional Christian to a philosophic
athiest;

Suflice it to note that the unhappiness of her

‘home life increased in direct proportion to
her

religious wretchedness. One more incident we

shall narrate before we close this part of Mrs.

Besant’s life. in the spring of 1873 Mrs. Besant

discovered that she had the germs of oratory in

her. One day she went to Sibsey Church

where her husband was Vicar, locked herself in

alone in that church and delivered her first

speech. It was a lecture on the inspiration of

the Bible. “ I shall never forget the feeling of

power and delight," says Mrs. - Besant,
“ but

especially of power that came upon me as I sent~

my voice ringing down the aisles ; and the

passion in me broke into balanced sentences

and never paused for musical cadence or for

rythmical expression. As though in a dream

‘the solitude was peopled and I saw the listen
ing faces and the eager eyes, and as the sentences

flowed unbidden from my lips and my own

tones echoed back to me-from the pillars of the

ancient church I knew oi a verity that the gift
of‘ speech was mine and that it ever the chance
came to me of public work, this power of melt)

dious utterance should at least win hearing to!‘
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any-message I had to bring.” Thus Mrs. Besant
made her maiden speech in the solitude . of

:Sibsey Church and addressed the empty benches

on the inspiration ‘of the Bible. But that was

enough to intoxicate her. She was intoxicated

with the feeling ofpower by listening to her own

words, and the intoxication finds expression in

the following eloquent passage. “ And indeed

none can know, save they who have felt it
,

what

joy there is in the full rush of language‘ that
moves and sways ; to feel a crowd respond to

the lightest touch, to see the faces brighten or

‘darken at your bidding, to know that the sources
of human emotion and human passion gush
forth at the word of the speaker as the stream
from the riven rock, to feel that the thought
which thrills through a thousand hearers has its

imPulse from you, and throbs back to you the
fuller from a thousand heartbeats. Is there any

>

\

emotional joy in life more brilliant than this,
fuller of passionate triumph and of the very
essence of intellectual delight?” Undoubtedly
the ioys of emotionalism are great, but there is

Something greater and pleasanter than the joys
of
emotional excitement, and that is tbei'satis
faction of intellectual development. To-appeal
to'llleemotions of human beings and to-recéive

a

— ;
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an emotional response is very much like supply;
ing strong drinks to hungry and thirsty men.

Intoxicating drinks on an empty stomach produce

intoxication easily. But true wisdom lies in

giving the people something 'to eat before they

are given wines to drink. Appeal to the intellect

when properly made produces a response per

haps not so flashy as the response to emotional

appeals. But the pleasure of sowing seeds of

thought, of helping people to think, of stimulat

ing the development of the intellect, is far
greater, far more substantial than bringing out

emotional excitement. Empty words and frothy
rhetoric appeal to shallow and uncultivated

audiences, but something more substantial than

that is required to touch the deeper chords of

the human intellect and the deeper springs of

character. _'

,. VI.

The immediate cause of Mrs. 3653095

separation from her husband was her refusal to
attend the Holy Communion. One “ Sacrament
Sunday

” she rose and left the .church. The
refusal of the Vicar's wife to “ Communicate

"

was noticed and commented upon, and some

time: towards the end of 1873 Mrs. Besant iwa§
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told that she must either conform ‘t
o the- out

'

ward appearance of the Church and attend the

Communion or she must leave the Rev. Frank
Besant. Says Mrs. Besant “ Then came the
‘distinct alternative; conformity. or exclusion
from home, in other words, hypocrisy or expul
sion. Ichose the latter.” In thus making her
choice and openly breaking with her husband,
she was inflicting the severest pain on her aged
mother. “ The hardest struggle,” says Mrs‘
Besant, “was against my mother’s tears and
pleading. It was hard to remain steadfast when
my darling mother whom I loved -as I loved
nothing else on earth threw herself on her knees
beforeme imploring me to yield. It seemed
like a crime to bring such anguish on her, and
lfeltas a murderer as the snowy head was
pressed against my knees. And yet—to live a

lie? Not even for her was that shame
Possible ; in that worst crisis of blinding agony
my will clung fast to truth”. Those whov
know . Mrs. Besant know that veryv little
walue is to be attached to her high sounding
‘words and impassioned language. She believes
"in. what she says, but what is. the value of belief

when very little reliance can b
e

pla‘ced‘on her
Judgment. The shock caused by her conduct was

l
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practically killing her mother, and yet not even

for her would Mrs. Besant live what she con’

sidered to be a lie.. But this frame of mind was

not of very long duration. Contrast these words

and attitude with what happened
only a few

months afterwards when ‘her mother lay dying.

Mrs. Besan‘t's mother had an intense longing to

‘ Communicate
'
before she died, but absolutely

refused to do so unless Mrs. Besant joined her.

EThis changed
Mrs. Besant's attitude towards

the Holy Communion. She was prepared to be

a hypocrite for once to ease the conscience of

her mother during her last hours on earth. This

concession a few months ago might possibly

have saved the breakdown of the mother’s
health. But no. Then Mrs.- Besant was for

truth and stuck to the position that
“ He who

loves father or mother better than truth is not

worthy of her." Although Mrs. Besant tempo

ra-rily Changed her opinion, it was not very easy

to find a- clergyman of the Church Of England .

who could change his principles as easily 85

Mrs. Besant could change hers. Clergyma“

after clergyman‘refused to allow Mrs. Besant to

‘Communicate’ till at lastvshe- went to Dean

Stanley‘ who consented to administer the Sacra

ment ,to :her. ‘The arguments, we might almost
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. say,._the ‘special pleadings with which Dean

Stanley anaesthetised his own- conscience we

need- not consider here. Suffice it to say that

Mrs. Besant did take the Sacrament administer

ed by Dean Stanley. ‘

> Her mother died in May 1874. The period

between Mrs‘l Besant's leaving her" husband in

August 1873 and her meeting with Bradlaugh

in August 1874 was- an exceptionally trying

period for Mls. Besant. After her legal separa~
tionrtrom her husband, she found herself guar~

dian of her little daughter and possessor of a

small monthly income “ sufficient for respect

able starvation." She could have had a home

with her brother, but that-‘would _have meant

giving up her heretical friends and keeping

quiet.” It was not forthat that she left,her ,

husband ; and so she tried to get something to

do. She became a governess in a clergyman’s

fm'lily for a very short time but gave it up, and

after her mother's death she removed herself to

Colby Road, Upper Norwood. We need not

enter into the privations she suffered during

this period. Writing about her experiences of

this time Mrs. Besant says “ Recalling those

days Of hard living I can now look on them
without regret ; more, I am glad to
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have passed through them, for they
have

~

taught me how to sympathise
with .those

who are struggling as I struggled then, andI

never can hear the words fall from pale
lips ‘ I

i

am hungry’ without remembering
'

how painfulv

a thing hunger is and without curing
that pain

at least for the moment." Again 'we ask
what

value is to be attached to these empty words
?

It is true that during a certain period of her
life

she was associated with others in helping
the

‘poor. It is true that she became-a
socialist,

even at the risk of giving pain to her dearest

friend Charles Bradlaugh ; but how easily she

has forgotten the hard living of the Upper

Norwood days when'in a country, perhaps
the

poorest in the world, she is lavishing her
fortune

on political propagandism and leaving the poor

to say “I am hungry", without her having a

chance of hearing these words fall from the pale

lips of poor Panchamas. It is idle we know

to point out instances. of inconsistencies in

Mrs. Besant. She is abundle of inconsistencies,

and thatis the most interesting ._ thing .about

Mrs. Besant.
' ~

‘
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VII
Mrs. Besant, we are told, did a good deal

of reading during .her Upper Norwood days.

‘She re-read Dean Mansel’s " Bampton

Lectures,” and she tells us that they did much

towards turning herin the direction of atheism ;

“She re-read Mill’s- Examination of Sir William

Hamilton's'Philosophy and studied, carefully

Comte's “Philosophy Positive”. It was also at

‘this time that she wrote a tract on the nature
'

and existence ‘of God. In a conversation with
Mrs. Conway, Mrs. Besant was asked by that

lady whether she had been to the Hall of Science
in Old Street, “ No, I have never been there,"
Ireplied Mrs. Besant. “ Mr. Bradlaugh is rather,

'a rough sort of speaker, is he not ?" To this
Mrs. Conway replied that " He is the finest

speaker of Saxon English that I have ever heard
‘except Perhaps Iohn Bright,” During this time’
MIS- Besant happened to go to the shop of Mr.

Edward Truelove in High Holborn, and there
'

ctime across a copy of the National Reformer.
In that journalvshe read an article about the

National
Secular Society which was an organis

ation devoted to the propagandism of Free

Thought. Mrs. Besant wanted to join that society,
and so wrote a short note to the editor of th¢
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National Reformer asking whether it was neces

sary for a person to profess atheism before

being admitted to the society. She' received a

reply that it was not necessary for her to avow
'
‘herself an athiest, and the editor extended to

her an invitation to join that society it she

could accept the principles ofv the society as

- published in the National Reformer. Mrs. Besant.

sent in her name to join the Secular Society as
'

an active member, and she was informed that.

Londoners could receive their certificates at

the Hall of Science from Mr. Bradlaugh on any

Sunday evening. Mrs. Besant accordingly went

to the Hall of Science on August 2nd 1874 and!

there
met Charles Bradlaugh. ‘

Mrs. Besant tells us that she‘ looked at

Charles Bradlaugh with interest, impressed and

surprised.» She gives a “graphic description
of

Mr. Bradlaug’h’s speech that evening and PaySr

a high tribute to his eloquence. After the

speech Mrs‘. \ Besant says “he came dowuthe
. hall with some certificates in his hand, glanced

round and handed me mine with a questioning
" Mrs, Besant?" Of this first meeting Mrs-

Besant sa'ys, “ As friends, not as stranger-5w?
met-swift recognition, as it were-leaping from

We to eye-rand *I know now that this instinct‘
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ivc friendliness was in very truth an outgrowth“

o
f’ strong friendship in other lives and that orr

that August day we took up again an ancient

tie, we did not‘ begin a new one. And so in

lives to come we shall meet again and‘ help‘

each other as we helped each other in this."

Yes, this meeting in the Hall of Science was

one o
f

the many meetings between Charles ,

Bradlaug‘h and Mrs. Besant, otherwise known‘

asLutetia (the name given to Charles Brad—

laugh through all hislives) and Herakles (which

is Mrs. Besant's name from her days in the‘

Moon.) It was in the sixth round on the Moonv

chain that Charles Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant
first met as human beings. This was probably’

many many years before Christ, and it was in‘

this round that the animals of the previous‘
generation began to be born as men, at least
that is the information vouchsafed to us by that

-

Semi-divine personage, Charles Leadbeater, in‘
collaboration with Mrs. Annie Besant. In this
round Herakles alias Annie Besant is seen as a.

“

woman labouring in the fields advanced
enough to-oooh her rats and other edibles in
Stead‘ Of'eating them raw and with a whole pack

o
f ‘

brothers as ‘ husbands-Capella, - Pindar,

Beat‘rhrl and l'aitetiaaliasl Charles Bradlaugh' '5
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Thus ti'llfi husband and wife of a million years

:ago now met again. Then they resided in a but

1on the Moon. Now they met in the Hall of

‘Science, Old Street, in a city called London, not

‘on the Moon, but on Earth. Mrs. ‘Annie Besant

unfortunately made these clairvoyant investiga

"tions after the death of Charles Bradlaugh,
and

that gentleman never ‘pretended to have any

'occult powers at all; and so the opportunity
was lost for this pair to have the pleasure of-a

‘chat over old times. It might have been-so

refreshing to ‘both of them if
,

at their first

meeting in the Hall of Science, (fharles Brad

laugh could have gone up to Mrs. Besant and

shaken her by the hand saying “ Here we‘ are

again meeting once more on Earth" and Mrs

Besant could have replied “Do you remember

the gay old time that we had on the Moon and

the excellent rat-stews that I used to prepare ?”

and so on. They might have discussed .the

time when in another birth they were fellow

guardsmen, and yet in another birth when

Charles Bradlaugh was a son of Mrs.’ Besant
and probably got punished for‘being naughty
A“ those Pleasures were lost because infor
mation about their previous births became only

available long after Charles Bradlaugh’s death
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But we see that in Mrs. ‘Besant’s previous

lives Charles'Bradlaugh played but a compara»

tively insignificant part, the leading part being:

taken by Sirius ‘alias C- W. Leadbeater. We

_ shall not go into that highly interesting:

subject of the lives of Mrs. Besant on the

Moon and elsewhere for the present. We
shall come to that subject when we deal

with the th'eosophic stagev of Mrs. Besant’s

earthly existence. For the present we are only‘
Concerned with the meeting between Charles.

Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant. With this meeting
in the Hall of Science commenced a friendship

which lasted for several years and‘which was

only allowed to cool down somewhat by one of
Mrs. Besant’s periodical changes of opinion»
when she differed from Charles Bradlaugh andr

lovined
the Socialists. Mrs. Bradlaugh Bonner,

her father's biographer, in her Life, of Charles. \
Bradlaugh, says "Having enrolled herself a
member‘ of the National Secular Society in

August 1874 Mrs. Besant sought Mr. Brad

laughis acquaintance. They were mutually'

attracted; anda friendship sprang up between
them of so close anature that had both beenv
me, it
‘would’ undoubtedly have ended in

mmlage. In their‘ common labours, 'in the

\¥
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rrisks and responsibilities jointly undertaken,-their

.friendship. grew and, strengthened, and the

insult and calumny heaped upon -.thern<only

served to cement the bond". .Thus the two met

.and commenced their common labours which

we shall have to analyse in subsequent articles.

VIII

. Those, were happy days of congenial

.companionship and intellectual intercourse for

Mrs. Besant and Mr. Bradlaugh. Working
at

I

‘thome or enjoying relaxation away from home

.they were together and happy.
“ For many

years
”
says Mrs. Besant “ he was wont to come

:to my house in the morning and bringing his

YbOOkS and papers he would sit ‘writing hour

after hour, I equally busy with ‘my own work,

mow and then perhaps exchanging a word"

*breaking offjust for lunch and dinner and work

»ing on again in the evening till about 10 o'clock."
\

Again in the hours of relaxation they would

roam ‘all over the country round London
“ Richmond Where we trainped across the park

and sat under its mighty trees Windsor
with

its groves of bracken ; Kew where we had tea

1n a-tunny little room with water. cress ad

libitum; Hampton Court with its dishevelled
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beauties ; Maiden‘ Head and Taplow where the

river was the attraction ; and above‘ all Brox

bourne where he delighted to spend the day

with his fishing rod wandering along the river

of which he knew every eddy ”. Whatadelight
tul time they must have had and what lovely

surroundings in which to- spend their hours of

peace. Shelley wrote his “ Revolt of Islam
" in‘

Quarry Woods overhanging the Thames just

below Marlow. Charles Bradlaugh and Mrs.

Besant perhaps discussed atheism, neo-mal

thusianism and the friuts of philosophy in the

Cleveden reaches just above Maiden Head. But
they were not all ‘days of picnickina' and holiday

making. They got through a good deal of work

as well. Mrs. Besant began her contribution to

the National Reformer in August 1874 a very

short itme after she first met Charles Bradlaugh,
and with her first contribution she entered in

right earnest upon the work which was to

engross her for many years to come. Over the

‘Signature of “ Ajax” she commenced a series
of notes entitled “ Day break

" which were to

mark “ the rising of the sun of liberty when
men should dare to think for themselves in theo~

lc'El’ and act for themselves in politics” and these
notes 'were continued weekly for several years

\
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From August 1874 to April 1891 Mrs. Besant
remained connected with the National Reformer,
first as contributor and then as sub-editor, be

coming shortly afterwards co-editor and co

proprietor. The co-editorship was resigned in

October 1887 and the co-proprietorship ceased
with the dissolution of the patnership between

hersclf and Mr. Bradlaugh ‘i
n December 1890. In,

the beginnirg Mrs. Besant was earning only‘a
small salary as contributor to the National Re

former, but in later days 'she made her writings

pay. Refering to the smallness of her salary on

the stafi of the National Reformer Mrs. Besant

says that national reformers are always poor. We

do not know whether they are always poor.
Mrs. Besant, who is now trying to form or re

form the Indian nation, does not appear to be

struggling against poverty. She was also in the

earlier days of her connection with the‘

National Reformer a pseudonymous contributor,

because she says that the work she was doing
for Mr. Scott would have been prejudiced had
her name appeared in the columns o

i the

National Reformer. So she wrote to the’

National Reformer under the name of ‘ Ajax

'

and Signed her name under- the work ‘she was

doing for Mr. >Scott. Later on she reversed thfi
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prdeess'andws'igned her :Nah'on'al Reformer:
artic'lbsand published the tracts written for
MryScott: anonymously. This practice‘ does"
not appear to be quite in keeping ‘with some ‘of
her earlier heroics.

‘ '

MrsjrBesant's- first experience of elec

tioneering'workwas a't- Northampton in 1874
when-Mr. Bradlaugh ;unsuccessfully contested
that constituency. This‘ election, says Mrs.
,Besant', ga‘ ve her first experience of anything
in the

nature of rioting. The rioting that
tookpla'ce' in Northampton after the defeat of
‘Mr. Bradlaugh in 1874 was by no means the <

only experience that Mrs. Besant had in riotous
meetings. some of the lecture-work in her‘
earlier days ofplatform propaganda was pretty
rough- She says “that in D'arw'en stone-throw
ing Wwregarded as a fair argument addressed
to the atheist. lecturer,‘ at Swansea the fear of
violence-‘was so great that a guarantee against
damage ‘to the hall wasexacted by the proprietor
at H°Yhrid ”. She says that she’found 'ahall
Packed with'a crowd‘ that yelled at her with
gm“ vigourystood on forms, shook fists at her

a
lld
:

otherwise showed feelings more warm than
frmadly, and whileasherwasfleaving the hallvthe
cto'v'vd-yelledrandi‘swore and struck a
t her. On‘

- 5
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anotoher cacsion whenMr. Bradlaughpresided

at a meeting which was addressed by Mrs.

Besant there was organised' interruption‘ and

disturbance headed byv a pugilist; .andMr‘ Brad

laugh had to leave- the platform= and himself

evict the pugilist before the meeting could‘go on.

In this way against opposition, sometimes very

bitter, she went on with her propagandist work

as .a'free thinker because she says “1 secm'to

hear the voice of truth ringing over the battle

fieldf.’
“ Who will go ?”. This ringing voice in

the head seems to be achronic condition- with

Mrs. Besant, for in 1875 she vheard thePvoice.

ringing over the battlefield “Who will-g0?"

and again in 1915 another voice 'was ringing

and'shei shouted out. “Who will joinhaflds
with-us?” This desire to fight all round'in

response‘ to the ringing voice in her head .

‘brought her into the midstof a serious compli

cation connected with what is known'as'the

Knowlton pamphlet- At‘ the time Mr. Brad

laugh was blamed for‘ allowing. Mrs.‘ Besantt *0

associate herself with him in the'Knowiiibfl

Pamphlet struggle, but
not to’ be kept out of- it

.v The prosecutibn
ofi‘ere'd tqwithdr'aW-the case-against Mrs..- Besant

‘"d Pweeed against Mr. Bradlaugh altme- But

Q
I

Mrs; Besantl ‘W85.

é
e
g
'é
-g
i
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Mrs. Besantiweuld-tnotiagree- to this. ‘WithMr.
Bradlaugh, iti was aocase‘ of his‘ enthusiasm

. running'away.v with“histdi-scretionqwith Mrs.
Besant‘lit- was a; case of Mr. Bradlaugws
enthusiasm running away-with- hers discretion.

She has: neverbeenv-an original thinkeralthough

she has‘ shown ‘a wonderful power of-absorbing

the thoughts of others. Like many wealr natures

she showed? a fatal‘ facility to be led by.’ others
with mstronger will than hers. At first- it was

Charlesv Bradlaugh', then it! was Madame

Blavatskty. ,She made an enthusiastic follower

but unfortunately hasv not the judgment to

make a leader. That she rushed into‘ the
Knuwlton pamphlet muddle very much‘ against
Mr- ‘Bradla11gh’s wish we are told' by' Mr.
Bradlaugh’s biographer. Having got entangled
in that case she made a good tight the details
of which we shall examine in our next article.

O

IX '
M American physician of the name of

Charles1 Knowlton 'wrote' and published ‘ia'pam
Phleton the voluntary limitation-of the' family.
It W88=published somewhere in the-thirties‘of' the
list centuryv and was freely'sold both infllneriea
M"- iii-England ;-but in 18711 bookseller at
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Bristol, who had an unenviable reputation asal

seller of obscene publications, added some
im

proper pictures to’ the Knowlton pamphletand

began selling it. He was prosecuted
and cona

victed. The pamphlet was called
“ Fruits' of

philosophy : an essay on the population
quest.

tion." The pamphlet had previously been
sold’.

by publishers of the highest repute without
any

interference from the authorities. Probably;
it;

was the evil reputation of the Bristol publisher

together'with the pictures which he had added

to the publication that brought about the pro

secution and conviction. Mr. Charles
Watts,_

Mr. Bradlaugh’s publisher, acting on his advice

went to-Bristol and declared himself the res

ponsible publisher of the Knowlton pamphlet.

He was thereupon arrested and was committed

for trial at the Central Criminal Court.’ Mr.

Watts came to the conclusion that the pamphe

"let was indefensible and decided
to plead guilty.

Mr. Bradlaugh thereupon came forward as the

champion of the pamphlet, severed his connec

tion with Wattsand: decided. to publishthe

pamphlet himselt.Mr'. Wattswho pleadedguilty

at the-trail was released .onhis ownrecognisance'

ot~1£500fto come up tor judgment when. called

uponu: Mme vBradlaugh himself. =is reported: to:
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have

th
a
t “ It the " pamphlet nowipi'osecu

ted hadrbeen brought to me for publication 'I

should

"

probably have declined :topublish" it
,

not

‘because of the subject matter ‘but
'
because

a
t did'not like its style”. In-pamphlets of

this discription the style and manner in
‘ which

they are written make all the difference in the

world, and it seems rather strange that both

Charles Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant who did not
‘

‘approve of the style of the pamphlet should
have madeup their minds to publish it and
‘to -risk the consequences. A-ta later time
MIS-I- Besant ‘herself wrote a, book on the
same subject under the title of “The law- of
Population." If this procedure ‘had been adopt
eda little earlier and the two partners of the
Free Thought Publishing (30., had brought out
an improved form of they Knowlton pamphlet
matters vmight have been improved consider
ably‘ {but while admitting that the :pamphlet
was not written in a desirable style, theyshould
have still persisted in-publishing it seems to us
rather an inexplicable position. . ‘Y '

‘ Before we proceed further with the narra
the connected with the Knowlton pamphlet
Prosecution, we had‘v betterw explain to our

madtrs the d-ifieren'oe between Malthusian and
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Neomalthusian

teachings. so i that someat least

of the ;.~pnpular misconceptions regarding
the

'

teachings: oflMalthus may be : cleared.
' "Malt'nns

wasa-clergyman, (and his :essay on ‘population

wastpublished in 1798. :It was .published as

a reply ato .a paper in iGodiwin’s 58min"

,Mr. Godwin v.wasa disciple of .Rousseau
and

had drawn up ,aE plan ofan ideal village inwh-ich

mankind-mere. to behappy and at case without

the. annoying restraints of. property and
marriage.

vThisddeal ‘was shattered
i-by Malthus- in shis

essay ongpopulation.-Malthus said
“ You may

imagin'e this perfect picture 'tfOl’ a-Iittle
while,

butdt will not.~last. It-oatmot ilast. Nature
is

against, (it. 1She'has. a
'principle—-that~. of popula

tion-—.—which “is i sure
i’ to g ,-destroy it. :tMankind ,

alwaysibyt her larrangementsi increase asafastas

.
_
they ‘can ;»miseryl cheeks their" increase and.

vice

cheeks. it but nothing else. limperfectly happy

.andnvirtuous-community, my physical rll‘aw,
is

constrained to. increaseivery rapidly-
aifiyw 1991‘

into theitaet you-will itind thiatjtwilhdouble

every 25 years, butrthere can r‘be-no similarin

crease. in: their: food. ‘aThe: best": lands areltakw

up ‘tirst,< thenithetnexhbest; them theinferior, at

last the worst; tat eachstagewtheamwlt'oftfood

produced. iswless thanibefora I‘By naturehumm
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food-insteasesina slow arithmetical ratio ,Qman I

‘himseltiincreasesin a quick geometrical .ratio,

unless zwantandwiee stop him, so that it you

make ihim happy in ‘a :village community
'

for amomentyhe .will soon multiply, so that‘he

shallcease-td vrbe happy ; there is nothing to

stopihim ; he willerelong reach-the inevitable

limitwhere want-land wickedness begin to keep

him down". :This was what Malthus wrote in -

thc'ifir-st-editionof'his essay,ibut he very soon

added ‘something marefimhis second edition .in

WhiQhh'he-said “Throughout the whole of the
present tworkpl-haveso tar differed -.from ;the

former, as to suppose ‘the action of another

checkitoipopulationi-which doesnot-‘come under
'

theibQfld-rGilhGl' of “vice ,or misery”. The ire
ferqnsei'isitotthe celebrated principle-9f ‘self

restraint, .moral ,or prudential. ILn other words
‘

Malthus, :while laying down "(the Jaw lthat
mankind/‘increases at a greater ‘ratio vtha-n {the
food supplyflonly advocated ithe restriction .of

family shy :the exercisetot post-‘nuptial cone

finmce- “Mfllbbus never advocated anything-else,

SMMFit-is untairto-callthe,teachings such as

a‘e'cfi'lfiined ‘in the Knowlton pamphlet. vby
‘

theinaniemfMalthus- Hence, the hiventienfif

th‘"name*NemMalthusian.
TheaNepsMalthusians

~
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accepted the principles enunicated by Malthus,

but they went further, and instead otrelying on'

self-restraint as a check on population proceed

edf'tolay down artificial checks with full direc
tions as‘tofhow to ‘use those checks. .It, was the

enumeration of those-‘artificial Checks and the

elaborate directions given to apply thosechecks.

that a certain section of the British. public

objected to in the Knowlton pamphlet. 1

To go back to the Knowlton' pamphlet pro

secution. Mr. Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant deci-
V

dyed to publish the pamphlet to test thezright of

publication. On March 23rd,-1877 they Went

together to the Guildhall to deliver the first copy

of the new edition of the pamphlet to the Chief

Clerk. with a notice that they would personally

attend at a certain hour on the following day-t0

sell the pamphlet. The next day Stone Cutter

Street'fwas thronged with a crowd
of persons

anxious to purchase copies of the pamphlet from

Mr.‘ Bradlaugh and > Mrs. Besant. A few
days} later, the partners were arrested. - on In

warant and marched oil to Bri'dewell. From

the police court where Mrs. Besant 'had to

endure: lthe indignity of being I personally

searched, 1they were conveyed to the. .Guild

hall.v ~Mr. Alderman Fighins heard'thecharge
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and remanded the. accused until the 17th

of April. At the hearing of thev case Mr.

Douglas Straight conducted the ‘prosecution,

and after a couple of days’ Mr. Straight toflered
to proceed against Mr._.Bradlaugh alone, ‘letting

the charge against Mrs. Besant drop. But to this

the latter would on no account agree. Was Mrs.

Besant justified in insisting on her being tried

along with Mr. Bradlaugh ? In the first , place
there was no question of her deserting Brad’
laugh even it she were not included as one of

the accused. She could have rendered him all
the help that she did render without being

‘a

co-accused.v Her being associated with Mr.

Bradlaugh in standing a trial along with him

considerably increased Mr. Bradlaugh’s anxieties
.and responsibilities. In her father's life Mr.

Bradlaugh’s daughter writes thus on this point
“ Upon Mr. Bradlaugh lay the whole responsibi
lity 0t the defence; his was the. mind, that

Planned it
,

and he had to conduct the fight,
‘not merely for himself, but for; the woman
beside' him; had to consider, two briefs
instead ot.one,,and as Mrs. Besant Was-it that

time totallyyuniamiliar with the procedure of

the-13W courts, he had to instruct her, not only

in the things; it was desirable she should say,
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but also in those which were‘better lettu-nsaid.

He was r-buti too well aware that Mrs.
Besant

risked not alone‘ imprisonment; but alsovtheloss

other-child ; and in the event ofv failure andzthe

imprisonment of both himself and~_his colleague

the problemnaturaliy presented itselL-who
was

to edit the National Reformer, and ~to lookvtatter

the~new business. Mr. Watts’ plea of“ guilty"

followed by “Mr. 'Bradlaugh's indignation
‘had

for the moment produced considerable division

amongst *tormertriends, and there had been

hardly timeztoreckon which were friends
and

which were foes. Nothing could better mark
'

the extent of. my father's difiiculty tharrthe L‘fact

that he had-'tor-hand over these
onerous duties

to us, his-daughters, two girls fresh
lfrom 3

dreary countryilite, and’ hardly out of 0m‘
teens

Hence ‘although,’ he was justly sproud vthat
a

womaniwhorn =heheld in such esteem Should

stand x\byrhim publicly at such a moment, it

increased his anxieties and his rresponsibilities

enormously that Mrs._ Besant’s risks vwere
50

heavy’; and 1there was thus
no ztrusty B91

league free to undertake the burden Ola-Weekly

journal and the drudgery of ‘the managelm‘lt

ot=the~newvpublishing business. atileas't

of these. difticml-ties were pointed Out to

h
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Mrs. Besant.»; friends" besought her by

every argument they could vthink of not to

risk the lossiofiher child ; ‘but‘she had chosen

hericourse andshe adhered to-it in spite of all
entreaties. iAnd-suehhisthe irony of fate-that

sherlost thesoeiety of-her daughtenforllt) years,

andtwas subjectethtoithe grossest
insult from!

Sir'GeOrgei-Iessehas‘ [Master of '-the ‘Rolls ‘for

, V defemnding‘doetrines sh'e now'repudiates," We

may-‘take itithatithe above represent @MrJBrad

laugh’s view, of: thematter. As to tiheapublicv view,

Mr. Herbert Paul in this ‘History. of aModomj

England, says, “:It added ato his (Bradlaugh's)
offence in many'people’s eyesthat a lady,*-¢Mrs,‘"

Besant, had cooperated vand been convicted.

withlhirm” But what about Mrs, <1Besantther- v
Self? We can igivesthe. reply. to :that question

inthe words~of MrsABradlaugh -Bonner--the

daughter iofsGharles‘ Bradlaugh, .where she says

“Indeed MI am inclined. :towthink ithat. she

tMB-tBesant) hardlylrealise'd all the vgravityof

her-situation- ; ,a iIZlYDCflBQHSB: of the possibilities

involvedtsvas-iperhaps somewhat obscured ~.-by

‘lheatmospherenhexeitement and-admiration in

whieh=sherwasalimingf rFrom {what We hkmlw 0‘

NrssBesant weweanquiteiendom ‘the opinion‘

ofaMrs. Bradlaugh; Bonner. :
t ‘
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H V. x_ . ,"

To come backto the Knowlton pamphlet
prosecution, . the Magistrate : committed , both

Mr. Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant to stand their
i-trial at the Central Criminal Court, commonly

called the Old Bailey. Mr. Bradlaugh did not

[like the prospect of standing a trial at the Old

Bailey, and so he made an application
before

the Lord Chief justice, Sir Alexander Cockburn,

and Mr. justice Mellor, for a writ of Certiorari

tor the removal of the case to the Queen's Bench

to be heard before a judge and special jury

The Lord Chief ]us'tice remarked,
“ It upon

“looking at the pamphlet we think its object is a

‘legitimate one of promoting knowledge in a

matter of human interest, then lest there should

be any miscagiage resulting from any undue

prejudice we might think it is a case for trial by

a judge and a special jury I”.- -And so the judges

took time to consider. They took copies. of the

‘Pamphlet, and a few: days later the writ was

‘granted With’the following remarks “ We have

“looked at the book which is. the subject matter

of this indictment, and'we think it really raisesa
tair question as to whether it is a scientific pro

duction for legitimate purposes, {or whether it‘is

what the indictment ‘alleged it to began obscene
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publication. ‘We‘think' this a question which

will require to be decided by a judge, andlwe
think by a special jury; and, therefore, there
will be a writ of vcerliorm'i granted ". ‘The

Government, however, commenced to make

seizures in the Post Office of literature sent out‘

from the Free Thought Publishing Company,
All available copies‘ of Knowlton's ‘Fruits of

Philosophy
’ were. confiscated. So were copies’

at the Free Thinker's text book and a pamphlet
by Mr. Bradlaugh called ‘Jesus, Shelley and
Malthus' as well as a large number of copies of
the National Reformer. The trial of Mr. Brad
laugh and Mrs. Besant commenced on the 18th
of june, Sir Hardinge Gifiard, Q. C., M. P., the
then Solicitor-General, afterwards Lord Chan
cellor .of England under the title of Lord
Halsbury, was. theleading counsel for the. pro
“tuition. Mr.‘ Bradlaugh .and Mrs. Besant.
Conducted‘ their, own defence.

'

The object of
the defence was to show that the doctrine ot

the limitation of the. family was to be found in
may other .wprks in general circulation dealing
with; economiequestions and thatv in medical
W~°YkS~.»published at popular prices, some. inten
dad for theuse ot,,.y,oung people,.. there were

physiologicahdescriptions .set .fonth in = identicab
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ianguage. Among the- witnessesbcited for the

defence were- Protessor-andi Mrs. Fawcett'and.

Charles‘ Darwin.‘ ‘Professor IFaiwcett retused=to

take his ‘subpoena and-declared that he would

send Mrs. Fawcett= out of the'eountryr rather

than that she should appear-‘as-ra witness in’ the

case. Charles Darwin wrote to say;
“ I’ have

been for‘ many yearsi-mucb- out ot-health'and

have been forced to give. all societyi or

public meetings ; and it wouldbel'great‘lsufter

ing to me to be a witness in»court: .It' is

indeed not improable that I- 'may; be unable to

attend ; therefore I hope that,» it‘ in your power,
you will excuse my ‘attendanee’l. Alter this-he

was not called as-a witness.

After a trial extending? over four days the

. jury brought in a verdict “Weareunanimously

of opinion jthat'the boolr~in-*que‘sti0n1 is caudal-‘a’

ted to dep'rave public’ moralspbuttat the'saine
time we entirely exoneratethe' detehdants-trbm

any corrupt motives in publishing Ill". TliB

Lord Chiel Iustice told-thef- jury thavthiswas a

verdict of ‘ guilty’. Therforeman bowedl The

clerk asked it - they 'found 'the» defendants‘v guilty

upon the indictment. The foreman agtiin
bowed hand a verdict of‘ guilty!" was recorded;
Sentence‘ was“ postponed; for 32Wk; \Ql!’ “lit
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28th of’ June Mr. Bradlaugh Mrs. Besant

attended the lcourt'of Queen’s‘ Benchto
-receive

the sentence of. the court: The- Solicitor

General'opened'by moving the court for judg

ment; andthe‘n Mr. Bradlaugh. moved three

motions; 1,to' quash the indictment-pilot I

arrest of judgment; and 3, for a new trial. The

Court‘would not agree to new‘ trial'or to

a rule-for an arrest of judgment but left‘ the

decision as to quashing the indictment to the

Court of‘ Error. At this stage the Solicitor
r General put in two affidavits, one assertingithat

Mr. Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant had continued

to sell the pamphlet since the verdict and the

other ‘stating that Mrs. Besant in a speech at

the Hall ‘of Science on the previous Sundays-‘had
'

reprrsentedathe Lord Chief justice as being

favourable to them and the verdict as against
his ‘summing up. Mr. Bradlaugh’s daughter.

Says that, “ Sir Alexander Cockburrr'was- greatly
incensed at-the alleged reference to himselfand
regarded the continued sale in the light of a
grave and aggravated offence.” Here is-the same
Mm- Besant‘ again who cannot control’ her
tongue, pred ictin g .the action iof the» Lord Chief
Justice aiter .the‘juny.‘ hadgive‘n' their verdict

imd'beton: the judge had pronounced-sentence.
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The judge,’ however, sentenced-
'

both the accu-'

sed to six months’ imprisonment and toa fine of
'

£200 each and to enter into their own r'ecognié

sauces for £500 each for two years. But the

judgment was suspended till the Court of Error

had given its decision. In February 1878 the

appeal was arguedbefore Lords justices Bram

well, Brett and Cotton, who, in a very elaborates

judgment, gave their decision
in favour of

MnvBradlaugh and Mrs. Besant and quashed.

the indictment on the ground that the words

relied upon by the prosecution as proving their

case ought to have been expressly set out.

Thus Mr. Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant won

their case on a technical point. That however

served their purpose, for they were free and‘

could go on with their Neo-Malt'usian pro

paganda. They were also able to get backv

the. copies of the Knowlton pamphlet seized by

the Vice Society at Mr. Truelove’s shop.» Mf' ‘

Truelove himself was prosecuted and convicted"

and sentenced to four-months’ imprisfinment

and a tine-of £50. 'This‘was in connection with

another book. The~immediate effect ‘of the"

Knowlton pamphlet prosecution was K0.‘ (8.1.“ a

great impetusto the N'eo-Malth'usian propaganda‘

Works. upon ‘the population -_question;comm3!id"1

tiled
‘

little"



ed great isale, and we are told that the birth rate

in England began gradually to decline. Thev

Malthusian League was revived on a much
larger

scale-turd~z Mrs; Besant, herself brought out a-_.

pamphlet, entitled “ the law of. population, its

consequences and its bearing upon human con

duct and morals.” Writing about this pamphlet,

Mrs. Besant observes
“ I wrote a pamphlet enr;

titled; The‘ Law of Population’ giving the

alguments which had convinced me of its truth,

the terrible distress and degradation entailed on.

familieszby overcrowding and the lack of the

nwsssariesof life, pleading for early
marriages

that prostitution might be destroyed, and limita

tion otathe family that 'pauperlsm might .be
~

avoidedg‘fina-lly giving the information which

rendered early marriage without
these evils.

POSSlbIC”.
' - .i

It
would

be interesting to inquire ‘how Mrs.__

Besant was competent to write a pamphlet ofv

this description. the could-put forward theore
tical arguments arid sustain them from the‘study

of b99128; to". give practical suggestions on points

whitih vwould render “early marriage without

the-,wiwilslpossible" is not quite so easy‘, unless

°"° has practical experience or an accurate;

knowledge of the experience of others, 01‘ is a

b '
'
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genius; One might say the same about the
" law

I

of population," but of course we knotv that

Mrs. Besant is a genius. In later years, reter- .

ing to her association ‘with the Knowlton

pamphlet and the Neo-Malthusian teachings,

Mrs. Besant herself has observed “'1 was

wrong intellectually and blundered in the re

medy” and, with the assistance of Madame

Blavatsky, came to the conclusion that the

correct remedy was “ self-restraint within

marriage, and the gradual restriction of the

sexual relation to the perpetuation of'the race.”

It is extraordinary how it took a very clever

lady so many years to come to this conclusion.

Why, this was exactly what Malthus advocated.

In the writings of Malthus you do not find any

directions as to how to prevent conception.‘

Self-restraint within marriage was the ‘remedy

that Malthus propounded. Acareful study of

Malthus’ works would have given Mrs. Besant

the information she wanted. There‘ was no

necessity to go to Madame Blavatsky whose
‘

past did not qualify her to be a teacher on such

a subject as self-restraint within marriage. But.

however, Mrs. Besant paid dearly'for- her blind

impul‘siveness. »

W '1',»
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Almost as a sequel to the Knowlton pamph
let prosecution came the proceedings to deprive

Mrs. Besant of the guardianship of her daughter.

Proceedings were instituted in April 1878. Rev.
Besant’s petition alleged that “the said Annie
Besant is by addresses, lectures and writings

endeavouring to propagate the principles of

Atheism and has published a book entitled the

Gospel of Atheism. She has also associatedv
herself with an infidel lecturer and author named
Charles Bradlaugh, in giving lectures and in'
publishing books and pamphlets whereby the
truth of the Christian religion is impeached and

disbelief in all religions inculcated.” The publi
cation of the Knowlton pamphlet and the writing
of the “ Law of Population ” were also among
the oliences for which Mrs. Besant was to be

deprived of the guardianship of her daughter.
The proceedings undoubtedly were in the nature
of a persecution, and great public sympathy was
roused tor the suffering mother who was ‘to be
deprived of the guardianship of her only
dimghter. The petition came tor hearing before
the then Master ot the Rolls, Sir George lessel.
Mrs-Besant appeared in person to defend the

action; and she lostthe . case. Subsequently
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Mrs; Besant has made some very nasty remarks
about Sir George Iessel, but that is only “pretty
Fanu‘y"s way". The old saying is' that if you
have? no case, abuse the plaintiff's attorney.

With Mrs. Besant, if she lost a‘case the rule
seems to be to abuse the judge.~ When the case

was lost and her daugher was taken away trpnt
her, Mrs. Besant naturally broke down and was
'

ill in bed‘for some time.
“ Through that terrible‘

illness," says'Mrs. Besant, ‘‘ day after day Mr.

'Bradlaugh came to me and sat writing- beside I

me feeding with ice and milk, refused from‘ all

others, and behaving more like a tender mother
'

than a friend ; he saved my life though it seemed

to me for a while of little value, till‘ the first

months of lonely pain were over". When she

recovered from this illness she took steps to ‘set

aside the order obtained by Mr. Besant lorbid

ding Mrs. Besant to bring in a suit against ‘him ;

but she got no ‘redress. The.- deed of‘ separal

ion 'fiiecutied' in 1873 was held to be good
as protecting Rev. Besant from any suit broughtv
by- Mrs. Besant whether for divorce or for resti~
tution of conjugal rights, while the clauses giving
Mrs.’ Besant the custody of the child were set:
aside. In. April 1879. the Court ofl'AiPpaal
upheld this'decisien, but the- Conrt expressed at
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strong view as'to Mrs. Besant's right of\ access to
her children. ‘ Supported by this expression of
opinion Mrs. Besant applied to the Master of the
Rolls and obtained access to her children.
Wev may mention in passing that Mr.

Truelove, the publisher, was prosecuted for
selling a treatise bya RobertDale Owen on
moral physiology and a pamphlet entitled
“Individual, family and national poverty.” He
was tried at the Central Criminal Court and
convicted and sentenced to four months’ im
prisonment and a fine- of £50. Mr. Truelove had
to undergo the sentence. Upon this there is an
outburst in the National Reformer in true
Besantine style,whi.ch readers ofNcw India have
since become familiar with.

‘

Here is a passage
from the National Reformer. “ My ‘ Law Of
Population’ was used against Mr. Truelove

'
as

an aggravation of his offence, passing over the
I

m" tnqanness worthy only of Collette of usin g
agaiP/st

a Pl'iSQneI a book whose author has never
b9“ attacked forpwriting it. Does Mr. Collette, or
‘do ‘the authorities, imagine that the severity
Show" tO'Mr. Truelove will in any fashion deter
meyffom continuing the Malthusian propaganda ?
Let ‘Where assure them, one and all, that it will
‘1° n0"ling or the kind ; and I shall continue to
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sell the ‘Law of Population’ and to
advocate

scientific checks to population, just
as though Mr.

Collette and his Vice Society were all
dead and

buried. In commonest justice they are‘ bound

to prosecute me, and if they get,
and keep a

verdict against me, and succeed
in sending me

to prison, they will only make people
‘more

anxious to read my book, and make
me more

personally powerful as a teacher
of the views

which they attack."
'

'

The last sentence in the passage
above

quoted ‘serves as a key ‘to some at least

of Mrs. Besant’s recent actions. _
“ If they

succeed in sending me to prison" she
says,

“ they will only make people more
anxious to

read my book and make me more personally

'powerful as a teacher of the views which
they

attack.” There is a good deal of truth
in it

.

The surprising thing is the extraordinary

lengths to which some people go
to advertise

themselves. The result of all these prosecu

tions was a tremendous‘ advertisement,
not only‘

to the Neo- Malthusian views but‘ also
to the

Radical and Free Thought views o
f Charles

'Bradlaugh‘and Mrs. Besant. ‘Even'f from a

finan

cial point‘ of view ‘the prosecutions were

a ‘suc

‘cess. The defence ‘fund committee presented

a

|
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balance sheet showing public subscriptions

amounting to £1,292-5-4, and the total expendi

ture up to March 1878 in defending all these
'

prosecutions was £1,274-10s. The account was

then closed and the balance of Jg17-15-4 passed

on to a new fund for the defence of other cases,

On Mr. Truelove's release from imprisonment

he was presented with a purse containing

£l97-16-6.v Mrs. Besant herself received from

an anonymous. friend £2.00 in appreciation of

the courage and_ability shown by her. Over

and above- all these the Malthusian League re

ceived £j155-1l-9 during the first year of its

existence. So from a financial point of view

these successive prosecutions were a grand

success.
'

‘ .Xll

When Mrs. Besant recovered from her long
and dangerous illness, she came back again to

'her work with, as she herself says, courage

unshaken. Her. writings at this period, especially
her writings against Christianity, are marked by

considerable bitterness.) ‘Her own explanation

forthis added vigour iniher attacks on Chirstia
- ‘my is that ;she-felt“that it- was Christianity that

had robbed herof her child. But it is easy to
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SQe-Jhat the added‘ bittnerness and vigour‘l-werc

only manifestations of what .is'knownwas the

irritability ot‘weakness. Along with her-politi

cal and religious propaganda she also took up
'

the study of science. In 1879 she met-tor the

first time Dr. Edward Aveling, D. S. :C. of

London University, a very ‘able teacher ct

scientific subjects, and under his guidance she

started the study of such subjects as‘ Algebra.

Geometry and Physics- She marticulated
in

the London University in june 187
9 and very

soon qualified herself as a teacher in eight

ditterent sciences, and she taught as a teacher

in some of the schools ‘attached to the Hall of

Science from 1879 upto 1888. She passed
her

preliminary scientific and ~first
B. S. C. in the

, University'of London but failed three times in

the. final B. S. C. in practical chemistry.
She

did not accomplish all this without considerable ,

ditficulty, for the ostracism which was practised

against atheists followed her inv her vscientific

Studies as Well. Both Mrs. Besant and Miss

Bradlaugh were refused admissipn to the Botany
'

class of the University College.’Dr. Aveling was

dismissed from the chair
‘ ot comparatirrev Ana

tomy" at the. London. Hospital, not @tor bad

q‘eapching' ‘of‘ comparative. Anatomy butttor ‘his
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; _'heing.an atheist, ‘Questions were asked iii-the
‘

f House ot-Eommons about the action
- oirthe

Education Department in
recognising l-Mrs.

-;,Besan_t_as a'te'aeher,‘ These petty persecutions

,otMrs. Besant, Mr. Bradlaugh’s daughter,
Dr.

Aveling and others ‘culminated in the attempt

‘ vto keep Mr, Bradlaugh out of the House of

Commas‘ .

‘
-

MnBradlaugh’s struggles first of all against

the House not Confmons and then in the law

‘Courts are matters of ‘history. They form a most

discreditable chapter in English Political history:

The only redeeming feature of it is the tardy

reparation that was done to Mr.Bradlaugh, when

he was on his death-bed, by the House of Com

mons expunging from its records its resolution

against him. During all these years Mrs. Besant I

stood by Charles Bradlaugh and the history
of

her public activities during this period corres

' ponds with the history ofMr. Bradlaugh’s hercu

lean fight against ‘blind prejudice. Mrs. Besant

315° took-some part in the Irish agitation which

was then at its height. It was the harsh treatment

9*
the Irish race during the early part of Mr.

Gladstone’s Ministry, formed ‘in 1880 that

eventually led to the development of
the

“W1‘3 Rule policy audits adoption by that great
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statesman. This forms the brightest period of .

Mrs. Besant's public activities. Her political
work in conjunction with Mr. Charles ‘Bradlaugh
and the Irish Nationalists marks the high water

level of her public activities. In the meantime
‘the publishing business conducted by Mr.

Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant was thriving and.

the business was transferred to 63, Fleet, Street

where it continued to flourish for many years.

Mrs. Besant here started a magazine called “Our
Corner",which was conducted for many years

- mainly in the socialist and labour interest. It

was about this time that Messrs. Foote, Ramsey

and Kemp were prosecuted for blasphemy.

The trial ended in a disagreement of the jury,

and on a fresh trial they were convicted and

_ sentenced, Mr. Foote to a year’s imprisonment,

Mr. Ramsey to 9 months and Mr. Kemp t0 3

months. During the absence of Mr. Foote,

~Dr. Aveling undertook the editing of his

journal the “ Free Thinker ". In 1883 another
blasphemy trial was instituted, this time against
Mr. Bradlaugh, Mr. Foote and Mr. Ramsey,
the charge against Mr. Bradlaugh being that be

Published Mr. Foote’s' articles at the Free

I
Thought Publishing Company. Mr. Bradlaugh
howeqer' pleaded that hey did not publish the
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articleiand claimed a separate trial, which
was

granted. It‘ is- interesting to note
that at this

trial Mrs. Besant was not
included as an accused‘

although she was apartncr in the Free
Thought

Publishing Company. This time she was only

called asawitness. Mr.
Bradlaugh defended

himself and ‘the jury returned a verdict of
‘ not

guilty
’
against him. In the trial against Messrs.

Foote and Ramsey the jury disagreed but there

was no iresh trial as a nolle prosequi was

entered. - i

A public debate-held in St. james’s
Hall,

London, between Mr. Bradlaugh and Mr. Hynd

man, roused the interest of Mrs. Besant. we
are

told, in socialism. Mr. [-lyndman was as staunch

an advocate of socialism as Mr. Bradlaugh was of

individualism. A littlelater on Mrs. Besant met

Mr. George Bernad Shaw whom‘she describes

as “one of the‘ most brilliant
0t socialist Writers

and most provoking of men ; a man with
a~ per‘

fect genius for aggravating the
enthusiastically

earnest, and with a passion for representing

himself as a scoundrel.” Thus beganv
the

'
socialist period of Mrs. Besant’s public activities

- which continued for a period till she shifted once‘

again, this time to‘ become
a Theosophists

The development of 'socialistic tendencigs
‘in:

~L
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Mrs. Besant began to have the effect of gradually
estranging from her Mr. Bracllaugh: Remarking
on this Mrs. Besant says _" Happily Mr. - Brati
’laugh was as tolerant as he was strong, and ‘our
private friendship remained unbroken ,' but he
never again-felt the same confidence in my judg
ment as he felt before, nor did he any more con
suit me on his own policy, as he had done ever
since we'first clasped hands". We need not

follow closely the development and progress of
Mrs. Besan't's socialistic career. It is suflicient
here to remark that even here she was bitterly
attacked for her socialistic views by some of the
Radicals in the free thought party.
Some of the criticisms levelled at Mrs.

Besant at this period are interesting. She was
‘described as a “ Saint Athanasius in petticoats
and as possessinga mind like a milk Jug". The
same critic remarked that "Mrs. Besant like
most women was at the mercy of her last male
.acquaintance for her views on economics."
Perhaps this is not a very unfair criticism.
If we may add anything to \it, it is - this that
when she has no male acquaintance who has
any economic views- worth the name her own
economic views are most astounding. We have
carefully studied one of Mrs. Besant's ficonomic

it
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writings of this period, namely one of her Fabian

essays on socialism,- on the subject of industry

under socialism, which shows more imagination‘

than insight into the subject of which she was.

writing." In‘. this way Mrs. Besant continued
her progress as a socialist till at last she resigned

hcrco-editorsh‘ip of the National Reformer
Shedid not sever her connection with the paper.
She‘remained as a contributor and joint pro-;
ptietor. The resignation of her co-editorship
was-‘due to the “inconveniences and uncer-'

tainty ‘that resulted from the divided editorial

policy of that paper on the question of
socialism." Mrs, Besant explains that there '

was another reason also which led her to take
this step. We might describe it in her own
words-z-‘l saw the swift turning of public
6Pinion, the gradual approach to him of many

Liberals who hadhitherto held aloof, and I knew
that they looked “upon me as a clog and burden‘
and that 'were'I less prominently with him his

Way would be the easier to tread. So I slipped
inure-and

more into the back ground,v no longer

tvcnt-éwith him to his meeting; for I had be
clomerhindrance instead of help." Noblesentb‘
met-its‘ nobly expressed. 1 Here ‘at least, Mrs.
Besant‘? ‘had-the good‘ sense to recognise that she
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had become a hindrance insteadot
a help to,

Mr. Charles Bradlaugh. We hopethat
she will

have the same good sense to recognise
that she

has become a hindrance in other spheres
of

public activity to which,‘ it may be
said, like

the case of the ivy plant the
“ closer she

clings the greater the ruin”.

In‘ 1888 Mrs. Besant was elected amember

of the London School Board by the, Tower

Hamlets division. Her experience as a
teacher

and her generous sympathy for the
working

classes peculiarly suited her
for the work t of

the London School Board, and perhaps
in that

capacity she did the best and most
useful work

of her life. Unfortunately tor the continuance

of her useful work on the School
Board, Mrs.

Besant had been growing more and more
rest

less. The astute lady who was the moving spirit

o
i, the Theosophical Society from its very incep

tion had been writing in the fTheosoPhist from

time to time paragraphs and ‘articles referring t
o

Mrs. Besant in s unewhat flattering terms, but

Mrs. Besant herself, though ‘touched 'by the

flattery of the tarseeing head of the Theosophical

Society, resisted the temptation tobe attracted I

by the Theosophists. In later ‘years Mrs. Besant:

in her autobiography wrote thus: r‘fl have
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sometimes wondered of late years whether had

I mother then (.1882) or seen any of her writ-.
ings l;s'hould have become her pupil. Itear
not‘; I‘

. was still too .much dazzled by the

triumphs of Western science, too self-assertive,
too tonci -.of combat, too much at the mercy of
my own .emotions, too sensitive to praise and

blame." 'For the matter of that, Mrs. Besant is

even now all that, but. some. how in 1882 the

Process o
f

her evolution from Secularist to

Theosophist- hadlnot been completed. When
she says that “ since 1886 there had been
slowly-growing. up a conviction-that my philo
phy was not suflicient ; that life and mind were
other than, more than,~ I had dreamt.” The
growth o

f

this conviction gradually advanced till
the year 1889 when Mr. Stead gave her the two
volumes of MadameBlavatsky’s “Secret Doct
tine” for review. Mrs. Besant, we aretold, was
“dazzled, blinded by the light in which dis
jointed tacts were seen as parts of a mighty
whole and all her puzzles, .riddles, problems
seemed to disappear." Mrs. Besant reviewed
the vbook and then asked Mr. Stead for an in
tfOduction to Madame 'Blavatsky. She-called on

Mad.alt1e~>.l3lavatsky, saw her and was captured.
- she'soon-became a‘member ot the'l‘heosophical

’

.
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Society. Mr. Bradlaugh, Mrs. Besant’s co
worker ‘since 1874, first came to know‘ of

Mrs. Besant’s conversion to’t'l‘heosophy' from a

'
magazine article and referred thus in .the'
Nalional Reformer of Iune 30th*1889'.

‘' I very
deeply regret indeed that my colleague and co

worker has, with somewhat of suddenness, and

without any interchange of ideas with myself‘,

adopted as facts matters which seem to me to

be as unreal as it is possible for any fiction to

be. My regret is . greater as I know Hrs.
Besant’s devotion to any course she believes to

be true. I know that she will always beearnest
in the advocacy of any views she undertakes tov

dete'nd and I look to possible developments of,
Theosophic views with very great

'

misgiw

ing.”v It
'

was thus that Mrs. Besant desertedjhel'

friend and co-worker who for fifteen years had

stood b
y her, staunch and true, to become the

pupil of Madame Blavatsky.

Before we proceed further we should like

to give our readers some. idea of Madanwv

Blavatsky. There is no reliable biography o
f

Madame Blavatsky available, but the excellent
article

'

in- Mr. I. N. Farquhar’s
“ Modern

Religious Movementsin India " oil-Theosophy
,
throws/argued deal of light ‘on the life-and worhi
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of Madame Blavatsky. Mr. Farq'uhar'expla'ins that
hehimself had to go for the facts connected
with the life of thisv lady to

,
a number of letters

which she had written to two well-known
Riissian men of letters, which have been transla
ted into English and published in the form' of a

book, and to Mr. Farquhar’sbook we are indebt
ed for the facts relating to Madame Blavatsky.
Helena Petrovna was born on the 12th of

August 1831, the daughter of Colonel Peter
Hahn, a member of a German family settled in
Russia. In 1848, when she was but seventeen,
She married N-. V. Blavatsky, a Russian oflicial,

a good deal older than herself, but she ran away
from him three months after the marriage. From
1848 up to 1874 there are no reliable facts
available about her life except what are
contained in her own letters. In 1874 M.
Aksakotf, a Russian journalist, wrote to Mr.
Andrew jackson Davis, an American journalist»
interested in spiritualism. The letter was in
French, and Mr. Davis, who did not understand
French, asked Madame Blavatsky herself to
translate it for him. Here is an English tran
Slation of the letter. “I have heard Madame
Blavatsky spoken of by one of her relatives, who
said‘ she was rather a powerful medium

6g

v ;_
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Unfortunately her communications bearimarks of
' her morality which has not been of the severest

type”. After reading and translating this letter

Madame Blavatsky herself wrote to M. Aksakoff,

‘ and in that letter the following passage occurs.

“_VVhoever it was told you about me they told

you the truth in essence it not in detail. God

only knows howl have suffered for my past. it
I is clearly my fate to gain no absolution upon

Earth. The past, like the brand of the curse

of Cain, has pursued me all my life and pursues
me even here in America where I came to be
far from it and from the people who knew me

in my youth. I hated hypocrisy in whatever
form it showed itself ; ergo, I ran amuck against
society and the established proprieties. Result:

three lines in your letter which have awakened
all the past within me and torn open all the old

wounds. I have only one refuge left in' the world
and that is the respect of the Spiritualists of

America who despise nothing so much as free

love”. Later she wrote again thus : “I really
,CaImOt, just because the devil got me into

trouble in my youth, go and rip up my stomach
now like a Japanese suicide in order to please

the llltidiums. My position is very cheer-less,

v Simply helpless. There is nothing left but to
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‘

start for Australia and change my name for ever”.

For some considerable time she lived with
'

a'man Metrovitch and was known as Madame

Metrovitch. There was also a boy whom she

‘acknowledged as her son for several years, but

in 1885 when she created the myth that she

was a virgin she told a new and wonderful tale

. about the boy. I In April 1875 Madame Blavat

sky married in Philadelphia an Armenian
Russian subject named Michael Bettalay. Yet

N. V. Blavatsky was still alive and there had .

been no divorce. It was a case of bigamy pure
and simple. A few years afterwards how
ever, this marriage was dissolved, thanks to

the easy divorce laws that prevail in some

, of the States in America. Madame Blavatsky
'

spent sometime in Cairo and other countries

endeavouring to earn a livelihood by giving
‘

.spiritualistic seances. In 187 3 she arrived in
New York'and continued to reside there for
several years and became a naturalised American

citizen. In her letters to M.‘ Aksakoff she gives
the reason for this policy. “ Her youth was
now over ; she was 42 years of age. She

‘wanted to escape trom the results of her dis

solute lite ; but that was impossible in Europe,
above all in Russia where her past was so well‘I .

h‘

4
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at Chittenden.

known. So she decided to go to America to be

far from the curse of her past life and from the

people who knew her in her youth." In America

she continued to be a Medium, and in 1874 a:

number of people interested in spiritualism had

gathered round a family named Eddy, at

Chittenden in the State of Vermont. Amongst

those who were there to watch and to see what

was to be seen, was Henry Steel Olcott who

‘nad served in the Federal Army during the
Civil War and bore the title of ~Colonel, but

who was now a journalist and had been sent by

the New York Graphicto report the happenings

Thither went Madame Bla

vatsky, and there in October she met Olcott.

Both Madame Blavatsky and Colonel Olcott

wrote a good deal about spiritualism. Madame

Blavatskydescribes herself as a
‘ spiritist 'and

‘ spiritualist
’ in the full significance of the two

titles. Colonel Olcott used every possible

means to advertise Madame Blavatsky raising her

to the rank of a countess, mixing her up with

Princesses, Boyards and imaginary Governorsy

General and making her out a second Living

stone in heir travels in Africa and the Soudan.

On her part Madame Blava'tsky rendered a

similar service to Colonel Olcott by advertising
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him. The two writers
'

on spiritualism [did
remarkably well for a time but unfortunately a

peculiarly odious piece of fraudulent spiritis‘m
was exposed early in 1875 and public interest
in the subject began to die down. The two
comrades tried various plans to keep their hold

on‘the people but it was useless. Things were
‘in a bad way. Writing about their condition
then, Madame Blavatsky says: “ He is far from
rich and has nothing to live on but his literary
labours, and he has to keep a wife and a‘ whole
lot of children". Again writing on the subject
she says‘: “ Here you see is my trouble, to-mor
row there will be nothing to eat. Some
thing quite out of the way- must be invented.
It is doubtful if Olcott’s “ Miracle Club” will
help;l will fight to the last.” The Miracle
Club did not succeed, and as things went from
bad to worse the Theosophical Society was
started as a desperate remedy to keep the spiri
tualistic twins afloat. Colonel Olcott says: “The
formation of such a society was suggested by

{myself
on the evening of September 7th, 1875

1n the rooms of Madame Blavatsky, 46 Irving
Placer New York City, where a small gathering
of her friends had assembled to listen to a dis
course by a Mr. G. H.‘ Felt.” At that’ meeting‘
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Mr.‘
judge‘ moved _ the‘ formation I‘

of the Theosophical Society which‘.
was carried

mm con. On__
the 17th of November the society

was launched as a perfected organisation. Ollcotltn

became President. judgeI Vice-President and

Madame Blavatsky,
corresponding Secretary.

We shall follow the development and activities

of this ‘society in our subsequent articles.

The newly-started Theosophical"
Society

did well for a time.
Writing on the 6th of

December 1875, barely a
month‘ after the

society was started, Madame
Blavatsky says

“Our Vice-Treasurer, Newton, is a millionaire'

and President of the New York spiritualists”.

This practice of enlisting American millionaires

on the side of the
Theosophical Society has

continued ever
since to the great advantage of

the Theosophical Society. Two years after
the

starting‘ of the Society Madame
Blavatsky.

produced the
“ IsisyUnveiled.” By this time

her old spiritualistic allies began to
cause,

trouble, for they felt that she was faitliless
t0

them-‘p AlYledium,named Home,
had taken

lb? trouble , to, trace
Madame Blavatsky's

antecedents and toyobtaininformation
about her

‘Pr‘ivateine. He had also gar
to the bottom‘ of

some of her fraudulent spiritualistic
Phenomena,
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and l-about the time that Madame Blavatsky' ,

published'her “ ‘Isis-unveiled? Home publish

ed his “ Lights and Shadows ot-Spiritualism
‘’
;,

and the exposure of Madame Blavatsky's frauds

contained in 'Home’s book agitated her so much
and‘ influenced public opinion in America so

seriously that Madame Blavatsky decided to

leave America‘ for ever and go to India, In
December 1877 she wrote thus :

‘_
‘ Itis for this

that I am going ‘for ever to India, and for very
shame and vexation I want to ‘go- where none
will know my name. Home's malignity has

- ruined me for ever in Europe”. In the following
December of 1878 Madame Blavatsky and

Colonel Olcott sailed from New York and arrived
‘

in Bombay, which they made their headquarters
forthe next two years. Madame Coulomb, a

lady whose acquaintance Madame‘ Blavatsky

made inEgypt, and her husband~ also arrived

in Bombay at the same time :and were

established at the'The'osophical headquarters in -

in Bombay as (friends and. ‘assistants of Madame

Blavatsky. With the establishment of the

Theosophical twins in Bombay'began the manu

iacture

"

0t “ Phenomena’Q As“ Mr. 'Farquhar
remarks “If some prominent European were
enquiring about‘ Theosophy 'a letter rrom Koot'
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Hoomi would be sure to fall‘ on his head.

Telegrams from the Masters would come tumb

ling through the air, "precipitated" in Theoso

phical phrase,'but strangely enough bearing the

stamp of the British Telegraph Office. The

Masters showed themselves now and then in one

of their bodies to select people. Lost articles

were found, and new things arrived in unheard

of ways. Half a cigarette or a lock of Madame

Blavatsky’s'hair would be transported from one

place to another by occult means”. The re

covery of Mrs. Hume's lost brooch was one of

these occult occurrences, which,.unfortunately

for Madame Blavatsky was subsequently exposed ~

and showed in its true light by the Englishman,
the Bombay Gazette, the Times of India and the
Civil and Military Gazette with corroborative

‘

evidence from Mr. Hormusji Seervi, a Bombay

jeweller. The culmination of all these Theoso
phical phenomena was attained at Adyal' to

which place the headquarters of the Theosophi
1521. Society had been transferred in December
1882.

We do not want to go into details connect

edwith these Theosophical occurrences" but
would refer our readers to the Chirisfian

(Tollegf
Magazine for 1884, which contained

‘
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modes of articles’ entitled the “' Collapse of
Koot Hoorni.” : Madame 'Coul0mb placed a

‘
numberot letters in the hands of the editor
of'the vChristian 7 College Magazine, and the
exposures made by' that journal were based on
the contents of those‘letters. The Theosophlists
contended that the letters were not genuine.
The exposure of these Theosophic "phenomena"
attracted the attention of the Psychical
Research Society of London which appointed a
‘committee to investigate into ‘the alleged
“Phenomena”. Mr. Hodgson was deputed to '_

I
vproceed to ‘Madras and‘carry on the investiga

_
tions on the spot at the expense of Professor
Henry Sidgwick. Mr. Hodgson came to Madras,
resided at the Theosophical headquarters and
after a Prolonged enquiry wrote a report. He
Came to the conclusion that every “ Pheno-r
menon”, so far as he had been able to trace it

,

‘wflsiraudulent ; that the letters handed over-by
Madame Coulomb were genuine; and that most

o
f

the Koot Hoomi letters were written by
Madame Blavatsky herself, though a few were
Probably written by Damodar. Dr. Hartmann

‘o
f

the Theosophical Society also held an enquiry
and Published a report defending r Madame
Blavatsky. The ‘report is entitled “ Report of
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the result of. an investigation into the
charges

against Madame Blavatsky. brought
by the

Missionaries of the Scottish Free
Church‘ at

‘

Madras and examined by a Committee appointed
'

forthat purpose by the General Council of the
‘

Theosophical Society, Madras, Scottish Pressr

1885.” About this Madame Blavatsky‘ herself

wrote to M. Solovyoff thus :
“ If your heart is

not attracted
to Hartmann you are quite right.

This dreadful man has done me more harm by

his defence and often by his deceit than the

Coulombs by open lying . . . . . ._ .

He is a cynic, liar, cunning and vindictive,

and his jealousy of the Master and his envy for

anyone on whom the Master bestows the least

attention are simply repulsive.” And so on and

so forth. The Theosophists themselves represent

8d by Colonel Olcott wrote to the Madras Mail

that the report published by Dr. Hartmann was

not authorised by the Committee nor its publica

tion ordered’ by the General Council. Thus

Hartmann's- defence repudiated by Madame

Blavatsky,Colonel Olcott and other Theosophists

collapses. Then there remained the Coulomb"

letters- The Theosophists at first gave out that

they were'going to take_ criminal action against ‘

‘

Madame Coulomb and the Christian
'Cvutg?
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Magazine, but subsequently they gave out. that

they did not intend to take any proceedings»

against them. Then Madame Coulomb decided

to bring the matter before a court . of law. Un- I

iortnnately for her, Madame Blavatsky herself

had not publicly charged Madame Coulomb

with forging the letters.‘ So there was no cause

of action against Madame Blavatsky. There
‘ lore Madame Coulomb decided to proceed

against General Morgan of Ootacamund as
he

had been foremost in charging her with forgery.
Of course in such a case Madame Blavatsky

would be the most important witness. But at

this juncture Madame Blavatsky’s doctor went

and begged Madame Coulomb's friends to post

Pone the case as Madame Blavatsky was so ill‘

that the excitement of her appearing as a witness

'would probably kill her. The postponement
was agreed, in fact several postponements took

Place and on General Morgan _ declining to‘

apologise, Madame Coulomb instructed Messrs.

Barclay and Morganto proceed against General

M°Yg3m The very;_neirtS day the Theosophical

. Society. gave Madame Blavatsky permission,

to-leave rlndialand she , embarked‘ on aa French
“tamer; the “Tibia, at Madras on the 2nd of.

APFiL , Her passage; was taken under the name:
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of vMadame Helen. Madame Blavatsky herself

explains the reason for her sudden departure

from India. In a letter to‘ M. Solovyoff written
'

at Naples on the 29th of that month she says
'

that she had been called a Russian spy and 7

adds“ they certainly could not prove anything,
but meanwhile on more suspicion it might have

‘been a matter of sending me to jail, arresting

me and doing who knows what to me. I have

only now heard of these in detail ; and they did
I

not tell me and packed me off straight from my

bed on to the French steamer”. Madame

Blavatsky never came back to India after that.

It was this Madame Blavatsky to whom Mrs.

Besant went for advice and guidance in 18 89.

‘When Mrs. Besant wanted to join the

Theosophical Society Madame Blavatsky asked

her “ Have you read the report about me by

the Society for.Psychic Research?”
“ NO, I

never heard of it so\far as Iknow" replied
- Mrs. Besant. "Go and read vit and “after
reading it you‘ come back-well,” said Madame
Blavatsky. On which Mrs. Besant borrowed a

‘COPY of the report and read it ; and after reading

the report Mrs. Besant asked herself ,' “Was the

writer of the “ Secret Doctrine ” this miserable
impostor, this accomplice of tricksters, this foul
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and loathsome deceiver, this conjurer with trap
doors and sliding panels ?" To all these questions
Mrs. Besant could only give a contemptuous
answer by flinging the report aside with right
eous scorn. And the next day she joined the
Theosophical Society and after joining it went
to Madame Blavatsky, knelt down before her
and clasped her hands and looked straight into

‘

1 her eyes and asked her “Will you accept me
as your pupil and give me the honour ot
of proclaiming you my teacher in the face of
the’world?" And the reply was “You are a
noble woman. May Master bless you”. And
thus Mrs. Besant became the disciple of Madame
Blavatsky and came under the blessing of the
Masters, Mahatma Moriya and Mahatma Koot
Honmi.

'
'

XV

Mrs. Besant was only able to study as a
direct pupil of Madame Blavatsky for two years.
She joined the Theosophical Society in 1889,
and Madame Blavatsky died in May 1891. Since
Madine Blavatsky’s death Mrs. Besant has been

'

by far the most important personality within the ,
Theosophical Society. At the time of Madame
Blavatsky's death Mrs. Besant was in London.

\‘~ "
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‘Mr. Judge was in America and Colonel Olcott
‘was in India. On receipt of the news of ‘the

death of Madame Blavatsky, Judge wired from

America “ Do nothing till I come”. Mr. judge
.arrived in London very soon afterwards and start

ed the manufacture of messages from Mahat

mas in the art of which he was an expert. Mrs.

Besant in her innocence accepted these messa

ges as genuine and publicy announced at a

meeting in London that there could not be any

doubt about the existence of the Mahatmas as

communications had been received from them

since the death of Madame Blavatsky. The

mahatmic messages continued to arrive in rapid

succession most of them conveying instructions

as to the high place which Mr. Judge ought to

occupy in the Theosophical Society. Under

\mahatmic protection Mr. judge began to ascend
in the Theosophical society, and Colonel Olcott
who was then in India was so overawed at the
special patronage extended by the Mahatmas to

Mr. judge that~ he resigned his position as Pre
sident of the Society early in 1892 in order,

presumably, to make room for Mr. Judge.
'

‘Even ‘though he withdrew his resignation
a\fierwwils, at the Annual Convention >of1892
Mr- Judge was elected President of the Society
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torlife. ‘This election however was not ratified.
Later on when Mrs. Besant came to India and
placed all the documents before Colonel Olcdtt
‘

that astute organiser of the Theosophical Society
who knew its secrets. better than any one
else, excepting Mr. Judge, at 'once saw that
some of the documents were forgeries and that
vthe mahatmic messages were written in the
peculiar hand-made rice paper, in all probability
abstracted from Madame Blavatsky’s rooms in
London'and sealed with a flap doodle seal the
existence of which was known to Colonel Olcott.

Mrs. Besant carefully studied the evidence, and
it is said that she became convinced of Judge's
guilt. Colonel Olcott then sent what was
practically an ultimatum giving him the option
of retiring from all the oflices he held in the
Theosophical Society, or of having a Judicial
Committee convened and the whole of the
Proceedings made public. Judge refused to

' resign. It was then decided that a Iudicial
Committee shoul be held and that Mrs. Besant
should preside over that committee. It was
8180 decided that all evidence should be publish
ed- Indian Theosophists, we are told, were
‘foremost in demanding'that the fraud should be
'eKPOSed. The Iudicial Committee met, Colonel

_ \~
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Olcott, Mr. judge and Mrs. Besant being pre
sent. After a most careful consideration the
Committee came to the conclusion‘ that it '

was contrary ‘to Theosophical principles to

decide whether judge was guilty or not. From
a Theosophical point of view the trial was im

possible- The publication of the evidence was

decided to be equally impossible. It was

evident that it was not an easy matter to expose

Mr. Iudge, for he was in possession of infor

mation which would enable him to have a

counter-exposure which would damage very

seriously the Theosophical Society. Mr. judge

agreed to continue to work with Colonel Olcott

and Mrs. Besant if the affair was hushed up in

such a way that his character was not injured.

Many Theosophists objected to the matter being

thus hushed up. Mr, Old, one of the members
of the Inner Section of the Theosophical

Society, was one of those who urged the public
ation of the evidence. He was told that it was
too late as all the documentary evidence had

been burnt. But the Theosophical Trio little.
suspected that before the incriminating dOCu'
ments were handed over to Mrs. Besant facsimile
copies of all had been taken by Mr. Old. M1"
Old offered to hand over these facsimile copies
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to the Theosophical authorities for publication,

but the leaders refused‘ to publish. Mr. Old
then handedhover the facsimiles of the docu

ments to his friend-Mr. Edmund Garrett, who
in a series of articles published ‘i

n the Westmins

‘ter Gazette'from October 29 to November 8,

1894, and subsequently republished in book

form under the title " Isis very much unveiled”

exposed the whole of the hushed up Theoso

phical fraud. .

. This unexpected exposure brought Mr.

Judge to a defiant attitude. He was at bay,and
he denied all the facts and posed as a martyr.
HI! along with a large number of American

Theosophists broke away from the Theosophi
cal Society and formed a new Society called the

“Universal Brotherhood and Theosophical

Society” in America, of which he was elected
the life president. Mr. Iudge however lived only
for a few months after the formation of this new

society, and after his death his place was taken

b
y Mrs. Katherine Tingley. The statements con

'

tained in Mr. Garrett's articles in the Westmins
fer Gazette have not been seriously repudiated,

b
y

any of the Theosophical leaders. Since 1893
Mrs. Besant has spent most other time in India.
She-has done‘ very goodv work in _the-field 0f

\

7

.
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education. She started the Central
Hindu College,

Benares, in l89'5.- She has written
extensively on

Theosophical subjects, and since,
the death of

Madame Blavatsky she became
the leader of the

Esoteric Section started by Madame
Blavatsky in

1888. In the practice of occultism
she has been’

associated with Mr. Charles Leadbeater.
, Mr.

vLeadbeater was a curate of
the Church of

England but became a Theosophist in
1884. He

has been one of the prominent oflicials of
the

Theosophical Society. He has carried on a good

deal of occult investigations ‘and
according to

Mrs'Besant he-is on the threshold of
divinity.

We shall consider in detail the
methods by which

Mr. Leadbeater has arrived at the threshold
of

‘divinity in our subsequent articles.

XVI

In our past articles on this subject, we

‘have as far as possible made Mrs. Besant
herself

unfold the story of her life by keeping
faithfully

to her own autobiography. In the case
Of

Madame Blavatsky also we are anxious that
as

far . as possible she should be made to tell'
he!‘

own tale ; but as thisis not a life of Madame

Blavatsky we. ‘will. only reproduce here
in

extenso one of‘ Madame
Blayatsky’s letters.

'It
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isazletterf which she herself called
“ my contes

sion." Theletterwas addressed to M. Vsevolod

Sergyeevich. Solovyoff. It will be-found publish
ed in M.‘ Solovyofi's book translated by Mr,
Walter Leaf . under the title jol- “A Modern
‘Priestess of Isis.” ,We will let' Madame Blavaté
sky speak for herself. Here is her confession :—
"I have made up my mind .(doubly under

lined). Has the following picture ever present
ed itself to your literary imagination ?'There is
living in the forest a wild boar-an ugly creature,
but doing no harm to anyone» so long as they
leave ;him in peace inv his-forest, with his wild
beast friends who'ylove ‘him. This boar never
hurt anyone in his life, but only granted to
himself as he ate the roots which were his own
in the forest which sheltered him. There is let
loose upon him, without rhyme or reason, a
pack of ferocious hounds ;men chase him from

_
the wood, threaten to burn his native forest, and
to leave him a wanderer, homeless, "for any one
tokill. He fiiesfora while, though. he is as
COWdYby nature, ‘before these-hounds; he
tries to escape: forfhe :sakeiof. the forest,- lest

'
they bum it downs‘ But‘ lo'l'one after another
thc ‘Edd beasts vwholwere; fonce his». friends
join. the hounds‘: thesis-begin w chases-him,
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yelping and trying to bite and catch him, to

make an endof him. Worn out, the boar sees
that his forest is already set on fire and that he

cannot save it nor himself. What is there for

the boar to do? Why this ; he stops, he turns’
his face to the furious pack of bounds and

beasts, and shows himself, wholly (twice under

lined) as he is
,

from top to bottom, and then

falls upon his enemies in his turn, and kills as

many of them as his strength serves till he falls

dead—and then he is really powerless.
“ Believe me, -I have fallen because I have

made up my mind tofall, or else to bring about a

reaction by telling all God's truth about myself,
but without mercy on my enemies. On this I
am firmly resolved, and from this day I shall
begin to prepare myself in order to be ready.

I will fly no more. Together with this letter,

‘

or a few hours later, I shall myself be in Paris,
and then on to London. A Frenchman is ready
and a well-known journalist too, delighted to set

'

about the work and to write at my dictation

Something short, but strong and what i
s most

important——a true history of my life. I shall not
even attempt to defend, to justify myself. In
this book I shall simply say: In 1848, 1
,

hating my husband, N. .v. Blavatsky (it may
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have been wrong, but still such was the nature

God gave me) left him, abandoned him-‘a
virgin '(I shall produce documents and letters
proving this, although he himself is not such" a

swine as to deny it). I loved one man deeply,
but - still more I loved occult science, blieving
in magic, wizards, etc. I wandered with him
here and there, in Asia, in America and in

Europe. I met with so and so (you may call
him a wizard, what does it matter to him ?) In
1858 I was in London ; .there came out some
story about a child, not mine, (there will follow
medical evidence from the‘ faculty of Paris and i

it is for this that I am going to Paris). One
thing and another was said of me, that I‘ was
depraved, possessed with a devil, etc. I shall
tell everything as I think fit, everything I
did, for the twenty years and more that
llaughed at the qu’cn dim-ton, and covered
up all traces of what Iwas really occupied

in
,

i-e, the sciences occulties, for the sake, of

my family and relations who would at that
time have cursed me. I ‘will tell-how‘. from-my
clghteenth year I tried to get peopleto talk about
me, and say about "me that this man and that
was my lover, and'hundreds of them-.. -I will
tell too a great 'deal- of which ‘no one ever
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dreamed, and I will prove it. Then I willin
form the world how suddenly my eyes were

opened to all'the horror of my moral suicide
i

how I was sent to America to try my psycholo

gi'cal capabilities ; how I collected a society
there, and began to expiate

'

my faults, and -

attempted to make men better and to sacrifice

myself for their regeneration. I will name all
the theosophists who were brought into the

right way, drunkards and rakes, who became

almost saints, especially in India, and those

who enlisted as theosophists, and
' continued

their former life, as though they were doing the

work (and there are many of them) and yet
were

vthe first to join the pack of hounds that
were

hunting me down, and to bite me. I will des

cribe many Russians, great and small-Madame

S-—'among them, Mr slander and how it turned

out-to be alie and a calumny. I shall not spare

myself, I swear I will not spare ; I myself will
set fire to the four quarters of my native

wood,

the society to wit, and I will perish, but I will
-

perish with a huge following. God grant I shall

die, shall perish at once on publication ; but if

not, if the master would not- allow it
, how should

Ifear anything? Am Ina criminal before vthe

law 2 Have {killed anyone, destroyed, detained

?
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I ‘am an American foreigner, and .I
. must

not go'back to Russia. FromsBlavatsky, if
v hetis

alive, whathave I to fear 3 I-tis thirty- eight years
since I parted from him,after that I passed three

days and a half with him in Tiflis in 1863 and

then we parted again. Or“ M-—? I do not care a

straw about that egoist and hypocrite ! He bet

Fayed me, destroyed me by telling lies to ‘the

medium Home, who has been disgracing me for

10 years already,so much the worse for him. You
understand, it is ‘for the sake of the Society'I

have “ valued my reputation these ten years.

- I

trembled lest rumours, founded on my own eflorts

(3 splendid case for the psychologists, for Richet

& Co.) and magnified a hundred times, might

throw discredit on the society while blackening

me. I was ready to go on my knees to those

who helped me to cast a veil over my past ; to

give myU-life and all my powers to those who

helped me.- But now? Will you, or Home .the

medium,-or M--, or anyone in the world, fright
en‘me with-threats when ‘I ‘have myself resolved

'

On a lull confession? Absurd! I tortured and

killed myself with fear and terror that I should

damage‘ theé Society-kill it. :' IButJ' nowvl torture

"W561i more.‘ I haveothought ‘ it all out,

‘coolly and Smelly; ‘I have‘ riskedaillonaia
single
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card-—all (twice underlined)! I will snatch the

weapon from my enemies‘ hands and write a

book which will make a noise through all
'

Europe’ and Asia and bring in immense
sums

of money to support my orphan niece, an inno

cent child, my brother’s orphan. Even if all the

filth, all the scandal and lies against me had

been the holy truth, still I should have been'no

worse than hundreds of princesses, countesses,

court ladies and royalties, than Queen Isabella

herself, who have given themselves, even sold

themselves to the entire male sex, from nobles

to coachmen and writers inclusive ; what can they

say of me worse than that? And all this I my
self will say and sign.

\
_' _

“ No. The devils will save me in this last

great hour. You did not calculate on the cool

determination of despair which was and
‘has

passed over. To you I have never done any
harm whatever, I never dreamt of it. If I am

lost I am lost with everyone. I will even take

to lies, to the greatest of lies, which for that

reason is the most likely of all to be believed.

I will say and publish it in the Times and in all
the Papers, that‘ the ‘ Master’ and ‘Mahatma.

K:
H.’ are only the product of my own imagin

ation, that I‘i'nv'ented them, that the phenomena

\
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were all more or less spiritualistic apparition,
and 1 shall have twenty‘ million spirifisfs in a
body at my back. I will say that in certain
instances 1- fooled people; I will expose dozens
of fools (underlined twice), des hallucines ; I
will say that I was making trial for my own
satisfaction, for the sake of experiment. And
to thisl have been brought by you (underlined

twice). You have been the last straw which
has broken the camel's back under its intole~
rably heavy burden.

I ’

“ NOW you are at liberty to conceal nothing.
Repeat to all Paris what you have ever heard or
known about me. I have already written a letter
to Sinnett forbidding him to publish my
memoirs at his own discretion. I myself will
publish them with all the truth.‘ SoGthere will
be the “truth (underlined twice) about H. P.
Blavatsky", in which psychology and her own
and when’ immorality and Rome and politics
and all her own and others’ filth once more will
be set out to God's world. I shall conceal nothing.
"will be a Saturnalia of the moral depravity of
mankind, this confession of

~mine,‘ a worthy
epilogue of my stormy life. And it will be a

ireasliwfor science as well as ‘for scandal: and
‘t is anmeme (underlined twice) ;‘ i will‘ show
I
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will break many
,and wi

myself with a reality (underlined
twice), which i, i.

ll resound through all. is

the world. Let the psychist
gentlemen, and iii

whosoever will, set on foot
a new inquiry. ig

Mohini and. all the rest, even
India, are dead i t

for me. Ithirst for one tliing
only, that the it

world may know all the reality,
all the truth, i ii

and learn the lesson. And then
death, kindest i a

of all.
-

H. Blavatsky. g

“ You may print this letter
if you will. even

in Russia. It is all the same now.”
‘

XVll
‘

,
I

Madame Blavatsky’s letter
to Solovyoft

which we. reproduced "in our
last article, ,

idea of the ,

will give ,our' readers a 'fair

character of this extraordinary
lady, of which ,

the outstanding feature is its untruthfulness.
b‘hfi- ,‘

seemed to suffer from a constitutional
inability ii

to speak thetruth. ‘On one occasion
Madame t

Blavatsky-said “ I was naturalised nearly
eight it

years ago-as aeitizen of the United
States, ‘which

_
led to my losing every right; to my pension

0f

' five thousanilrbubles yearly the widow "on

high olficifllfiin'Russia’tzr On‘this M,
solovyofi i

r¢m3Tk$¥“wttat-will the modest
and honoured’
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N. B. Blavatsky who, though old, is still

alive,v say when he hears that he is a high oflicial

in
‘

Russia and that his widow was to receive

during his life-time a pension of five thousand

roubles a year? What an irony of fate ! Helena
Petrovna, while still almost a child, married a.

middle-aged oflicial in spite of her relations ;

after a stormy and almost incredible career she

died at 60 years of age, and he, though she had

long given out herself as a widow, survives her."

One incident narrated by Solovyoft 'we

must not omit to mention. It occurred when
M. Solovyoff and Madame'Blavatsky were both

staying at Wurzburg. One day M. Solovyoff

received aletter from Madame‘Blavatsky. The
‘

letter was in these terms_,:—“I have just seen the:
Master; He has commanded me to tell you some

thing which will'be a surprise to you and‘ will
decide perhaps not only your fate and mine, but
Perhaps if you will'bnly trust me for once (only

I

the beauty Ofit is that it would have been even»
better for me and better for the cause

if You" had. seen inir'ne' alone,’ a resume

o
f

all the so-called imaginary many masters),

fhe" Y0“ 1181av patriot ‘could perform an

Immense service to Russia also! Come‘ as
Soon as ever-you earn-‘H.133’ j'Aud on ‘receipt
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of this letter when Solovyoff called
on Madame

Blavatsky, after a long and mysterious preface,

she at last came out thus :-—“ Look
here. This

is what it is ; you are soon going
to St.

Petersburgh, now do undertake a very important

business of the greatest benefit to 'Russia.
I

Wish to propose myself
as a secret agent of the

Russian Government in India. To promote the

triumph of my country over those vile English

I am capable of anything. I hate the English
Government in India with its Missionaries

; they

are all my personal enemies thirsting
for my

destruction. That alone is reason enough why

I should throw my whole soul into the struggle

with them. And that I can do them immense
harm in ‘India. is certain ; and

I alone can do it,
no one else is capable of the task. My influence

.

on the Hindus is enormous ; of that I can easily

produce as much evidence as you will.
At a

sign from me, millions of Hindus would
follow

me- 1 can easily organise a gigantic rebellion.

I will guarantee that in a year's timethe whole‘

of India would be in Russian hands. Only they

must give m6 the pecuniary means-HI
don't

want much. .You know how I am in this respect
And they must put it in my power to penetrate

into India through Russia,.tor I cannot go back
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any other way since this affair of the Coulombs
and the Missionaries; andI will 'bring about
one of the greatest events in history. I proposed
the same thing before, some years ago, when

Timasheff‘ was still minister; but I did not
receive any answer. But now it is much easier
for me ; I can arrange the whole thing in a year.
Help me in such a patriotic cause'r’.v This
conversation with Solovyofi reported in “ A
Modern Priestess of Isis "- ‘will tell our readers
what shewas politically. ‘They have already
seen what’ she was morally.
We should think that our readers have

enough material now before them to judge of
Madame ‘Blavatsky. We will only quote one
more passage from her letters, and that is to let
her introduce to our readers that extraordinary

Theosophical performer, Mr. Leadbeater. Ma
dame Blavatsky in describing her voyage to India
in 1884 says ‘‘ I sail in company with Mr. and
Mrs. Cooper Oakley (amicide Madame de

Morsier) and the Reverend Leadbeater (a week
before our‘ departure from London he was a
Person, im cure, and‘ now he is a Buddhist),
and we sail with a party of eight disgusting
Missionaries, with whom we‘ all but quarrelled
every day aboutmyself. 1' These‘fou'r males and

Q~ A
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four females of American 'Methodists’had already
read the lampoons of their devilish brethren the

Scotch Calvinists, and they cackled. I looked
at them as an elephant looks at a pug-dog, and

got my own restlessness calmed down. They

go for my Protestant parson, and he goes from

them to me, in my defence. In Ceylon I took
public vengeance on them. I sent for the
High Priest of the Buddhists, and introduced

the English parson Theosophist to him; I

proclaimed in the hearing of every one that

he was to enter into Buddhism. He blushed,

but was not greatly disturbed, for he had

seriousy made up his mind to do it
,
and in the

evening a solemn ceremony was performed on

shore in the temple of Buddha. The‘ parson
Theosophist uttered the pansil (les cinq precept“);

a lock of hair was cut from his head; to become

a Buddhist and a novice and---[ was revenged".
Little did Madame Blavatsky realise when she
took her revenge on the Missionaries by thus

Capturing a Reverend clergyman of the Church
of England and making him a Buddhist and, a

Theosophist that she was laying a mine undtif
the Theosophical Society itself, But perhaps
she' ,knew :‘ and did not ‘care; She said t9

Solovyoff on one occasion that in‘ order to ‘rule
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menitiisnecessary to deceive. them.‘ - She had

a very poor opinion of Theosophists as a-- class,

and even about the best of them, Colonel

v
Olcott, she said; “ Olcott is useful in‘: his place ;
but he is generally such an ass, such a blockhead!
How often he has let me in ; how many

"blunders he has caused me by his incurable
‘stupidity !" Perhaps she knew what Lead
beater was capable of developing into. However,
if she thought that she was revenged on vthe

Missionaries, by‘the conversion of Leadbeater,
the Missionaries, we are sure, now consider that
the Christian Church is well rid of such an
ordained clergyman. Madame Blavatsky is
dead, Mr- Leadbeater is still living. We shall
leave the dead in peace and study the progress
and development of the living Theosophist who
“has reached the threshold of divinity."

xvni
'

Next to Mrs. Besant the most important

individual in the Theosophical Society within
recent years has been Mr. C. W. Leadbeater. We
learn from the Theosophist for Novemberl9ll
that Mr. Leadbeater'wasbom on-February 17th
1847- and that as achildhewent with his parents
te'South America ‘where. he‘. lived 'ia-Jife. a;
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manifold adventure. After returning to England
he entered Oxford University, but his career
there was cut short by the failure of Overend,

Gurney&Co., in which his fortune was in
vested. He managed however to take holy
orders, and he worked as a curate of the Church

I

of England until 1884 when he joined the

Theosophical Society. Prior to that time he had

been much interested in spiritualism and had

made various investigations and experiments.

We have seen how Mr. Leadbeater travelled from
England to India in 1884. and how he becamea .

convert to Buddhism in Ceylon when he arrived

in that country. He worked in Ceylon for some

years on behalf of the Buddhist educational

movement, subsequently returned to England

taking with him a young Sinhalese named jinara

jadasa. In England he became tutor to Mr

Sinnett’s only son and among his other pupils

was Mr. George Arundale. In 1905 Mr. Lead
beater was a member of the British section of

the Theosohpical Society and held the office of

Presidential Delegate. At that time some unsa
voury charges were made against him in America

and the American section of Theosophists first

communicated these charges to Mrs. Besantland
Mr. Leadbeater and subsequently appointed MB
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Burnett, as [Commissioner and sent him to
‘

London to lay the matter before Col. Olcott, the

President of the Theosophical Society. We shall

give‘the charges formulated by the American

section of the Theosophical Society against Mr.

Leadbeater in the words of Mrs. Dennis, the

Corresponding General Secretary, American

section, Esoteric Section. Here is her letter
to Mrs. Besant.

DEAR Mas. BasAn'r,

lhave suddenly learned the cause of the . . . . .

boy's bitter hatred and contempt tor Mr. Leadbeaten
Of which I spoke to you in London and which cause
he had at that time refused to reveal. It is not, as I
had supposed, a childish and personal grievance, but

Chicago, january25th, 1906.

HS you will see from the charges and evidences form-
'

ulated below, was the result of morally criminal acts on
the part of Mr. Leadbeater himself. Before he was allow
ed to go to. . . . . with Mr. Leadbeater, Mr. Leadbeater
had told the parents of this boy that his first elfort in

training boys was a frank talk on the sex question with
Careful instruction to them of the necessity of an abso
lutely pure and virgin life. He stated that he liked to gain
their confidence while they were very young and before they
had med through ignorance. He wished to inform them
before even a first oflence, which he said was iatal, so ab
solute must be their virginity. This was the understanding
between Mr. Leadbeater and the boy's parents in arranging
for his travels with him, and in connection with which
‘he fallowing chargesv are made against Mr. Leadbeater¥8
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' THE CHARGES,

' First, 'that he isteaching young boys given. into
his

care habits of . . . .
. demoralising personal practices.

'_
Second, that he does this with deliberate intent

and

under the guise of occult training or with
the promise of

increase of physical manhood.
'

'
'

. Third, that he has demanded, at

promise of the utmost secrecy.‘
, ,.

Then Mrs. Dennis proceeds to give the testimony
of

two boys. The testimony as contained
in Mrs. Dennis‘s

letter is not fit for publication.
'

One boy said to his mother
" Mr. Leadbeater‘told me

that it would make me strong and manly.” 'l‘he
other boy

said, when asked what excuse Mr. Leadbeater gave‘
for such

conduct :--“ Mother, I think that wasthe worst part
of the

whole thing. Somehow, he made me believe
it was Theo

sophical 1”

Mrs. Denins then continues as follows :—

Only after searching questions by the parents
was the

foregoing evidence given ; they have persisted
maintaining

secrecy as long as possible. At the present time
neither

of these boys knows of the other’s experiences,_
neither

is aware that the other has told his
story. There is

,

therefore, no possibility of collusion as they live
some dis

lance apart and practically never see each other.
This

constitutes the substance of the charges and the evidence

Whichl went to New York to submit to the oflicials

wh° sign this statement with me. They agree that these

charges are SO grave, the evidence so direct ‘and
sub

stantial’ the Possible consequences to the movement
50

calamitous,
that immediate consideration," searching

“lwesfigation and prompt action are demanded.‘ lwTogetber

least in one case,
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we decided that' in justice a»to the cause which has

associated us, to Mr. Leadbeater and to you, we coulddo
no less,v than place this whole matter before you asking you

to advise us what action you will take. We, therefore, await
your reply and scarcely need to say that we will do every
thing in dur power to protect the good name' of the

TheosophicalSociety, and to keep this matter from the

public, not merely to screen an individual but to protect
the cause. To this end, those who know have pledged

each
other to the utmost i secrecy and circumspection so

that no hint of it shall escape them- A copy of this
letter and statement is sent to Mr. Leadbeater registered in
thesanie mail with this. You will also receivg by regis
tered book-post, a copy of the “ Adams Cable Codes

" on
the fly leaf of which is written my cable address. This is
the code which i use.

‘

With deep regret over the
necessity for sending you this statement, I assure you that
I hope to stand by you in your effort for wise action all _
along the line.

_ I

Faithfuly,

(Sd.) HELEN. I. DENNIS.

I Subscribe,

(Sd.) E. W. DENNIS.

The undersigned having heard the statement of Mrs.
Dennis respecting her investigation into the alleged fact

concerning MI r. Leadbeater are emphatically of opinion
that justice to Mr. Leadbeater, as well as to the American
Section and the whole Theosophical Society, require from
Mrs- Besant, as head or the Esoteric Section of Theosophi
011 Society, the most thorough enquiry. And they no less

empllilticallyconcur with Mrs. Dennis in her opinion that

u
‘? gravity of the case demands ‘that such an enquiy

. \

;

‘i
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should be carried out with all possible
promptnes and

Mrs. Besant’s decis'on to be made known
to them.

(SdJ ALExANmR
Forums,

General Secretary,

American Section,

Theosophical Society.

FRANK F. Kno'rns‘.

Asst. General Secretary.

HELEN. I. DENNIS.

Corresponding General Secretary,

American Section, Esoteric Section.

Euznne'rn. M. CHIDESTER',

' Asst. Corresponding Secretary,

American Section, Esoteric Section.

‘To this Mr. Leadbeater at once
replied in

the following terms 2
‘Shanti Kunja, Benares,

India,

February 27th 1906.

MY DEAR FULLERTON,

I have received the document signed
by you.

Knothe, Mrs. Dennis and Mrs. Chidester.
Fortunately

it arrived while I was staying with
Mrs. Besant,

and I at once took into her room and
discussed it

with her as my copy came before
hers. She concurs

with me in thinking it best for me
to answer it by

explaining to you the principle underlying
my action and

then commenting upon the particular cases
adduced- I

hoped that my friends in America know
me well enough

not to attribute‘ to an immoral motive
anything that I do,

but since this is apparently not yet so I must write
With

entire frankness about some subjects which are not
usually

discussed at the present day.
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The business of discovering and training specialty

hopeful and younger members and preparing them for

Theosophical work has been put into my charge. Possibly
the fact that I have been associated with the training of
young men and boys all my life (originally of course on
Christian lines) is one reason for this because of the ex
perience it has given me. As a result of that experience,
I know that the whole question of sex feeling is the prin
cipal difliculty in the path for boys and girls, and very
much harm is done by the prevalent habit of ignoring the
1 subject and fearing to speak of it to yonng people. The
first information about it should come from parents or
friends, not from servants or bad companions. Therefore,

always I speak of it quite franlrly and naturally to’ those
whom I am trying to help, when they become sufliciently
familiar with me to make it possible. The methods ot
dealing with the difliculty are two. A certain type of boy
can becarried through his youth absolutely virgin and
can pass through the stages of puberty without being
troubled at all by sensual emotions ; but such boys are
few. The majority pass through the stage when
their minds are filled with. such matters and con

stquently surround themselves with huge masses‘ of
most undesirable thought-forms which perpetually react
upon them and keep them in a condition of emotional
ferment. These thought-forms are the vehicles of appal

ling mischief since through them disembodied entities can
and constantly do act upon the child. The conventional
idea that suchthoughts do not matter so long as they do
not issue in overt acts is not only untrue, it is absolutely
the reverse of the truth. I have seen literally hundreds
otcases of this horrible condition, and have time the
“fact which it produces in after-life. In this country Of
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India the much-abused custom of early
marriages prevents

all dificulty on this score.

(Mr. Leadbeter here enters
into details of

“ This

trouble” and of his remedy for it
which are not fit for

publication)

Proceeding he says :-I know this is not the conven
tional view but it is quite true for

all that and there is no

comparison in the harm done in the
two .cases even at the

time quite apart from the fact that
the latter plan avoids

the danger of entanglement with
women or bad boys

later on. You may remember how St.
Paul remarked

'

that while it was best of all to remain
a celibate, in the

rare cases where that was possible,
for the rest it

was distinctly better to marry
than to burn with lust.

Brought down to the level of the boy,
that is practically

what. I mean and although I know that many
people do

not agree with the view, I am at a loss to
understand how

any one can consider it criminal especially
when it is

remembered that it is based upon the
clearly visible results

of the two lines of action. A doctor might
advise against

it
,

principally on the ground that the
habit might degene

rate into unrestrained. . . but this danger
can be readily

avoided by full explanation
and it must be remembered

that the average doctor cannot see the
horrible astral

effects ot-perpetual desire. Having thus
explained the

general position, let me turn to
the particular cases

cited.

Particulars‘ concerning the two boys who
had confess

ed certain things to their mothers that
they alleged to

have taken place while they were in the
charge of Mr

Leadbeater, are here given and these particulars-1
are unit

for publication. In speaking of the first boy Mr.
Leadbeater
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admittedthat he tried‘ one experiment and only one-and

that he did mention to the boy that physical growth- is

frequently promoted by the setting in motion of those

currents, but that they needed regulation. The second

boy, he stated, had entered into undesirable relation with

a person: designated “Z” before coming under his care,
and the, boy had promised to try to drop these relations

and to lead the life of an ascetic. Later on this boy wrote
to him and said that he could not lead the ascetic life, and

asked for/advice; and then Mr. Leadbeater gave him cer

tain advice which he considered under the circumstances

the best to meet the case.

Concluding Mr. Leadbeater says :—I write this to you
as the first signatory of the document ; how much of it,

you can repeat to the ladies concerned is for you td'decide.
l have shown it to Mrs. Besant as I shall do any other,
correspondence that may ensue, for Ihave no secrets
from her. I am very sorry indeed that this trouble has
arisen and that any act of mine, however well

intentioned, should have been the cause} of it. Ican
only trust that when my friends have read this

perfectly frank statement they will at least acquit me of
the criminality which their letter seems to suggest; even

though they may still think me guilty of an error in
judgment.

Mr. Dennis announces his intention of returning un

oPeriod any letter from me, which seems scarcely fair, as
I believe even.a criminal is usually allowed to state, his
cases. But since he prefers to close all communication
with me, it'isnot for me to ask him to reconsider his

deeision.-. If he later becomes ‘willing to allow correspon
dence with his family to be resumed I am always ready on
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my side, for nothing‘will change my
affectionate feeling

towardsiall its members.
Yours ever most cordially,

65d.) C. W. LEADBEATER.

P. S.—l see thatlthere is one point in- Mrs.
Dennis’

letter.on which Ilhave not commented-her
reference

to a conversation on the necessity of {purity
for aspirants

for occult development and tothe fact that (for
a certain

/stage of it
) one life without even a single lapse i
s required.

It is of course obvious that the lapse mentioned
meant

connection with a woman or criminal relations
with a man

and did not at all include such advice as

is suggested i
n

the body of my letter, but !since there has
been so much

misunderstanding it is better forv me to say
this in so

many words, so please paste this slip at the
foot of my letter

on the subject.

\ ‘

,

MrsiBesant {sent the following reply
to

Mrs.- Dennis :—
f

l

, SHANTY KUNJA, BENARBS
Cm,

/Feb. 26th, 1906.

MY DEAR MRs. DENNIS,

Your letter causes me some grief and
anxiety, and I

think I shall serve you, Mr. Leadbeatter and the Society

best by perfect plainness of speech.

Mr. Leadbeater is very intimately known to you. and

you have had definite experiences in connection
with him

on super-physical planes ; you know something of
his re

lations there, and the impossibility of the existence

o
f Such

i relations with deliberate wrong doing. All this must
not

1 be forgotten in the midst of the terrible trial to
which you

are subjected.

l h
e

itulutely
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I know @him better than you can do, and am

absolutely certain of his good faith and pure intent, though

I disagree with the advice he has, in rare cases, given to

boys approaching manhood.

All who have had much experience with boys know

that as puberty approaches, they stand in great peril ; new
and upsetting impulses come to them, and very large

numbers of boys ruin their health for life at that

age from sheer ignorance, and suffer‘ all their lives

hopelessly. Some are ruined by sell-abuse, some by

seeking immoral women. Also, even when they resist
these, they are tormented by sexual thoughts which

poison the whole nature. Most boys are left to struggle

through this period as best they may ; they learn about

sex from other boys, or from servants, or bad men, and
are ashamed to ask help from parents or teachers

Some think no one should speak to them beforehand.

Others think it wiser to speak to them frankly, warn them
of the dangers and tell them to ask help if necesary.

Personally I think the latter course the right one_ A
boy should learnv first of sex from his mother, father or

teacher. Then comes the question, what advice should
begiven when sex thoughts torment him. Many doctors
advise commerce with loose women ; this I believe to be
ruinous Others, knowing that nature gives relief under
these conditions, when they become severe, by involun
my emission, advise that rather than let the-mind be mu
of unclean images for a long period, when the torment
bemmes great, the whole thing should be put an
end t0 by provoking nature's remedy, and that this, rarely

W0‘. is the safest way out of the trouble, and does
less harm than any other. This I learn is Mr. Leadbeater’s



view, a rare hastening of the period
of discharge that

nature would later cause. I do not agree
with it. I think it‘

might cause a very evil habit,
and though this evil habit is

lamentably common, I would close the door
on it by pro-

hibition, and await the natural involuntary
relief. I can,

however, understand that a good
man might with many a.

precaution, look on th'g
as the least of many evils. Perso

nally I believe the right way is careful
diet, plenty of exer

cise, occupation and amusement,
and rousing of the boys’

pride and self-respect against
yielding. Mr. Leadbeater

would do all this, but as a last resort
the other. While we

may dissent from this, it is very different from
the charge 0;

teaching boys self-abuse, pre-supposing
foul intent instead

of pure. He says he has in three or
four cases given this

advice believing that it would save the boysrtrom
worse

peril.

...... case is different. The boy had fallenv
into

bad hands, and Mr. Leadbeater's help was
invoked. He

_ explained the way of diet,
etc., mentioned above, and also

the last resort; the boy selected to try the
former. Since

Mr. Leadbeater left America the boy wrote saying
he could

not bear the strain, and Mr. Leadbeter explained
the other

Way, to be used only under
'

great stress. As the boy's

letter was written since Mr. Leadbeater left the
States, his

account, as given now, is obviously false.
Mr. Leadbcalfil'

says, that when a clergyman, he found that
some young

men in danger of min were saved by this
advice and

gradually obtained complete self-control.

l have explained to him my reasons for disagreeing

with him, though I know that his motives were pure
and

good, and he has agreed with me not again to give
Such‘

advice- He oflered at once, if I thought it better. to retire
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from acti've work, rather than that the Society should suffer

through him. Believing asI do in his'perfect honesty of
purpose and knowing him to be pure of intent, though mis

takenin his advice, I am against the ‘ retirement. All ‘of
us make mistakes at times. and where the mistake is honest

i and will be avoided in future. it should not
'
carry with it.

disassociation from T. S. and E. S. work‘

Most profoundly do I hope that you will see the
matter as I see it and recognise in- the light of your own
knowledge of Mr. Leadbeater, the impossibility of the‘dark.
charges made. I fully understand the horrible shock, but
Iknow that all who approach the path have to face those

searching ordeals, and hold on through all. As one who
has passed through many such trials, I say to you, have

courage, be steadfast. Even if you blame Mr. Leadbeater,
do not let that reflect on Theosophy or lessen your devo
tion to it

,

since his view on a most difficult question is his‘

own, and not Theosophy's. Nor must you forget the
immense services he has rendered, and the thousands he
has helped He has written to Mr. Fullerton and I think
you should read the letter, as should the other signatories
and your husband. It is not just to condemn a man un
heard. on the statement of two boys, one of whom has not.
SPOken frankly as is shown by his dating his objection
from a supposed occurrence at—whereas he wrote to Mr.
Lmdbeater for a help long afterwards. Your husband i

s

3'" upright and an honourable man and it would be to him:

a matter of lifelong regret it he condemned unheard a
friend and afterwards found he had condemned unjustly

' With constant affection,
_
,

Yours always,

(Sd.) Armin BESANT.
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Mrs. Besant wrote again to Mrs. Dennis
at

a later date. _ That letter is very
interesting.

Here it is- v

~ May 10th, 1906. .

‘2 You ask me what you are to think of my position.

This I know, Mr. Leadbeater to be a disciple of Master

K. H- I have constantly met him out of the body and

seen him with the Master and trusted their
work. I know

thatif he were evil-minded this could not be. I cannot

therefore join in bounding him out of the T. S., in
which

he has been one of _our best workers.
Further, I know

how much terrible evil exists among young

m , and the desperate straits in
which many

find themselves to deal with these evils
and

which fall to the lot of many clergymen, parents
and

teachers andl cannot hear unlimited condemnation
of

‘the attempt to deal with them. Trials come from
time to

time-Coulomb attack on H. P. B. Doubtless
from the

worldly point of view, I should save trouble by
deserting

.Mr. L. but I do not see that to be my duty.

But the American section of the
Thwwphiml

Society, as we have already said, appointed
a Commit"

‘sinner and sent him to England to lay the matter
befol’c

Col. Olcott.
’ -

XIX

v

The American section of the Theosophical

Society issued a circular signed by the
Secretary,

Mr. Alexandar Fullerton. In this Mr. Fullerton

narrated in detail the circumstances under which

the section had come to the decision to take

action against Mr. Leadbeater. He mentions
the

It
lin
n
I

lilhl
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memorial that was addressed to Mrs. Besant a

copy of which was supplied to Mr. Leadbeater.
It analysed the evidence on which the charges
were founded and then proceeded to state that
the whole case had been carefully considered by
a committe which came to a unanimous decision

(1
) that Mr. Leadbeater should be presented for

trial to the Lodge whereto he belonged, (2) that a

special delegate should proceed as quickly as

possible [to England and personally see Col.
Olcott, the General Secretary of the British
section, the authorities of the defendant's Lodge
and the defendant himself. This delegate, Mr.
Robert A. Burnett of Chicago, sailed on April
20th armed with discretionary‘ power as to ‘the
settlement of the case. It was understood that if

Mr- Leadbeater agreed to retire absolutely from
all membership in connection with theTheosophi
6&1 Society and its work, the prosecution before
his Lodge would not be pressed. Successive
telegraphic reports by the delegate were that the
local Sympathy with him in his mission was
Very Strong and that Col. Olcott had telegraphed

to Mr- Leadbeater to go at once from Italy to
attend the meeting of the British Executive
COmtnittee on May 16. The committee of

enquiry met-in London at the Grosvener Hotel~ I
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‘on May 16, 1906. Its members
were Col, Olcott

‘(in the chair) Mr.
Smith, Dr. Nunn, Mrs. Mead,

Mrs. Stead, Miss Ward, Miss
Spink, Mrs.

Hooper, Mr. Keightly, Mr.
Thomas apd

Mr.

Glass who acted as Secretary. There
were also

present Mr. Burnett as representing
the American

section and M. Bernard as representative
of the

7 French section. Mr. Leadbeater was present
at

the committee and had the
fullest and amplest

opportunity of explaining,
defending and

justifying himself.

He admitted that the charge which
was

brought against him of teaching
self-abuse to

boys was true and also admitted
something else

which bow in England and in
America would

bring him within the pale of the
criminal law.

Mr. Thomas put this question to
him : “ There

,

was definite action?" Mr,
Leadbeater, “You

mean touch. That might vhave taken
place."

Mr. Leadbeater had asked Col. Olcott what
he

had better do and the Colonel told him
he

should resign- A few minutes before
the

committee opened Mr. Leadbeater wrote a
letter

of resignation to Col. Olcott to be
used it

necessary. The letter was in these terms‘

“ Dear Col. Olcott.--In view of recent events

and in order to save the Society from any embaf
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rassmeut =I .beg; to place in- your hands my
resignation of membership.—Yours ‘as ever

(Sd.)C.-W. Leadbeater." At the end of the

enquiry the committee deliberated as to whether
Mr. Leadbeater’s resignation should be accepted
ori‘whether he should be expelled from' the
Theosophical Society. There was a close divi
sionof opinion. But in the end the resignation
was accepted in the terms of the following
resolution: “That having considered certain
charges against Mr. Leadbeater and having
listened to his explanation, the committee
recommend the acceptance by the President
Founderof Mr. Leadbeater’s resignation already
Offered in anticipation of the committee’s
decision." Thus Mr. Leadbeater’s connection
with the Theosophical Society was severed in
1906.

' '

'

The story of how he came back to the
Theosophical Society we shall unfoldlin a later
article. There is this to be said for Mr. Lead
beater. Rightly or wrongly he held certain
Opinions, and he has honestly stuck to those
minions. In 1913 when Mr. Leadbeater‘
appeared in the witness box of the Madras
H‘gh-Court as witness ‘for the defence in the
actron‘b'rought by Mr- Namyaniah

it
against__ .#
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e recovery of his children, in

cross-examination
he again ‘admitted the advice

that he had given to
certain boys, and he

/

further said that some doctors
condemned such

advice and others were
in favour of it. He said

that physical growth is
frequently promoted by

setting in motion all these currents.
He further

said that in his opinion-matrimony
is good when

there‘ is really strong mutual
affection, but

matrimony without love and prostitution
are

both worse than the remedy
he suggested. All

sexual intercourse is forbidden
in the practice of

occultism, and Mr. Leadbeater ‘had practised

practical occultism. We have
already seen in

Mr. Leadbeater's postscript to
the letter he sent

to Mr. Fullerton, that purity meant
the absence

of any lapse in connection
with women or

criminal relations with men and
did not at all

include such advice as was suggested
in his.

letter. Nay, _ more. In a letter
written to

Mrs. Besant by Mr. N. D.
Khandalwalla, he says:

“The whole of Leadbeater’s attitude seems
to

‘indicate that he believed the foul practice
W35

permissible in occultism and that‘his
Master

would not object to it. You say that excitement

and misuse of the sexual organ is
one way °f

stimulating astral powers and is largely
“W1 W

Mrs. Besant for th
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some schools of occultism. You have put it as
a fact before the esoteric section members that

excitement and misuse of the sexual organs
leads to the acquiremen-t of astral powers" and
so on. Thus it would appear that habits of self

' abuse are not only intended to develop physical
powers but are also capable of stimulating'astral

'

powers. If that represents the Theosophic view
of this disgusting practice, no wonder that Mr.
Leadbeater, the high priest of onanism, is
supposed to have arrived‘ on the 'thresh old of
divinity. The history of the period after the

-

resignation of Mr. Leadbeater from the
Theosophical Society and his return to the

Society is unfolded in a series of letters from
Mr. Leadbeater to Mrs. Besant. And we intend
to let'these letters speak for themselves. We
shall publislrthese letters one by one without
any comment of ours and let our readers draw
their own conclusions from them.
On May 11, 1906 Mr. Leadbeater addressed

the following letter to Mrs. Besant :
.

~ ‘ N'm; M 11th 1906.
MY DEAR ANNIE,

A S’
a?

'

I have your note of April 19th, forwarded from
Genoa! have to-day received a telegram from the Colonel
11S ;_

I

“American commission bringing otficlal charges
9 .
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'meets British Section executive committee in London May
16th. Your presence urgently desired answer Harrow
gate-H. S. Olcott, President."
I suppose that is_ the "Qcall to London " to which your

telegram‘ referred and so llsuppose that I must go although
I I do not at all like the prospect, nor do I' in any way ac
knowledge the jurisdiction of the court : but I think I _

shall be obeying your wish in going. I wish you were

yourself to be present physically on the occasion. The

Colonel has concealed my entire programme. Charles

Blech'advises me as a friend to consider wellall the

posibilities before going to England, so I suppose he
fears that there may be legal arrest and prosecution;it

seems as though they were vindicative enough ‘even for

‘that. Raja has spoken very strongly to the Americans,

and has sent a letter (denying that the grosser form o
f

the charges can be true) to' some of; thel principal men

there. Mrs. Holbrook and Mrs. Tuttle write assuring me

of devotion and friendship.

I‘presume the Colonel will either expel me or
re

quest me to resign ; the latter I am very willing to do, as
you know, to avoid causing any trouble in the Society. I

think I might still do the work in Burma, but as a

Buddhist not as a Theosophist. What is your opinion as
to this? If it all gets into the newspapers I shall be unable
to do evenithat. I want much to see you and talk things
over ; where and when can we meet ? Benares may not

be desirable if the minds of our brothers there are poisoned
against me. Let me hear fully from you ; address
Harrowgate until further notice.

I

with very much love from us all. I am ever,
» Yours affectionately,
(8d); C. W. Lnhnissarss.
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On May 17th, after the Committee had

accepted Leadbeater’s resignation, he sent the

following cablegram to Mrs. Besant :
Brief report of Committee meeting Col. advised re

signation. Best course. Copies of your letter to Mrs.

Dennis and of mine to Mr. Fullerton put before the
Committee. Mead exceedingly hostile. Bertram implicated

you, stormy debate. Col. accepted resignation. What

workshould I do lnow ? Cannot do public lecturing ?

Burma good, I should prefer to spend time in the tropic
rather than in England.‘ If there is any work that I can
do, please let me know. I-might be useful in Australia or

. in New Zealand- Technically my resignation from the

T. S. remove me from the E. S. But I can answer question
in unoflicial capacity as friend.

On receipt of the above cablegram Mrs.
Besant wrote to Mr. Leadbeater the following

letter :—

SHANTI KUNJA,

'Benares City, May 17th, 1906.
MY vsRY DEAR FRIEND,
I have just received your telegram. I hope you will

have had mine before this reaches you. I wrote to you
to Genoa advising resignation as the charge was ofiicially
made. It is right to save the Society at our own‘ sacrifice;

u
IwishI might resign also as a protest but have no right
to leave it

. I fear to write to England lest I should
neutralise any action you have taken, but have written

strongly to E. Ward. I propose to exclude from E. S

all who .have taken active part in this insane action
and cancel my American visit.

I

How Fullerton could act
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with this indecent precipitance and render impossible

any rational action, I fail to imagine. But the time came
for T. S. trouble and he was the unfortunate agent. I
wish it to be distinctly understood that while I think you
have acted rightly in sacrificing yourself to save theT. S. -

from being entangled in a scandal I am fully, utterly, cer
tain that you acted with good intention in the most diflicult

problem that parents and teachers have to face. I am

writing also to Mrs. Bright on the subject and giving her a

free hand to use what I say.
'

-

And now, dear Charles, what is to be done PShall you

go and live at Cambridge till Basil is through his Univer

sity work? Can I do anything in any way to help 2 If the
door is closed to public work it is because Master has other

and more important work for you to do. They are so in

different to the silly world's opinion.

The Bernard business was part of the underhand

policy of Keightley and his friends, the effort to undermine‘

all who have new influence by private attacks. He said

to H. S. O. that the committee would not have you
as

Vice-President because you were narrow and bigoted on

vegetarianism and smoking etc., were rude to women and'

soon. H. S. 0. showed the letter to Dr. English, to
Davidson and Keagy ; Keagy wrote to me and others. I did
not tell you about it as you had so much else to worry

you.

With steadfast love and trust,
Yours affectionately,

lSd.) ANNIE BESANT

e
~
e
—
~
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'

XXI
On the sameday that Mrs. Besant wrote

to Mr. Leadbeater from Benares, Mr. Leadbeater
also wrote the following letter to Mrs. Besiim't
from England :

10 East Parade,

Harrowgate, England,
. May 17th, 1906.

MY Dam ANNIE,
l telegraphed to you yesterday in brief the report of

the meeting of the British Committee. I talked over the
matter with the Colonel before the members of the Com
mittee arrived, and be strongly counselled me to put a
Written resignation in his hands before the meeting com
menced, so that he could use it at the right time. He
dictated to me the form which he suggested that it should
take, expressly mentioning that I resigned in order to
Believe the society from the possibility of any embarrass
meat. I doubted somewhat whether you should approve,
because you advised against resignation in the first
Place; but circumstances have-changed so much since
men, and the vindictiveness of the American persecution

, has shown itself so clearly, that I hoped you would agree
that as matters now stand it was the best course. Burnett,
sent over as Commissioner, formally presented the charges
before a full meeting of the British Executive Committee a
a considerable mass of additional matter was included be
yond that which was sent to us at Benares : also copies of
W!" letter to Mrs. Dennis and of mine to Mr. Fullerton-‘
Imh Of which were distinctly private and would not
have been used in this way by any person Mug
even the rudiments of honour or decency. Many of

~ 4
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the Committee seemed friendly towards me, and the

Colonel especially so; but Mead showed exceedingly bit
ter hostility,- and Bernard,‘ though silent for the most part,
asked one very nasty question obviously intended to impli

cate you in the matter. I appealed to the Chairman as
to whether such a question was permissible and the

opinion of the majority clearly was that it was not, so I

left it unanswered. After two hours of discussion and cross

.examination, and then an hour and a half of stormy debate

at which I was not present, the Committee recommended
the Colonel to accept the resignation, which I had pre
viously placed in his hands ; he formally did so, and so the‘

matter‘ stands at present.

This being so to what work should I now apply my
self ? It is

,

of course, obvious that I cannot, at any rate for

a very considerable time, do anything in the way of public

lecturing. I think that Burma might perhaps still be possi
ble : or is there any other piece of work in India which I
could undertake ? I could not take the Head-Mastership o

f

a school, because of the want of the University degree, but.

I might nevertheless be of_use in giving English lessons at
some such, school, or something of that sort. I want a

quiet time in which to do some writing, but naturally I

should prefer to spend that time in the tropics rather than‘
in England. As far as we know at present Basil and Fritz

will continue to be with me and to act as secretariesjusti“5

the)’ have been doing so, though during this time the form
er at any rate will be preparing for his University e0“rae
with my assistance, aswe arranged in India. So if there-is‘

‘

any work that I can do, please let me know of it Please
continue to wire to this address as I shall Stay here or‘ ‘in

this neighbourhood until I hear from you

'
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I met Martyn in Rome, and‘ told him of this accusa
tion. I found thatlhe hadialready received‘a letter from
Dennis giving it in a wildly exaggerated form, but had
simply put the letter in his pocket and kept silence. (It
is‘possible, by the way, that I might find an opportunity
to be useful in Australia or New Zeland). Martyn seemed‘
to feel a little difficulty with regayd to the circulation of
the last E. S. notice. He asked whether it would not be
wiser to send it only to those whom you might choose for
the inner school, as if it were sent to members obviously
unfit for admission, it could only farouse in them sense of
jealousy and wounded pride. He instanced such old
members as Mrs. Crozier and Pascoe-—both good people
in their way, yet always involved in quarrels with dthers,
S0 that to admit them would be to foredoom the experi
ment to failure. Mrs. Wilhelmena Hunt is another case
in point. He thought that it would make the work much
Casier it no one knew of the existence o

f‘ the inner school
except those whom you choose as eligible for it. Con
sidering the condition \ of alfairs in Australia there does
Seem reason in this, and Martyn is so eminently a man of
Common sense that I always feel disposed to allow great
weight to any suggestion which he ventures to make.
His earnest desire was that you should yourself personally
Select members for the inner school when you visit
Australia; would it be possible to allow the majority of
Australian

members to wait until then P Martyn himself and
John me, I should think, fully worthy of immediate admis
5l°n and “I think that I should feel sure of three others in
Amtralia but hardly more than that. Martyn also mentioned
that you bid we hint: told him that to save time he might .
receive his E. S. papers for distribution direct from your;
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instead of through Mrs. Mead, but that up to the present

that promise had not come into effect, as everything still

reached him via London, and thereby much time was

lost. He further says that in sending out such papers
Mrs. Mead fails to give any instructions as to how they are

to be used, and that in this way he is sometimes left in

doubt as to exactly
what.
you wish.

Technically my resignation from the T. S. removes
me from the E. S. also, so that I ought not to speak at or
even attend any E.S. meetings. Of course if some of the

same people, meeting not as an E. S. group but merely as

friends, should invite me to meet them and should ask me

questions Iknow of no reason why in that unofficial

capacity I should not reply to them. The Colonel saw
clearly that if I had declined to resign and had thereby
forced the Committee into advising that I be expelled
there would certainly have been a split in the ranks of the

society, a catastrophe which you will agree that we must

atlall costs avoid. Please let me know what is going on.

for down here I shall have but little opportunity of hearing.

I need hardly say that though not oflicially a member I

am las utterly at your service and the Colonel's as

ever.

With very much love from us.

I am ever,
Yours most afiectionately,

(Sd.) C.IW. Lmssu'ss.
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XXII
On May 23, 1906 Mrs. Besant wrote the

following letter to Colonel Olcott, then in

England :—
‘

Shanti Kunja,

‘T Benares City, May 23, 1906.

MY DBAREST HENRY,

You will have seen Mrs. Dennis’ letter to me about

Charles, and my answer. I understand that you and a
large number of people have seen definitely formulated

charges, with the evidence of the boys concerned. I have
not been allowed to see anything of these but am receiving
hysterical] letters demanding that I should denounce and
ostracise Charles, and abusing me for not having done 50
already. Now I have seen nothing but Mrs. Dennis’ letter,
and a copy of a note from Charles to a boy named Douglas
As I said to Charles and to Mrs. Dennis, I entirely
disagree with the advice he gave, and think it likely to
lead the boys into a very vicious practice ruinous to health.

B
ill I believe he gave it with good intent and in good

‘filth. It may be that the formulated charges disprove
this view of mine; but until I see them, I cannot judge,
and, they have been withheld from me. As a member of
ill‘? T- 3- Council, these charges should be laid before me,

if I am urged to take action. Has any first-hand evidence
“the statements of the boys themselves-been sub
mitted to you P Have these boys been questioned

b
l’

some
one free from bias and not determined to prove

@868 already believed 7 Has there been any semblance

o
f lmlml‘fiality and fair dealing P Or have you only one

s'dsd statements by hysterical people and their report of
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statements forced from frightened boys by people
deter

/ mined beforehand to convict?
-

Mead threatens me that I cannot appear on any

English platform if I donot denounce Charles. I would‘

not condemn an enemy, much less a
friend, and ruin‘ him

for lifeI without evidence-and I do not call
Mrs. Dennis’

letter evidence. It is a serious thing to destroy
one of

our best workers, and the procedure should
be grave-and‘.

judicial not a mere chorus of howls.
You may have the

evidence; I have not and till I have, I shall do nothing be

yond what I have done-counselling the putting in by
him‘

of his resignation, and an appeal to you for
investigation

I think the Americans have behaved disgracefully
in

making all this public without waiting for you
to see the

evidence and. give your decision. No one is safe,
if he is~

to be condemned on evidence wrung from frightened
boys

without cross-examination. Charles had far
better chal

lenge a legal investigation, where some
semblance Of‘

justice would be granted.

It would have been easier for Fullerton to
have sent

you the charges, and for you, if you thought
it best, to‘

have asked Charles for his resignation. The
whole thing.

would have been done quietly and the T. S. would’havfi

been safeguarded. Now God knows what will happen-
I:

had advised Charles to tell you the whole thing and
takv

your advice. Any sane person, caring for the T. S» “Quid:

have acted thus, instead of shrieking all over: the place

Knowing of this, I advised Charles not to go t0 Finis‘

and when Zipernovsky telegraphed me asking i
f‘ he' could

go to Hungary. 1 telegraphed him that 1 did not
think 1W

mum g0 ; but I gave no reason, as [thought no frumwl'

of trouble should get about untii you had been mined’

l
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Charles only wishes to keep the Society clear of his

troubles, and for the sake of the Society will no doubt

foreg'o seli-justification. But I have written him that
he should draw up a statement saying how his life as a

‘clergyman forced him to face this problem, how he came

thenm his Present position and advised young men
on

thisliner and had given similar advice to a few lads
in;

the T. S. This statement should go to ‘those who know of

the accusations.
' .

The loss of Charles, if so it must be, is a terrible blow'

to the Society. Still worse is the readiness to jump at thev

foulest ideas and hound a man to ruin without ruth
or‘

, justice.

willyou Please order ‘2
!.

copy of the charges and.

evidence to be sent to me I’ From Mead’s letter it would

seem that charges of malpractices are made, not only of
bad advice. But inaletter I’ have this week from Ful

lerton it is said that no graver charge is made than that.

o
f

advising what may be called a regulated self-abuse

(This is my phrase not Fullerton’s). It is certainly notvv
fair that I'should be asked to act, without any evidence

bting shown to me.

Ever affectionately yours,

' '

(Sd.) ANNIE BESANT.

P
.

S.—Please do not show this letter a
s it may only‘

.
increase bad feeling, but I wish you to know what I think

o
f

the matter.‘
'
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On ]une 1?,1906 Mr. Leadbeater
sent the

, “following letter to Mrs. Besant :

Permanent Address—10, East Parade,

Harrowgate, England|

june 12, 1906.

MY DEAR ANNIE,

, Your letter of May 17th and 24th
have been forwarded

‘to me together. Your resignation is absolutely
unthinkable‘,

it will not do to desert a ship because some of its
crew

mistake their line of action under difficult conditions.
My

'own resignation was because‘
there must not be even a

possibility that the Society may be credited
with an opi

>nion from which the majority of its members
dissent. I

quite agree that the action in America has
not only been

precipitate but insane. I think Fullerton now begins
to

'doubt somewhat, for he tries to justify that precipitancy

'=by complaining that Raja was writing
to certain friends in

my favour, and that so he was forced to abandon
his wish

*for. secrecy. Dates, however, show this claim
to be inac

icurate ; your reply to Mrs. Dennis’ letter
was dated

February 26th, and could not therefore reach her
before

'ithe end of March, whereas those letters from Mi§ Mimi

"which I Sent you were dated March 9th and. 15th respec

‘tively ; 80 that the matter was known to many,
Fullerton

‘was telegraphing and writing about it
, considerably befm

-our answers were received. Even if this were not
so, it

would seem ridiculous that the Committee of a Section

should feel itself forced into suicidal action by anything
that

R333 could say or do. The truth seems to be that
they all

‘305* ‘11°51’ hcads, and so were hurried into a serious mistalw,
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perhapsimpelled by those who are always ready to takev
advantage of our errors. I am enclosing a copy of a letter
which I recently wrote to Fullerton, pointing out what I
think should have been done; but it is useless to assail his
triple-armoured prejudice when once he has made up his
mind- As to the E. S. that is your province, and I dare
not even attempt to advise ; but I feel strongly that, though:
the action of these people seems to me insane, cruel and: ,
ungrateful, they have yet persuaded themselves somehow‘
that it is‘

.

their duty-even their painful duty ; so that their
error is one of judgment, not of intention, and [have made
too many mistakes in judgment myself to feel in the least‘
angry with them.

When I attended the meeting of the British Com
mittee {saw for the first time what is ‘called the additional
evidence, or “ rebuttal" ; I presume that both that and the
relltorlof committee meeting have reached you long be
fore this. Douglas Pettit was their third boy ; it is true‘
that he has had epileptic seizures, and is at present under
going treatment which is curing them, but they have no:
nght to try to connect this with me. During the twelve'
months that he was with me he was perfectly well and
would have remained so if he had stayed with me. The
boy who had previously engaged in undesirable practices
was George Nevers, The other points I answered in a

Previous letter.

You Suggest my living at Cambridge or Oxford until.
Basil takes his degree. I also had thought of this, but our‘
best friends in London are strongly of opinion that if I stay"

in England the enemies of the Society will make some‘
eHdeavour to set the law in motion againstv me. While I

cannotsw how such a charge could be sustained, i
t is:
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'

unfortunately true that if it were publicly made, the harm
to the Society would be the same whether it succeeded or

failed ; so I am taking their. advice, and waiting quietly in
,jn'alaya for a while. As to the future, I should , like your
advice. For the moment I am living comfortably and
inexpensively in retirement, and I can continue so until
matters settle down a little, so that we can see what is

wise. If there is still work thatI can do—-work not openly
Theosophical, so that the eager Mead and Keightly cannot

follow me with their persecutions-I shall be glad to do

it
, if it be in India so much the better, of course. Is there

any possibility of Rangoon, considering the Chakravarthi

and Dhammapala influence ? Also if it brings me in

enough to live upon, it will be well, for I suppose the in

come from royalties will drop almost to zero. While I

.am quiet here I shall probably do some more writing,
though I must wait some time before I can publish, unless

I can do so under a nom de plume. But in any case there

is no harm in resting quietly here for a few months, if you
have no suggestion which requires immediate action.

With very much love from us both,

I am ever,

Yours most affectionately,

(Sd.) C. W. LEADBEATER.

P. S.—I have had remarkably good letters from

Keagy and'Mrs. Courtright ; they seem to have had some

intuition which guided them nearer the. truth than most

people.

'

J}
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XXIV
On June 30,‘1906, Mr. Leadbeater wrote as

‘follows to Mrs. Besant.

Permanent Address :-—10, East Parade, Harrowgate,

June 80th, 1906-
‘

'MY DEAR ANNIE,

Your letter of the 7th has just reached me, and I will
try to;answer it as clearly as possible. I do not know
‘what you have heard, but evidently some exaggerated
‘or distorted story. I ‘held back nothing consciously when
We spoke at Benares-why should I from you, whom I
have always so fully trusted? Besides, you are perfectly
able to see all for yourself, so I could not conceal anything
even Ifl would. I could ask no better statement of my
case, if it had to be stated, than that which you yourself
suggested in one of your recent letters‘ But, dear, you are
‘now bringing in all sorts of occult and complicated reasons
which for me have not'existed. My opinion in the ‘matter,
which somany think so wrong,‘was formed long before
Theomphical days, and her ore I knew anything about all
these inner matters. I did not even originate it

,

for it

Came to me first through ecclesiastical channels, though I

should be breaking an old promise if I said more as to
that, save that there also there were unquestionably none,

_ but the highest intentions. It was put somewhat in this way.
There is a natural function in the man, not in itself shame
in] (unless indulged a

t‘

another person's
gense)

any
more than eating orcdrinking; but, like the ,- capable if

misused and uncontrolled of leading to all kinds of
eexcemes andsins. The Church would say thatia very few,
the great saints (as we should say, those who had practised
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lives) can altogether
repress this and rise

above it
,

just as a very few have been
able in ecstacy or

food ; and certainly
trance to pass a long period

without

where that is possible i
t is the highest course of all.

But

for the majority this function
also will have its way, the

accumulation takes place,
and discharges itself at intervals

—-usually a fortnight or so, but in
some cases much oftener

the mind in the latter part of
each interval being constant-

ly oppressed by the matter.
The idea was to take i

n

hand before the age when i
t grew so strong as to be prac

tically uncontrollable, and to set
the habit of the regular,

but smaller artificial discharge,
with no thoughts at all

in

between. This, i
t was said (and I think truly

enough)

would prevent the boy from
turning his attention to the

other sex, save him from any
temptation later towardsv

andlbring him to the time of his
marriage (it

he was to marry) without previous
contact with any other

woman (prostitution
was always held up to

us as the"

summit of wickedness
because its effect on the

woman,

its degradation of another to
minister to our lust).

[have

known cases in which precisely
that result was

attained,.

though [think the suggestion
was intended chiefly

for

those who were-expected to adopt acelibate
life as‘

priests or monks. The interval usually
suggested was

as

week, though in some cases half that period
was allowed‘

for a time. The recommendation was
always to lengthen‘

the interval so far as was compatible
wit

of thought? desire upon
the subject.

will unders' d
‘ that this sexual side of life was

11

prominent, lbut was taken only, as
one point amidst

celibacy in past

prostitution,

a large number of directions for the regulation
0f _

life.

h the avoidance"

Of course. Yo“
'

otlnade‘
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I knew this to haiie worked well with many in
Christian days, to have saved many boys from the constant
and uncontrolled self-abuse. which is very much more
common among boys of fourteen than any one who has
not had the opportunity of enquiry can possibly imagine,
and from the looseness of life which almost invariably fol-v
lows a few years later ; and when I learnt from Theosophy
a so much wider view of life, there seemed little to
‘alter these considerations. 'I‘he power to see the horrible
thought-forms which so frequently cluster‘firound children
of both sexes, and since even more fully than before the
widespread of evil among the young, were, it anything,
additional arguments in favour of definite regulations. So
when boys came specially under my care I mentioned
this matter to them among others, always trying to avoid
all sorts of false shame, and to ‘make the whole appear as
natural and simple as possible, though, of course,_ not a

‘
matter to be spoken of to others. If you read any of my
notes
to the boys referring to this (I am told some of them

have been pilfered and circulated) you will find me asking
carefully for exact particulars, and cantioning them on no
account to shorten the period prescribed, whatever that
may have been—for it naturally varied in different cases a
Week being the most usual. The regularity is the pre
liminary step; it makes the whole thing a matter of
custom instead of irregular yielding to emotion, and also
makes the habit of keeping the thoughts entirely away
from it until the prescribed moment.

Pardon me for going into these distasteful details but
140 not wish to leave anything unexplained. I thought
I"have conveyed all these in my letter to Fullerton (please
1°°k "it again. and see)_ and in our conversation at

1°
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Benares : but now at least it is surely clear.
It appears

to me that arguments hold good...that probably
on the

whole this is the least dangerous way of
dealing with a very

difficult problem;but, as I told you at Benaresi
‘am

I

entirely willing to defer to your judgment,
and since so

‘

many good sensible friends, besides yourself,
are decidedly

against my view, Iarn ready to yield my
opinion and

refrain from mentioning
it in the future; so you will

not

hear any more of it.

Now that I have tried to make everything as plain

as I can, may I in my turn seek for a little light
astowhat

is happening? You know the American
Officials wanted

me cast out lest they should be supposed
to be identified

with this opinion which they abhor ;well, practically
that

has been done. Ihave resigned, and all
connection i5v

severed. What more do they want? They apparently
blame

you for affording me sympathy and countenance
and they

talk as though you were resisting my expulsion
from the

Society even though I am already outside it I Do they
Wish

to interfere with our private friendship ?
One would sup

pose so, since that is all that is left...though
indeed til/1H0

me means everything, and I care little for the outer
form

of association, pleasant though that was too while
it lasted.

Assuredly, I am sorry to leave the Society to which I have

loyally devoted twenty-three years of
service; yet 1

_
know that I, inside, am in the same as ever, and

that if

my friends will not let me do the work of the
Mastersifl

one direction, they will find means to employ
‘"6 in

some other. I cannot now hold any office
in the

Theosophical Society or the Eastern School, but
ifin

my private capacity I can help you in any ‘my

(8.8. for example, by answering questions from
time
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Whoarestill friendly to me) you know how glad I
shall be.

You speak of defending the advice I gave; but you
cannot defend it

,
because you do not agree with it

,

as you
,have said clearly from the first, therefore the clamour of

the American section against you is silly. All that you
can say when you think it necessaryjs that you know my
intention in giving such advice to be good ; but it is not a

matter of great importance whether other people recog

nise that fact or not, for surely it matters little what

opinion they hold of me‘. " To our own Master we stand '

or fall"; and He understands.

I wish very much that we could have been together
on the physical plane to meet all these "charges"; so

many people seem to be anxious to create misunderstand
ilg between us, and 1their poisonous work is easier when
we are thus far apart. Yet they shall not succeed.
'

With very much love ' ‘

I am as ever,
Yours most affectionately,

(Sd.) C. W. LEADBEATER.

Some three weeks ago Basil sent you a copyi of a

letter of
mine to Fullerton on some of these points ; I sup

pose it reached you safely !

XXV
Mrs, Besant wrote the following letter to

Mr. Leadbeater on My 14 1906.
SRmAcAn, July 14, '08.

“1 DEAR CHARLES,
Thanks for yours of June 19th, that came to me by the

~11“ ‘oil. A week is lost on the journey here.
'
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Leblais of Marseilles sends you an affectionate greeting,‘
with thanks for what he learned from you when you

visited Marseilles in 1902 and for all he has gained from

your books.
I suppose all that is going on in America is the excited

attempt to justify their methods. Mrs. Dennis, Mrs.

Brougham, Mrs. Haveris and others have resigned E. S.
,

because I uphold you. Mrs, Balche has resigned because
Mrs. Dennis and others persecute you. Certainly America

is having a violent shaking. Mr. Fullerton is setting llll
self a little against the extremists, and objects to the people

who would refuse to sell your books. There was a good

letter from Mr. and Mrs. Pettit quite quiet and reasonable

objecting to their boy being taught anything he might not

tell them, but asking my general opinion on the whole

matter.

I agree with Martyn and other friends that silence is

the wisest and mos't‘dignified course. Nothing you could say,

on the charge no one has ventured t6 make openly, would

carry weight. I think the calm and absence of resentment
you have shown are very fine ; few could have borne such

a trial as you have borne it. '

I shall be in Europe, I expect, next year and we
must certainly meet. This cannot break the bond o

f

attection and trust between us wrought out of knowledge

these things cannot touch. I have thought that the old
Greek view of these matters perhaps largely dominates you.

coming as you do from old Greece, without intermediate
touches with this world. The _view taken then wasso very
different from the present.

I shall do nothing about the general E. S. Wreck in

America for some months to come. I had thought thatit
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would have been better to leave the officers as they were,

just to keep things going till I should go over, but I think
that is becoming impossible as Mrs. Dennis seems to
be getting wilder and _wilder. I have suspended’ every
thing till the whirl subsides.
l have been up here since June 20th making arrange

ments for the new college. I had a long talk with the
Resident and won him over and on the 17th instant we

lay the foundation stone of the new- building, both the
Maharaja and the Resident being present. The Maharaja
has given a splendid piece of land and a State grant of
Rs. 1,500 p. m. Having got this done I leave again on
july 20th.You remember I asked the Princess of Wales to
try to get a signed portrait of the King “for our college at
Benares. I have just had a note to say she has obtained
it and is sending it to me to present to the college on her
behalf. That is very kind and good of her to have
remembered in all her whirl of duties.

For the moment Good Bye, with constant affection

Ever Yours,

(Sd.) ANNIE BESANT.

XXVI
‘ Mr. C. W. Leadbeater wrote the following
letter ‘to Mrs. Annie Besant on August 7th 1906.

Permanent address :—10, East Parade, Harrowg'ate,

England,

August 7th, 1906.
MY DEAR ANNIE,

‘
Ihave your letter of july 10th. I am more and more

disgusted with the way in which the officials in America
are acting, I literally should have refused to believe it of

—
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them, and itisalesson to me as to how one
may be.

deceived about people. Of course, I knew that they had

possibilities of evil, like others, butl thought
they had

strength enough to hold them down. I have seen a
letter

of Fullerton’s to one of the boys which
is mean and des

picable-trying to worm out evidence
as to personal

secrets, yet refusing to accept it when it
does not tell in

the direction he wishes- My affection for
the old man

cannot change, but I am so sorry to find him
descending to

this, quite unwittingly I am sure yet there it is.
Then Mrs.

Dennis sets on foot the theory that you
have dishonestly

obtained possession of Masonic secret
and that you are

maintaining in Italy a woman proved guilty
of ‘immorality

—poor Mrs. . . 1 . Isuppose.
However, Mrs. Dennis

will probably find it wise now to forget what
she has said

on these subjects on the strength of your
E. S. message’

Did you see in her circular of May, (which
has only just

now reached me) that she quite
definitely is not in accord

with the ideas of the new inner school, and
consider it

entirely subversive P This business is sorting
out and testing

people in the strongest manner and ‘the
results are often

unexpected. There are some, however, who
show up well.

The chief people in Australia telegraph to me
of sympathy

and continued respect and many letters from
Amerim take

the same line. Have you noticed how grandly
KWECY,

and Mrs. Courtright are coming out under it? I
wish I

could show you a letter of Raja’s which I saw; it was
to 8

lady who had been much disturbed by the E. S.
message,

and was consequently doubting you ; one passage
will I

recollect :—Rememher, the queen can do no
wrong‘. our

hearts may ache now for a while but everything
will be

righted 800m of that I feel sure, for our queen
'is the
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‘I

essence of bravery, and she-will right-the wrong when she
sees it. In any case do not let us for a moment say any

thing criticising her!’ I wish there were more of that
spirit, it is like the remark of r the psalmist “ though he

slay me yet will I trust in him", and it re-echoes so exactly
what I have felt myself. Raja mentions by the way, that
he has heard from you that you have sent a statement to

Mrs. Dennis which you asked her to show him, but though

many days had passed she had not shown -it. I fear you
simply cannot depend upon her now ; she will act only as
she thinks good for her side. Mrs. Tuttle seems to be

coming out well under this stress ; she is emotional, but _

utterly loyal, and we may depend upon her to tell the

truth as far as she knows it. I hear that they have
telegraphed to you to go over to the American Convention ;
I suppose that will scarcely be possible for you,
willit ?

You mention in your letter a cipher vnote of mine to
one of the boys ; that is just an example of the extra

ordinary unfairness and the savage prejudice with which

they have behaved all through. They have never sent
that note to me ; they have left me to guess to which boy
it belongs, they never asked for the previous note, so that

the)’ might have understood to what the words refer. If
lhad chosen to descend to their level and violate con

fidences in my turn I might perhaps have surprised even
‘hm ;but I will never do ; and when peopleare capable
of thinking as these our critics seem to do, it is surely of
no interest to any decent person what they think ! But it

: '

is all done now, and it does not matter.

what you Say in your letter as to the law is exactly
what (without knowing much about such matters) I had

4
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always supposed-that it requires to be put
in motion.

Now who in England would or could put it in motion
?

I do not know anything about the fruitful held
of

labour in japan of which you write, but I should much

like to know. Have you any definite information
as to

what there is to be done -—that comes within my power,
I

mean ? I think I should like to look round a little and

study the possibilities of the country before
assuming the

Yellow Robe; but am willing to be guided by your
advice.

We shall see what offers itself during the next month
or

two} I am not sorry to have a little time to be quiet
and to

try to write some of the books that I have in
mind ; but

will such books now repay their cost when they
are

published ? With very much love,

I am as ever,
Yours most affectionately.

(Sd.) C. W. LEADBEATER.

XXV ll.

. Mr. C. W. Leadbeater wrote the
following

letter to Mrs. Annie Besant on August
10th’

1906 :-
Ye Olde Grasshopper Hotel,

St. Helier’s, jersey,

Established 1789I

F. G. Alpin, Proprietor,

August 10th, 1906.

MY‘ DnAR ANNIE,

I wrote to you a few days ago, bfi have just received

your letter of MY 14th, and hasten to congratulate
you

mos‘ heartily 0n the two happy events therein
described
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The signed - portrait of the King is a grand acquisition,

and ought soon to become a very highly magnetised centre

of the loyalty and noble feeling, capable of affecting for

good, generations of Indian boys. The Emperor has done

a wiser thing than perhaps he knows; and it was nice of»
'

the Princess to remember—but I thought she would.
Then the satisfactory arrangements for the Kashmir

College is another great victory, and‘ cannot but be

specially pleasing to the Master K. H., who still loves his

beautiful native land, I am indeed glad of these two
‘

brilliant gleams of light, for in other directions our sky is

dark enough.

Letters continue to pour in from America. I suppose
you can hardly realise what a crushing blow your E. S.

message has been to those who, up to that point, had come

nobly through the test, and still held loyally to both

of us and to our Masters. - You know they were quietly
arranging to resist in the name of charity and common-sense

the passing atthe Convention of Sept- 16th of those resolu
tions which Fullerton‘ordered them to support in his

abominable “confidential circular " which he sent even
to unattached members! and I think the majority would
have declined to endorse the persecution ; but now they

quote your name in its support, and our faithful friends
are utterly paralysed, while I am told that the most sava
gel)’ Spiteful of the persecutors actually danced with unholy
glee on reading the message. And it is too late now to

undo that effect ! After this I am a convert to our

flfeol'y
0f the minute and detailed interference of mali

clous Powers in the minor events of life, for it must have
been 8 really ingenious demon who engineered that such a
blow should fall just at such a time.
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The same hand, probably, has been interfering with

our posts, foreven to this day I have never received a copy

of that message from you, and of course I know that you

would not have so written about
me without sending one

to me. I have sometimes cherished a wild hope that the

whole thing may be a ghastly forgery,
and not yours at

all, because it seems so unlike you ; how happy
I should be

if that could be so I For you see I really do not care what

all these other people think, who have so little opportunity

to know; but when you also misunderstand
rue-yet I

suppose the thing would not be perfect if you
did not.

But I don’! quite understand, You have been in daily

contact for years with my astral and mental
bodies, and

you know they are not impure or sensual
in the ordinary

mezining of those words and there are other higher
things

too. You doubted the highest once, you
remember, not

unnaturally, but summoned up again, and said
at leave

taking: _“You will not think again
that I am only a

dream will you ?" Can you have doubted again

'1
’

Remember, He spoke other words also, and we discussed"

the whole interview on the physical plane- at
the time;

there was no faintest possibility of mistakes. You know
that

all that was so, and that it could not have beefl'if
my

intention had not been good ; you
know better than 1 that

that life is the grand reality, and that this i
s only a pale

world of shadows in comparison with its glorious
light

If anything in this seems out of harmony with the
certain

truth as we know it in that, it is this which i
s false, this‘

which is distorted, never that. And you knew all
this

when we were together at Benares ; and nothing fresh
has

since occurred, whatever falsehoods may have been
mid

to you. I held back nothing consciously from you then;
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you must know that also. Details may have been mentioned

since which did not occur to us then ; if they had occurred‘

tous they ,would have been mentioned. I have always
been perfectly frank with you, and I clearly understood‘
your attitude then-that you disapproved of the advice and‘

consequent action, but held my intention to be good, in

which you were absolutely right. Yet' your circular

says I have fallen as Judge fell. Well, you must have

thought of all this often, and l have no lightest thought of

blame in my mind ; I can bear all these things, but it is
hard to see the suffering of the poor souls who trusted us,

and now feel all the ground cut away from beneath their

feet. For they naturally say “ if there can be so much‘

of doubt as to so large a block ot the testimony, how can

we know of any certainty anywhere ?” There are some

who tmst sublimely even through this hour of darkness-

Raja writes.
" I an’i utterly sure she will realise the

truth one day, and will make amends on a royal.
and magnificent scale." But I don't see how even you can
undo what is so efliciently done. It all comes from this

disastrous separation on the physical plane; but you see

these people cannot understand what a difierence that

makes, because they do not know that you do not always

remember, and so they think that we are both acting with
full knowledge. I hope my “ comment” which I sent to
You a fortnight ago, may help some of these poor creatures

alittle. but it is a bad business. But at least with ab

50mm)’ unchanging and unchangeable afiection through

it all.
'

I am,

Yours as ever in deepest devotion,

(Sd.) C. W. Lmnmmn;
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XXVI“ '

. Mr. C. W. Leadbeater ‘wrote the following

letter to Mrs. Annie Besant on _Augi1st 28th,

1906.
'

Permanent Address :-—10, East Parade,
'

Harrowgate, England,
'

August 28th, igoei

MY DEAR ANNIE,
' ‘r

’

I I have your letter of the 2nd, and I thank you pro
foundly for what you say as to our private

friendship.

There would be no need that that should be affected
even if

_
“our opinions differed, but, as I have rq>eatledly said, I am

quite willing to defer to your opinion, and by
no means

insist on retaining my own. I accepted a certain course

:as probably the best solution of a di’c'ficulty, and people

will insist upon writing and talking as though i
t were a

cardinal point in my belief, to which I cling with fanatical

enthusiasm. . You will remember that I told you at Once

at Benares that I was quite ready to give up my View to

yours ; and if the hostile party in America had
really been ‘

actuated by Theosophical feeling, that would surely
have

been all that they could desire. They did not
wish only

that a certain teaching should not be repeated ;

they

wished to force a certain person out of the Society.
They

might reasonably have begged me not to continue
such

teaching ; they might even have said that the)’
them‘

vselves would resign rather than remain
to some extent

responsible for it if I had declined to discontinue it ; blltl

do not see that they were right in assuming that the)l

alone were the Society, and that one who had not agreed

with them, even though willing to accept their view, might
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legitimately be bounded out of it by the aid of direct
falsehood and the most dishonourable methods. I bear
them no ill-will, because ill-will is wrong and foolish, and
I recognise that they are merely instruments ; but [cannot
think that they behaved well. Nor were theya whit more

reasonable in their attack upon you. In the very first letter

you clearly said that you did not at all agree with me,

but you knew that I meant well. From the Theosophical
point of view that attitude was perfect, but you know it

made them furiously angry, because there was nothing in.

it of their spirit of persecution. Letters from America tell
nae that they are now openly boasting that they have

forced you by their firm attitude to take sides against

me as they put it ; and that again seems to show them as
not entirely Theosophical in their thought. It must be that
a kind of possession has descended upon these people, for
as I knew them they would never have gone astray like this.
I suppose you must not tell me who is the American

friend who sent the .6 20—-through you, but I hope that
you will be so kind as to express to him my hearty thanks
for his thoughtfulness. He probably realises that the
historical action of his country-women is likely to cost me
dear financially.

l have thought much of your suggestion that I- might
work in Iapan- Have you any information as to the nature
of the work that I might do there, and as to the way in
which I might maintain myself. If I went there I should,
I think, be obliged to leave Basil to undertake his

University course but no doubt Fritz would accompany
me, Or possibly Van Manen, and Basil could join me when

his work at Oxford is done. I know that other possi
bilities may open up ; but I should like to collect
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information ‘about Japan it I can, so as to have the mate
_ rials for a decision when the time comes.

The argument that while holding certain views I

‘could not remain a member of the Society seems to me to

overlook the fact that
‘while

holding those views‘ I did
remain a member of it for twenty three years, and during
that timeI did a good deal of work for it-work which
I should have been capable of continuing for some time
yet had it not been for the hysterical action of these people.

Have they done well for our cause and for the world ?

Madame Blavatsky of course must have known quite fully

what I thought, yet she did not take theirline. However,
it is useless to look back upon the past : they have had '
their wish, and are rejoicing over their success. Yet I

cannot forget that they were all very kind to me before

this possession seized them, and 5071 stand ready to help

them in any way that I can.
Since I wrote the previous page a letter has reached

me from Mrs. Howard, which I enclose because I think
you ought to see it. Please return it to me to preserve

with the rest of the documents. It reveals an incompr

hensible attitude of mind ; those people evidently think

the office of Outer Head is elective and that they ar6 the

electors. Several have written to me saying that, knowing

this attitude on the part of Mrs. Dennis and others, they

cannot honestly continue to work under her, while they are

full of the most earnest loyalty to you and of love and grati
tude to the School, and they ask whether under these cir

cumstances they ought to tender their ,resignations, 01'

whether they can depend upon your relieving them. Whit
advice ought Ito give ? Hitherto I have urged them to stay
at all costs, because I did not believe that you could SuPPm't
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Mrs. Dennis, so Ihave told them that they would be

demting you if they resigned because of the local rebel

lion. 1 do not think you can have any idea of the methods

of the disaflected. Another letter tells me how a woman

went to the rooms at Chicago to buy a copy of “ The

Building of the Kosmos,” but was dissuaded by the

manager because the book, being yours, was not reliable !

Another asks where my books can now be obtained in

the States; and that while Chicago has a large‘ stock of

them of which they have rendered no account I The

Colonel is to preside at the American Convention; I
wonder whether we can depen‘tl upon him to contradict

vsomeof the more glaring falsehoods which are beingso

industriously circulated.

lost at this point arrives your letter of the 9thI and
the long expected copy of your letter to the E. Sr, for all
of which many thanks. I have written before with regard
to your circular and I do hope that you have long ere
this, issued my little comment on it for the helping of the

WI people whom it has confused. I can only say once
more “This thing is not so ; the facts are wrong" I see
now why you (out of the body) regretted so deeply ; that
We had not been together,v because I could have saved
You from some at least of the errors. As to which of us
lies under glamour only the future can decide ; but you
"know by this time that it has been shown that the
epileptic fits were not due to my advice, and I also utterly
deny the suggestion that I ever advised daily practice. I
did tell you at Benares every thing that occurred to

me’ is I think you know now ; and if We had
only been together when these other points came up I
could have contradicted the falsehoods.
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Even now you are receiving information from Amerira

which does not agree with what comes to us. Raja is not

making a party, but Fullerton is accusing him of it to con

trary written evidence which has been sent to me. It would
in any case be impossible for a vote of the American Con

vention to " reinstate ” me. The agitation is being pro
noted chiefly, I think, at Chicago and Kansas City, and.
entirely by Americans. They have expressly assured me

that they do not wish to displace Fullerton, but refuse to

ratify his resolutions. Your name is being used by the

Fullerton-Dennis party, not by the others. There is no

question whatever now as to‘ the advice that I gave, and
no possibility of the identification of the Society with it;
what these people are objecting to is the way in which.

their committee acted, and so far I think we both agree
with them. If copies of all their circulars have been sent
to you, you will by this time have discovered these facts

' that I have mentioned. It is practically certain after your
E. S. letter that the Dennis faction will sweep everything.

before them at Convention, so I do not see how there can
well be any split. It is all very pitiable, and all so un

necessary. I will do whatever I can to calm people, but
you see you have rather cut away my influence, have you

not? Anyhow I am most thankful that we remain true
friends and I hope we may still help one another in very
many ways. even though you feel that I have been de
ceived. Yet'if I had been, should I have been so willing
to Yield my Opinion to yours? With very much love 35'
ever

I remain,

Yours most affectionately,

(Sd.) c. w. Lmnaemn
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XXIX '
~

Mr. 0 w. Leadbeater wrote the ‘following
, letter to Mrsi'Annie Besant on August 29th, 1906.

Permanent address :-—-10, East Parade,I '

Harrowgate, England, ._
I

August 29m, 1906.
MYDun ANNIE,

4 ,

Yours enclosing your circular to the E. S. reached me
yesterday whileI was writing to you, and my, ‘ comments
upon it were therefore made somewhat hurriedly, as I
had to catch a certain post. After a night in which to
think over it

, it is borne in upon me that I ought perhaps
lnwritea few more—that if it were thinkable that our
positions could be reversed. I should wish to receive from
you the very fullest and frankest statement of feelings that
was possible. I thi Iowe it to you and to the loyal
friendship of so mad? years, but I have withheld it so far
becausel have to the uttermost that faith in you which
you have perhaps somewhat lost in me—also, I think,
because‘! shrank from obtruding my own personality in
the midst of the crisis.
As I have said before, when we discussed this matter

a
t

Benares I did not consciously make the slightest
mental reservation. I was strongly oppressed by the
feeling'that the whole affair was taking up much of
701" time and causing you much trouble, and there
fore I proposed as little as posible of alteration

in what you wrote to ‘Mrs. Dennis. You may perhaps
remember that I did make two different sugges
fimlsp one concerning the fact that full explanation 'had
never been given " by me to Robert Dennis and the other
depreafillg the emphasis you laid upon the words “in rare

11A i4_
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cases”. Upon the first you
acted, but it gave you the

trouble of rewriting a sheet of
the letter '3 the second you

did not notice, and ‘I did not press it
,

not in the least

realising them that i
t might later come to be a ‘question

of primary importance. But
in explaining matters to you

Idid not speak of rare cases, but of all
where absolute.

abstention was obviously not possible
You dimented

quite definitely from the
advice I had given, but there

was not the slightest hint then
about my having “fallen”

or being a victim of glamour.

Now, dear, I am most anxious not to hurt you
in any

way, and not to give you
an impression of a feeling

o
f

blame which is utterly absent
from my heart i

f I know it.

But from'my point of view nothing
ioh alarm has happened

since to account for the tremendous
change which has

come over your opinion. You
have received

additional

evidence from America which

is mostly false, which

1

have never had the opportunity
for seeing or going over

with you, and on ‘the strength of
that your proclamation

was issued. You yourself put my
own case , for me i

n

the aptest words when you intimated
in one of your letters

that I might perhaps find i
t necessary to publish some

sort of statement in contradiction
to worse rumours

that

were flying about ; you yourself
said how monstrous

it

was thata man's character should
be taken away

b
y

_

unsupported and unexamined
evidence given by

3 few

boys who were being so badgered
by excited 1131850115

that they hardly knew what they
were saying- To

that

has since been added the report (which
again I have not

seen) of a savagely hostile committee
obviously bent "P0"

making the worst they could of everything
;and that i

s

how matters stand.
‘
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I need not remind you of our long work together, of

the hundreds of times that we have met out of the body,
and even in the presence of our Masters and of the Lord
Himself. ‘We have a record behind us, and you know me
well ; was I ever an impure person ? I have not changed ,,

in the least, yet you say now that I have “fallen” from the
path of occultism or rather, I suppose, that I never was
really on it at all. Yet recollect how many experiences
we shared, and how often it has happened that they were

also corroborated by the memory of others. Have you

any evidence of this “ fall " beyond your own conviction
that because lheld certain opinions it must be so P

'
If

not, will you in justice to me look at the probabilities of

the case and consider whether it is more likely that both

you and I and several others should have lived a whole
life of glamour for many years (the result of that .being
nevertheless a considerable amount of good work) or that

you should. now for this once be misinterpreting some

thing? Pardon me for suggesting that there may be a

mistake, but you have yourself allowed it on a far more

extensive scale than this. Your theory implies that I have
never seen the Masters, and that it has been an evil illusion

that has sustained me by its glory and its beauty through
the work and the hard struggles of twenty three years ;\

yet surely that illusion has led me to do work which
could scarcely be supposed to be pleasing to any
evil powers. My " illusion ” of the work under the
direction of the Masters continues now as ever, and.
now as ever none but the most elevating teaching

Comes to me from them, nothing but the more perfect
love and compassion. Would you have me deny them

because they have not cast rne 0E ? I will say nothing as
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to the knowledge that they must have had as to the 'advice

I gave, because you would say that they also must be part
of my delusion ; but you can hardly think me deluded in

knowing that Madame Blavatsky trusted me and worked

with me though her insight must have shown her my

thoughts. I am not venturing to suggest that they or she
would agree with the advice, but that they do not per

haps consider that an honest error on such a point makes

a man altogether bad, or makes it impossible to work with

him.

I am not for a moment seeking to convince you that
my advice was right, I always recognised that there was
much to be said on both sides, and I am quite willing to.
accept your strong opinion as outweighing many other

considerations. But may ‘it not be possible that a man

who honestly held an opinion difiering from yours may

yet not‘ be an impure or abandoned person—that Madame

Blavatsky and the Great Ones behind her may have

recognised a good and pure intention even in this uncon

ventionalism, and may therefore have thought it possible

to use that man in the work? But your message states
that you cannot work with me, even though [abandon
that advice in deference to your wishes. »

A man holding such opinion cannot remain
in the Theosophical Society, but must be cast
out of it——even though he changes that opinion
apparently! Yet even so, it should not be by falsehood
thati he‘is cast out, and we have had plenty of it both
“0m Poor dear old Fullerton and Mrs. Dennis. Your own
message contains that inaccurate statement about daily
practice, and the other about epileptic fits, and (whatI
felt more than all) the suggestion that Iwas not quite
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honest with you at Benares.‘ That perhaps was good for
me, for it may be that I was unwittingly a. little proud of
being always open and honest, so that‘ to be doubted rais
ed for a moment a sort of outraged feeling.
Well, the thingis done now, and with all the might or

your world-wide authority I am branded as a fallen person .
Even if upon reflection you do not feel quite so sure that
you were right at that moment and wrong during all pre
vious years, there isno undoing such an action as that. I
would not for a moment ask it

,

because to withdraw
would, as it were, stultify you and convict you of acting,
,hastily, which would not be good for your people.
Yet if you can modify it in any way, or can contradict for
me those things which are definitely untrue, it might per
haps be well-I don’t know. At any rate, I‘ thought I
ought to write to you with absolute frankness, so that
‘there should be no possibility of misunderstanding that I
Could avoid ; if I had only been with you, there would
ne'el' had been any. Ask the Master plainly whether I

1111 abandoned and fallen and see what is the reply.
Believe me when I say that I have never blamed you : 1

do not wish to get back into the Society, I do not ask to
be rehabilitated, but I do want to clear up the position
between us if possible. I know very well how hard it is,

when the mind is once set in a certain groove, to drag
itout and judge impartially. ‘Yet I hope that you maybe able to make this stupendous effort, which few in the
“051d could make. But whatever you may advice,_my

remain the same.

.~ I ; , Yours ever in love andconfidence '

'

(Sd.) C. ,W. LEADBEATBR- .
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XXX

_
Mr. C. W. Leadbeater wrote

the following

letter to Mrs. Annie Besant
on Septmber 11th,

1906.

. Permanent address :—I0.
East Parade,

Harrowgate, England.

September 11th, 1906.

MY DEAR ANNIE.
,

Ihave your letter of August
16th. I am sorry you

cannot see your way to
sending out my little

comment,

but of course if you feel
that attitude to be your

duty there

is no more to be told.
I will try to send that note to

some

of the people, but I do not know
the addresses 0t

large

ble that I shall fail to reach
many. .

Also I run some risk of sending to
some who have not

seen

your letter, which I wished to
avoi

do the best we can.

What I do not yet quite understand
is the complete

change which seems to have
come 'over your attitude

sine‘?

we discussed the matter a
t,
‘ Benares. You had all

the fads

before you then, except only
that you supposed

the inter

vals to be longer, as I understood it ', but you had U
P
I

then adopted this theory of glamour,
nor cast behind Yb“

the consistent experience of many years.
And although ill‘

idea of shorter intervals might
alter your opinion as

to the

advisability, it cannot affect the principle
of the thing’

you yourself,
that was surely the same then as

now, and

though disapproving the advice, spoke
of it as at least

better than that often given by doctors
to young me“-

So

I do not quite understand the reason of the sudden
change’

I‘lor I do quite see why you write as though

d. However, we
must

'

I a were am
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persistently teaching these doctrines, though I have
repeatedly said thatI am willing to

_ defer to your opinion.
You know I never for a moment suggested that the
Masters dictated or approved of such teaching ; I should
myself simply infer that they left me to make my own

discoveries, and presumably therefore did not consider

that this one thing outweighs everything else, as you

apparently do now, though you certainly did not think
so when wewere together at Benares Both matrimo'ny ,

and prostitution must obviously be worse, because in each
case they involve action upon another person, yet those

seem to be difierently treated.

Since Bertram, of whose actions at Adayar you once
told me, is still a Theosophical Leader, Col. Olcott’s testi'
mony to the existence of the matters is true, even though
he has sometimes lapsed in sexual matters. It is not con
tended that he is perfect, or that all his teaching has
always been accurate; but it is unquestionable that he
Stands in a certain relation to the Masters, and that they
are using him for work. Even supposing that opinion of
mine was utterly and radically wrong, is it not more pro‘
bable that in spite of that defect they were willing to use

'

what was good in me, than that both of us and several
other people have been consistently and successfully

deluded for many years-especially when you consider
how much good work came out of the delusion P If we are

to Suppose the whole transaction carried out by dark
P°Wers at the cost of infinite trouble, do you not see that
balance of result of that transaction is enormously

“8351M them. I suppose it is useless to write be

can"? You have felt a certain line to be‘ your duty.
and You naturally therefore see everything from that
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point of view ; but at least do
not {let yourself‘ be perl

suaded to think that I am still carrying
on that line of

teaching in spite of you‘! I yielded my opinion
to yours at

once, but it does ‘not seem to have
made any difierence.

All through the afiair I have guided myself
as far as

possible by what you would
wish.

Do not think from the above that
I am repining or

blaming you in any way ',
_ so long as, our friendship

remains, opinions are a matter of
minor importance. I

trust you absolutely, knowing that you
will always do, and

are now doing, what seems to you your
duty. I think if

I had been physically with you, you would
have seen

more fully exactly what I meant, and perhaps
your deci

sion would have been different ; but
in that case the trial

for me would have
been quite. different also ;

so. probably

full advantage has been taken of the present
position o
f

afiairs. In the end all will certainly be
well, even if things

are a little comfortless
in the meantime, and at

least

nothing can ever change my
affection and regard for you,

so it ever I can be of use by standing at your'side
again

you may count upon me as already there.

‘

With very much love, ,

(Sd.) C. W. Lmnnm'rsn. _

b .1

_. I XXXI /

A H I’ Besant wrote
the'following ‘letter’

i0

Mr.,C.._W, yLgeladbeaterlon September
13th, I906

Shanti Kunja,

, Benares
City,h 906‘be 8t 1

MvzDsAn Camus, séptem ‘1
.1
~ _'

-' _'Y°m"
mm‘ °f ‘Aug.’ .Mth‘and 21st came togethcriby

the

last "mail- 1 had a friendly notefrom Kent and responded
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in like" spirit. If I go to Australasia it will be in 1908,
I suppose. I do not want to go, but probably shall.

" I doubt if the sales of your books will cease, for they
have intrinsic value. I have many letters and always
answer that in the main I believe them to be reliable,
but that‘ like H. P. B. 's and my own, there are sure to be

some errors of detail, that will be corrected by fuller

knowledge. I shall certainly have time to look over any
manuscript of yours. Iam in favour of the T. P. S. con
tinuing to publish.

There is no particular news here, and in England

every one seems to be holiday-making. Would you care
for me to send you the C. H. C, Magazine to keep you in

touch with one side of my work?
Life goes rather hardly with me, but I can wait.

Always with love,

Very affectionately yours,

(Sd.) ANNIE Bssm'r.‘
' ‘Mr. C. W. ‘Leadbeater wrote the» following,
‘letter to

Mrs. Annie Besant
on October 9th,

1906.

Permanent address 24-10 East Parade.

Harrowgate, England.

I October 9th, 1906

MY DEAR ANNIE, .

Many thanks for yours of September 13th. I am

Yew so"? to hear that life hardly goes
with youjust now ;

it there is anything that I can do to help-l am sure you
vtill not fail to let me know. I wish you had allowedv me
to ‘em M31‘ you in India, for I believe ‘I could have
- saved You some at least of the many troubled! G‘ertai'nly

“ha-“"59 glad to see- the Hindu College Magazine’; ‘0r
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Ihave naturally just as much interest as ever in all our

activities. It is pleasant to hear that you will find time to

look over my manuscripts when they are ready, and that

you are in favour of their publication by the
T. P. S.

Bertram probably will not be willing I should think;

but we shall see when the time comes. By the way,

absolutely privately between ourselves, how much
would

it cost to buy out Bertram's interest in the 'l’.
P. S.’

and about what average interest for his money
would

the person who bought him out usually get?
It you

would like to be free from him and to have
instead

'
a mere sleeping partner: who trusts you

thoroughly,

it might be possible to arrange it if the amount required

I
is not too large. This is only because I have sometimes

thought that your relation with Bertram might
occasionally

be irksome ; if it is not so, we need think no more'ol
the

matters. It will be satisfactory if the sales of my books

still continue, as that is my only certain source of income
;

though I hear that some friends in America are banding

together to offer me some sort of contribution to
com

pensate for the financial injury done_to me by
the stupidity

of their Executive Committee.

I hear from Chicago that the Colonel’s action at the

Convention was too autocratic for the American taste, and

that a prominent member who is an official of the Associat

ed Press prepared a protest to be simultaneously
issued in

700 newspapers! He was however dissuaded by Raia,
who

urged patience with the Colonel because of his age
am

his known connection with the Masters, and his splendid

service in the past. In return for that service (of which
of

course the Colonel does not know) the President-Founder

has just cancelled Raja’s membership in the Society“
A
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hasty note from Raja is all that I yet have on the latter
point ; he says “There were charges, but no trial, for I'

would not put in my defence unless the trial were formal,
and this the Colonel refused.” I await ‘fuller information,
but so far as I know the only charge that can be truthfully
brought against Raja is that of protesting against the‘

methods of the American Executive Committee. I am
outside of the Society and have no voice, but is this the

kind of thing that you mean to sanction? Is it now con

sidered right in the. Theosophical Society that a man should
be cast out without trial or defence i‘ It seems to me that
we are admitting rather a dangerous principle, and most

unfortunately it seems to be part of the American plan to

keep you in the dark or to misrepresent matters to you ;

they have apparently already written falsehoods to you

about Raja, and they may be doing so still. There is a

certain unscrupulousness and want of honour in the

American character which may be a troublesome factor in
the new sub-race ; and it seems to need only a little stress
to bring it to the surface even in the better class of

Americans. Well, alhmust come right in the end, what
ever we do or do not do ; but I suppose we are reasonable:
for trying to do our best to help the right.

With very much love.

I am ever,
Yours affectionately,

(Sd.) C. W. Lumen-ran.
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XXX"
On October 17th, 1906 Mr_ Leadbeater

wrote the following letter to Mrs. Besant :

10 East Parade,

Harrowgate, England.

October 17th, 1906.

MY DEAR ANNIE,

I have your letter of September 27th. I agree entire

ly that the tie between us is above and beyond
all tem

porary blunders, and I am most thankful, that it is so.

But I cannot agree with you in thinking 'thatif you should

discover (as you one day will) that you were
not under

the influence of glamour during all these ,years, you
ought

therefore to give up public work. That would be for
the

world a calamity so great that it were surely better
you

should not discover the mistake (i
f there be one) until this

'physical life is over. But I cannot see the least _ reason

{or such

a
_ step, because of a slight error in judgment

Your circular puts you under the undeserved imputation

o
f

having been misled by glamour through a series of years;

surely when you find that after all you were not
misled,

and that the'memories you had temporarily disturbed are

reliable, there is more and not less reason for people to

trust your teaching. and for you to give it out with con

fidence. Please do not do rashly something which not

you only, but the whole world, would have reason to

regret for centuries. I feel strongly about this, because I

know that you will see the truth, and I want to avoid a

_,
‘catastrophe- Of course I am not for a moment suggesting
that you will ever come to agree with the advice that I

'£
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gave ; I have agreed to abandon it at your request, so
on that point that we are at one already and there is

nothing left for you to stand against. I have never from the"
first tried to persuade you to change your opinion
on that point, though I did try to explain my own reasons
so that you might understand how I had reached a posi
tion which was evidently inexplicable to you (see Black).
The only question on which we dii’feris as to whether my
testimony to the existence of the Masters is true. I cannot
but maintain that it is because it is at this moment part of

my daily'life just as much as ever; you on the other hand
maintain in your circular that it is not, and that we have
both been for many years simultaneously deceived. Now
if You say to me " Is it not possible that the whole thing
my be a colossal deception-—that other beings ‘may
throughout all these years have taken upon themselves to

personate non-existent Masters, that in point of fact we
may be, like so many others, the victims of some ~~

Sort of “ spiritsfguides " on an unusually magnificent
scale?” I can only reply- that unquestionably anything
is possible, but that it is in the very highest degree
- improbable ; and if it be so, at any rate such guides are
good and noble guides and have led us to do good and

useful work, and have taught us much of truth and there
fore I want to follow them still. The whole world may
be a delusion, but we must act as though it were true in
order to reach the greater truth beyond. Myself ‘lam
thoroughly convinced that we have not been deceived,
and that the Masters are realities ; I know that you
believe this too, yet you somehow think that my testi

‘PQI‘Y
' to them'is a delusion, at least your circular seems to

imply tbat'I-have not seen them. The only other point‘ 4
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‘of difierence is the apparent imputation that I did not
tell the truth at Benares, and that is after all a little per

sonal matter which may be put aside. So the only matter

at issue between us is the truth of my testimony to the

Masters. I have had printed that little letter reaflirming
it, which I sent to you some time ago, and I am sending
out some copies-Lhesitatingly, for I do not know to
whom your circular went. Also, many outside the E. S.

have heard of thatcircular which makes another difliculty.
I think about 300 copies of my letter have gone out in
America, but the number here will be much smaller. A

printed copy‘ should reach you by this maiL

So Mrs. Dennis has given up the Secretaryship. It is

best so, for in her present frame of mind she is certainly

not the person for it. Though I have travelled the country
so recently and know it so well, I scarcely know whom to
suggest. Raja would have been excellent but that auto

cratic Colonel has expelled him for issuing that circular

about Universal Brotherhood of which he sent you La copy

some months ago. Warrington is a good man, thoroughly

gentlemanly, and with a ' wide grasp of‘ Theosophy, upon

which he prepared an article for the new American En.

cyclopaedia. John H. Bell is gentle, loving and thoroughly

loyal but less cultured than Warrington. I think the
Colonel’s action about Raja is quite unjustifiable, and I am
afraid he has allowed himself to be made the tool. of. the

spite of that Committee. He admitted at the American
Convention that if pressure had not been put upon. him in

London, he would have acted differently in my case- He

is growing old now, and is too easily swayed. Rflja will

send you the papers, I know ; please
'
do anything

that you can towards justice for him, for he l1“ - be”
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hardly used. With very much love from Basil and
myself. . .

I am ever,
Yours affectionately,

(Sd.) C. W. LEADBEATER I

P.S.—l hear that America is getting up a fund to com
pensate me for the financial loss caused by the diminution
‘
of the sale of my books. No doubt that is just, and I should
accept it in the spirit in which it is ofiered; but unfortunate_
1y those who subscribe will not be those whose stupidity
caused the loss. But it ‘i

s, very good of my friends all the
same. Take care of Mr. Chakravarthy, he is playing a

double game. -
You say “such iteaching would do much harm in the

T. S. and E. S." ; but I did not give it to the T. S. and
E. S.

,

but only in absolute privacy to a few boys ; I am
not rcqaonsible for its publication; for that you must
blame those who broke their solemn pledge of secl;ecy—
Fullerton &

'

Mrs. Dennis. I never dreamt of speaking
Publicly on such a matter," becausel knew it would be

misunderstood.

I do not want to write anything that may appear
oonoeited, but it is rather ridiculous that these poor ignorant
people should constitute themselves Ijudges‘oi what we do
Or believe. I should like to say to them quite plainly:

"

Don't worry yourselves about mylopinions or actions,

they are my affair, not yours, and if you do not like them
You need not-nor imitate them. I am not going to waste
time ll'g'uing with you; I never argue with anybody.
But I have a gospel to preach. I have certain great truths
to tell to the world, and if you are not interested in them
the" tire thousands who will be, so drop your peddling

O
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futile criticism of details which you
do not understand,

and go to work to spread the
knowledge of the fact “the

great facts of life and death.”

We must not forget that Madame
Blavatsky during ,

physical life recognised, confirmed
and often referred to my

direct knowledge of the Masters ;
is it suggested that she

also was hallucinated i’
‘

XXXlll

On October 30th, 1906, Mr. Leadbeater

sent the following letter to Mrs. Besant
:_- 0

10, East Parade,

Harrowgate, England.

October 30th, 1906.

MY DEAR ANNIE,

I have your letter of the 11th. It certainly does
seem

incredible that the poor old Colonel should
have threaten

ed to arrange a prosecution, but unquestionably
words

to that effect did appear in the copy
which I saw of his

letter to Dr. English. I do not know how he
meant to‘

set about it ; I suspect it was nothing but a bit
of bom

bast anyhow, at least I hope so. But you ought
to see the

copy of the letter, so as to know whether
it was said or

not. I too think that all danger is over, if there ever
was

‘

any 3 but I do not believe that there ever was.
Only Miss

Spink and Miss Ward so earnestly appealed to
me for the

sake of the Society not to stay in Harrowgate
that! was

willing to’yield to their entreaties. I think (though
[have

never heard definitely) that some feared a prosecution‘

initiated by the Police on general principles, the
evidence‘

to be obtained by subpoenaing some members
'05 " the‘

committee to testify as to what I had said‘ or ‘admitted at
its
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meeting. But I do not see that such a proceeding would
be legally justifiable. I am quite ready to take up any
work that may o'fier itself, but I want to write one or two
,books as opportunity offers, and I shall go on doing tha
until something else comes in my way. At present corres

pondence occupies practically the whole of my time,
which I don’t like ; yet it seems a duty. So many people
seem to have had their faith‘ in the existence of the
Masters shaken by your circular, and I am trying to‘
reassure them, but it is diflicult to do so without seem
mg t0 Oppose myself to you, which I, will not do. I am
obliged to'put in somewhat in this way—that Mrs. Besant
now supposes herself to have been for many years and on
many occasions deceived, and so to that extent withdraws
0r contradicts her previous evidence, but that I myself .
have seen no reason for a similar change of opinion, and
S01 take the side of Mrs. Besant’s years of experience
% against her present conviction with regard to those
years. You see it is not an easy thing to taste, especially
351 am myself not clear as to your exact position. Your
later letters clearly admits that you recognise the interview
with the nameless one as having really taken place, so you
must suppose the glamour to have arisen at sometime

subsequent to that. But at what special point, and why?

!You
see, before that you had had many experiences to

gether in the presence of our own Masters,’ why should
the lesser be glamour when the greater was not ? You
see it is not as though I had suddenly and recently taken
up new ideas on the sex question ; it that were so we might

suppose the glamour to date from the moment in which

Iadopted them. There is what appears to me to be an

“may in your theory, and so when people write to
12 .

'
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me I cannot explainiclearly. Of course apart from that,
Ido not myself think that we were deceived on the
hundreds of occasions when we have seen our Masters

together; that is the point upon which we differ ; but,

putting that aside for the moment, I cannot quite grasp
yourjidea. and so I am always afraid of doing you an in
justice when I have to say anything about it. You see
my experience has been continuous and perfectly coher

ent, and has been at various points confirmed by the

simultaneous experience of many other people besides

yourself, Madame Blavatsky herself being one of them.

Now you suddenly ask me to believe that all this has not

been so, or rather that some of it (the most important of

all) is true, and the rest is not.
>

You did not think that when we spoke of it at

Benares, but you have come to think so since, although

nothing has changed. You must have a reason for that
—--I mean, something must have happened to you that I

‘do not know; and I believe that is where the weak point
lies. I am sure that you will sometime realise that incon
sistency though I do not think we can expect the
Master himself to interfere, as your letter seems to suggest
But why not ask him directly? I think it is more than
a merely personal matter, so I do not see that it would be
wrong. 1 do not for a moment expect you to agree with

the advice which I gave, but I should like our testimony
to be solid upon this question of the existence of the Great
Ones ; though even so I do not see how we are ever to -
undo the damaging effect of the circular. I have
sent out some copies of my little comment on i
t, but have

eliminated the words referring to the E. S. because it is time
o fallinto the wrong hands somewhere. A copy Went
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to you, and with it that circular of Raja’s for issuing

which the American Committee demanded (& obtained)
his expulsion-a sad case of injustice which I was very
sorry to see. With very much love

I am ever,
Yours most affectionately,

(Sd.) C. W. LEADBEATER.

XXXlV
On November 6, 1906. Mr Leadbeater

addressed the following letter to Mrs Besant :—
10 East Parade,

Harrowgate, England.
'
November 6th, 1906.

Mr Dean ANNIE, . ’

'

lhave yours of the 18th October. I am sorry though
hardly surprised to hear what you say about Mrs. Scott‘
Elliot, but does she not realise that ‘initiates have means of

recognising each other? Many thanks for putting poor
Sinnett right, I am sure it must have been a comfort to
him, and she has been so faithful through so many years
under all kinds of trials that I am always glad to hear of
any help that comes to him. , .

'

' Mrs; Dennis's attitude is a mystery. I have tried to
reach her'astrally, but it is useless; she gives me impression
of a dilferent person altogether. Does this seem to you

also?
I do not like to make the suggestion, and I shall not

h
in
t
a word of it to anyone but you, but the truth is that

it seems to me a kind of half obsession-as though some
one else were working through her. The Mrs. Dennis that

I used to know would not have behaved as she has done
eWuifl had really committed all the crimes that She
appetite to believe; she had not such bitterness and raucour
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vin her. Mrs. Davis, yes; she was always a mass
of emotion.

and I have seen her display great venom on other occa

sions ; but not Mrs. Dennis. Still less
would the Mrs.

Dennis that I knew have disputed your decision, or‘ ven

tured to blame you, or practically headed a revolt against

you. I understand even Fullerton’s
action better than hers.

I think she should have known me better and trusted
me;

more, but I recognise that, though a dear good fellow,
he

talkes the wildest prejudices, and
when once he has started

along a line nothing whatever will turn
him. I saw all

and the pleasant evidence produces
no effect upon him.

I saw all that'in the case of Mrs. HolbrookI and
again with

Graeme Davis but I did not' expect him to
turn against

me l I think he ought to have been wise enough
not to

begin wrongly but when he had
begun I understand all

the rest except the breaking of the
solemn pledgepf

secrecy and the use of private letters,
which remain

incomprehensible acts of dishonour, the source
of all the

trouble that has come since.

I wonder how matters would have turned out if'l
had

obeyed my intention and returned to
India ! I know that

in that case you would never have come
to hold this

strange belief that I was deceived in thinking that
1 ever

saw the Masters ; but I mean, how would that have
affected

the situation in America and elsewhere?
Your circular

would have been differently worded, and probably
the

common sense party at the Convention would
have been

in the ‘majority and would have changed that
stupid

committee. What else would ‘have happened I know
not

and it is useless now to speculate. Probably I should

have been Waking for you in man, and 1 do think
that,‘

that at least would have been well, for I. humbly venture
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to believe that] appreciate you more than some of our
Indian friends do, and you know that you can trust me to
be loyal to the uttermost. You and I can trust one another
thoroughly and that is surely a valuable asset, not too
common in these days, can we not somehow utilise it for
the work‘? If there is any way in which I can help you
do not hesitate to tell me.

What does Mrs. Dennis mean by saying that the TS.
in America is broken up? All that I have done all
through has, as you know, been specially directed towards
avoiding any possibility of that, and I know that
those who sympathise with me in America have not
dreamt of such a thing. If there be any danger of it

,

it must be her own intolerance that is causing it. By
this time they ought to have calmed down, but though I

~
have reams of correspondence I seem to have had little
real news lately ; but it is said that no news is good news!
Where is your tour taking you this time? All this time of
year we in Europe begin to envy your Indian weather.
llr. Harvey is just starting out East again by this Mail ;

would that I were with him ! With very much love.

I am ever,
Yours affectionately,
(Sd.) C. W. LEADBEATER.

‘ XXXV '

On November 14, 1906, Mr. Leadbeater
sent the following letter to Mrs. Besant :—

10, East Parade, Harrowgate, England.‘

November 14th, 1906.
MY DEAR ANNIE,

I do not know that I have any special news this week.
The majority of my correspondence still continues to
“Bl-re round the American affair ;. I shall be thankful.

I ‘h
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when they get over that land settle down again in quite

steady work.‘ It is instructive, yet it is terrible to see how
prejudice obsesses people, good people-—until they seem

absolutely incapable of seeing straight or even of telling
the truth. They continue eagerly to circulate stories that

what they have been plainly told are false ; they distort the

clearest statements, they appear wilfully to misunder

stand, and yet in reality it is all due to this obsession by a

fixed idea from which they. are not strong enough to

escape. just as they distorted what I wrote, so are they
distorting what Raja said. Raja has consistently main

tained the attitude which you took at first disagreeing as

to the advice given. but claiming good intention for me,

and condemning the stupid blundering of the committee.

Nearly all who took my side in America hold to those
three points of opinion, yet though Fullerton and his

people have had that explained to them repeatedly, they

still continue to proclaim that all these men favour the

advice and constitute themselves its champions. That is

supposed to be “ good policy ” “ tactics ” etc, and that is

where the unsc/rupulousness of the American character
comes in. The meaning of Raja's circular about brother

hood was surely clear to the meanest capacity, yet they

choose to misunderstand it
,

to read into it what is certain

1
3
' not there, and on the strength of it they forced the

Colonel to explain it. His little speech at the Convention in

which he said that you would come to understand us and to

do “5 justice some day, and that meantime we should go 011

with our work, is twisted to mean that you will presently
come to approve my advice and that meantime I shall go

fi
n giving it ! It would be too ridiculous to take seriously if

1
t were not for the harm that it is doing. Many branches
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want to have Raja to lecture for them in spite of the un-
‘

just expulsion, but the committee threatens to disband my

branches that invite him. , One would not think it possible

that decent people could behave in such a manner, yet it

is happening before our eyes. Never again can it be said

that thought is free within our Society, or that we stand

for brotherhood and charity. The worst of it is that these

people shower their false distorted stories upon ‘you,

311M011 the principle that if enough mud is thrown some is

sure to'stick) I fear that some of their libels may insensibly
influence you a little-because you could never believe

that such people would act so unscrupulously or so wildly,

I could not have believed it either—but {there it is. That is

why I know thatif I had been with you things wouldlhave
been so happily different, for I should have contradicted
each falsehood and straightened out each distortion,“ it

appeared, instead of leaving them uncontradicted to

accumulate, and so inevitably produce some little effect.

Well as Raja put it
,

we must go on with our work, and

hope that justice may bedone, and I suppose that even if

it is not done in this incarnation, after all it matters very

little. What a comfort it is that they who stand behind

really know everything, the beginning and the end, and

therefore cannot fail to understand! I think Raja will pro
bably come over and help me for a while, as he does not

wish to be the cause of still further persecutions by that

more than ‘Presbyterian committee. I hope your letters
are safely forwarded to you‘ while you are away on tour ;

can that always be depended ?' With very much love

I am ever,
Yours affectionately.

" (Sd.) C. W. LEADBEATER.
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. XXXVI
On November 21,1906 Mr. Leadbeater

wrote the following letter to Mrs. Besant 2

10, East Parade,

Harrowgate, England,
'7
. November 21st. 1906.

MY DEAR ANNIE,

I have yours of the 13th from Bhavnagar. I wish

I

were there with you. I remember Kathiawar clearly,
for

l was in some way especially drawn to it ; i
t seemed less

changed than some other parts of India-less affected

b
y

European influence, I mean. Yet I think the south

o
f

India has been more my home than the
north, and my

strongest attraction lies some where in the
Trichinopolly

or Tinnevelly District-or perhaps over on the
Malabar

Coast, where I have not been in this incarnation.

Raja’s expulsion was based upon
that circular o
f

brotherhood of which you have had

a copy. No doubt

all the documents are before you by this time
and I trust

you have been able to find time to look
through them.

One count of the original indictment was that
he had

insulted you by saying that he had perfect
faith in you,

and that he could therefore afford to wait
until you

understand his position and did justice. The whole
thing

has been a very serious piece of injustice ; the
Colonel

simply yielded to pressure in America, as he admits
that

he did in London. I do not think you can have any
idea

of the .venom and hatred that has been
exhibited; I

should not have_ believed i
t myself if I had not actually

seen the letters which have been written. I
t is a scanda

lous thing that such spite and ingratitude should
be
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shown by the officials of a section of the Theosophica
Society; but since the President allows them to make
him their tool, Ido not see that we have any redress.
You see the Society has taken quite a new departure
in expelling a man for an opinion, and the Colonel
ought, I think. to have seen the ‘principle and
resisted it

. for it can never again be said that thought is
free in the society. The accusation was obviously trumped
up, for they objected even to the statement that the society
imposes neither belief nor code of morals upon its mem
bers, and tried to'distrot it. to mean an encouragement of
immorality. I have made every effort all through to avoid
anything which might lead to a division in the society ;bl1t
really! am beginning to doubt whether it might not have
been for its true interests to gather ‘together I those who
showed charity and brotherhood, and let the bigoted
oflicials withdraw if they wished. Raja was the very man
who saved ‘them from a split at the convention, and with
ditliculty persuaded them not to expose the Colonel's arbi -

tmry methods through the press association; and this is

110W they reward him !

As to the E
. P. S. I felt sure that you would prefer to

have some one more loyal than Bertram as a partner, and
Ishould think that it might be managed. It is evident
that the person of whom I had thought would not be suit

. able, it was one whose sole income is derived from money
1.“vested in- stocks, and as the rate of interest is not high I

thought it might as well be invested in the T. P. S. But
What is requred is some one who for the sake of the work
will Practically give whatever amount is necessary, or at
least lend it indefinitely without interest. I suppose it is

Possible that such amount might gradually be repaid so as
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to leave you sole proprietor.

Have you any idea what

amount would be required ?

I hope your letters reach you safely
while you are on

tour. I am writing regularly each
week, so it there is a—-you

will know that one has gone astray.
It is getting cold here

now, so that more and more we envy
people whose lot is

cast in the Tropics. With very much
love.

I am ever,
‘

Yours affectionately,

(Sd) C. W. LAEDBEATER.

- XXXV".
On November 27,1906 Mr.

Leadbeater
'

sent the following letter
to Mrs. Besant :—

10 East Parade,

Harrowgate, England.
November 27th, 1906.

I

MY DEAR ANNIE,

Two letters from different towns in
America tell me

that determined efforts are being
made to force

all

members to accept one of two
alternatives-either

to

express approval of the action of
the American Executive

Committee or to resign their
membership. The Party

doing this claims to have the support
of the Masters,‘

expressed apparently through Miss
Sarah Jacobs-

Miss

I has for many years had teaching (good
teaching so'faf

aslhave seen) from astral entities
announcing themselvesr

I think, as Persians, and her faculties were
developing in

good Order ; but now conceit seems to
have seized 116!»

with the above results. But is not
this surely an

infringement of the liberty of Opinion which
it was Once

Supposed that we enjoyed?
I am~ quite certain-that You

would not support the officials if the facts
of their
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behaviour were really before you; but they brandish
your E. S. Circular as proof that you are on their side,

which seems a pity. They/are manifesting a most extra

ordinary persecuting spirit and they will not allow the
disturbance to quiet down. The American Section will
be a source of weakness to the society instead of strength,
if this sort of thing is allowed to continue. I hope to see
Raja shortly, and I shall no doubt

'

hear additional

particulars from him, but being an outsider I can do
nothing to check all this suicidal foolishness. Are you
still thinking of visiting the States next year 2

With very much love.
I am ever,

Yours alfectionately,

(Sd.) C. W. LEADBEATER

XXXVIII
Onv February 14, 1907 Mr. Leadbeater sent

the following letter from Sicily to Mrs. Besant.
Villa Zuccaro, Taormina, Sicily.

‘

February 14th, 1907.
MY Dam A'NNIE,
I am sending this in duplicate to, Adyar and Benares
because I do not know where you will be when it arrives.
Your letter of January 23rd has just reached me, but I
have not received the “ hurried previous letter" which
you mention, so this brings me your first comment on
rwill! events. I cannot tell you how glad I am that the
veil is at last lifted, and the idea of glamour banished
fmm your mind. I did not wish to contradict you; it

Fm Painful for me even as seem to suppose your decision
1“ um little circular letter which I issued ; but you see I

._
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knew that there was no mistake as to our work
under the

Masters, and so I left it my duty to those who trusted
us

to reassert my knowledge Now that you
are‘ also con

*vinced I know you will forgive me for that one little
pro

test, and I am more than thankful, more than glad,
that

the clouds have rolled away.

They‘ seem to linger yet a
little over some minor

points especially as to whatI am supposed to
have accept

ed at that meeting in London ; and since you
are going

to issue a notice to the Eastern
School, it would be a

(relief to me if in it you could do me justice on these
also.

(1) I never in any case advise daily practice.
Do you

:not remember in the report of the proceedings
of that ad

~visory board that Sinnett specially asked a question
as to

‘that, and that I emphatically denied it ? I do not think

you could have had a full report of that
meeting before

you when you wrote your circular, or you
could not have

made the statement that you did. It is utterly, absolute

1y untrue, for that is a point about which
I was always

,particularly careful ; so it really, should be
- contradicted.

Please look at_ the stenographic report
new, and if it

‘be a true one you will find Sinnett’s question
and the

answer.
/ '

(2) As to the question of advice given before
puberty

"I wrote you fully a few weeks ago, so you
know now that

I did not“ awake sexual passion" and that I spoke until cer
tain Symptoms were already present though

certainly be

fore there was any probability of connection with
women.

in Order 10 Prevent the possibility of such connection
in

‘future. and to prevent thought from turning to
it. Since

therefore the two points which caused the change
in W“

are neither of them true, it seems evident that your
first
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position in Benares was thel right one- If only I had-
come back to you in India I could have explained every
thing, and you would never have abandoned it. But now

I trust you have returned to it
,

so we must try to cancel
the results of the interval,

(3) Of course I accept the Masters’ decision, but you
know that I did not need it

, for a year ago at Benares I

told you that our own strong opinion was sufiicient for me,
and that I would therefore ‘not repeat the advice. I said
the very same thing in answer to a question at the end of
the meeting of that advisory board ; once more refer to‘

the report and you will see. If it will help any of our
loyal people, by all means quote what I then said, or
what I write now, I

If I may he allowed to speak quite frankly
Mr. Chakravarthi's theory that the appearance‘ of the‘

Masters to the Colonel was a masquerade by black magi
cians seems to be ridiculous. I know exceedingly well how
Closely evll entities can simulate the appearance the

Masters, but I am quite certain that such a test would not
be permitted at the death bed of the President-Founder,
an old faithful and devoted servant, even though, like all
human beings, he has made mistakes in his time. Besides

ablack magician would not put in power a person like

yourself, whose whole life is such as to make it impossible
for- him to influence you: he would obviously choose

a weak person who could be swayed by‘ his will, or
some one like poor Bertram, with points in his past
life that give the dark people power over him.

Madame Blavatsky herself once told me that a

Master occupied as he always is with business of world
Wide importance-often sendsa pupil to represent ‘him
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and even to take his form. when delivering a message
“ just” she said " as- your queen sends her commissioner to

give assent to the bills passed by your parliament, yet the

assent is just as legal as if the queen herself were pre
sent”. Also she told me of cases in which a master

simply projected a thought, and thought took his shape

through the mediumship (as it were) of any devoted per
son present on the physicalsplane whose organism lent

itself to such ~use. She said also that in such cases the

form of words used, though not the spirit of message.

might be largely affectedrby the organism employed. It

occurs to me that some points in the Colonel’s account

which struck me as curious may perhaps be explicahle

along these lines ; but I am quite clear that under circum
stances personation could not have been permitted.

You already know my views as to your nomination

I as President, for I wrote fully upon that subject before.
I think it will be the salvation of the society, and: will
open before it a career such as it has not had yet. You

say you wish I were with you ; my dear, you know I
should be most delighted to be with you, if there is any
way, no matter how humble, in which I can be of use
_Now that I am not a member of the Society, I have no
desire to be reinstated, for Iam much freer as I a111, but
my whole life is devoted to their work, and if I can serve
you I am always at your command, though at the moment
I do not quite see what I can do. But you know that
you can always thoroughly depend upon me to the utter
most-and that is a useful quality in these days,

vI must say I am rather indignant about this last false
hood of Fullerton’s. I shall write to him, and tomorrow
I will post you a copy of what I say, but I am afraid
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nothing will do much good. There really would be some
excuse for supposing him to be under the influence of
glamour—his actions are so incomprehensible. D id you
see that awful letter that he wrote to Douglas Pettit? Mrs.
Tuttle said that she sent you a copy of it. It was the vilest
and most dishonourable production that you can imagine ;
how any gentleman could ever degrade himself to pen such

‘

an effusion I cannot understand. And now comes this story;
of course he cannot have invented it; but-that he should.
even believe it argues such incredible blindness. He may
vote against you for the presidency, but America as a
Whole certainly will be in your favour by a large majority,
unless she contrives to obscure the issues and hoodwink the
members

‘

‘a

Very, very many congratulations and very much love
from us both.

I am ever,
Yours most affectionately,

(Sd.) C. W. LEADBEATER

XXXIX.
On February‘ 15,1907 Mr. Leadbeater

wrote the following letter to Mrs. Besant :
Villa Zuccaro, Taormina, Sicily,

_ February 15th, 1907.
MY DEAR ANNIE.
I
Wrote to you at great length yesterday, but to-day

y0ur letter of Jan. 31st, (the first sent direct to Society)
has arrived, and there is just a chance that if I answer at
°nce I may catch the same mail with this. Iam very
glad to have the opportunity of seeing your defence of
Raia; it is a very. able one- Note, however, in addition
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that the stenographic report of
Raja's talk with Fullerton

shows that he did not make
that alleged assertion about a

higher morality than the
ordinary, the.“ recollection" of

the other parties to that conversation
isflatly contradicted

by the verbatim report.
That may be useful if ever the‘

case comes up again.
‘ I am ever,

Yours most affectionately,

(Sd.) C. W. Lnnasnen.
‘

LX

Before concluding the
series of correspon

dence we might‘give here a
letter that Col. Olcott

sent’ to Mr. Leadbeater. The
Colonel sent this

letter almost on his
death-bed, The letter is

both interesting and important
as conveying the‘

opinions of the Mahatmas
on the teachings of

Mr. Leadbeater. Our readers may
find it instruc

ti-ve to'compare this letter
with three others

which we shall publish later on
written by Dr.

mas :-—
Van Hook at the dictation of the Mahat

Adyar, January 19(77

MY DEAR CHARLES,

The Mahatmas have visited me sever

in their physical bodies, and in the

As my life seems to be
drawing to a

wished to discuss with me matters they

before it was too late. They asked me to
set riglll‘h"

dispute between you and Annie concerning
the glam“

question (it appears that ;after the
troubles in Arnefica

at times lately

close, they have

desired arrangefll

presence of witnesses.
-
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Mrs Besant had attributed to “ glamour" her experiences
with Mr. Leadbeater on what Theosophists call “ the astral

plane”) and I enclose what they said about it, which Mrs.
Russalr-‘took down at the time. I am glad to know that it

wasno glamour, forI have always felt that she (Annie)
made a mistake in saying that it was.

Concerning the other matter about the disturbance

your teachings have caused, both Mahatma M. and Ma
hatma K. H. assured me that you did well ‘to resign,
that it was right to call a council to advise upon the

.matter, and that I did right in accepting your resignation,
but they said we were wrong in allowing the matter to be
made so public, for your sake and the sake of the Society.
They said you should have stated in your resignation that

you resigned because you offended the standard of ideas

'

o
f

the majority of Society b
y

giving out (the italics are by

Veritas) certain teachings which were considered objec
tionable.

Because I have always cherished, for you a sincere
affection, I wish to beg your pardon, and to tell you be
foreldie that lam sorry any fault of judgment on my
part should have caused you such deep sorrow and

modification, for I should have certainly tried to keep
the matter quiet, had Inot thought that it would have
reflected an the Society if I did so. Ifeel sure that the
Blessed Ones are striving to calm the present turmoil

_
and hold together our Society from dividing against itself
and I also feel sure that you will be called upon to help,
and to forget the self for the good of the whole. .

There is nothing I think that would tend to quell
the present turmoil so much (and I should die happy if

I knew you had done it) as for you to bow to the will of
’

a

v
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the Divine Ones behind the movement
and save the

situation. Certainly Their wisdom is your
lawas it is

ours, and They have told both Annie
and myself that

your teaching young boys to
" ' ' " ' is

wrong. Ido implore you froni my death-bed
to bow to

Their judgment in the matter, and
make a public state

ment that you will give them and us your
solemn pro

mise to cease giving out (the italics
are by Veritas) such

teachings.

It might be that if you did this the
Masters would

-

open out the path of reconciliation
to the Society, and

" you could take up the great work
you were obliged to

give up, because you unwisely placed
yourself in the

position of being unable to defend yourself
against charges

that gravely offended the accepted
moral standard of your

country, thus bringing upon the
Society you loved a

great blow which shook it to its
foundation, because you

were so universally loved and respected.

Once more, my dear ‘friend, lbeg you
to consider

what I ask.
'

With all good wishes.

Yours sincerely,

(Sd.)
H, S. Owen

LXI
Beiore we terminate the quotation

of the

letters of the leading actors in this TheosophiGal

drama, we must refer to one letter which has
be“

come notorious under the title of the cipher
letter

sI
t i's'alleged that'Mr. Leadbeater and some

o
f his

I
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boy disciples were in the habit of corresponding
with each other in ciphers. The letter, a
photograph‘ of which is in our possession, is one
of those cipher letters‘ sent by Mr. Leadbeater
to one of the boys. Mr. Leadbeater has not
entirely repudiated this letter, but has said that
he cannot recognise it'in this form, whatever
that may mean. To our knowledge Mr.
Leadbeater has not said that this‘ letter is not
his. Mrs. Besant has also an ingenious explana
tion for the existence of these cipher letters
which our readers will find in her letters to the
members of the Theosophical Society, which we
shall publish later on. For the present we only
refer to this notorious cipher letter as it was
produced as an Exhibit in the Police Court case.
Speaking about this letter, Mrs. Besant from the
witness box said “ I saw a key to the document,
but never worked it out. I cannot say positively
what is shown to me is the key. I read it five
years ago, and the translation was so filthy that
I did not care to go through it”. We have
also seen a key to the cipher and we have taken
the trouble to work it out and, we entirely agree

‘With
Mrs. Besant in thinking that the translation

lsifilthy. Therefore we give the letter as_ it is
W‘thout the key. Here is theletter.
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My own darling\boy, there
is no need for you to

write anything-in cipher
for no one but I ever sees your

letters. But it is better
for me to write to you

in cipher

about someof the most important
matters ; can you always

read it easily? Can you
describe any of the

forms in

rose-colour which you
have seen entering your

room?

Are they human beings
or nature spirits?

The throwing‘

of water is unusual in
such a case, though

I have had it

done to me at a spiritualistic
seance. Were you

actually

wet when you awoke,
or was it only in sleep

that you felt

the water? Either is possible,
that they would represent

different types of phenomena.
All these preliminary

experiences are
interesting. and I wish we were

nearer

'

together to talk about
them.

Turning to other matters,I
am glad to hear

of the

rapid growth, and of
the strength of the

results‘. Twice

a week is permissible,
but you will soon

discover what

brings the best efiect.
The meaning of the

signOiS

osauis'u. Spontaneous
manifestations are

undesirable’

and should be discouraged.
Eg eu dinat xeuiiou

iamq.

ia oaaet socceoh nisa iguao.
Cauoiu uii iguao, is

i a xennn

oiu dina xamm.
Eiat uiuu iuqqao xiao

zio usa utrnaaq',

tell me fully. Hrnue taotuueio
et ti qmautuou, Uiiotuoe

lettat eusmeoh.
'

‘

()ne more passage betore
We resume our

narrative. We have in our possession
a copy O

f,

a statement made by one

o
f the boys who

‘was

under Mr. Leadbeater’sflshall
we say spiritual

training The statement is made
before, and

attested by, Mr. B.
Wood, Notary Public

for

the State of“ Washington,
residing a

t Seattle.
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King Co. And'in this statement the boy says :-— _

"In the year 1903 I‘ was visiting in ‘the city of

Vancouver, British Columbia, with my parents
and then and there met Mr. Charles W. Lead
beater. I was then 13 years of age and Mr. Lead
‘beater from the first treated me in a very aflec

tionate manner. At his suggestion my parents
consented to my accompanying him to California

on a, pleasure trip. We remained in California

_
three months, at the expiration of which time I
accompanied Mr. Charles W. Leadbeater to the
Atlantic coast visiting ‘en route a number of large
cities. Mr. Charles W. Leadbeater and myself
occupied the same bed habitually, sleeping‘

together”. Then the boy proceeds to describe

what used to take place every night. We need

hardly say that this description is unfit for publi

cation. It may be all right for those who are on
the threshold of divinity, but is fartoo indecent
for ordinary human beings. We shall quote the
last Paragraph of this boy's statement in which

the boy says : “ I make this statement with the,
motive of thus giving a warning which may

enable parents to protect their children from

pernicious teachings given by those who p058
before the world as moral guides, but whose prac

tices debase ‘and destroy both children and men.”
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And now we can proceed with our narra

', tive. Colonel Olcott died on the 17th February

1907. He was the President of the C‘ommittee,
which sat in judgment over Mr. Leadbeater’s

actions and which finally decided to accept Mr

Leadbeater’s resignation from the Theow

sophical Society. There was thus
some

difficulty in getting Mr. Leadbeater re-admitted
‘

intothe Theosophical Society so long
as Colonel

Olcott continued to be its President, but with

the death of that venerable gentleman on the‘

17th of February'1907_ the‘way was clear for
the

supporters of Mr. Leadbeater to make the

necessary efiorts to get him reinstalled
in the

Theosophical Society. It is stated that Colonel

Olcott had nominated Mrs. Besant as his
suc

cessor before his death, but it was
not till 111*)’

1907 that she was actually elected President
of

the Theosophical Society. Even before she
was

elected President she received a telegram
from

Blavatsky Lodge in these terms:——“
Would'y011

as President permit Mr. Leadbeater’s lie-ad

mission?" To this Mrs Besant replied in these

terms.
“ If publicly repudiates teaching, two

years after repudiation, on large majority request

of Whole Society, would reinstate ; otherwise

not". In this telegram Mrs. Besant, the candidate
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for the Presidencyof- the Theosopical Society,
has distinctly laid down the conditions on which

she would reinstate Mr. Leadbeater. Wewant
our readers to remember this and to compare

these conditions with the ones under which Mr.
Leadbeater was actually re-admitted later on-.

We will leave the matter there for the present,
and trace the development and incidents which
- eventually led to the re-admissi'on of Mr. Lead
beater into the Theosophical Society.
In one of the issues of a journal called The

Link which we believe is only circulated among

pledged members of the Theosophical Society,
the following passage occurs “1 was told

by H. P. B, last. Spring when I went
home to the Master's Asramam one night
that a defence of Mr. Leadbeater must be

made against the distortions and exaggerations

continually poured out on him. I was also
told that I was not to make it, but to take
advantage of its being made to the speak

(sic) on the whole question ; I wrote to Dr. Van
Hook that a defence ‘would have to be 'made
‘and suggested certain lines. Meanwhile’
H.P.B. had herself taken the matter in hand

and a strong impulse set Dr. Van Hook to
,

Work" This is delightfully Theosophical. Here;
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18 Mrs. Besant who has publicly
stated that she

cannot reinstal Mr. Leadbeater unless
he repu

diates his teachings. She is at the
same time

anxious to defend Mr. Leadbeater.
In this

difiicult position she invokes
the aid of the

dead Madame Blavatsky and sends
a suggestion

to Dr. VarrHook that Madame
Blavatsky wants

him to produce a defence
of Mr. Leadbeater

and suggests certain lines
on which

to develop
\'

that defence. Dr. Van Hook was
the General '

Secretary of the American section.
His full

name is Weller Van Hook and
was an enter

prisingyoung Theosophist quite
up to the latest

Theosophical tricks and ready
to oblige the

Masters in any manner within
his power. No

sooner the suggestion was
received, or rather a

strong impulse was set in motion
by higher

astral powers, Dr. ‘Van Hook produced
his

defence of Mr. Leadbeater in three
long letters

We are very sorry to trouble our readers
with

these long letters but we can
assure them

that the letters will repay
persual. For

downright Theosophical impudence
we have

seen or read nothing to beat these three
letters

of Dr; Van Hook. Dr. Van Hook does
not be

lieve in half way measures and his defence
is "0

‘halting, half-hearted apology, but he goes
boldly
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to support Leadbeaterism in a most thorough

going manner. In one of his letters Dr. Van
Hook says “ The introduction of this question
into the thought of the Theosophical world is

but the precursor of its ‘introduction into the ‘I

thought of the‘ world. No mistake was made by

Leadbeater in the nature of the advice he gave
his boys. No mistake was made in the way he

gave it
, nor did he make any mistake in the

just estimation of the consequences of any

other solution of the terrible problem which

was presented to him.” What stronger justifi

cation and defence can Mr. Leadbeater want ?_

Dr. Van Hook predicts the permeation of the
'

thought of the world with the teachings of

Mr. Leadbeater and in order to give sanctity

to his defence of Leadbeater, Dr. Van Hook
said that the letters were dictated to him word

for wordby a Master,'Mahatma M. and for which

Dr. Van
' Hook claimed nothing for himself

save the function of a scribe. What more do

Theosophists want ?. Here is the Mahatma him

Self approving the teachings of Mr. Leadbeater _

and dictating three letters to Dr. Van Hook for

publication to the credulous and admiring Theo

soPhists. We are told that Dr. Van Hook did
not make the statement that. the letters, were
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dictated to him by Mahatma M. publicly.. it

seems that Dr. Van Hook had said this privately
with a request that it should not be published.

We can quite understand that.v We know that
the most efiective way of publishing anything

is to whisper it in confidence to a woman and

ask her not to reveal it to anyone. This is a.

better method of obtaining publicity and it

has the merit of saving advertisement charges.

But whatever the method of publicity may have‘

been, Dr. Van Hook has not denied that he

did say that the letters were dictated to him

word ‘b
y

word by the Masters. Here are the

letters dictated to Dr. Van Hook by Mahatma I.
Open Letters to the Members of the

American section of the Theosophical Society:

I

The Enemies ofMrs; Besant are the Enemies o
f Charles

W. Leadbeater, of the Masters and o
f the

Future Religion of the World.

It must be clearly seen by all that the defence o
f

Mr. Charles W. Leadbeater is closely associated with and,

indeed, involves the defence of Mrs. ‘Annie Besant, Presi

dent of the Theosophical Society, who for many months
has been the object of insinuations, innuendos and OPCH.
malicious charges of unfairness, duplicity, vacmation'

lying and greed of power.
Of these charges which have been made against our

President, the most heinous are statements as to
'
those
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acts of hers which are most characteristic of the leaders
of our Society.

It is she who, since H. P. B., has most strongly insist

V
e
d

upon the peculiar character of our Society, one of the

mimions of which is to aid in the establishment of they

next new religion, which is to be built upon foundation
stones that in their turn rest, on the one hand. upon
the recognition by the Western World of the validity of
the evidence furnished by sixth sense perception and on

the other hand, upon the acceptance or the truth that all

religions have their esoteric occult side.

The coming religion will frankly return to the
ancient _ and time-honored custom of aflirming the’
supernormal or supernatural revelation of facts about

God‘ and his manifestations in Nature. It will differ
from earlier religions in asserting that there are no

miracles in Nature. None are possible, but the sup

posed miracles are produced by those who, skilled by

their predecessor in such lore, know how to bring to bear
'

certain laws of Nature not now known to the generality

o
f

men. And it will assert that these revelations of fresh.

facts about God and Nature are going on continuously.

'

The religion will remain active and virile, a living religion
solongas it has still associated with it in leadership those
who are able to receive such information from the Hidden
World and Those Who in it know.
But religions dil‘ter from our Society in their work.

It is their mission to provide men with a crutch-like

apparatus which may aid them in advancing. The instru

ment is given over to them. But all history shows that
religions once given out lose, attera time, their occult

Character and, living only on the exoteric or form side,
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become, on account of the degeneration
of the priesthood,

the dying shells of the former
living bodies.

It is and must remain the peculiar
and distinctive

characteristic and merit of our
Society that it maintains

and will maintain unbroken the
chain of those who are

able to receive and give out new
information to the world

from the Great 'White' Lodge,
whose members are the

custodians of the Divine Wisdom.
.

No one is required to believe in_ the
validity of the

Adyar phenomena, which were
witnessed by Mrs. Besant

and Mrs. Russak at the bedside
of the late Colonel Olcott,

‘President-Founder of the Society.
Yet the great majority

-of the members of the Society
throughout the world, we

rejoice to say, do believe. And
we rejoice in this because

it shows‘ that the great bulk of our peoplelto-day,
as well

.as a full generation ago, believe
in the ability of their

leader to receive messages from
The Other Side and to

furnish the conditions which make possible
the appearance

among us of Those Who, by the
necessity of their lives,

must dwell in the retired places of the
earth, far from the

social activities of men.

Yet the statements of
Mrs. Besant about these pheno

mena - are among. those most hotly contested
by her

enemies.
‘

No one is to be regarded as a heretic
who refu

ses to I“ believe in these particular phenomena,”
nor is his

right to membership in the Society to be
forfeited for his

disbelief. But we feel constrained to say that'
the state

ments of Mrs. Besant’s opponents might
at least have

been kept within the limits of that courtsey
due, under all

circumstances, to a lady and it might have been possible

for disbelief to have been so ‘expressed
as to enable

the speaker or writer to make his point vas to
disbclief
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without stating, as has been done, that the pheno

mena did not occur as represented, .that the report of'

their occurrence was falsified or garbled, or. that the lady

who, they could easily see, was about to be elected to be

the head of the Society, was insulted and publicly dis.-v

credited.
'

Now, this charge against Mrs. Besant’s enemies I
reaflirm in plainer terms. Those very persons who have
been the most vindictive in their persecution of Charles
W- Leadbeater have been the most open and virulent in

their accusations against the genuineness of the phenomena

and have been at least pains to conceal their malevolence’
toward Mrs. Besant.

Have these people not realized and do they not realize

vthat. when they discredited Mrs. Besant, who was so

evidently about to be elected to the Presidency, they threw

discredit upon all that has ever been said about‘ the

Masters and their association with our Society ? And have

they altered their attitude of impeachment of her since
her election? Do they not continue to cast aspersions
upon her and try to tear down her reputation for
fair dealing, accusinglher of autocratic and unfair con
duct? »

One member, who had been chosen by Mrs. Besant
to be Vice-President, so far forgot himself as to boast that

Mrs. Besant’s predecessor’in practical occultism, H. P.

Blavatsky, had had less to do with the practical success of

the Theosophical movement than he, forsooth ! And after

Mrs. Besant had asked him to give up a position which he

had so manifestly shown himself unfit to hold, he burst

into violent abuse of her, asserting that she is unfair and

autocratic, determined herself to rule at any cost.
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This man not only forgets his early services to the

Society,‘ but his early scorn of those who would
not accept

the evidence of the phenomena attendant
upon the incep

tion of our great movement and the courtesy
which, as

an English gentleman, he ought to show to
a woman,

but he forgets that every blow aimed at the
head of the

Society is a blow at the Masters Who make its existence

possible.

Every obstruction her opponents place
in her way

but adds so much to the burden They carry.
Strong

enough They are for all requirements, all of
which have

been foreseen by Them—and nothing too great
for Them

has been hndertaken. But woe to him through
whom

such added burdens have been laid upon
Them.

It must have been seen by all that it is Mrs. Besant’s

desire to stand or fall with Charles W. Leadbeater.
‘ How

can he be an Initiate and not be acknowledged
such by

her. At Munich, at Chicago and elsewhere, she
has boldly

stated in no uncertain terms
that he is her fellow-Initiate.

And in Chicago she made in addition this
following awe

inspiring statement :
" Let me assure you in all solemnity

that the Initiates who are disciples of the Masters
do not

press their presence upon the Theosophical
Society or any

other society in the world. We stand on other ground

We offer our services. You may reject them or
take

them, as you will, but @tter the experience
that H. P. B

endured, that he and I have endured, let me assure you

that there is no anxiety in the ranks of the Initiates
to

come forward and offer services which you do not
desire

to accept” ,

i

-

M_rs. Besant’s enemies have passed
the limits of polite

debate and long since have entered the realms of Vitu

a
n
?»
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peration-l Yet the attacks of *her enemies have thus far
drawn to Mrs- Besant’s support but light and weak words
of defence.

But the members of the American section refuse
'

longer to remain quiet under this abuse of the President.
They reject with scorn the imputations cast upon the vera
city of Mrs. Besant. They equally refuse to permit her
accuracy of observation to be called in question. Whole
volumes of her observations and thought they have studied
for years in organized classes. They decline to accept
the cheap assertion of mendacity and weakness of obser~
vation made by those of her enemies who masquerade in
Theosophic garments.

The incredible lengths to which these detractors of
Mrs. Besant have gone 1 Having hounded one Initiate,
Charles W. Leadbeater, off the public rostrum, which he
had occupied for eighteen years, they have done their best
to drive from public view his fellow-Initiate, Mrs. Besant
It is well for us that the Great Unseen Leaders of our

Sodety would not permit this—well_ that the love and
“aeration of thousands of devoted members have aided
in torestalling such a possibility 1

'

(Sd.) WELLER VAN Hoox

II
It seems desirable to add to

-

what has been sent you

i‘ the pfinted'pamphlet entitled “ Open Letters to Mem
bers of the American Section of the Theosophical Society,”

1 further statement from another point of view in regard

t0 the remarkable case of Mr. Leadbeater, which has for
about two yéiéars engaged your attention.
Hr. Leadbeater, an English gentleman now about

“in? years of age, educated for the Episcopal priesthood
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. infancy when the condi

part in the routine
wor

and trained for clerical
work, occupied a responsible post

in the service of that church
at the time Madame

Blavatsky was about to leave
England for India in 1884.

This was in the period of the
Theosophical Society's

tions of its existence were
infinitely

now are since the atmosphere

of the Western World, surcharged with
materialism and

selfishness, had not been
acted upon and altered by

those

spiritual forces, the
activity of which has been

made

' eSociety. Without a moment's
hesite

heard discussed by Madame
Blavatsky

f Theosophy he threw aside
the

trammels of
education, prejudice, training and

the ties of

locality, kindred and
friendship. and in three days’

time,

having disposed of his
clerical post and hisqlittle property,

he sailed with our great
leader H. P. B. to India, expect

ing ‘nothing ‘more than
that he would be allowed

to take

k of the new Society in
India.

nt furnishes no parallel
to

diate and absolute self

es of brotherhoodv

more diflicult than they

the fundamental truths
o

The history of our moveme

this remarkable instance
of imme

surrender to the call of
the principl

which ‘appealed to our great
brother.‘

In India work of the greatest
4

importance fell to
Mr

Leadbeater’s lot. His talents
and peculiar fitness

for‘

certain .kinds of work at
once found recognition

and

employment. Not only India
but other countries

found

need of his services and it was
but a short time until

he

had successively visited, taught
and organized in

most of

the civilised countries of
the world. His

widespread

popularity had grown until at
the outbreak of the

recent

troubles, he was known everywhere
as the equal co-wol'kef

of Mrs. Annie Besant. After the death
of H. P. B. it was
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in fact these two who, practically alone, carried the
burden of teaching for the Society, Colonel Olcott's func‘
tions pertaining chiefly to government.

Through these many years Mr. Leadbeater has main
tanied unbroken his ability to tunctionate upon the higher
planes and to bring back perfect records of his experiences.
His many books have been accepted nnquestioningly by
all Theosophists throughout the world as proper and good
evidence of the state of things on the other side of death
and in the fields of‘ the Great Unknown
His observations on thought-forms and his. work on

the Aura of Man have placed these subjects on an endur
ing basis of scientific observation. And his work on the
Astral Plane will stand the test of time as a scientific study
and classification of the things and

'

conditions on those
levels of, consciousness. His work with Mrs. Besant on
the basis of Physics and Chemistry is of primary conse
quence to Theosophy, as will be seen in a very few years
when the world of science has reached the point at which
it can appreciate it. .The vet y foundation of all human
thought pertaining to the study of the Physical Plane and
its conditions lies in thes'eiobservations.
In all departments of activity his work has been

immediately associated-‘with that of Mrs. Besant and haS
been coequal to, and parallel with, it. ‘The recognition of
this fact was never for an instant

'
withheld until the

incipiency- of the present difficulties, when it was discover
ed by his enemies that in reality H. P. B. and Mrs. Besant
were the only true exponents of the Masters and that the
sfallls of Mr. Leadbeater as a recognised leader was and
had been a hideous maya under which many of them had
lived for about twenty years without knowing it !
u

/
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1‘his notion could easily have been set aside by a

slight comparison of the work of the three leaders, that of

H. P. B. differing in ways easily recognised from the work

of the other two and the lectures and books of Mrs.

Besant on topicsk‘allied to those discussed by Mr. Lead

beater frequently following his in time and giving him
“ credit" for his observation and thought.

This dignified gentleman, who had given the ripest
of his years to uncensing activity for the Theosophical

Society, was suddenly attacked by members of that body

residing in America who vaguely accused him of crimes

and misdemeanors of the-most improbable and unnatural

kind. Stampeding the officials and councillors of the

American Section with the cry that the foundations of the

Society would be shaken and the superstructure perhaps

overthrown if the horrid matter were ever brought to

public notice, they quickly, carried the subject to London,

where Col Olcott was met and urged to summon the

alleged offender for conference. Not suspecting that a

farcical mock-trial was about ,to be sprung upon him,
Mr. Leadbeater, with his customary courtesy, abandoned

his personal plans and travelled post-haste to London,

where he was confronted with the accusations with which

you are familiar. ’\Disgusted with the shallow credulity of

his friends of many years, some of whom were under the

deepest obligation to him, he placed his resignation in the

bands of Col. Olcott to be accepted if in his judgment
the interests of the organization seemed to require it

He was then requested to meet in “ Committee" the

Colonel and several members of the British Section
called by him for advisory purposes to answer some clugs"
fionso“ the subject. This he readily consented to d0
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thinking that he was to make a frank statement to friends
who would aid in discovering the origin of the charges
and in sifting the evidence of the lying accusations
against him to the bottom/

What was his astonishment when he appeared before
this Committee to find, not friends, but bitter and jealous
enemies who for years had carried in their hearts the
most unjust suspicious and. who had whispered to one
another the most loathsome accusations against him. At
once they began, not a friendly conference, as he had a
right to expect and did expect, for the purpose of dis
covering the origin of the unjust attack, but a venomous
and deeply acrimonious cross-examination designed to
entrap him into incriminating admissions which might be
used to slay his life‘long reputation for personal purity
and
decent living. A perusal of the stenographic report

of this meeting will satisfy any unprejudiced reader of the
truth‘of this statement. The Colonel was desirous ‘o

f

con
ducting the shameful affair in as orderly and decenta
fashionaspossible with no harmful effect to Mr. Lead
beater and the cause. After the shameful baiting had
gone on for some time he was glad at last to conclude it

b
l!

getting the “ Committee” to consent to the acceptance
of Mr. Leadbeater’s resignation.

I

Following the meeting the, inflamed passions of
some of the British members frightened some of Mr.
'Leadbeater’s friends into thinking that a criminal prosecu
tion might follow if he remained in England. Again, as
always, unselfish Mr. Leadbeater went to the Continent,

- hoping and believing that his withdrawal would be all
that would be necessary to restore complete quiet to the
affairs of the Society.’ He was astonished tolfmd ‘that-this;

,4
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move had the opposite
effect to that w ‘ch ‘he

‘had ex'

pected, his withdrawal
being regarded as a

“ flight” from

justice, although his act
was prompted by nov motives

other

than those associated
with the most unselfish devotion

to

i

the Society's welfare.

Not for a ‘moment since
his retirement has

the per

secution, vilification and misrepresentation
ceased. Every

effort to find new
“ evidence" has been made

by his

detractors without success.
The whole subject rehearsed

time and again has yielded
no new material to

serve as a

basis of vilification,
and the charges remain

without

addition as they
stood in the beginning

in spite of all’

efforts to substantiate
them, by the discovery

of new

“ facts."

The importance of.
the last statement

cannot be

overestimated, since, if the
victim had been guilty

of the

charges which were
made, evidence of

wrongdoing

in the many parts
of the world which he

visited could

not possibly have been
concealed. Yet so far

from new

“facts” having been discovered
the old ones have

—been

in several instances
discredited or

absolutely denied by

the boys supposed to
have been concerned.

Now, dispassionately
considered, what would

the

impartial and unprcjudiced
man of the‘world, who

knows

its evils and the difficulties
involved in combating

them.

think of the whole affair
? He would see that

the teacher

of the boys submitted to
his care and guardianship

was

confronted with the most ditficult
and‘ perplexing problem,~

clamouring for immediate and practical
solution. The

Western public refuses, in its
inconceivable prudery,

to

acknowledge the existence of this problem
when every

woman school teacher dealing with
children knows that

it
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exists and that not only boys but girls of a tender age are
involved in its solution. What could he do? Should he
ignore the demand made upon him and leave the victims
to their fate? He did not. Considering the problem one
pertaining to the physical and Astral Planes, th0ugh_inv0l
ting asociated questions of far-reaching spiritual conse
quence, he brought to bear upon the subject the same

common-sense reasoning which medical men try to use in
the solution of thequestions of disease. He well knew
that such habits as had been formed could not be instantly

interrupted by nnspiritualized boys. What more natural
than that he should recommend that the practice I

curbed? And who knows how many bOySI tfikillg mi:
advice from Mr. Leadbeater, have not been gradually
weaned away from their vice and brought to entire clean- ,
ness of life ?

Now it
- was most easy for Mr. Leadbeater, with clair

"Want vision, to see what thought-forms were hovering
about certain other boys not yet addicted to this degrading
practice- He could see that these thought-forms would
S0011 discharge themselves upon their creators and victims
‘and he could easily picture the disastrous consequences.
D0 not we, better than those unacquaint‘ed with the truths
of Theosophy, know that the thought is pre-existent to the
deed, that the act is only the precipitation of the thought
on the physical plane ? In advising the practice by such a

50)’ no new thing was proposed. It was only suggested in
°fder that the thought-forms might be discharged before
their force became overwhelming and involved the victim
‘in the Commission of some act, the karmic consequences
'05 which might demand many incarnations for their
solution. For sexual associations involve the

use)
or misuse

L.
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of the greatest spiritual force entrusted to undeveloped
Man and karma engendered about associated sexual acts

demands solution by both parties to the act in simultaneous

physical incarnation. -And every Theosophist knows that,

owing to the varying lengths of extra-physical lite-periods’
simultaneous incarnations cannot occur to undeveloped

individuals in regular succession, but take place only after

long cyclical intervals which must be filled with physical
lives of no particular value or consequence. Hence the
“ crime” or “ wrong” of teaching the boys the practice

alluded to was no crime or wrong at all, but only the

advice of a wise teacher who foresaw an almost limitless

period of suffering for his charge if the solution .for his

difliculties usually offered by the World were adopted 7
and relief obtained by an associated instead of by an

individual and personal act. \

The introduction of this question into the thbhght ‘o
f

the Theosophical World is but the precursor of its intro

duction into the thought of the outer-world. Mr. Lead

beater has been the one to bear the persecution and

martyrdom of its introduction. The solution of the ques'

tion can only be reached by those who study it from the

Theosophic standpoint, admitting the validity of our teach

ings in regard to thoughts and their relations to acts.

Hence the service of Theosophy to the world in this

respect will be of the most far-reaching consequence, ex

tending into the remote future of the progress of Man.
i

No mistake was made by Mr. Leadbeater in the

nature of the advice he gave his boys. No mistake was

made in the Way he gave it. Nor did he make any mistake
in the I'mt estimation of-the consequences of any other so

lution of the terrible problem which was presented to him.
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If any mistake was made it was la mistake 'of judg
ment in trusting too much to the confidence of the parents

of the boys who, he thought, knew and loved him so well'

that they would accept his judgment on matters about

which ordinary people have little or no knowledge and

about which he, by the nature of his occult training, had‘

a full comprehension.

Betrayal of confidence on the part of some parents of

the boys resulted in the scandal which brought this pro
blem to the attention of Theosophists as a preliminary to

its introduction to the world. Woe to those who violated
their vows in making disclosures in this case. All honor
to those parents who, braving the opinion of the world,
have boldy set themselves against the current of the

world's prejudice and have avowed themselves iand their

sons under undying obligation to the great teacher who
aided their sons in overcoming difficulties which without
his aid would not only have been irisuperable in this life,
but would have led them into almost inconceivable com
plications in future lives. 7 ..

Did the Theosophical Society come into existence to
bask in tropic ease or to encounter and solve in advance
of mankind the hard problems of human existence? Do
Theosophists hold membership in the Society for what
they can suck from its body or do they do so in order that
they may help the Masters to bear the burdens of the

world ?

Those who have joined the Society for the first pur
POSe have speedily left it when they saw that their ease
and comfort were interfered with by membership.
Those who remain in the organization through storm

and stress are those who rejoice in difficulties as offering

, .
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opportunities 'tor the healthy exercise of
their growing

powers and who look for no ‘reward except
the approval

of their own consciences and the certain
knowledge of the

smiles of the Masters Who continually lead them
on from

Glory to Glory.

(Sd.) WELLER VAN
HOOK.

III
The will is that part of the Ego which determines

the

course of action to be pursued when, after
a long series

of incarnations and the accumulation of
a multitude of

experiences, a stage in evolution has
been reached which

'

enables the Ego to make permanent
and final choice of its

course. This stage is reached when the
things of the

'world are seen to be 0t comparatively
little value, when I

the part is recognized to be less thanthe
whole in both

quantity and value. This. recognition
is attained as the

result of experience extending over many
incarnations the

fruits ot'which are elaborated in devachan.
In devachan

all facts, products of perception, are
collated, compared

and considered according to their mutual
relations. They

are set side by side in due order and their
values, estima

ted. When this has been done the lower
mental body is

used by the ego to remove the
unessential part from

consideration leaving the essential, when
it is seen that

a

certain something common to all the facts
is left. a some

thing Wholly intangible, no longer a fact
but something

common to all the facts of a certain class and
containing a

part of every one of these facts. This
something is called

a Concept When this stage has been reached
the lower

mind has nothing further to do with the group
of facts

which were considered. They are set aside
"and a new

group of facts is taken up to be
treated in the same

way
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with the same purpose repeated-the purpose of extracting

from the new group of facts a new concept.

These concepts when fully formed are no longer the

products or objects of lower mental action . They are the

matm'cs with which the upper manas concerns itself.

Upper manas cannot consider facts It can only consider

‘concepts.

The correspondence is then established between the

physical plane and the upper mental plane, the former

being the field of action of lower manas. the latter being'

the object of consideration by the highest part of the Ego

which is Atma.
' ‘

Atma, the Will, is the Deter-miner, the Decider, the
'

final Arbiter of the destiny of Man. For it is Atma that
in the last supreme decision determines that course of-

'

action which leads to the Path.

Now vthis is brought about
'
in this way. The lower

manas, after long experience in the physical world,

becomes wearied with the multiplicity of facts, recognizes
the higher valdb of concepts which are seen to be nearer

to the centre of Knowledge than facts and, in‘ this state of

.vairagya, ceases in part to engage in activity. This leaves
the Ego freer than it has ever been to deal during Earth
- life with‘the true objects of its own cognition, concepts,
which are supplied to it by the upper mental body as we
have just seen. The upper mental body is capable of tak
ing °°8nizance of these concepts and collating them into

‘wholes of far greater value than the individual ‘concepts
possmd and at last all concepts are aggregated and

condensed into one great concept which represents the

supreme product of the actions of the Ego through all the
ages of its existence. This final concept of concepts is the‘
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recognition that all facts and all concepts
are but parts of

a single whole, that all manifested nature and
all reflections

upon it are but parts of a greater 'unmanifesyted
nature

and of a greater mind beyond and above
our finite minds.

This means that the Ego recognizes that the things
it has

concerned itself with in all the past with which
it has had

to deal are but parts of a great whole with
which it had

never concerned itself and of which,
indeed, it had been

wholly ignorant.

The recognition of this concept is the greatest
achieve

ment of the Ego in all the incarnations.
For its recog

nition alone makes possible the entrance of
the Ego- upon

I

an entirely new course of action, a course directed
to the

discovery of the whole and of its meaning.
The Ego

speediiy recognizes the‘unsatisfactory nature
of its former

activities and decides to occupy itself hereafter
with the

things which it feels and knows are related‘ to
andi lead

towards a recognition of the whole. It sees that
the

Whole is God. the completed part
of Nature, as mani

fest nature (prakrili) is the incomplete part.
Man, then,

is himself but a’ tiny part of this great whole and
to per

fect himself and attain that peace which he longs
for and

the need for which is an essential part of his nature
he

\ must seek the Whole-seek union with his highest Self and
'

make himself one with It.

Now this decision is not made in all its perfection

and finality at once upon its first recognition.
It is at first

Seen but vaguely and ,indistinctly, but as incarnatiOflS

multiply, this tremendous concept'is more and more
fully

COgnized and becomes an integral part of the materies'oi

the Ego, being carried over from incarnation to incar

nation, amplified, strengthened, fortified until at
last it
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becomes so strong that it is not possible for the forces of

lower mind-to dominate it. The Will asserts itself at last
as supreme and the decision to follow the Path becomes‘

the basis of the course of action.

The man who reaches this final decision to follow the

Path must needs change, his entire mode of life and
con

duct. He must choose only those activities which are 1n

consonance with the new decision and with those things
with which it is concerned.

This brings Us to the need of considering what it is
which leads man to make choice between various courses

of action.

The lower manas is concerned with facts but it has

the power to choose the facts with which it will deal. It
has the power to act on facts according to their relative
value for it. This distinction is made upon the basis of
its own good. Those things which it finds are most use
M or Pleasing to it are accepted, while those things which
have the opposite effect are rejected. This‘ power of
choice, continually exercised, leads at last to the rejection
of vast classes of facts and to the acceptance, as beneficial
or desirable, of other great masses of facts.‘
The recognition of this separation into classes is the

incipient knowledge of good and evil. It is desire which
determines this separation of facts. It IS desire which.
determines the final decision to choose'the good instead of
the evil. Desire is the appanage of the Astral Realm. And
it is right that the Astral World should be the seat of Man’s
activity through many incarnations.
The corresponding plane for the higher triad IS the

Buddhic. For it is while the Ego is functioning as‘
Buddhic that he yearns for union with the Whole. He‘ \
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.tcannot long for the Whole until he can‘ entertain a great

concept and he cannot entertain coucepts,as we have seen.

:until he can leave the field of action which is the sphere
oi

lower mind. Buddhi is, therefore, the plane of aspiration

and corresponds very definitely with the Astral \Plane.

Now the importance of these correspondences is of

:the highest consequence, for upon their recognition depends

the intelligent study of the course pursued by the
Masters

with Their pupils in the development of their
growing

‘powers. They place before their pupils'objects of
desire

with the intention of stimulating Buddhi. For when a pure

~desire is set in action a corresponding vibration ‘at
once

affects the Buddhic body. This leads, of course, to
the

vdevelopment and growth of Buddhi.

When They place new and hitherto unobserved groups

‘of facts before their pupils they stimulate the upper
mind

to grasp the Concepts ‘supplied by the lower mind
from

their classification and elaboration. And when the lower

mind is stimulated to determine the concepts that
belong

to those facts the Will (Atma) is stimulated to determine

"the course of action which properly belongs to the
new

group of concepts as viewed according to their
relative

:importance to it.

N0 man can determine his course of action who
has

not reached a stage of development sufficiently high
to

_

enable him to functionate upon the upper mental
plane

For he is
,

before that time, a mere automaton
swayed

'comp'letely _b
y the relative value of facts for the gratifi'

, cation of his Astral nature, He cannot choose a higher

'course of action because he has no power t
o generalize, t
o

arise above the iron bonds of the lower nature.
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_ When he can determine his course by reference to the

need for union with the Whole he has reached the point at

which he can functionate in his casual body. Then he is

ina position to enter upon the Path. ‘
What determines his final course of action we have

already seen. With the continual acceptance of a given
course of action leading toward the Path there is detin‘te

progress in the development of Buddhi which is the plane

corresponding to the Astral. When he reaches the stage
where he definitely accepts the things of the higher life as
the more desirable he decides to adapt his- course of con

duct to the new end in view. He places himself in
contact with those whose evolution has reached a point

higher than his own and by this contact he acquires
opportunities to magnify his own conceptions of the desir

ability ot the good.
‘

No man can reach the goal who is not thus aided at
this stage of evolution. For unaided, he cannot hold in
view the concept ot-the Part and the ‘Whole, he cannot
maintain the feeling that the 'Whole is more desirable than
the Part and he cannot determine or will continuously the
line of action leading to'a re-union of the segregated Party

with The Whole.

When the man chooses the Path he receives this
aid at once. He is seen by the Masters immediately.

_
Indeed he is known to Them as one who is ready for the
great concept and the great determination long before he
has any knowledge of his own tendency. They provide
him with opportunities to develop his powers with a view
10 taking the absolute and final step leading to the Path.

When the man has entered upon the Path he is

sustained at the moments of supreme trial- by the Masters
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who recognize that his will is
not strong enough to

maintain his course of action.
When his aspiration fails

They kindle it again into flame and
keep the flame brightly

burning. *

One does not realize the difliculties
that beset the

Path until he tries to follow
it and all the aid he can get

is gladly accepted by the earnest
chela.

The final act in the drama comes when
for a me

the consciousness of the man
is raised into actual union.

(1 all lower union
For once this union has been experience

becomes unattractive by comparison,
desire gives place

wholly ‘to aspiration. Once union
has been, even for a

moment,‘ experienced the supreme
concept is recognized

to have the most perfect
validity. All doubt is set aside

and the need of .the Masters’
support is by so much

diminished. As each new spiritual
experience is added

the
final goal-complete and permanent

union-—is more

nearly approached until at last after
cen

of conscious service
on the Path all phases of experience

have been passed through and with
the final supreme

initiation the Part merges into the Whole.

The final union enables the man to
do for others

below him in evolution what has been done
for him. He

joins the Band of Those Who, having
completed Their

evolution, can, without trammels, take part in
the work of

evolution and aid with perfect freedom in the upliiting
of

mankind.

What can we learn from this study it The lesson
that

all men are one day to tread the Path by the same
series

of Steps-the assimilation of factsinto concepts, the growth

of Buddhi from the refining of desire and the develop

ment of will from the repetition of multitudes of
chewing

ment

turies or millenia
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by the lower manas. We may learn patience with our
fellowman when we see him wallowing in those objects of
desire that to us are no longer attractive. And we may
learn the value of our own efforts in the\ training of those
about us who are at a lower stage of evolution. The goal
for all is the same. The Path is the same. The only
differences are those of the particular facts upon which
the lower mind acts in the formation of its concepts. Let
us, therefore, renew our determination to lend all possible
aid to the Masters in Their struggle with the Maya of
'separateness to the end that our fellows may the sooner
achieve freedom from its domination.

The man who lends this aid hastens his own evolution
in an almost inconceivable degree. For he identifies

him
self, as it were prematurely, with the Masters; plays their
role in a minor degree and so acquires a certain claim on
Nature, the Whole, a claim which is gladly recognized.
Nature reflects upon him her beneficeut smiles and under
that influence, he flourishes and grows. A man who con
idously thwarts the plans of the Masters acquires a lieu
of an opposite character upon the forces of Nature. They
are then expended upon him not for his up‘building but
for the retardation of his growth. He is required to dwell'

for ages under conditions adverse to his development,
while others more tractable are permitted to enjoy the

flpportunity which he missed.

Theosophists, who now have before them a complete
set of facts and of guiding rules and precepts, are undfir a

tremendous obligation to utilize their opportunities well.
For if they do not they will in future incarnations en
munter far greater difliculties than they have met with in
{0mm ones. They will be beset with temptations which.
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in this favorable incarnation, have been removed for them

by the consummation of the tremendous, aeouic plans of
the Brotherhood of Adepts who have for ages planned to
take advantage of this first moment of ascent upon the

upward arc of. evolution. The body of Theosophists h a

picked body, of Egoes which, having favorably responded
to training in former lives, are believed by the Brothers to

have before them the possibility of forming in this incar

nation the supreme concept and making the supreme

choice I

Theosophists who feel the validity of these remarks

would do well to measure their conduct carefully, for

upon their conduct toward their leaders in diflicult crises

and upon their view of the situation at critical moments,

will depend the amount and kind of aid accorded to them

individually by the Brothers in this and in future incarna:
tions. Those who have aided much will deserve and re

ceive much. Those whov have impeded the efforts of their

leaders will be relegated again to the rank and tile of men

and their places filled by those who are pressing upward

from the, as yet, undilferentiated body of men. Those

who ‘aid will be rewarded according to the intensity of

their desire to aid and not according to the fruit of their

action. Those who interfere with evolution in its special

form will be repressed by Natural Laws according to (11¢

degree of their malevolence. No man may escape the‘

operation (if the Law whether it act for or against his so

to-say premature union With the Whole.
'

The Brotherhood feel the need of saying these words
at this time and speak to you in no uncertain terms. Let

all beware how they interfere with the plans of the re‘

c°8nized leaders of the Theosophical Society. The)’ we‘

I
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under the immediate guidance of the Masters now more

than ever before and the Masters will no longer vtolerate

interference with Their plans. Those who do not wish to

comply with the reasonable demands of the recognized

leaders of the Society would, for their own good, far

better step out of the ‘Society and leave the organiza
tion free to carry on its work. Those who remain and
aid in all ways according to their opportunities will re
ceive a reward which will be commensurate to their

I

_ loyalty, fidelity and unselfish devotion.

The Masters say these things solely to safeguard the

interesm of their charges. They have incurred heavy

obligations to Nature in choosing and leading on before

the van of the army of men those who compose the

Theosophical Society's membership. And They must
make an accounting for all that They do. They are

powerless to interfere with the ultimate working of Law.
They may for the moment interfere and, as a Master has
said, dam the channel, but they must reckon with the

consequences of the overflow. They are amply able to
care for all contingencies, but woe to those who purposely
01' consciously interfere with the working out of Their

beneficent designs ! Those who do so will find themselves
involved in difficulties in future lives which they will be
able to trace to their wrong conduct in this ‘life. Those
who aid will be given opportunities in future incarna
H008, the magnitude and glory of which they cannot
conceive.

(Sd.) WELLER VAN Hoox.

l5
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- it is alleg

LXll
‘

These letters 0t Dr. Van Hook
or rather

the letters which Dr. Van Hook
took down at y

the dictation of the Mahatma
had considerable

effect on the American
Theosophists. The

ordinary Theosophist will swallow
anything it

ed to come from the Masters
and the

enced in the vote

The question of

ssistant Editor

effect of these letters was
evid

' ot the American referendum.

electing Mr. Leadbeater as the
A

of The Messenger, the official organ
ot the Ameri

can Theosophists, was-referred
to a referendum

of American Theosophists
with the result that

1,530 voted for appointing Mr.
Leadbeater while

only 28?‘ voted against it.
850 did not vote.

The result was atriumph for
Leadbeaterism, but

a storm was brewing and it burst
at the annual

Convention of the British section
of the Theo

sophical Society of 1908. At that
Convention

mending the re-admission
of Mr.

to the Theosophical Society. T0 Mf

resolution an amendment was moved
by Mr‘

Herbert Burrows and seconded
by Mr. G. R.

3

Mead. We had better give a iull account
of

the debate on this amendment as the speech
of

Mr- Burrows
in moving the amendment

deals

\
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exhaustively with the Leadbeater case. Here is
the amendment.

This Convention of the British section of the Theoso
‘phiml Society, while afiirming its loyalty to the first
object of the Society-namely, to form a nucleus of the
universal brotherhood of humanity-strongly protests
against evoking the sentiment of brotherhood to counten
anee what is wrong.

Whereas Dr. Weller Van Hook, the present General
Secretary of the American section and so a memberof the
General Council of the Theosophical Society, in a recent
Open Letter whichT he has subsequently stated to have
been “dictated verbatim by one of the Masters," has
publicly claimed that the corrupting practices the
teaching of which determined the resignation of
Mr. C. W. Leadbeater, are the high doctrine of Theosophy
and the “precursor of its introduction into the thought
of the outer world" :—

This Convention declares its abhorrence of such
pmctices, and, in view of the incalculable harm to Theo

and of the disgrace which this teaching must
inevitably bring upon the Society. earnestly calls upon all
its members, especially the President and members of the
Gfneral Council, to unite in putting an end to the present
Scandalous state of aifairs, so that the repudiation by the
Society of this pernicious teaching may be unequivocal
and final.

This resolution was generally supported by A. P
Sim'ett' C' ]- Barker, I. S. Brown, Dr. C. G. Currie,
H. R. Hogg, B. Keightley, W. Kingsland, W. Scott
Elliot. W. Theobald, B. c. Theobald, .1. Wallace,
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C- 3- Wheeler, H. L. Shindler, A. P. Cattanach, Dr.

A. King, Baker Hudson, W.H. Thomas, A.B. Green, I. M.
Watkins, E. E. Marsden, H. E. Nichol, by the delegates
of the London and Blavatsky Lodges,and by many others.
After long discussion this amendment was carried by

38 votes to 4.
' Twenty-two delegates declined to vote

MR. BURROWS’S SPEECH.

In moving the amendment Herbert Burrows said :—

To-day l have to perform one of the most responsible
and painful duties of my life. On behalf of the signatories

and of a considerable number of other members of the

British section of the Theosophical Society, I have to‘
move the resolution which stands in my name. We move

and support that resolution because We firmly believe it to

be in the best interests, not only of the members of the

section, but of the whole Theosophical Society throughout '

the world, and, what is more important still, of Theosophy

itself and of the great spiritual ideas which are its root

and foundation. We believe it also to be in the interests
of the best and truest morality.

'

Contrary to my usual practice 1 have written ‘a
ll

that

I intend to say. It is not too much to affirm that on what
we do here to-dayand on the decision at which we shall
arrive by our votes depends largely

‘

the future of Theo’

sophy in this country. It is all-important, therefore, that
our thoughts and our words shall be weighty and

vwell-advised—free from heat, passion, prejudice, and

rhetoric. I know that among us there are diverse viewsr
0“ this subject, but I am sure we shall all agree that it is -

so grave and far-reaching that our wisest counsels are

needfld and that each and all of us should give to the
matter our calmest and most anxious consideration.
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‘One or two points at the outset I ‘wish to make
clear. The whole subject is a most difficult one to discuss

—difficult, because it is one of those matters which are

not generally talked about, even by grown up men and

women. It deals with an evil which, as is well known.
is rampant in many quarters, especially in schools, both

boys’ and girls’, but over which a veil is drawn not only .
by society, but also by teachers and medical men. The

subject in all it
s aspects is more than painful to us because

it deals with the conduct of one who for many years has

‘been honoured and followed in Theosophical circles on

account of the other teaching he has given. But the

point that 1 wish to make here is that it is not we who are

responsible for the discussion. It is not we who have
promulgated tliese teachings-it is not we who are at the
bar of Theosophical judgment-(a judgment which now
bids fair to become also that of the outside world), it is
not we who have brought aboutthis intolerable scandal in

the Theosophical Society. We did not initiate the matter,

and we would have been only too thankful if
,

after Mr.

Leadbeater’s resignation from the Theosophical Society

two years ago, the whole subject had been allowed to

sink into well-merited oblivion. For those two years
we have held our tongues publicly, and our tongues
would have been silent still, but for the extraordifiary
.and incalcuiably harmful attempts which have since been

and are now being made in‘ India, America, andhefei to

rehabilitate Mr. Leadbeater under the guise of brother

h0Od—-to associate him with Theosophical work and

Propaganda-to allow hiin to pose as a teacher in Theo

sophical journals-to press for his re-admission (without
Public recantation) into the Society—to hold him up in
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respect to these very practices as a moral teacher
whom

we are practically incapable of understanding, and, above

all, to set forth to the Society and the world that these

doctrines and practices are to be one of the foundations

of the Theosophy of the future.

The next point I wish to make is thatwe have

absolutely no personal animus whatever against
Mr. Lead

beater. No one mourns more than we do
the fact thathe

has placed himself in this position, and
that he has, as we

honestly believe, proved untrue to real Theosophical

teachings. But we also believe that there
is something

much higher than Mr. Leadbeater, and that
is Theosophy

itself, and it is because we believe that his
action, teaching,

and practices in this respect are ‘harmful
to Theosophy»

and that the advocacy by, and action of,
his friends and

upholders will, it continued, wreck
and ruin-not

Theosophy for that is impossible-but the Theo

sophical Society throughout the world, and
will render

the public propaganda of Theosophy impossible,
that we

move this resolution here to-day. ‘ We ask the
British

section of the Theosophical Society in Convention
as

sembled to affirm clearly and unequivocally,
by its voice

and vote, that it will have no lot nor part in this
Iincal

'culably harmful doctrine, teaching, and practice.

* And hereI may say that if
, asI ,cannot suppose. if

the vote of the Convention should go against 115'
we who

are proposing this resolution, speaking as we do

in the,

name of many other members of the section, men
and

women, old and young, some of whom have given
the

best years of their lives to Theosophy and its
work’

are irrevocably determined that, as far as regards
Our

selves, the whole matter will be fought out down

ll
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to its very roots-first in the section generally, then,
if necessary, in the whole Society, then, if still necessary,
at the bar of outside public opinion. At' all costs we are

determined to do what in us lies to rid the Theosophical

Society of this foul blot on its name and fame.

The difficulty which faces me here is that, as I am
aware, many of you who are present to-day, including

‘

some of the delegates, are entirely ignorant of the real
facts of the case, and, as we know, this ignorance is

prevalent in the section at large. It was impossible
to publish the facts broadcast, and you have therefore

had necessarily to rely on pprposely vague statements,

and have thus been unable to come to any decision on

the matter. Ideas, Iknow, have been circulated that
Mr. Leadbeater’s enemies (i

f such there be—personally

i do not know of any) got up ,a deliberate campaign
against him, backed by false accusations. We who‘
know the real state of affairs believe that the time has

now come to speak out frankly
“
and clearly, and to

give the actual facts. This I propose to do calmly and
quietly, as a mere recital for the information of those
who, up to now, have been ignorant of them.
The actual charge against Mr. Leadbeater was that

he deliberately taught masturbation or self~abuse to boys

in his care, under a pledge of secrecy and unknown to
their parents. That is the literal charge. I put on one
side for a moment any evidence for this charge or defence
against it. Both theseI will come to later. [am now
giving the bare fact, which no one disputes, because no
One of course denies the fact that the charge was made.

7
The trouble initiated in the American section, and I

cannot do better than read to, you some portions of a
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document which was issued on May
18th, 1906, by Mr. , 1

Alexander Fullerton, the then General
Secretary of that l

section, to its members. It is a literal recital
of circum- t

stances, and those initial circumstances have
never, as far i

as I know, been disputed, although others have.
This is 1

the part of the circular to which I‘ refer
:

‘After stating how rumours, afterwards
proved to l

have been current for years in
India, Ceylon, and p

England, reached America, that one of
our most eminent a

Theosophical lecturers and workers (referred
to as X) had i

been deliberately teaching masturbation
to boys in his

charge, and the rumours having been
verified by direct

testimony from boys in the States, the
narrative part of

the circular thus proceeds.

"A memorial was then addressed to Mrs.
Besant

‘containing the testimony up
to that date, and signed

by

the Heads of the Esoteric Section and the
fbeosophical

Society in this country, a duplicate being
sent to X. Mrs

Besant replied ‘to the Head of the Esoteric
Section and X

replied to Mr. Fullerton. X admitted the facts
and 3X‘

plained that he taught masturbation
to boys as a pr‘otectiOn

against relations with women. Mrs.
Besant utterly repu

diated such doctrine and such practice,
but ‘iouidm'ed

X's’ motive as sincere.
Mrs. Besant’s own

sincerity’ of

course, cannot questioned, but the appearance
of We‘

testimony utterly demolishes her stand. _

“ It was very clear that teachingand practice
of “"5

kind could not be tolerated in a teacher,
more 65$‘

cially because access to the boys had been
obtained tltmugh

a deceptive assertion made to the parents.
The assel’tltm

was that it was the practice of X to explain to boys
in his

care the nature of the sex function and the
danger of its

l
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abuse, though without the slightest hint that he gave

masturbation asa remedy. If this hadbeen stated, the
boys would not have been entrusted to him. The boys

thus approached were from thirteen to fourteen yum-z of
-
age.

"No direct action has been hitherto possible by

other sections because of the absence of proof, but the

proof existed here from testimony and from X's own

admissions, and
'

it was felt that immediate action by

theAmerican section was obligatory. A meeting of the

Executive Committee was therefore called for April 13th
in the city of New York. All the members were

present save the one‘ from San Francisco, who was

unable to come but telegraphed approval of the step.
The Committee sat all day, and was assisted in its

deliberations by representative Theosophists from

Philadelphia, Boston, Toronto, and Chicago. The

unanimous outcome was as follows . First’, that X should
be 'prfaented for trial to the Lodge whereto he belongs:

Second. that a special delegate should proceed as quickly
as possible to England and personally see Colonel Olcott,

the General Secretary of the British section, the authori

ties of the defendant’s Lodge, and the defendant himself.

This delegate, Mr. Robert A. Burnett of Chicago, sailed

On April 28th, armed with much discretionary power as to

the settlement of the case, It was understood that if X
agreed to retire absolutely from all membership in or

connection with the Theosophical Society and its work,

the Prosecution before his Lodge would not be pressed

Successive telegraphed reports by the delegate
were

that the local sympathy with him in his mission was

‘Very Strong. and that Colonel Olcott had telegraphed
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X to come at once from Italy to attend a meeting of

the British Executive Committee on May
16th. On the

evening of that day the delegate telegraphed
that his

mission had been wholly successful, and
that X had

retired utterly from all connection with the
Theosophi

ca! Society. Thus a painful trial and an increased
danger

of publicity have happily been avoided.”

‘The Committee
of Inquiry met in London at the

Grnsvenor Hotel, on May 16th, 1906. Its members
were

Colonel Olcott (in the chair), Mr. Sinnett,
Dr. Nunn, Mr.

Mead, Mrs. Stead, Mis Ward, Miss Spink, Mrs. Hooper,

Mr. B. Keightley, Mr- Thomas, and Mr. Glass,
who acted

as Secretary. There were also present,
Mr. Burnett, as

representative of the Executive Committee
of the American

section, and M. Bernard, as representative
of the Executive

Committee
of the French section.

To the fairness and impartiality
of such a Committee

I am quitecertain no member of the Society would
raise

the slightest objection.

A full shorthand report of its' proceedings was
taken

by Mr. Glass, and ot the manuscript of that
report there

are several copies in existence. We have one here
this

afternoon. Mr. Leadbeater was, of course, present
at

the Committee and had the fullest and amplest
oppof‘

tunity of explaining, defending, and justifying
himself. He

admitted that the charge which was brought against
him

of teaching self-abuse to boys was true and also
admitted

something else which both here and in America
would

bring him within the pale 0f the criminal law.

Mr. Thomas put ‘this question
to him :

“ There was

definite action ?"
’
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Mr. Leadbeater: “You mean touch. That "might
have taken place."

'

That of course is nothing less than indecent assault.
Mr. Leadbeater had asked Colonel Olcott what he

had better do, and the Colonel told him he should

resign. A ‘.few minutes before the Committee opened
Mr. Leadbeater wrote a letter of resignation to Colonel
Olcott to be used if necessary. At the end of the inquiry
the Committee deliberated as to whether Mr. Leadbeater's

'

resignation should be accepted or whether he should
be expelled from the Theosophical Society. There was ‘a
close division of opinion, but in the end the resignation was
accepted in the terms of the following resolution :—

That having considered certain charges against Mr.
Leadbeater, and having listened to his explanation, the
Committee recommend the acceptance by the President
Founder of his (Mr. Leadbeater's) resignation already‘
offered

in
_ anticipation of the Committee's decision.

Now that should have been the end of this indescri
bflbjy painful matter. If it had been I should not be speak
ing here to-day, But immediately in America, here, and

in India a campaign infavour of- Mr. Leadbeater was in
stituted which took two aspects. The first aspect was that
he had not had a fair trial (as far as I know he himself has
not complained of its fairness). Accusations were made of
forged documents, and other matters with which I will
prcsently deal. But to show the line which is taken by
some of Mr. Leadbeater’s defenders, I will quote to you.
What issaid by one of them, Mr. Warrington, a member

o
f

the American section.
_

The extract is taken from what is known as the

Holbrook pamphlet :
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"As to the Committee’s recommendation that the

'resignation should be accepted, my
comment is that this .

‘

'body so far disclosed its clouded
vision, and therefore its

‘incapacity to act in consonanoe
with the real facts, as

against the more partial and obvious
ones, as to take an

.action which is diametrically opposed
to the principles on

which membership in the Society
rests, and practically

'set the destructive precedent, so
far as an unoflicial body

could, that a member might become
ineligible by rmson

.'-Of an opinion held which did not deny
the doctrine of

Universal Brotherhood, a precedent
which,,if thoughtlessly

followed, would narrow the Society down
from its broad

‘universality to the grade of a sort of intolerant
sectarianism.

r-One can but reflect that
it was not Mr. Leadbeater

who

“was on trial 1”

On thisI may first remark that if it were
not Mr

Leadbeater who was on trial, who was
it ? According

'-to Mr. Warrington, the Committee of Inquiry
! And

this because of
" Universal Brotherhood.” Now.

as

-we aflirm in our resolution, we hold strongly
to the first

object of the Theosophical Society, to form
a " nucleus”

of brotherhood, but I,
‘ for one, do not hold and never

have

held that‘ because of that object any man or any
woman

should be thrust upon the members of the Society

in “W

name
of Brotherhood irrespective of every other

com-ide

ration. Brotherhood has two sides-the clean-liver
has to

.be considered as well as the‘ evil-deer, and i
f to object t
o

the teaching of self'abuse to boys, from however
high and

' lofty a motive that self-abuse is protessedly advocated.

i5

'10 be intolerantly sectarian, ‘then I frankly avow myself
3“

;intolerant sectarian. But of course it is not so.

I need not labour the point of documents
MY‘
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Leadbeater's friends whordo labour it entirely forgetv

the case depends on his own admissions and on

the open and avowed advocacy of his teachings by

his supporters. Last year at the private meeting of

Convention delegates which was held previously to‘ our‘

public meeting, it will be remembered that one of Mr.

leadbeateris friends in a speech which I characterised
as infamous, endeavoured to destroy the case against him

by talking of documents and insuflicient evidence.- He
was reminded by a delegate, who was a member of the

Committee of Inquiry, that Mr. Leadbeater was judged

onhisown confession. And that is so. He himself - has

admitted the teaching and practice, notably in his letter

of February 27th, 1906, to Mr. Fullerton, which I will.
quote in extenso if necessary, or if my statement is challenged
by "anyone, and especially did he admit it before the

Committee. And ‘some of his friends now justify and

glorify that teaching. It has been prominently asserted‘
in America that in twenty years such teaching will be the
teaching of the Theosophical Society.

After all this we shall hear no more of insuffi
cient evidence as to the nature and truth of the‘
Charges.

Here I wish to quote a most important letter by
MIS- Besant, which in itself is more than ample
enough to destroy the idea that there is any doubt

Whatever about the actual facts, but which of course‘

hflsatnuch wider‘ bearing. The letter was written in’

1906, to the Secretaries and Wardens of the Eastern:

School. It would therefore at first sight be a private docu
meat, but Mrs.'Besant, in the following words, gave Per"
mimion for her views to be used :
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"‘ You can use my opinion on thcharm done by the

teaching, publicly if need arise.”
4

The need has arisen long ago.

But even if that were not so the letter has been openly

printed and circulated. It is now a public document and

as such I received it in the ordinary everyday way. i

want further to say that in this whole matter there must

now be nothing secret, private, or subterranean. The

question is far too grave and important for that, and

those —~if there are any-who would advocate such secrecy

are doing Theosophy an infinite harm.

Here is the portion of the letter to which I refer.

(Mr. X is Mr. Leadbeater.):
\

"Mr. X appeared before the Council of the British
section, representatives of the French and American

sections being present and voting ; Colonel Olcott in the

chair. Mr. X denied none of the charges, but in answer
to questions very much strengthened them, for he alleged

that he had actually handled the boys himself and that he

had thus dealt-with boys before puberty as aprophylaclic.

So that the advice supposed to have been given as a last

resort to rescue a boy in the grip of sexual passion, he

came advice putting foul ideas into the minds of boys

innocent of all sex impulses ;and the long intervals, the

rare relief,’ became twenty-four hours in length-a daily

habit. it was conceivable that the advice as summed to

have been given had been given with pure intent, and the

presumption was so in a teacher of Theosophical
morality;

anything else seemed incredible. But such advice as

was given, in fact such dealing with boys before seK

passion
had awakened, could be given with pure intent

only if the giver were, on this point insane. Such local

' \
lt
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insanity, such perversion of the sex-instinct too forcibly

restrained, is not unknown to the members of the medical

profession. The records of a celibate priesthood and

of unwise asceticism are only too full of such cases,
and their victims, on all other points good, are on

the sex question practically insane. Let me here place

on record my opinion that such teaching as this

given to men, let alone to_innocent boys, is worthy of

the sternest reprobation. It distorts and perverts the
sex impulse, implanted in men for the preservation
of the .race; it degrades the ideas of marriage, of

fatherhood and motherhood, humanity’s most sacred

ideals;it befouls the imagination, pollutes the emotions,

and undermines the health. Worst of all is that it should

betaught under the name of the Divine Wisdom, being

cssentially‘earthly, sensual, devilish.”’

Now that letter brings me to the very heart of the

Second aspect of the campaign in fav ur of Mr. Lead

beater-in favour of his being restored membership of

the Theosophical Society as a moral teacher whose ideals’
in the case we have to consider, are too lofty for common

people to appreciate and understand.

Perforce, the first contention that the charges are

false has had to be given up, in face of his own admis

Sions and those of his friends. It is now contended that
his teaching to boys of self-abuse was given from pure,

1‘0')‘, Theosophical standpoints and from the loftiest motives.

'Ido not know where there is the slightest proof of that, it

is only an assertion, but I will take that argument for the
‘Sake of hypothesis. It is said that some of the boys at any
rate were in the grip‘ of evil (although what evil is not

stated) and that Mr. Leadbeater gave them this
teaching
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in order to rescue them from something‘ which is
not

defined. and those who oppose him are threatened
that

with regard to these boys the veil of
“ merciful silence"

may be lifted. We await the lifting of that veil
not only

with a legitimate curiosity, but with perfect.
confidence

and equanimity. Is it conceivable that
these boys were

so morally depraved that self-abuse
was the'only thing

which could be taught them as cure by a high
and lofty

Theosophical teacher? Will any father in this audi

ence ~dare to stand up and assert that if he
discovered

that his own boy was sexually depraved he‘
would

thereupon recommend to him further sexual
abuse as a

remedy? The contention is an insult to
intelligence and

morality. Rather would he, by complete changes
in

mental surroundings, proper physical training, careful
diet,

change of scene, and above all, wise moral
teaching, try

‘to wean his son from everything sexual, by turning
all his

. thoughts in an entirely opposite direction.
And here. he

would be in‘ exact consonance with every high
medical

authority and every teacher
who has liad the training of

boys. But if
. we ‘take the other side of the case
it

becornesinfinitely worse. _
-

Take it that most of the .boys were innocent.
and

there is no proof whatever that they were not.
In his

letter of February 27th, 1906, Mr. Leadbeater
distinctly

advocates the teaching of self-abuse to such boys beforfi

"the danger of entanglement with women or bad boys

label” OIL” (I use his own exact words.) So we
have the

terrible
fact. of these innocent

boys -being taught

self-abuse, unknown to their parents, under a pledge

0‘ Secrecy and because the teaching was Theosophy, b
y a

Theosophical teacher who is claimed as a seer and
all
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Initiate, under whose charge their boys were. Well
may Mrs. Besant say that "such adviceas was given,
in fact such dealing with boys before sex passion
had awakened, could be given with pure intent only
if the giver were ‘on this point insane ”—and well,
‘indeed, may she go on to say that “ worst of all is that‘
it should be taught under the name of the Divine
Wisdom, being ‘ earthly, sensual, devilish.’ ” Thosemem_
bers of the Theosophical Society, men and women,
on whose behalf I am speaking to-day, are entirely at one
with Mrs. Besant in this wise pronouncement, and we
repudiate, unequivocally and absolutely, the immoral idea
that any scintilla of Theosophical training for the young
(or for the adult) should be given on the lines of sexuality
in any shape or form. .
I may say here, by way of parenthesis, that it

once admitted this teaching will inevitably affect both
sexes. All teachers who have any knowledge of the -

‘question know perfectly well that in girls’ boarding
schools the subject is of very grave importance- Once
admit that self-abuse is tobethe cur'e for any sexual
abnormality, or that it may be used for training, and a
Vistaisopened which is nothing less than sexual demo
ralisation of both sexes.
So far, I believe, Ishall have carried with me all

‘fight-thinking people as far as regards the general aspects
of the question. I now come to the grave and enormously
important aspect of the subject as it more immediately
“sets us as members of the Theosophical Society.
That gravity and importance is'clearly set forth in

tht-i-ilecond and third paragraphs of our wwhlfioll- It
would atltfil'st sight ‘seem incredible that the
I‘
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Theosophical Society such a resolution should have had

to be framed, but unfortunately the facts are of such a

nature as to leave no doubt and no alternative. The bare

facts are that Mr. Leadbeater's friends and upholders are

not only vehemently asserting that in teaching what we

‘rightly call these “ corrupting practices ” he was actuated

by the highest moral motives, and that he taught them in

the name of Theosophy-the Divine Wisdom-but that
“ the introduction of this question into the thought of the

Theosophical world is but the precursor of its introduc

tion into the thought of the outer-world."

Dr. Weller Van Hook is the General Secretary of the

American Section of the Theosophical Society. He isa.

comparatively young member of the Society, but was

elected American Secretar’ last year in succession to Mr.

Fullerton, who with, others was displaced because of his

opposition to Mr. Leadbeater. As American General

, Secretary Dr. Van Hook is also ex-oflicio a member of the

General Council of the Theosophical Society, which is the

ruling body of the whole Society. He ‘i
s, therefore, one o
i

the highest otficials'of the Theosophical Society.

New here we have the really appalling fact thatl
stated, that this high ot'ficial declares that masturbation,

sell-abuse, as taught and practised with boys by Mr

Leadbeater,is actual high Theosophical teaching, and,‘
more, that the Theosophical Society is the pioneer through
which such teaching is presently to filter into the outer
world. That there may be no mistake about this I will»
quote to you his exact words.
There was circulated in the American section two

months 38° What is known as the Holbrook pamphlet;
which consists of “Open Letters," including one from



Dr. Van Hook, and there are two subsequent addenda,
also by him. I have them here. I am informed that some
portions of these documents have been circulated here to
some members of the British section by Mr. Leadbeater’s
English friends.

These are Dr. Van Hook's wom :
" Now it was most easy for Mr. Leadbeater with

clairvoyant vision to see what thought-forms were hovering
about certain other boys not addicted to‘ this degrading
practice. He could see that these thought-forms would
soon discharge themselves upon their creators and victims
and he could easily picture the disastrous consequences.
Do not we, better than those unacquainted with
the truths of Theosophy, know that the thought is
pre-existent to the deed, that the act is only the
precipitation of the thought on the physical plane}
In advising the practice by such a boy,’ no new thing
was proposed. It was only suggested in order that
the thought-forms might .be discharged before their
force became overwhelming vand involved the victim
in the commission of some act, the karmic conse
quences of which might demand many incarnations for
their solution. For sexual associations involve the use or
misuse of the greatest spiritual force entrusted to un— _

devebpcd Man and karma engendered about associated
Sexual acts demands solution by both parties to the act in
simultaneous physical incarnation. And every Theo
sophist knows that, owing to the varying lengths of extraPhysical life-periods, simultaneous incarnations cannot
Occur to undeveloped individuals in regular succession‘,
but take Place only after long cyclical intervals which
must be fined with physical lives of no particular value or



4World, were adopted an

foresaw an almost limitless
period of suffering

for his charge

lly offered by the

if the solution for his
difficulties usua

d relief obtained by
an associated

instead of by an individual
and personal act.

"The introduction of this question
into

the Theosophical World
is but the precursor

of its intro

duction into the thought
of the outer World.

Mr. Lead

beater has been the
one to hear the persecution

and

martyrdom of its introduction.
The solution of the question

can only be reached
by those who s

sophic standpoint,
admitting

in regard to thoughts and
their r

the service of
Theosophy to the world

in t

be of the most‘ far-reaching
consequence,

extending into

the remote future
of the progress of

Man.

“ No mistake was made by
Mr. Leadbeater in

the

nature of the advice he gave his
boys. No mistake

was made in the way he gave
it. Nor did he make

any

mistake in the just estimation
of the con sequences

of any

other solution of the terrible problem
which was presented

to him.” ‘

I believe it is asserte

America, where they know
better),

of Mr. Leadbeater’s friends who
are now driv

the impasse into which they have
been led. that

those

words do not refer to Mr. Leadbeater’s
practices.

But

English words are not mere counters
to be iugglcd

with

at will, and you are not infants who
cannot appreciate

what

language means. I leave those words to you. and
ukyou

m
tg
,
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to fully realise what their promulgation by one of the ruling‘
body of the Theosophical Society really means in relation
to the Theosophical Society, to Theosophy, to its public
Propaganda, and to the world at large. I ask you to
picture to yourselves the position of Theosophical
lecturers when faced on a public platform with these words
and the whole of their attendant circumstances, as inevit

ably they will be faced. In thinking that you will begin
to realise the terrible position in which every member of
the Theosophical Society is now placed. For this is cer- ‘

tain! that pushed to their logical conclusion, and they are

being 50 pushed by Mr. Leadbeater’s friends, his teaching
must inevitably become one of the bases of Theosophical
doctrine and propaganda, and further, in common fairness
to intending members, especially young people, it will
have to be clearly and publicly stated what this new base
of Theosophical teaching really is and what it means.
The day for secrecy and subterranean methods is gone for
ever. On that we are fully and irrevocably determined.

But Dr. Van Hook has done something else ; he has
made an audacious and scandalous attempt to associate
Mrs. Besant with all this and to tie her body and soul to
Mr. Leadbeater. In the opening sentence of his Open
Letter he says: “It must be clearly seen by all that the
defence of Mr. Charles W. Leadbeater is closely associated
with, and indeed involves, the defence of Mrs. Annie
Besant, President of the Theosophical Society,” and in the
same letter he further says : “ It must have been seen by
all that it is Mrs. Besant’s desire to stand or fall with Charles
W- Leadbeater." Ineed not comment on this audacious
statement, except to say that you now know what this so
caned " defence” of Mr. Leadbeater really means-and
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toaskyon to realise that Dr. Van
Hook, the General

Secretary of the American
Section, a member of the

General Council of the Theosophical
Society, this defender

of the teaching of self-abuse, is
striving with might and

main to involve Mrs. Besant, the
President of the Society

in this wretched controversy, and
to drag her into this

foul masturbation abyss.

But further, Dr. Weller Vans Hook,‘in
a letter to Dr.

Moore, of which we have a certified copy,
declares that

these letters of his were dictated to
him verbatim by one

of the Masters 1 Realise what that
still more audacious

statement means, and you will again
realise the danger

the
Theosophical Society is in and the

miserably parlous

state into which it is now attempted
to place it.

In a letter from Colonel Olcott to
Mr. Leadbeater of

January 12th, 1907,~ the Colonel
says :

“ The Masters have

told both Annie and myself that your
teaching young boys

to reliewe themselves is wrong."
‘

Now we have Dr. Van Hook's
defence of the teach

ing and practice of self-abuse
dictated verbatim by

one Of

the Masters 1 Words fail me.
I appeal to those of you who

have heard from H. P. B., from Mr.
Sinnett, from Annic

Besant, and from others of the lofty planes
of pure mora

lity on which the Masters dwell, to
realise what this

list

scandalous assertion means and to
make up your mind-5

that the last vestige of this foul teaching
which audaciously

calls in the Masters to its
aid, must absolutely

(Ii-“Wm

from the Theosophical Society.

But we are told that this teaching is given
from the

purest and loftiest motives.‘ To that I can only
say that 1,

aid those in whose name I speak,
absolutely decline

l0

accept any such morality—Theos0phical or
otherwiw-‘lts‘
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this Better that the world should blunder along in its
old halting way than that the teaching of the Divine Wis
dom should be befouled by the doctrine that the way to

escape from the lusts of the flesh is by the path of self

abuse. . .

But we are further told in the Holbrook pamphlet,
that Mr. Leadbeater (and this in preparation of his once
more becoming a teacher among us) is "an Initiate of
‘the Great White Lodge," that he “ holds a commission ’

from the Great Spiritual Teachers of» the race and bears
their message into the outer worlds". Of that I know
nothing and I take it that those who talk like this know
nothing either. Initiates do not proclaim themselves to
the world. But if I do not know that, Iam at least certain
of this~—that the teaching of self-abuse to young boys is
not part of the commission and the message of the Great

sPiritual Teachers of the race. If it were so then I say here
‘deliberately to you, my fellow Theosophists, that those
‘Spiritual Teachersare but frauds and the Theosophy which
is founded on their teaching is a lie. But, of course, we know
it is not so. But it is further asserted that Mr. Leadbeater

‘i
s

eirceptionally pure and stainless, that he is too much

above the littleness of our human nature to care to clear
himself from the unjust and untrue accusations that are

made against him. Again I do not know. It may be so.

I have said nothing to-day against Mr. Leadbeater’s
moral character. He may, for aught I know, be on a

‘Plane of n'aoraliy to which neither 1 not you can lift
our dazzled eyes. I have simply given you a recital of
Plain facts with their consequences, and am asking you to'
aflirm by your vote that whatever empyrean morality may

‘be: those facts and their consequences are fatal to the real
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physical and spiritual progrem
and evolution of mankind,‘

and that the man or men who teach
them. do so against

the best interests of Theosophy
and of humanity at large.

But, it is said, Mr. Leadbeater has promised
to abstain

from again teaching these particular
doctrines, and there-:

fore he is again to become
a teacher in our Theosophical

periodicals, especially in
those devoted to the

training of

childrenl for instance, the Lotus Youmal,
here. I meet

that fairly and squarely by saying
that we do not intend

to be put 0E by that. It is not enough.
That is but

preparatory to. his reinstatement
in the Theosophical

Society without racantalion.
At this moment preparations

are being made in America for
his reinstatement without

a word, not only as to his
recantation, but even as to

his‘

promising to abstain. I have here
the original letter which

is doing this. Itis from Mr. Martin, oneot
Mr. Leadbeater’s

supporters and a member of the
American Section, and

it

has been sent round to the American
Branch Secretaries

Mr._Martin says :
April 28th, 1908

Miss Lilian Kelting,

Secretary, Hyde Park, T. S.
'

Dear Miss Kelting,--Will you
kindly advise your

Theosophical Society of the fact of niy
intention to alter

a

resolution at Convention to the effect
that Mrs. Besant

be

requested to invite Mr. Leadbeater to rejoin
the Society ?’

'

Yours fraternally,

(Sd.) F. E.
Mmm,

Member, Kans. City,
Tis

NOW 1 ask you to remember that in
April, 1907, the

Council of the Blavatsky Lodge sent a telegram
to Mrs

Besant in these words: “ Would you as President
pet'mit
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X's (Leadbeater’s) re-admission P" To that Mrs. Besant‘

wired: " If publicly repudiates teaching, two years-after‘
repudiation on large majority request of whole Society

would reinstate, otherwise not." Mr. Leadbeater has not

repudiated, he has no! recanted. In a letter to Mrs- Besant

published in the Thcosophist of February this year, but.

written last year, he says : r

“ You ask me to write a formal letter which you can

show, if necessary, to say what is my present position in

regard to the advice which I gave some time ago to»
certain boys. Ineed hardly say that Iadhere to the" .
promise Igave you in February of last year (that was

February, 1906) that I would not repeat that advice as I
defer to your opinion that it is dangerous. I recognise as
fully as you do that it would be so if promiscuously given
and I had never dreamt of so giving it."

Now see what that means. Mr. Leadbeater neither

regrets nor recants—-he shelters himself behind Mrs

Bcsant’s opinion. He defers to her opinion that his

teaching is dangerous, but-and this is the p0int—accord
,ing to him it is only dangerous when given promiscuously.

Again, I repeat, this is a most lamentably insuflicient

declaration. This teaching is dangerous and hateful if

given at all, even more so if given secretly. That is our

position and from it
,

as Theosophists, we do not intend to

recede. Mr. Leadbeater’s American supporters are

logical and boldly and openly adopt the tfiachiflg and

recommend it as high Theosophy.

I may further say with reference to this reinstatement
that in August, 1906, Mrs. Besant wrote as follows from,

India to America :
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~pudiated here and in
Europe and

.and New Zealand, if the facts were
known.

l‘Any proposal to reinstate Mr.
Leadbeater in the

membership of the Theosophical Society
would he

I would be indignantly re

l am sure in Australia
If such a

proposal were carried in America-l
do not believe it

.possible-I should move on the
Theosophical Society

Council, the supreme authority, that
the application ‘of

‘membership should be rejected. But
I am sure that Mr.

Leadbeater would not apply.”

But unfortunately we have the fact
that in India

America, and here, Mr. Leadbeater, without
recantation

is being slowly but surely re-adopted.
Here, as lhave

‘said, he is to contribute to the Lotus journal,
while in

iruinons to the Society.

America you have heard of Mr. Martin's
letter what\

is contemplated, and he has been appointed
official

-editor of correspondence in their sectional
organ, thc

Theosophic Messenger. It is a remarkable and
significant

fact that one of the first questions was on
the best way of

‘teaching Theosophy to children i
To show how the

virus (for there is no other word)
is spreading in America

.1 may say that this appointment
was made by referendum

in

the American section ; 2,380 members were
entitled to vote,

v850 did not vote, 1,245 were in favour of Mr.
Leadbeater’s

appointment, and ‘285 against. The effect
of the who“:

matter has been that in America there has
been a loss to

‘the Section of between 400 and 500
members,

as we all know, we have lost a number
of old and

valuable members, including two ex-General
'Secretaries

vof the section and one ex-acting Secretary.
In America

.again, some of the oldest officials, including Mr.
Fullerton

Jhe close friend of H. P.
B., have been dismissed bccm‘sc
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'of their opposition to Mr. Leadbeater’s teaching. Such

:are some of the outward effects, but serious as they are,

they are of course in no way comparable with the inner
-consequen ces.

The extreme, nay overwhelming importance of this

‘matter to the Theosophical Society,‘ its members, and

generally to Theosophy has compelled me to trouble the

'Convention at this length, but the subject isone which

cannot in any way be scamped or lightly passed
over. As I said at the beginning the question has to
‘be discussed and thrashed out down to its_very roots
and a definite decision come to one way or the other,
I believe that‘ now that the facts are known only one

decision is posible. Nothing will make me think, till I
see it in actual facts, that your fathers and mothers who

are here to-day, decent Englishmen and women as yoii
are, would for a single moment dream of supporting in

any Wily whatever this foul .teaching which we attack
and condemn-would dream of letting it go forth to the
world that the Theosophy you hold dear must contain
‘within its borders the degrading doctrine that any part

Whatever of the training of the young shall consist of self
ibuse. Thecontention that this self-abuse is only dangerous
when taught promiscuously must be killed-absolutely
ilm'l entirely——and the foul thing banished from our
midst.

And so' in the last part of our resolution we ask

you to. mist in that task, to assist by your votes to
day and by your future action in your Lodges in pres
ing home upon the President of the Theosophical

Society, on its General Council, and generally on mem

bels everywhere that what the British section
de
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mands, and has a right to demand, is a clear, definite
unequivocal, oflicial public repudiation by the Society as

a whole of this self-abuse doctrine, teaching and practice,
and a declaration that on no consideration whatever shall

it be even the smallest part of Theosophical teaching, so

that what we term this scandalous state of affairs may

come to an end, and the Theosophitnl Society, cleared

from this foul stain, may go forward unhampered to its

great work of the spirituai regeneration of the race.

MR. MEAD’S SPEECH. .
ln seconding this very important amendment on

which the honour and well-being of our Society depend, I.

have thought it wiser to put down in writing what I have
to say.

It is incredible that a single vote in this Convention
should be cast against the amendment, for we are voting.

as representatives of Lodges and not as individuals.

Though ditficult to believe it may possibly be that

there are one or two here who privately endorse thisv

detestable teaching, as assuredly there are in the American

section those who shamelessly force it publicly on the

Society, and that, too, without protest save from a small

minority; if there be such among the delegates I would
remind them that they are now voting for their Lodges
and not tor themselves.

Fellow-members of the Theosophical Society, we are
on the brink of an abyss into which the Society-—to which
so many 0‘ us have devoted our best thoughts and

ene'gies, will inevitably be plunged, if an impel'atil"r
halt is not instantly ca'lléd,
For if such monstrous statements are ‘allowed to‘

be made without the most emphatic repudiation, it W?

O
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permit the most sacred authority to be evoked in sup

port of such ruinous teaching, this Society which is so

dear to us, will become—and rightly become-a bye
word throughoutrthe world;all will point the finger of
scorn—and of just scorn-at it; people will say-—-and
'
say without any means of contradicting them: “There

goes a member of that wretched Society, whose ‘ Initiates’

and ' Masters,’ forsooth. teach children self-abuse l"

Even in an association composed of out-aud-out

materialists and thorough-going Malthusians this corrup
tion of children could not possibly be tolerated. What,

then, has brought about this perversion of natural instinct
in our ranks ? .

It is no new thing. Every movement of a similar nature
to our own, every movement that contacts the Sacred

Mysteries, has been defiled by the perversion of them. The

evil dogs the steps of the good.
The reason why such a practice has for a moment

met wi-h defenders in our body, is because psychism is
with some enthroned above morals. Had any member

other than a widely-known psychic been detected in

teaching such practices in this Society, the matter would

have been settled at once with no dissentient voice; the

condemnation of the teaching would have been universal

It is
,

then, owing to the fact that many believe too

lluquestioningly in the psychic pronouncements of this or
that individual. that some of our number who would not

i dream of putting this teaching into practice, are overawed

b
y

their belief in the "knowledge," as they suppose, of
their special psychic into giving a mental assent to what

Wuld'otherwise be abomination to them.
But where will this stop? Will not practice before
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long follow on the heels of theory ?
What of the‘ ‘future if

this is not instantly checked?

We have history to guide us. It is all very old ;
and,

therefore, does not so much surprise those
of us who are

students of history -, indeed, we might
almost expect it.

‘I

At all times of great spiritual
revival, the foul reflec-~

the distortion, the perversion of
the most Sacred

5 it ; at all such times the true
Mys

topics have been surrounded
and besmirched with the

ioulest of sex-crimes. For the high Mysteries
have to do‘

chiefly with the Mystery of Regeneration.

practices will, I fear,
e near future-but let:

or body and not with

tion,

Mysteries accompanie

Such and far more detestable

_
become only too widespread in

th

us hope to High Heaven-outside
o

in it.

lt is, therefore, peculiarly imperative on
the Theo

sophical Society, that i
t should assert its purity.

As it

values its life, as it longs to keep
in the great spirituali

movement of which i
t is a member, it should stand

whole

heartedly for what is clean and pure,
and show the con

scious or unconscious perversion of
the holiest mysteries

as the deadliest of poison.

They who teach such doctrines,
whether knowingly

or unknowingly, are blasphemers of the
Divine Mysteries

of the Immaculate Conception, the bringing
of oneself to

spiritual birth, the Mystery o
f the Alone-begotten.

y to have
no

1
, therefore, call onyou all most solemnl

trafiic. directly or indirectly, with this
thing, in any shape

or form. even in thought, and to let

it be known bY 2
‘ um’

nimous resolution that. the British Section
of the Tbw'

sophical Society utterlykrepudiates and abhors
the

ing of such
» .
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If we do not do this unequivocally, no decent man or‘
woman can be asked to join us. For, if they were, they
would be adred to join under false pretences ; they would1

be invited into an atmosphere of corrupting influences—-if

indeed such a tainted body could for a moment hold to

gether and keep the knowledge of its propaganda of such'

debasing teaching from the public.
'

' But this it will not be allowed to do; the subter
ranean propaganda of such views is at an end in our

Society; it is now forced to the surface ; the matter must.

be decided publicly. Itis for this section now to decide.

LXllI.
The result of the carrying of this amend

ment against Mr. Leadbeategwas a request from;

the-British Section of Theosophists, in Conven

tion! assembled, to Mrs. Besant and to the
General Council to put an end to the painful
condition of affairs which had arisen in conse
quence of certain pernicious teachings ascribed
tO- Mr. C. \V. Leadbeater. Such a request at
Once put 'Mrs. Besant ‘on her defence and on;

7th September 1908 she wrote a letter to the
~ members of the Theosophical Society which is
Ol considerable interest. 'i he letter is long; but
it will be unfair to Mrs. Besant not to reproduce‘
it here in extenso- Here is the letter.

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE T. S. g
1 TAN appeal has been made to the General Council and;

to‘mlf, by the British Section in Convention asembled}.
ll‘ l_'____
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$0 take action to put an end to the painful
conditions of

(affairs which has arisen in consequence of certain
perni

ciousg teaching ascribed to Mr. C. W. Leadbeater.
The

General Council does not meet until December
next, and

will then take such action as it may’deem right.
The

.appeal to myself I answer, after such delay as
has been

imposed on me by the fact that I was in the Antipodes,
on

‘the Society's business, when the appeal
was made, ‘and

‘could not complete my reply until I had ‘verified
certain

data by reference to documents not then
within my reach.

My wish is to lift the present controversy
out oi the

turmoil of passion in which all sense of proportion
has been

lost, and to submit the whole case to the judgment
of the

‘Theosophical Society, free from the exaggerations
and

misunderstandings which have surrounded it. I recognise

rfully that those who denounce Mr.
Leadbeater are in

spired, for the most part, by an intense desire
to protect

the purity of public morals and the good
name of the‘

Society, and are therefore worthy Oh'espect.
[ask them

to believe that others may have an equal love
of purity Ind

of the Society’s good name, vwhile not accepting
their view

of Mr. Leadbeater’s advice, and while
considering thi‘t

they have been misled by exaggerated
and distorted

statements. as I was myself. I even ask them whether they

seriously think that I, after nearly twenty years of
unstint

ed labor for the Society, and of a life more ascetic
than

I“. 3"" likely to be indifferent either to purity 01' *0 “1°
society's good name? l ask them to give credit to

others?

‘or good imam, as they claim good intent for themselves

From the occult standpoint, the duality, of sex reP‘e

the fundamental duality of the universe, and
i" it“

individual human being the duality once existed
as it still
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exists in the universe andin some forms of vegetable and
animal life. The separation of humanity into two sexes,

in each of which one sex predominates and the other is

rudimentary, is but a temporary device for the better

development of complimentary qualities, diflicult of simul

taneous evolution in the'same person. The separaticm

being thus necessary, but the presence of both sell:
elements being essential to ‘reproduction. the sex ins

tinct, drawing the separated halves together, became a

necessary factor in the preservation of the race. _ To
subserve this purpose is its natural function, and

any other use of it is unnatural and harmful. In the
\animal kingdom it has never gone astray from its

due utility. In the human, owing to the activity of

‘mind, with vividness of memory and. of anticipation. it has
become abnormally developed, and its true function has

become subsidiary. It should serve to draw one man and
one woman together, for the creation of pure bodies fit for

incoming souls, and thus aid in cementing an enduring
union of two lives complementary to each other, a union

also needed for the nurture and protection of the young
ones within a settled home during their years of help
lemness. But by unbridled indulgence, both within and
and without marriage, it has developed intoan overmaster

ing passion, which seeks merely for gratification ; its one

rightful use, its only natural and legitimate function, is for

gotten ; the great creative power is prostituted to be an

agent of pleasure, and this has brought an inevitable nemesis

Society is honeycombed with diseases which, directly and in

directly, spring from the general abuse of the creative func~

tion ; by an extraordinary reversal of facts, continence is

regarded as unnatural instead of natural, and the demand
11
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oi the sex instinct for constant gratification
is looked on

as normal instead of as an
abnormality evolved by habitual

excess. Doctors know the
suffering and the misery

wrought under marriage sanction
by unbridled in=

continence ; faced by the
sex-passion in unmarried

lads,

they bid them resort to the women
of the streets, and thus

increase the evil heredity ;
statesmen vainly try by

Contagious Diseases Acts to minimise
the ruin both of men

and women ; solitary vice is
becoming more widespread,

and is the deadly peril which teachers
in schools are forced

continually to face, against which they
ineffectually strive.

Such is the condition of
humanity at the present

time, ‘and for this condition-at
the root of most of

the

misery and crime in civilised
liie-Occultism has but one

remedy: the restoration of the
sex-function to its one

proper‘ use by the gradual
raising of“ the standard

of sex-morality, the declaration that
its only legitimate

use is the creative, that its abuse
for sensual pleasure

is immoral and unnatural,
and that humanity

can

only be raised out oi its present
sensuality by self-control.

This view is not likely to be acceptable
in a Society

hereditarily self-indulgent, but occult
morality is higher

and sterner than that of the world.
Also it cares [of

realities not conventions, and regards
unbridled indulgence

Within marriage
as degrading both' to mind

and body,

although, because monogamous, someyvhat
less ruinous

to

both than outside the marriage union.

Hem-"6, Occultism condemns
“ neonMalthusian prac

5065," as tending to strengthen sex-passion;
see my

“Theosophy and the Law ot Population,” 1891, it
condemns

the medical advice to young men to yield
to their

"natural Passion"; it condemns solitary vice as
only less
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harmful than prostitution ; all these things are degrading,

unmanly, unwomanly. it exhorts man to remount 'by
self-control the steep incline down which he has slipped

by ‘self-indulgence, until he becomes continent, not

incontinent, by nature. On all this Mr. Leadbeater and

myself are at one.

I do not seek to impose this view on the Theosophical

Society, for every member is free to form his own judg
ment on the sexual problem, as on any other, and mutual

respect, not wild abuse, is the rightful attitude of members
in face of this, the most difficult problem which controiits

humanity. I speak on ‘this as Occultist. “ He that is able
to receive it

,

let him receive it.”
v

I turn now to the accusations against Mr. Leadbeater,
reminding the Society against whom these accusations are

levelled. Mr. Leadbeater was a clergyman of the Church
of England, and in 1855 threw up his career to enter the

Theosophical Society, and to devote his ripe manhood to
its service. From that date until now he has served it with

unwavering fidelity, through good and evil report, has

travelled all over the world to spread its teachings, has con

tributed to its literature some of its most valued volumes,
and thousands, both inside and outside the Society, owe to

him the priceless knowledge of Theosophy. During the

last two and a half years, under a hurricane of attack as

unexampled as his services, he has remained silent, rather

than that the Society should suffer his reproach. Because

he loved the Society better than his own good name, I,

at his wish, have also kept silence. But now that I am
appealed to, I will speak, and the more gladly because
l'also wronged him, believing that he had admitted certain

statements as true; I wrote: “ On June 7th, I received
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an account of the acceptance by
Mr. Leadbeater before

the‘ Committee of the facts
alleged in the evidence

;"l

thus accepted on what I believed to
be his own word, that

which, on the word of others,
I had rejected as im

posible, land that which
I ought to have continued to

reject even coming as from
himself ; both he and

I have

suffered by my blunder, for
which I have apologised to

him, to an extent which our
unmerciful critics little

imagine ; but it is over, and
never the shadow of a

cloud

can come between us again.

The so-called trial of Mr. Leadbeater
was a travesty

of justice. He came before judges,
one of whom had

declared before hand that
“he ought to be shot” ; anotheti

before hearing him, had written
passionate denunciations

of him, a third and fourth
had accepted, on purely psychic

testimony, unsupported by any
evidence, the view that

he

danger to the Society ;
in the

commonest justice, these persons
ought not to have

been

allowed to sit in judgment.
As to the“ evidence

” he stated‘

at the
time :

“ I have only just now seen anything
at allot

the documents, except the
first letter”; on his hasty

perusal‘

of them, he stated that some
of the points

“ are untrue

and others so distorted that they
do not represent

the

facts ;" yet it was on these points,
unsifted and unproven,

declared by him to be untrue and
distorted, that he was

condemned, and has sincebeen attacked.

It was also on these points
that I condemned his

‘teaching ; on the central matter
I had before expremed

disagreement but no condemnation.

was grossly immoral and a

The‘, following statement is the one which ha?
been

so widely used against him and contains the
teaching that

both be and l condemn. The condemnation Iholdlw
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;but the teaching thus condemned [was never his ; part of

;i
t

was repudiated by him before the Advisory Council in

‘

1906, and the rest of it had been denied in a private ‘

letter of February 1906, since widely published. I wrote
on the false information then in my hands: ,
“ The advice supposed to be given to rescue a boy, as

a last resort, in the grip of ‘sexual passions, became advice
putting foul ideas into the minds of boys innocent of all
98X impulses, and the long intervals, the rare relief became
24 hours in length, a daily habit. It was conceivable that
the
advice,§a_s supposed to have been given, had been given

with pure intent, and the presumption was so, in a teacher
of Theosophical morality ; anything else seemed incredible.
But such advice as was given in fact, such dealing with

\ boys before sex passion had awakened, could only >be
given with pure intentif the giver were, on thispoint,
insane."

The two points on which stress is laid here, to which
‘my condemnation applies were : (1) the fouling of “ the
minds of boys innocent of all sex impulses ;" (2) the advice
for daily self-indulgence. Neither of these is true, and with
:the falsity of these, My condemnation no longer applies to
‘Mr. Leadbeater’s advice.

I

(1) In the case on which most stress has been laid, the
mother begged Mr. Leadbeater to save her son from the
‘vice into which he had already fallen ; Mr. Leadbeater
found it impossible to cure the vice at once, but he induc
ed the boy to give up his daily habit, and to lessen the
frequency of the self-indulgence, gradually lengthening
‘the intervals, that it might at vlast be entirely renounced.
In a second case, the boy wrote to his father, expressing

‘
his intense gratitude to Mr. Leadbeater for saving him ,

.7 4____
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“They were to be continued
onlylora

0 not call them a habit because
they

thing of the kind.” Instead

Mr. Leadbeater sought

leading them to gradual

and adding :

very short time., D

were never intended to be any

then of advising self-indulgence,

to rescue boys addicted to it by

discontinuance ; could any one of
us have done otherwise

I in such cases? It a man is poisoned
with arsenic, what is

the treatment by a doctor? he
does not cut off the poison

at once, for that would kill 2 he
prescribes lessening

doses till the boziy regains its normal
state ; is the doctor

to be denounced as a poisoner,
because he takes the

only

means of saving his patient ?

Mr. Leadbeater says posi

n such advice except in cases where
boys wer

here their auras were
so

tively that he has
never

give
e either

in the grip
of solitary vice, or w

charged with unclean
thoughts that they were

on the

brink of it though before puberty._
Unhappily”as is

known to every teacher of children-this
vice is found at

a very early age, an age much below
that of any boy

to

whom Mr. Leadbeater spoke. This
statement of his"

sut'rficient to allot us who know him-is
thoroughly borne

out by the fact that most of the boys
who were much

in

his company, had never heard of any
such advice being

given. l-lis usual habit was to speak
tov the boy of

the

danger of both solitary and associated
vice, to advice non

stimulating ‘diet, exercise, and the
turning of thought

away from subjects connected with sex-advice
0n
the

lines borne witness to by a lad who was much
with him.

in a brave letter to the Vahan. This
was Mr- Lead‘

beater’s ordinary advice, as it is the advice of
all of us

(2) This Mr. Leadbeater positively
denied before

the Advisory Committee, and there is not
a shred

0f
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evidence to support the charge. He said :
“ The inter

lineation in writing giving a statement by the] mother as

to interval is untrue. The original interval was a week,

and then it was lengthened to ten days, then a fortnight,

and soon.” This was the case of the boy sent by his
‘
mother‘to Mr. Leadbeater as above mentioned.

.1 ask the members of the Theosophical Society to
consider whether this simple explanation is not more

consonant with the character of the great teacher who

has lived among them for 24 years, than the lurid picture

of the monster of sexual vice painted by the inflamed

fancy of a few Americans and English P It must be re"

membered that every effort has been made to construct

personal charges against him, without avail.

I have had in my- possession for nearly two years a

letter from one of Mr. Leadbeater’s most prominent

enemies, addressed to a boy whom Mr. Leadbeater was

said to have corrupted, in which, with many caressing

words, he tried to coax the boy into confessing a criminal

offence, used a phrase stronger than that which has been

taken, in Mr. Leadbeater’s case, to imply impropriety,

begging the boy not to show the letter to his father, and

to destroy it when read ; the lad, utterly ignorant of what

was suggested, took the letter to his father, and the father

indignantly sent a copy to me. I/have seen also
the

original.
_

It is not true that this advice was given as theosophi

cal or occult. On the contrary, Mr. Leadbeater has

stated throughout that it was a purely physical matter,

from his standpoint, and was given as a doctor gives

advice to a patient, as a temporary expedient to

avoid a worse danger, while lifting the b0)’ 011tL
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of vice into purity. Mr. Leadbeater agrees
with me

that the advice is dangerous when
scattered broad

cast-as has he/en done by his assailants-and
from

the very first he volunteered the promise
never to

give it again;but in the few special
casesin which he

gave it,- he thought he had safeguarded
it from the obvious

danger.

Much has been made of a
" cipher letter.” The me

of the cipher arose from an old story
in the Thcosoplu'st,

repeated by Mr. Leadbeater to a few
lads; they, as boys

will, took up the cipher with enthusiasm, and
it was

subsequently sometimes used in correspondence with
the

boys who had been present when the story
was told. In a

type-written notelon a fragment of paper,
undated and

unsigned, relating to
an‘ astral experience, a few words

in
_

cipher occur on the incriminated advice.
Then follows a

sentence,-unconnected with the context, on which
a foul

construction has been placed. That the boy
did not so

.read it is proved by a letter of his to Mr.
Leadbeater-not

sent, but shown to me by his mother-in which,
he eX

presses his puzzlement as to what it
meant, as he Well

might. There is something very suspicious about
the use

of this letter. It was carefully kept away from MI- Lead‘

beater, though widely circulated against the wish
of the _

father and mother, and when a copy was lately sent
to

him by a friend, he repudiated it in its present form, and,

states that he had never used the phrase with regard to
any

sexual act. It may go with the Coulomb and Pigott letters

_

There is no doubt that the sex problem is in the air,
and

‘t may be, as Dr. Van Hook thinks, that that problem must

be
discussed in the Theosophical Society, as it is

being

d‘scmd by Sociologists, doctors and teachers outside.
It
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can, however, only be decently and usefully discussed by

mature men and women, possessed of physiological and

pathological knowledge and of experience of the darker

side of life. On the moral question we are all at one ; it

is the method of dealing with dangerous physiological con

ditions which is under debate. Personally I think—-basing
the view on well-known physiological facts—that as every

secretory gland is readily stimulated by thought, and

without stimulation does no'. work to excess, the occupa

tion of the mind along healthy lines will generally av’oid

dangerous excess, and will preserve in the body the vital

velements necessary for the continuance of youth and

strength. Dr. Van Hook’s medical experienceis, of course

enormously wider than my own, but many doctors hold

the view expressed by me that nature may, in normal
‘cases, be left to give any necessary relief. But. this

‘does not touch Mr. Leadbeater’s effort to rescue boys

filleady in the grip of sexuality by counsel often given by

Catholic priests under similar circumstances, and given by

himself when a priest of the English Church. Mr. Mead

has lately stated, in the pages of the Theosophical Review,

‘that the facts of sex should be explained to boys and girls,

so as to avoid the dangers to which they are exposed by

hearing the coarse talk of evil-minded servants or vicious

comrades. I agree with him on this, but he will be a bold
man who ventures to give such instruction, in the face of

the hideous misconstruction with which Mr. Leadbeater

‘has been met. The giving by an elder of a scientific and

vcommonsense explanation would be incredible to a society

which can only \ regard sex through an atmosphere of

ipmdery or vice. In all speech thereon a vicious purpose

"would be taken for granted.
"
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With regard to the preamble of the resolution con

demning Dr. Van Hook. I am bound to say that itisbased

on a misrepresentation. Dr. Van Hook does
not say that any

“corrupting practices......are the high doctrine
of

Theosophy and the ‘precursor’ of its introduction
into the

thought of the outer world
"
; he says that certain habits

characterised a few lines lower, as “this degrading

practice,” “could not be instantly interrupted
by

unspiritualised boys. What more natural than
that he

shoulducommend that the practice be curbed?
And who

knows how mahy boys, taking this advice
from Mr

Leadbeater, have not been gradually weaned away fW'"

their vice and brought to entire cleanness of life
?” (Italics

are mine.) He then speaks of other boys who
had not yet

fallen into vice, but who were surrounded by dangerous

thought forms, as already mentioned above.
Dr. V811

Hook, alter this, says that "the introduction ofythii

question"—-obviously the question of
how to deal with

boys addicted to vice or on the brink of it
. alluded

to on the preceding page as a
‘ problem‘ known to

“every

woman school teacher dealing with children"-—“int0
'

the thought of the Theosophical worldris'but the precursor

of its introduction into the thought of the outer
world”,

It is a proof of the danger of introducing
an important

resolution without notice, and of inflaming the
listeners

with a garbled account of a paper which they
had 110t

read, although they were called on to vote its
condemna

tion, that such a misrepresentation should have
been

imposed on the Convention.

Thefurther statement that Dr. Van Hook has
said

that his letter was “ dictated verbatim by one of the
Ma!

W'YS” suggests» though it
_ does not say, that Dr. Van

H00k

\
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had made this statement publicly. It would, perhaps,
have been fairer to point out that Dr. Van Hook had

said this privately, with a request that it should not‘

be published, and that it was promptly published by

the person to whom he privatelv wrote it. On this, as‘

President, I follow the decision laid down by the General

Council on July/7th, 1894, in the case of Mr. W. Q. judge.

Mr. Judge was charged with certian offences
“ with

respect to the misuse of the Mahatmas’ names and hand

writing ;" Mr. judge contended that he, as Vice-President,

could not be tried on such a matter ; the Council, on the

motion of Messrs. Keightley and_Mead, decided'that' the

point was well taken. The judicial Committee on July‘

‘10th, followed this decision, and apart from the question

of his oflice, it further declared that they could not con

sider a charge which involved declaration on their part as
to the existence or non-existence of Mahatmas. as

“ it
would be a violation of the spirit of- neutrality and the

unsectarian nature and constitution of the Society.” The

President-Founder further declared : “ The authoritative

and vdogmatic value of statements as to the existence of

Mahatmas, their relations‘ with and messages
to private

persons, or through them to third parties, the Society"

or the general public, is denied ;all such statements,

messages or teachings are to be taken at their in

trinsic value and the recipients left to form and declare,

it they choose, their own opinions with respect to their

genuineness; the Society, as a body, maintaining its con

stitutional neutrality in the premises." Until those

decisions of the General Council, the judicial Committee‘
of 1894, and the President-Founder are annulled,I am

bound by them, and cannot officially, nor can the General:
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Council, express any opinion on the origin of Dr. Van

Hook's "Open Letter.” By parity of reaoning, no

Sectional Council should express any opinion on such a

matter. Dr. Van Hook is perfectly free to assert publicly

--—-though he has not done so-that the
“ Open Letter"

was dictated verbatim by one of the Masters, and any other

member is equally free to deny it. I

This is apart from the undesirable nature of the pre

t-cedent set by a Sectional Convention in its condemna

tion of the chief officer of another Section ; every General

Secretary is amenable to his own Section primarily,
'

and

this hasty setting of a dangerous precedent is another proof

‘of the unwisdorn of springing on an oflicial body an im

portant resolution without notice. While technically

accepting this resolution as from
" the British Section in

'Convention assembled,” I cannot but know that it is only

‘the individual opinion of thirty-eight persons, unshared

‘in by‘ another twenty-six. It is not the deliberate

‘opinion of the Section.
'

'

As regards‘ the main problem :

The Theosophical Society, as a wholn. cannot be

committed to any special solution of this pro iilem, and
its

members must be left free. Dr. Van Hook, a medical,

man of high repute and for many years a university PIO

iessor, has as much right to his view, without
being

*chal'ged with supporting solitary vice, as his assailants

have a right to theirs, without being charged with favoring

Prostitution Both accusations are equally foul and

Squall)’ unjust, and people who fling them about
are i?”

,jaclo disqualified from being judges. These ditficult and

delicate questions of sex cannot be elficiently, OI‘ We“

‘decently, discussed in open conventions, in which young
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people are present. The conclusions arrived ‘at under

such conditions are inevitably those of passion, not of

reason. We are all at one in condemning vicious prac
tices, solitary or‘associated, and in desiring to rescue the

young who have fallen into either form of vice. There
is no approval of vice anywhere within the Theosophical

Society ; there is therefore no need for the Society to re-

pudiate pernicious teaching on this matter any more than

to repudiate assassination. Mr. Leadbeater and myself
labour as earnestly to help others to pure and noble living
as do/Mr. Sinnett, Mr. Mead, and their co-signatories, and
there should be room enough in the Society, we all love,
for us as well as for them.

Mr. Leadbeater resigned two and a half years ago in
the vain attempt to save the Society from this dissela'on ;
he does not ask to return. I am not at liberty to resign,
being where Iam by my Master's order, nor am I at liberty
to ask him again to take his place within the Theosophical
Society without a vote of the Theosophical Society. It
the Theosophical Society wishes to undo the wrong done
tohim, it is for the Convention of each Section to ask me
to invite his return, and I will rejoice to do so. Further,
in every way that I can, outside otiicial membership, I will:
Welcome his co-operation, show him honour, and stand be
side him. If the Theosophical Society disapprove of this,
and if a two-thirds majority of members of the whole

Theosophical Society demand my resignation because of
this, I Will ask my Master's permission to resign. If not, is
it not time to cease from warring against chimeras, and to
devote ourselves wholly to the work? The trouble is
wnfined to a small number of American and a conside
rable number of British members ; can they not feet\ D
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that theyvhave done their duty by two years
and a half'of

protest, and not endeavor to coerce
the remainder of the

Society into a continual turmoil ? The _vast majority
of

you aflirmed last year that you regarded
me as the

President chosen by the Masters to steer’
what They have

called “ our Theosophical shiplv' . .In Their
name I call on

all, who are loyal to Them and to Their choice, to
work

for Them, each in his own way, but in
charity with all.

Your faithful servant,
I

(Sd.) ANNIE
Basmr,

President of the Theosophical Society.
\

ADYAR. 7th September 1908.

P. S.—Since the above was written, Dr.
Van Hook

has‘ been re-elected as General Secretary,
his Section's

answer to the British attack on him. in answer
to a letter

from England, he has repudiated the misrepresentation

of his paper, and has made a statement
similar to that

made by me above, on pp. 9, 10. No unprejudiced person

can read his paper in any other sense.

LXI»v

Our readers are now in possession of the

full facts of the Leadbeater case from Mrs

Besant’s point of view. Let us place before our

readers the case from the opposite point
of

view. Here it is :-~
'

THE REPLY.
lu'rnonuc'ronv STATEMENT.

The recent Letter of Mrs. Sesant, as President of
the

Theosophical Society, which has been sent to all
the

members of this Section (and also to all the other
Sections.

.1’

\
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of the Society), purports to be her reply to an earnest appeal

‘by the British Section in Convention assembled, to the

members of the Theosophical Society, and especially

to the President and members of the General Council—

to unite in putting an end to the sacndalous state

of affairs which now exists in the Society with regard to

what is known as the Leadbeater teaching, so that the

repudiation by the Society of this pernicious teaching may

be unequivocal and final.

By formal direction of the Convention \held in

London, July 4 and 5, 1908), a Special Report of the

"resolutions and of the proceedings which led up to them

v(including a full statement of the facts which necessitated

the appeal'and the debate on the subject) was prepared

by a Special Committee (whom the Convention unani

mously appointed), to be issued to the members of the

Section. This Committee consisted of; Miss Edith Ward,

Messrs. G. R. S. Mead, Herbert Whyte, Herbert Burrows,

and Mrs.
‘ Sharpe, General Secretary of the Section.

An account of the proceedings of the Committee will be

iound in The Vahan of October, 1908.

This Report, which was duly prepared and passed by

the whole Committee, has been suppressed by the General

Secretary, who has been supported by a majority of the

Executive Committee-nine to five.
The nine are : Miss Bright, Miss Green, Mrs, 'Larmuth,

Mr. Leo, Miss Mallet, Mr. Hodgson Smith, Mr. \Vedgwood,

Mr. Whyte, and Mrs. Sharpe. (Mrs. Sharpe did not vote

on the actual resolution supporting her action, but voted

On all other resolutions in the same sense.)

The five are: Mr. Burrows, Mr. Glass, Mr. Kingsland,
Mr. Mead and Miss Ward. x
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Against this solid majority the minority who have

endeavoured to carry out the wishes of the Convention

have been powerless. This policy of suppression has been
vigorously maintained ; and now, more than four and a

half months after the Convention, the members are still in

ignorance of these important proceedings. In spite of

a resolution unanimously passed at the Conventionthatflu

Vahan, the sectional organ, should be open to the free‘

discussion of all matters of interest to the Section, Hrs.

Sharpe refused to print even the following document:

The Report of the Debate, for which two additional

sessions of the recent Convention of the British Section of .

the Theosophical Society were required, and which cul—

minated in the passing of two very important Resolutions,

has now been agreed to unanimously by the Special Com

mittee appointed by the Convention to prepare it for

publication.
'

The General Secretary, however, refuses to publish

the document, and is supported in her refusal by a

majority of the Executive Committee.

We, the undersigned members of the Special Com

mittee (of five), are prepared to carry out the instructions

of the General Council in Convention duly assembled.

The official means of issuing the Report, however.

having been denied us, we now apply directly to the

members of the Section for the necessary funds and

addresses (which may be sent to any of the undersigned),

in order that we may carry out the imperative duty 0f

acquainting the section ‘with the present grave state of

affairs.

(Sd.) G. R. S. MEAD,
HERBERT BURROWS1
Em'rn WARD
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It has thus been deliberately rendered impossible for

the facts of the case to be placed before the members.

And now with only Mrs. Besant’s letter before them, the

members are being urged to sign a petition for Mr. Lead

.beater's reinstatement.
Even in Mrs. Besant’s letter, which has gone out to

the whole Society, as well as to the members of this

Section, the very resolution on which she bases that reply,
is not given, and it was only at the last moment that the

General Secretary of this Section found herself compelled
‘

to enclose the bare text of that resolution with Mrs.
Besant’s letter as sent out to the Section.

Even when this opportunity arose Mrs. Sharpe has

still suppressed the following two very important decisions
of the Convention. '
By 33 votes to 31 the Convention rejected an

Ernest Wood (of Manchester) :

Welcoming the President’s policy of collaboration
with Mr. C. W. Leadbeater in any work which he is willing
to do for the Society.

This amendment was rejected on its merits before
the debate on the Van Hook-Leadbeater resolution (moved
as an amendment to Mr. Dunlop’s resolution) ‘took place.
After the protracted debate which resulted in the carrying
of this resolution, Mr. Bell (of _Harrowgate) moved, and
Mr. Wilkinson (of Nottingham) seconded :
That this Convention looks on the teaching given by

C. W. Leadbeater to certain boys as wholly evil, and
hereby expresses its judgment on this matter.

This was carried ncm can.
The Van~ Hook-Leadbeater resolution was carried by

amendment, moved by Mrs. Sharpe, and seconded by Mr.

Q

18
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38 votes to 4 (all the latter cast by
one Belgian delegate),

22 declining to vote. This
resolution, moved in the form

of an amendment, was as follows
:

This Convention of the British Section
of the Theoso

phical Society, while
affirming its loyalty. to the

first,

Object of the Society-namely,
“ to form a nucleus of the

universal brotherhood of
humanity”-—-strongly protests

against evoking the ‘sentiment
of brotherhood to counten

ance what is wrong.

Whereas Dr. Weller
Van Hook, the present General.

Secretary of the American
Section, and so a member of

the General Council of the
Theosophical Society, in a

recent Open Letter, which he
has subsequently stated

to

have been
“ dictated verbatim by one of the

Masters,” has

publicly claimed that the
corrupting practices, the

teach

ing of which determined
the resignation of.

Mr. C. W.

Leadbeater. are the high doctrine
of Theosophy and

the

“precursor of its introduction
into the thought of the

outer world”:
This Convention declares

its abhorrence of
such

practices, and in view
of the incalculable

harm to

Theosophy, and of the disgrace
‘which this teaching

must

inevitably bring upon the Society,
earnestly calls upon’

all its members, especially the
President and

members of

the General Council, to unite in putting
an end to the pit?‘

'

sent scandalous state of affairs,
so that the repudiation

by the Society of this pernicious
teaching may be

m"

equivocal and final:

Moved by Herbert Burrows ; seconded
by G. R. 5"

Mead ;supported
by A. P. Sinnett, C. I.

Barker, l- S

Brown, Dr. C. G. Currie, H. R. Hogg, B, Keightley»
w‘

Kingsland, W. Scott-Elliot, W, Theobald, B.
G. Theobald '*

I.
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L. Wallace, C. B. Wheeler, H. L. Shindler, A. P. Cat
tanach, Dr. A. King, Baker Hudson, W- H. Thomas,
A. B, Green, J. M. Watkins, E. E. Marsden. H. E. Nichol,
by the delegates of the London and Blavatsky Lodges,
and by many others.

Immediately after the vote was taken Miss Dupuis, of
the H. P. B. Lodge, read the following declaration, in
which the majority of the representatives who had declined
to vote joined by standing with her :

We cannot vote for this amendment as it is worded.
We will not vote against it as it involves so much. We
‘stand and hereby proclaim that we utterly condemn the

practices alluded to, but refuse to condemn any individual‘

Reply to the Presideht’s Letter

This serious and earnest appeal to safeguard the good
name of the Society and to assist in preserving Theosophy
from harm, the President now rejects with all her strength.
Mrs. Becant’s reply takes the form of special pleading in

defence of Mr- Leadbeater ; she withdraws her former

unequivocal condemnation of his teaching and substitutes

for it equivocal phrases; humbly apologises to him ; and

finally invites the Society to vote for Mr. Leadbeater’s'

I triumphant reinstatement without further guarantee.

The change in Mrs. Besant’s attitude is amazing, but
still more astonishing is her forgetfulness of her emphatic

Pkdges given to the Society at the time of her election to

the Presidency.

The President's Pledges

In April, 1907, in “answer to a telegram from the

Council of the Blavatsky Lodge in these words :
“ Wouldg
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you as President permit
X‘s [ML Leadbeatei’s] re-admils

sion ?”-Mrs. Besant replied :

It publicly repudiates teaching,

pudiation, on large

two years after re

majority request of whole
Society

would reinstate ;otherwise not.

What Mrs.'Besant meant by repudiation,"
and what,

we have all understood her to
mean, is quite clear from

her public letter to the membersof
the British Section,

dated March 24, 1907.

As regards his [ML L's] read
‘
‘on to the Society

I do not know that he wishes readmission-I
shall con

s I have hitherto done, until he saystinue to oppose it
,
a

publicly that the teaching i
s wrong [ltalim Mrs. Besant's]

not only that he will refrain from i
t, as he promised to do

in February, 1906 and also before
the Advisory Board in

London

At the Convention of the American
Section, 1906,

Mrs. Kate Buflington Davis read the
following from a

letter of Mrs. Besant’s, dated
from Benares, August

9
, 1906 :-—

Anyg proposal

‘ membership of the

It would be indignantly repudiated here and

to reinstate Mr. Leadbeater in
the

T. S. would be ruinous to the
Society.

in Europe,

and I am sure in Australia and New Zealand, i
f the facts

were known. If such a proposal were carried in America

—I do not believe it possible—I should move on the
T- 5

Council, the supreme authority,

membership should

Leadbeater would not apply.

that the ‘application

o
f

be rejected- But I am sure that‘
Mr

Why Mrs Besant italicises the word
“ wrong" in the

last quotation but one, is quite evident to all

her exceedingly

who remember

strong, unequivocal, and repeated

/
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acceptance of the phenomenal pronouncements published

by the late President-Founder just prior to his decease.

In his Presidential Addrem at the Adyar Anniversary

meeting, December 29, 1906 (see General Report, p 3),

referring to the Leadbeater case, and to the specific

question as to whether .vl r. Leadbeater’s teaching was

right or wrong, 00]. Olcott stated :

So when Mahatma M. came to me last Friday nightl
asked Him the question, and He replied “ wrong."
In a letter to Mr. Leadbeater, dated Jonuary 12, 1907,

Colonel Olcott writes on his death-bed : '

Both Mahatma M- and Mahatma K. H. assured me

you did well to resign ; that it was right to call a Council

to advise upon the matter, and that I did right in accepting
your resignation ; but They said we were wrong in allow

ing the matter to be made public for your sake and the

good of the Society. They said you should have stated in

your resignation that you resigned because you ind

offended the standard of ideals of the majority of the

members of the Society by giving out certain teachings

which were considered objectionable. . . . They have

told both Annie and myself that your teaching young boys

to . . . is wrong.

In Colonel Olcott’s report of one of the Adyar
“ in

ierviews," dated Ianuary 11, 1907, in reply to a leading

question, the answer reported is :

No, we cannot tell you this, for that concerns himself

alone, but it is different when he teaches things to others

that will harm.

And in answer to another question :

write and ask him, it is not for us to say. We do,

however, aflirm that these teachings are wrong.
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Moreover, in her pamphlet on The Testing of
the

Theosophical Society (one of her Election addresses),
Mrs.

Besant writes in reference to Col. Olcott’s
“ Conversas

tion with the Mahatmas.”

. I may add that the
“ Conversation” in no way suggests

Mr. Leadbeater’s reinstatement, and that
we at Adyar

‘
‘could not read that into it

' as we were told at the same

time that the Master, in answer to

a suggestion to that

effect, has sternly refused his approval.

We do not cite these utterances as authoritative
for

'1

ourselves, nor do we pause to criticise
them, we simply

place them on record to show why
Mrs. Besant emphasis

ed the word
“ wrong."

On this point at least we thought we
were all agreed

on ordinary grounds of morality, whether
we accepted or

rejected the authority of the phenomenal
answers reported

by Colonel Olcott. The thing was unquestionably
wrong

under any circumstances.

‘

' " Mahatmic" Contradictions

In May, however, of this year, Dr
Van Hook, the

General Secretary of the American
Section, and as such a

member of the General Council of the
Society, in Open

Letters to his Section, declared that Mr.
Leadbeater’s

teaching on the point was right in
every respect

Nomistake was made by Mr. Leadbeater in
the nature

of the advice he gave his boys. N0 mistake
was made i

n

the way he gave it
i

It was at the same time widely circulated privately‘

on his own declaration, that these Letters were
not really

his, but “ dictated verbatim by one of the Masters.”
M

astounding statements obtained the widest
credenfie. and
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the result was that Mr, Leadbeater was invited to take the

post'ot editor of part of the oflicial organ of the American

Section, by a large majority referendum vote.

In face of this, many of the members of the British

Section could no longer remain silent ; they were bound

to protest, and call attention to-the very grave danger that

threatened the Society, and in which it is now actually

involved.

These “ Mahatmic" pronouncements, however, were

not the ground of that protest; it may be left to

those who believe in their authenticity to reconcile

their glaring contradictions. N0 decision on such manifest

incongruities was asked for, and therefore Mrs. Besant’s

argument as‘ to otticial ruling, is quite beside the point.

The Logical Consequence of Dr. Van Hook’s
I

Contention.

What was strongly objected to and most energeti

cally protested against was the public declaration by a

responsible oflicer ot the General Council that Mr. Lead—

beater’s teaching is right. If Mr. Leadbeater’s teaching

is
.

right,’ and he made no mistake in any way
what;

ever as Dr. Van Hook (or his
“ Master,” it he prefers

_i
t) contends, why should not Mr. Leadbeater continue

such teachings, as they have proved, according to Dr:
Van

Hook, of the greatest value ;and by a parity of reason

ing, why should not any pupil of Mr. Leadbeater’s or any

one else in the Society who wishes to follow in his foot

steps do the same i’

' '

Against this ‘hideous prospect we protested and do

protest. If Mr. Leadbeater’s teaching is right then it should

be followed. That is the only logical position. Mr. Lead
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beater himself says it would be
'“ dangerous

"
only “it

promiscuously given” ; he as an Occultist
knows when it

should be given, he claims. It is not really dangerous
for

him to give it; and he simply bows to Mrs. Besant’s

“ opinion that it is dangerous.” Mr.
Leadbeater is

consistent in this, that he has never
“recanted; he has

defended this teaching in the face of everything.
What

conclusion is likely to be drawn from this
by those who

believe that Mr. Leadbeater is a high adept?
Simply that

he knows on this subject; and has only promised
not to do

it again because of prudish
convention, ignofimt

“ hysterical" uproar, and “insane prejudices.”
He is the

“ martyr” Occultist persecuted for his knowledge
1 What

results? That his pupils will think as he
thinks; that they

will do as he has done. Why not, if he was
and is right?

This view, that Mr. Leadbeater is right,
is already

being adopted far and wide in the Society
at this moment~

In what way does Mrs. Besant’s letter help
us

‘t
o stem

the tide?

Mrs. Besant's Conti'adictions'

Mrs. Besant’s
view emphasised to a final utterancfl

for those who accept her authority (“I speak
as

Occultist. ‘ He that is able to receive i
t, let him receive

it’") leaves the door wide open for Mr.
Leadbeater’s

teaching.v But at the expense of what contradiction!
Mf

Leadbeater has taught it
,

and refuses to repudiate
the

teaching; yet he is said by Mrs. Besant at the
same film

to be “ at one" with her in condemning i
t as being

“ de'

grading. unmanly, unwomanly” "while he
himself

declares that itis “dangerous” only “it promiscllously

given" (Thc Tlmwphisz, Feb., 1908). and Mrs. Besant
herself
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elsewhere in her letter expresses only disagreement ‘

and withdraws condemnation.

But H. P. B.- did not equivocate on the subject-and
she, we suppose, could speak with as much authority on

Occultism as Mr. Leadbeater and Mrs. Besant. (She
characterised it to me as “ the'sin against the Holy Ghost" _
-c. R. s. M.)
Mrs. Besant has now entirely changed her former

view on the subject, for in a letter of June 9, 1006, she

writes of her first impression on hearing the charges in

February :

This was the first time I had heard of such a method ‘
of meeting the sexual difficulty, let alone of Mr. Lead

beoter's recommendation of it. I had always regarded
self-abuse asone of the lowest forms of vice, a thing.

universally reprobated by decent people. To me it was

not arguable. But I have since heard that it is sometimes
practised and recommended by ascetics, otherwise good

men, for the sake of preserving chastity—as though self

abuse did not destroy chastity as much as prostitution. and

in an even more degrading way I

But Mrs. Besant now asserts that
“ Occultism"

“condemns solitary vice as
'

only less harmful than

prostitution." To us it still remains “not argu

able,” and to this we make no exception, either on

the ground of the lesser of two evils, or on the perverted

ground of doing evil that good my comic; and
therefore we protest and appeal to all who love the

good name of the Society, to pronounce unmistak

ably 0!! this subject, and to resist the triumphant rein
Statement into the Society as an injured "martyr" of the

man who has brought all this sorrow and suffering upon
. /'
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PUS In a Society like ours, just because of the
deference

“

.his many pupils,,adherents, and admirers pay
to Mr.

Leadbeater’s assertions, his obstinate
insistence thathis

teaching is right, is the most potent means
of erecting it

into a generally recognised Theosophical
doctrine of the

first importance. This is proved by the fact
that Dr.

Weller Van Hook in one of his Open Letters appeals
to

‘the doctrines of Reincarnation and Karma,
as expounded

by Mr. Leadbeater especially
to suit his teaching, in

justification of it- The boy’s statements.
also that it was

taught as “Theosophical” formed the
basis of one of the

‘charges.

This pernicious teaching is not merely
" ascribed"'t0

'Mr. Leadbeater, as Mrs. Besant says-in her opening
words,

it is fully and freely confessed by him
and strenuously

defended. In what way this teaching, which
Mrs. Besant

now refuses to condemn, when taught by
Mr. Leadbeater,

‘,
3 u make for “purity” and for
" the Society’s good name"

‘tiS beyond us.

i
The Documents.

Mrs. Besant writes, quoting a previous
letter o

f

hers

v‘(the
“ Simla Letter"):

On Iune 7th (l906)l received
an account o

f the

acceptance by Mr. Leadbeater before the
commutes o

f

.the facts alleged in the evidence.

AS this might give the unknowing reader
the impms'

sion that Mrs. Besant had not had previously
before her

any of the “ facts alleged in the evidence," of
any know'

'1 edge 05 the “ acceptance by Mr. Leadbeater
” o

f them,

.0 make it clear we recite the facts.
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In February, 1906, Mrs Besant herself was the first

to receive the charges and original evidence on which they
7

were based, from America, drawn up and laid before her

by the two chief officials of the Section (in their private

'(npacity), and also by the two chief officers of the E. S.

there, in a letter dated ]anuary 25.

Mr- Leadbeater, to whom also a copy had been for

warded, was then with Mrs. Besant at Berrares. After
'
consultation with her, Mr.’ Leadbeater wrote a letter of

confession and excuse (dated February 27) to’ the then

American General Secretary ; and Nlrs. Besant also sent a

letter to the chief officer of
‘ the E. S. in which she repeated

Mr. Leadbeater’s excuses, but expressed disagreement

‘ withhis teaching; in view of Mr. Leadbeater’s promise
to abstain from this teaching in future, however,- she

did not favour the “searching investigation
" demanded,

and she saw no reason why he should be withdrawn
from activity.

So far all had been kept as silent as possible. Mr.

» ,Leadbeater's letter and Mrs. Besant’s reply being entirely

unsatisfactory, the Eltecutive Committee of the American

Section then felt themselves compelled to lay the whole

matter officially before Colonel Olcott, the President

Founder of the Society, who promptly called together
an

Advisory Committee consisting of the _ then Executive

‘Committee of the British Section, to which Section Mr.

Leadbeater belonged. The members of this Committee

were ' Mr. Sinnett, Dr- Nunn. Mr- Mead, Mrs. Stead. ‘

“i8 Ward, Miss Spink, Mrs. Hooper, Mr- Bertram
Kdghtley, Mr. Thomas, and Mr. Glass. There were also

present Mr. Burnett, as representative and delegate of the

/
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Executive Committee of the American Section,
and

M . Bernard, the representative of the Executive Committee

of the French Section.

The documents submitted by the American Executive

consisted of : (1) The charges and evidence
already laid

before Mrs- Besant ; (2) Mr. Leadbeater’s letter of
con

fession and exam. ; (3) rebuttal statements
of the boys to

some of the statements made by Mr. Leadbeater
in his

lettter; and“) corroborative evidence and testimony
il‘

two further cases obtained after sending to
Mrs. Besant

the first evidence on which the charges were
brought.

The original charges, based on the evidence
of two'

boys, were :

First : That he is teaching young boys give" in,“
his

care habits of self-abuse and demoralizing personal
Pm‘

tices.

Second: That he does this with deliberate
intent

and under the guise of occult training or with the {mm

of the increase of physical manhood.

Third : That he has demanded, at least
in one 6156’

promises of the utmost secrecy.

ter said at the beginning of the inquiry. as quoted
by

Mrs. Besant
‘ -

I have only just now seen anything at all of the docu

ments, except the first letter.

This " first letter” is the first lengthy document
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containing the charges and evidence laid before Mrs.

Belant in February.

Below, in parallel columns, will be found Mrs.

Besant’s version of what took place, together with the
full text of the Minutes from which she is supposed to be

quoting:

.Mns. Bnssm‘s LETTER

As to the “evidence," he
stated at the time: “I
have only just now seen
anything at all 05 the do
cuments, except the first
letter”; on his hasty peru
an] of them, he stated
that some of the points
“are untrue and others
so distorted that they do
not represent the facts” ;
yet it was on these points,
unsifted and unproven,
declared by him to be
untrue and distorted, that
he was condemned, and
has since been attacked.

Mmurns or ran Anvrsony
BOARD.

I have only just now seen
anything at all of the do
cuments except that first
letter. There have been
other supposed rebuttals
and other documents
which I had only seen to
day, and while there are
a number of points I.
should challenge as in
accurate, yet all these are
minor points and do not

afliect the great question.
It is simply that there are
points of so-called rebut
tal which are untrue and
others so distorted that

they do not represent the
facts of the case but these
do not afl'ect the central

points.

It will be seen that the important qualifying Phrases
italicised by us are omitted by Mrs- Besant

This was Mr. Leadbeater’s statement at the beginning
of the inquiry, before he was questioned and had to make

some damaging further admissions.

Mrs. Besant’s statement that it was on the points in
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the second batch of documents only
that ‘t he was con-v

demned and has since been attacked”
is not the fact.

The Committee unanimously advised'Col.
Olcott to

accept Mr. Leadbeater's resignation,
which was written

only just before it met, because
of his own contessim in

the first place, and because
to their amazement he still

'

persisted in defending his
teaching, and made even further

admissions.

At that time in the Society we
are unanimous that it

beater's teaching had not yet
beef

was wrong. Mr. Lead
f the Theosophical world."

introduced into the
“ thought 0

Denunciation of the Committee. \

advice Mrs. Besant
now

To weaken this unanimous

denounces some of the members
of the Committee as

unlit

to advise Colonel Olcott, with whom the
ultimate decisionv

rested and whose impartiality Mr.
Leadbeater freely

36k‘

nowledged at the end ot the inquiry.

in reply to the late President-Founder's
question: "(

I
should like to ask Mr. Leadbeater

if he thinks "We

acted impartially ?”-Mr. Leadbeater replied

: “Absolute

ly.n (See Minutes.)

Mrs. Besant, nevertheless,
declares that _ "

called trial o
i Mr. Leadbeater was a travesty

o
f

jusllce

'
and So' asperses the memory of the late

President-Founder

“ the 50-

Mr. Leadbeater was not tried judicially;

of the Committee was twice laid down by
Colonel 0160tt

as follows :

(a) of course you know the executive

vested in me. You are here to
advise mea

o

ndtolit!ar

power

is
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what Mr. Leadbeater has to say, and to act according to‘

your judgment after hearing him. _

(b) We should not keep in anything, but have frank.
‘disclosure; You are not sitting judicially, but to advise
me what to do.

Mr. Leadbeater was, given every opportunity to ex

plain his position and justify his conduct ; moles, of course,‘

. questioning him on the evidence is to be considered unfair

and a “ travesty of justice."

To show the baselessness of Mrs. Besant’s denuncia-

tion, it may be 'stated that the apparently most telling point

she tries to make—-the shooting story-seems to have

arisen from, a rumour we heard at the time, that it the‘
' I

matter became public, and Mr. Leadbeater were to return
to America, it was likely that a relative of one of the boys

might“ go for him with a shot-gun." (E. W. ; G..R. S. M.)
As to psychic influence, though this is _quite news‘ to the

two of us who sat on the Committee, we may be permitt
ed to remark that it is hardly consistent of Mrs. Besant to

vdenounce belief in psychic testimony as a disqualification.

The unanimous opinion of the Committee was that
such teaching should not be given_ under any circums

, tances I whatever, not even to depraved boys, much less’

theretore to boys who had no knowledge of such practices.
Thfi only real difference of opinion among the members

of the Committee was as to whether they should advise‘

expulsion or acceptance of resignation only, as commensu

rate with the offence, after Mr. Leedbeater’s further

admissions. They finally took the more lenient course.

The unanimous decision of the Committee Was given in the

following resolution :
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That having considered certain
charges against

‘Mr. Leadbeater, and having listened
to his explanations,

this Committee recommend
the acceptance by the

Presi

dent-Founder of his resignation
already offered in antici

pation of the Committee's
decision.

Mrs. Besant now expressly withdraws
the condemnation

of Mr. Leadbeater’s advice
which she had put on record

in

her very important letter
of june 1906, on the ground

that the
" information” on which

she had based itwas

false.” its falsity is‘ alleged
on two points.

First Point of Alleged
l‘Falsity.”

(1) With regard to
the first (the

“ fouling" of the

mind), it is sufficient to quote
Mrs. Besant’s own words

of

condemnation, in parallel colums
with Mr. Leadbeater’s

own admissions before the
Advisory Committee.

Mas. Bnsam’s LETTER

or June 9, 1906.
He [Mr.Leadbeater]

denied

MINUTES 01-‘ THE ADVISORY

COMMITTEE.
Mr. THOMAS : Your reply as

to scarcely recollecting

suggests that there were

so many cases. I" should

like to know whether in

any case . . . there was

definite action?
Mr. LEADBEATER : You
mean touch? That might
have
taken
place.
i‘ 8

Mr. MEAD : I want to ask
whether this advice was

given on appeal or not ?
.Mr. LEADBEATER : Some
times without, sometimes
with. I advised it at times
as a prophylactic.

none of the charges,
but

in answer to questions,

very much strengthened

them, for he, alleged that

he had actually handled

the boys himself, and
that

he had thus dealt
with

boys before puberty
“as

a prophylactic.”
Sothat

the advice which
was

supposed tobe given
to

rescue a boy, as
a last

,lresort,in the grip
of sexual

‘passion, became advice

putting foul ideas _into

the minds of boys
inno

cent of all sex-impulses.
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Still further than this, Mrs. Besant condemned Mr.

Leadbeater’s teaching in all respects.

M. BERNARD: Since ‘Mr.
Leadbeater was teaching
these boys to help them
in case of need, consider
ing that men may be in
the same difficulty, has he
taught this to any grown
up men ? ,Has he taught
the same thing in the same
personal way to grown

‘
up men as to children ?
Mr. LEADBEATER : I believe
that at least on two
occasions in my life I
have given that advice to
young men as better than
the one generally adopted.
Col. OLco'r;r Since you
came into the Society ?
Mr. LEADBEATER : I thinlt
not, but one case might
have been. You are prob
ably not aware that one
at least of the great
church organisations for
young men deals with the
matter in the same
manner [l]

Mas. BESANT in THE SAME
LE-rrniz AS ABOVE,

Let me here place on record
my opinion that 'such
teaching as this given to
men, let alone innocent
boys, is worthy of the
stemest reprobation. It
distorts and perverts the
sex-instinct, implanted in

men, for the preservation
ofthe race : it

_ degrades
the ideas of marriage,
fatherhood, and mother
hood,' humanity’s most
sacred ideals; it befouls
the ‘imagination, pollutes
the emotions, and un
dermines the health.

it will thus be seen that Mrs. Besant’s original condem
nation,” was based not on “false information, but on her
own interpretation of Mr‘ Leadbeater’s admissions.

'

That the reason for giving the “ advice ” was some- .
times other than that professed, may be seen from the fact

that,in his letter of confession, Mr. Leadbeater admitted that

'hehad told one of the boys
“ that physical growth is

l

19
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frequently promoted by the
setting in motion of these cur

rents, but that they need regulation.”
The boy's evidence

on this point (“ the promise
of the increase of physimi

manhood") formed the basis
of one of the charges. The

cipher letter further corroborates
this evidence.

In the face of the’ opinion she placed
“ on record"

in 1907, Mrs, Besant now
denies that there was

any " fouling" of the
“ imagination" even of the

“ minds

of boys innocent of
all sex-impulses.” Yet

she

admits it was taught
not only to boys not yet

addicted

to the practice, but also
to one or two

“ before whatis

called the age of puberty"

The plea o
f_ justification now urged

for this extra

ordinary change of opinion IS
that.“ certain symptoms

had

already shown themselves
either on the physical plane

or \

in the aura."

'

_

The giving of this teaching
then even to children

Mrs. Besant now refuses to
condemn in Mr. Leadbeatet’i

case ; and thus opens
the way for any psychic

in the

Society to justify the teaching
of it on his bare

assertion

that he has seen this or
that “ symptom

" in a child’s aura.

[All
such excuses and

subteriuges we emphatically

reject, tor the practice under
any circumstance

can never

leseu lust but only enhance it.

Second Point of Alleged
“ Falsity

('2) The second point,
on the

“ falsity
" of which Mm

Besant withdraws her con"emnation,

is the question

o
f

frequency Here Mr. Leadbeater’s
denial, quoted b

y

Mrs. Besant and the testimony

o
f the mother

o
f

b0!

NO- 3 its to the
“ original interval

" are in direct conflict.

in the le ter to the boy, the genuineness

o
f W

Ml Leadbeater acknowledges, he writes :
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There may be this much reason in what he [the
Doctor] says, that while you are not quite well we should
spend no force that can be avoided. _You will remember
that when we met in——I suggested longer intervals
until you were completely recovered.

It is to be noted that this suggestion” was made be
cause the boy was ill. The " original” interval to which1
the mother refers was advised prior to this meeting.
The most striking point in Mrs, Besant‘s plea is her‘

appeal for ‘utter confidence" in Mr. Leadbeater‘s state;
ments and'denials ; frequently she says with regard to‘
evidence “ it is not true that . . , ," when this
simply means " Mr. Leadbeater says it is not‘ true," Mr.
Leadbeater is always to be believed no

'

matter what the

testimony against him of the boys and mothers (or even of
his own letters) may be, for Mrs- Besant has “ utter confi
dence in his candour."

But one of the main points against Mr. Leadbeater is
that he taught these practices without the knowledge of

i

the parents and bound the b0)S to secrecy, as has been

fully admitted by himself. 1 Mrs. Besant writes, in her
Simla letter of June 9, 1906 :

Nothing can excuse giving to young boys instruc

tions on exual matters to be kept from their parents, the
rightful protectors of their children.

Why, then. if Mr. Leadbeater is so candvd with Mrs.

Besant, did he not breathe a word to her of his teaching
before he was detected? For in the same letter Mrs.
Besant writes : .

' \

This was the first time I had heard of such a method
of meeting the sexual difiiculty, let alone Mr Leadbeater's

recommendation of it. I had always regarded self-abuse
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a one of the lowest forms of vice, and a thing universally
reprobated by decent people. To me it was not arguable.
Now we are not labouring this point as to precisely

“
daily” practice, but Mrs- Besant knows, as we know, that

the cipher letter says, “ twice a week is permissible," prece
ded and followed by words that make it impossible to put a

curative construction upon the “ advice." How then does

Mrs. Besant deal with this most important‘ document,

which unfortunately, came into the hands of the American

Executive only a day before the meeting of the Advisory

Committee in London, too late to be included in the

evidence ? No contemptuous words can brush aside this

document.
-

The Cipher Letter.

The "fragment of paper" is sufficient to accommodate

not a note only but a letter of 229 words, beginning with
“ My own darling boy,” and ending with “ Thousand
kis'yses darling” (in cipher). It is true that the first half of

this letter refers to a psychic experience, but the second»

of equal length, begins with the words “Turning to other

matters,” and these matters are sexual ; it is in the latter

part that the cipher sentences occur, and it is in the

body of the cipher, towards the end, that the sentence

reffin'ed to by Mrs. Besant (“glad sensation is so pleasant")
is found.

If, as Mrs. Besant says the boy replied to the

letter (though his reply was not sent), the letter can hardly

be 1* forgery to " golwith the Coulomb and Pigott letters."
If the boy himself did not understand the sentence in the
sense implied,

as Mrs. Besant 5ay5-the mother (in a cover
ing letter addressed to one of the members of the
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investigating Committee - in America) says she so un
dertands it

,
arid makes it an additional ground of

complaint' As the letter stands it is impossible to read
the sentence otherwise than as applying to its immediate
context. It could not apply to the psychic experience, for
that was not of a pleasant nature.

Mrs. Besant, however, says that Mr. Leadbeater states
he does not “ recognise it [the letter] in its present form.”
Who then has changed the "form ” of the letter-the
boy or the mother? And if so, what possible purpose
could be served thereby? Will Mr. Leadbeater himself
venture to assert that the letter or any part of it is a

forgery P

But even if the sentence in question were entirely
‘ eliminated, there is that in the rest of the letter which calls
for the most searching inquiry, and its genuineness is
further corroborated by the identity of its very peculiar
phrasing~with that of the other letter {in evidence which
MrfLeadbeater has acknowledged as his.

It is, therefore, impossible to join Mrs. Besant in lettingI

it "go with the Coulomb and Pigott letters.”
As to this document we agree with Miss Ward in her

recent circular that : v

If it is genuine it settles for us [me] the whole ques
tion of Mr. Leadbea ter’s attitude ; if it is not genuine it is

a Piece of inconceivable wickedness, which leaves Mr.
Leadbeater grossly wronged and of which the perpetrator
Should, by every code of honour .and justice, be unveiled
and punished.

I

Mr. Leadbeater. however, in a reply to a letter from
Miw Ward, refuses absolutely to have anything to do with
the imPartial bhard of investigation which she has proposed,
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and characterises any attempt at
such investigation as

“ gross impertinence" and our coudemnations
of his teach

Besant herselt alsoingas" insane prejudices." Mrs.

refuses to entertain the idea of ahy
such unhiassed in;

vestigation.

So much, then,‘ for the two main points
of " false in

formation” on the ground of which
Mrs. Besant withdraws

her condemnation of Mr. Ifeadbeater’s
“ advice."

Dr. Van l;look’s
" Repudiation

”

The fundamental difference between
us and Dr. Van

Hook is that what he calls the
“ advice of a wise teacher,"

and regards as of such inestimable
value, we characterise

as'
“ corrupting practices," and it is against

this teaching in

any shape or form ask being theosophical,
occult (in a good

sense), or moral that we protest.

s that " Dr. Van Hook has repudiatedMrs. Besant say 7

the misrepresentation of his paper” made
in the preamble

n, and con
to ‘the resolution passed at

our last Conventio

tends that his statements in this Open Letter
to which we

‘take exception refer only to the‘iscussion
of the general

sex problem with regard to children
and not to M1‘

Leadbeater’s' “solution
” of it. s

1t is remarkable that Dr. Van Hook himselfI
has 110'

where published this
“ repudiation," but from a COPY

o
f a

letter written by him to Mr. Whyte, which
Mrs. Bfisflnt

has had printed in Theosophy in India (Sept,
1908),we

find that Dr. Van Hook expressly states that
"iflthe

Letters published over his [my] signature" the
"general

problem” has not been dealt with, but only the “specific

question” of Mr. Leadbeater’s “solution” of it.
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We may here point out that it is not the fact that the
Convention had before it only a "garbled account,"
as ‘Mrs. Besant says of Dr. Van Hook's utterances;
.every sentence that could be used to persuade the

Convention that Dr. Van Hook did not mean what he
wrote, was insisted on by Dr. Van Hook's and Mr. Lead
heater’s supporters ; his paragraphs were read repeatedly

~infull, and the sentences Mrs. Besant quotes were especially
insisted on. '

In his Open Letter Dr. Van Hook speaks of nothing
else but Mr. Leadbeater's teaching and method and~
"
solution ” of the problem. And if the following para
graphs in it do not refer to Mr. Leadbeater's “ solution," to
his “ system,” to the blessing he is conferring by it, then
to what on earth do they refer P Dr. Van Hook's “ repudia
tion " of his own plain meaning simply makes nonsense of
his whole contention. Dr. Van Hook (or, it he prefers it

,

his " Master”) writes :

Hence the “ crime" or “ wrong” of teaching the boys
lhcuractice alluded to was no crime or wrong at all, but
only the advice of a wise teacher who foresaw an almost
limitless period of suffering for his charge it the solution
forhis difficulties usually otiered by the World were'
adopted and relief obtained by an associated, instead of

b
y

an individual and personal, act.

The introduction of this question into the thought of
the Theosophical World is but the precursor of its in
troduction into the thought of the outer-World. Mr.

Leadbeater has been the one to bear the persecution
and

mrtyrdom of its introduction. The solution of the ques
tion can only be reached by those who study it from the

Theosophic standpoint. admitting the- validity of our
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teachings in regard to thoughts and their relations
to acts.

Hence the service of Theosophy to the world in this

respect will be of the most far-reaching consequence,
ex

tending into the remote future of the progress
of man.

No mistake was mad by Mr. Leadbeater in the nature

of the advice he gave his boys.
' No mistake was made in

the way he gave it. Nor did he make any mistake
in the

just estimation of the consequences
of any other solution

of the terrible problem which was presented
to him.

If any mistake was made it was a mistake
of judg

ment in trusting too much to the confidence
of the parents

of the boys who, he thought, knew
and loved him so well

that they would accept his judgment on
matters about

' which ordinary people have little or no
knowledge and

about which he, by the nature of
his occult training, had

a full comprehension. \

' Betrayal of confidence on the part of some parents

of the boys resulted in the scandal which
brought this

problem to the attention of Theosophists
as a preliminary

to its introduction tothe world. Woe to those
who vio

lated their vows in making disclosures in this
case- All

honor to those parents who, braving the opinion
of the

_World, have boldly set themselves against
the current 0f

the World's preludice and have avowed
themselves and

their sons under undying obligation to the great
teacher

who aided their sons in overcoming difficulties which with;

out his aid would not only have been insupel'able
in this

lite but would have led them into almost inconceivable

complications in future lives.

If this does not mean the introduction into the thought

of the Theosophical Society, and thus into the thought
of

the outer world, of Mr. Leadbeater’s l“ solution
” of the
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problem, what can it possibly mean? Mr. Leadbeater’s‘
“ martyrdom

" is not because of his introducing the

general sex problem with regard to young people; that

has been introduced into the thought of the world for

many many centuries. It is because of his “solution
"

of it that Dr. Van Hook calls on us to exalt Mr. Leadbea

ter to the highest pinnacle of honour, for he gives “all
honour” to the parents who entrust ttfeir children to

Mr. Leadbeater to receive such teaching, and who avow

their undying obligation for this high favo'ur l

Against the introduction of this “solution
” of the sexv

problem into the “thought of the Theosophical world"

and against Dr. Van Hook's glorification of it
,

we protest

with all our energy; we characterise the teaching of

it in ‘my @356 15a “corrupting practise” and
“ wholly

evil," no matter who gives it. not excepting occultists'
and psychics; and we call for the public repudiation I

o
f
it by the man who has confessed to teaching i
t practi

cally. before he is invited to retiim in trumph as a

“ wise‘

teacher" to the Theosophical Society.

The Main Issue Evad'ed

A5 to the main issue, then, Mrs. Besant evades it

when she says :

.

Theosophical Society, as a whole, cannot be com

mitted to any special solution of this [the sex] problem,

and its members must be left free

This we have not asked ; what we do ask our fellow

members-to do, is to condemn one special and corrupting

Practice as a solution of the problem. Advice to
break

05 gradually-this corrupting habit when once i
t had been

contracted, is not the ground of our protest. I
t is the
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teaching of this thing to men who have never practised i
t, 1

and to boys and childrenwwho
have never heard o

i
it

even, against which we protest.

The Real Cause of the Present Discussion

v
Mrs. Besant says vthat Mr. Leadbeater:

resigned

two and a half years'ago in the vain
attempt to save the

Society from this dissension. ‘

As to a magnanimous resignation there
was little

choice ; the wording of the unanimous resolution

o
i

the

‘Committee shows that clearly enough.

There was, however, only one way in which
Mr.

vLeadbeater could save the Society trorndissension,
as he

himself said before the Advisory Committee :

'

Since this has come forward it would be undesirable

that I should appear before the public, [Italics ours
' The trouble has not been made by those who

accep

ted Mr. Leadbeater’s resignation as the natural sequence

v
0
i

his conduct, but by those who have persistently forced

him into ever greater and greater prominence ;
and

although he has once stated that he does not seek
teem-TY,

he has lent himself‘ in every way to being push
ed forward

publicly, and has thus ‘aided most powerfully in
keeping

this scandal and this dissension alive in the
Theosophical

society with ever greater and greater intensification-
The

Letter of the President in answer to our earnest appeal

will only bring more dissension, and help the more

to

ventilate the unsavoury subject of Mr. Leadbeater’s‘

"‘ solution ” arid methods in the Theosophical
Society

Under Such circumstances how can people be invited

to loin 0m‘ ranks? It is manifestly unfair to allow
0"!’

Siders to involve themselves in such a scandalous
5W3
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of affairs without warning, and that means stating
the facts, Just the very people whom we desire to
welcome will be kept out, and that, too. even with
Mrs. Besant’s letter alone before them, much more

when they come to know the whole matter. What folly
is this to sacrifice the welfare of the Society in the vain

attempt to re-establish the public reputation of an indivi
dual who has lost it on his own confession and by his

persistent refusal to repudiate his pernicious teaching
and practice]

Combined Action Necessary
Already many have left because of the policy pursued

by Mr. Leadbeater’s supporters. In 'America hundreds,
it is said as many as a thousand, have gone out in the last
two and a half years ; and here, among a number of other

good members, we have‘ lost two old General Secretaries
and one former Acting General Secretary. Why. we ask,
should old and valued members, or even the latest recruit,
be driven out of the Society for the sake of one man, who
has taught self-abuse to men, boys, and children, and

Rimes to repudiate his corrupting system P

Combined action
\
being now forced upon us, we

earnestly appeal to our fellow members not to resign indi

vidually, but to join us in our present- protest, and register
their names with us ; so that if still further action is forced

“P011 us we may take it together as a united body. We

aPl’eal not only to the members of our own Section, but

also to all members of the Society who sympathise with

our protest, to give us their support by also registering

their namesv
I 7

We would further ask our sympathisers to let our
pro

m be known as widely as possible in the Society- For‘ i
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while the President has at her disposal not only
the odi

cial organisation of the whole Society but
also the good

services of a widespread inner order, we are dependent
on

unorganised effort.

True Loyalty

Finally, Mrs. Besant calls on us to be “loyal
"
to the

Masters, and “ to Their choice." and
" to work [or Them."

Is it
,

we ask, loyalty to Masters to tolerate and
to refuse

to condemn the teaching of self-abuse P

We say that it is because of our loyalty
to all the

Masters of Morality who have taught the
world through

out the’ ages that we protest, and that
in so doing We

work for Theosophy, and should fail in
our'plain duty

'
were we not ‘to protest. It rs the best loyalty,

therefore,

‘to the Theosophical Society, and ‘also to its
elected Presi

dent, no matter how
“ chosen." to protest, and resist

the

introduction of this teaching
into the thought of the

. Theosophical world, and therewith also
the reinstatement

of Mr- Leadbeater -in the Society without ‘his
full public‘

repudiation of this teaching.

'

We cannot do better than conclude with the
following

Words, quoted from the leaflet entitled
OccultisM an‘

Truth, issued in 1894, at the time of the judge
crisis and

Signed by H. S.
‘ Olcott, A. P. Sinnett, Annie

Besant,

Bertram Keightley, W. Wynr'r Westcott, E- T. Sturdy,
and

C- W. Leadbeater :

r A spurious occultism dailies with truth and
falsehood,

and argues that deception on the illusory physical
plane

is consistent with purity. on the loftier planes on
which the

Occultist has his true life ; it speaks‘ contemptuously

0
i

“ meie Worldly morality "—-a contempt that
might be
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justified it it raised a higher standard, but which is out of

place when the phrase is used to condone acts which the
' “mere worldly morality ” would disdian to practise, The

doctrine that the end justifies means has proved in the

past fruitful of all evil ; no means that are impure can

bring about an end that is good, else were the Good Law
a dream and Karma a mere delusion. From these errors
lows an influence mischievous to the whole Theosophical
Society. undermining the stern and rigid morality neces
sary as a foundation for Occultism of the Right-Hand
Path.

(Sd.) G. R. S. MEAD,

Hansen/r Bunnows.
W. Kmcsuno,
Em'm WARD.

1G, Selwood Place,

Onslow. Gardens, -

London. S. W., Nov., 1908.

After the reproduction of these verylengthy
documents which give us the case for and against
Mr. Leadbeater in the most elaborate and lucid
manner we will not‘ trouble our readers with
any more remarks on this aspect of the Lead
beater case. Mr. Leadbeater was readmitted
into the Theosophical Society and he once ‘more
took up his residence _ at Adyar and started
those occult investigations in collaboration with

Mrs. Besant, of which we shall speak presently.
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LXV

In January 1909 Mrs. Besant announced

in The Theosophist that the General-
Council

had decided to allow Mr. Leadbeater
to return

to the Society. From the witness-box
in the

Police Court Mrs. Besant
said that there was

a second enquiry into the
Leadbeater case two

years later than
the first enquiry, when Mr.

Leadbeater was found
innocent. We have not

before us any account
of this second enquiry

and therefore we are unable
to say anything

about the nature of that
enqu'iry. However,

it

is sufficient for our present
purpose to say that

Mr. Leadbeater was r'e-admitted
into the Theo

sophical Society. This
re-admission, however,

was not accomplished
without considerable

protest on the part
of Theosophists all over

the

world and the resignation
of many prominent

Theosophists- Space at our
disposal will not

permit us to reproduce
here all the objections

raised by 'iheosophists againt
the readmission

of Mr. Leadbeater. The
following circular‘

issued by the officials of the
Indian Section will"

give an idea as to the nature
of the opposition

that existed to Mr. Leadbeater’s
re-admission

Here are the views of the officials of
the India“

Section.

-
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“ We, the undersigned oliicers and members of
Council of the Indian Section, T.S., feel that aserious crisis

hascome in the history of the T. S and that agrave
danger is threatening its future in the proposal to invite

Mr. Leadbeater to return to its ranks. in this connection ‘

we wish to put forward the followirig considerations : —

We fully recognise that the utmost. latitude-in all matters

‘of opinion is the right of its members, and that the Society

has no claim to exercise censorship over their conduct. But

we consider that a distinctim should be drawn between

ordinaryimembers and those who have Occupied a prtimi
nent position in the .past or who are now put forward as

leadersand great teachers For. in the latter case, their
'

Opinions, and teaching; will necessarily be. regnrdedas

being endorsed By the Society as a whole. The assertion
of freedom from dogma and independence of judgment

will not prevent this, for the actions and attitude of

majority of members carry more weight than. the mere
verbal expression of principles. Now it is admitted by
Mr. Leadbeater’s supporters that while giving rules as to
living and thinking in order to lessen the tendency to
certain degrading practices, he has also in certain cases

advised the deliberne continuance of these practices,
within certain limits and as a temporary measure. We
hold that this is contrary to Scriptural teaching and to the
highest stand ll‘ClS of morality. in other cases he has him
self taught these practices as a preventive measure, some

what as a physical dis'ease might be inoculated. We hold
that this "inoculation" of a moral disease is still more
Opposed to the spilit of Scriptural teaching and to even
the average morali; standards. But Mr. Leadbeater is

béing held up as a “ great teacher," an
“
initiate" an

I
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'

'°‘ Arhat,” as one of the leaders of the TS. and as a represen

tative of the Masters, 'whom| members
are earnestly

adjured not to reject ; the President
herself refers to him

as her fellow initiate and as a great
teacher. Further,

Mr. Leadbeater has never said that
he considers these

methods wrong ; he has. it is true, promised
to discon

tinue them but only out of deference
to the opinions of

others. Under these circumstances
we believe that to,

invite him to return to the Society
will inevitably commit

the Society practically though
not technically to acondoning ,

if not an actual endorsement of
his methods, and- that

it

will make it impossible
to safeguard the ‘honour

and

purity of the Society. For these
reasons we cannot sup

port what seems to us to be
so fatal a course.

2. We also believe that it is a serious
‘danger ‘to any

society for any one around whom
notoriety and scandal

have gathered, to be received
as a member, and

placed in a‘ prominent position
as a ,teacher or

leader,

and especially so in
the case of the

Theosophical

standard is

Society, for which it is claimed that
its moral

higher than the average. On account
of the methods

re

ierred to above,v notoriety and scandal
have gathered

around Mr. Leadbeater, and for this
reason also we

con

sider it highly inadvisable that he
should be asked

to
re

turn to the Society.
'

3. We have, for the sake of argument
only, and'be

cause we do not wish to enter into matters
of ‘controversy!

accepted the view put forward by Mr. Leadbeater’s

Supporters
'

But it does not seem to us to be
right that

the vote of the members on a'matter of 'such
serious im'

poflance Should be taken without their being,
as far,”

possible, put in possession of all the facts of the
case
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We should therefore ask that before any vote in

the Indian Section is taken, or accepted as final all the

available information on both sides should be issued in

a form accessible to all members, in order that they may

be able to judge of the riiatter justly.

BALAKRISHNA KAUL

LILIAN EDGER
B. K, LAHERI

RAJENDRA LAL MUKERJEE
ISWARI PRASAD

P. T. SRINIVASA lYENGAR
UPENDRA LAL MAzuMDAR

SURAJ BHAN

BAVANASI BASI MUKERJEE
I am in full accord with the views here expressed.’

UPENDRANATH Bnsu

LXVI.
Writing on this subject M. Edward Schure,

General Secretary of the French Section of the

Theosophical Society, wrote thus :—
Unfortunately things turned out otherwise. The

primary cause of this deviation lies in the close alliance of

Mrs. Besant with Mr. Leadbeater, a learned Occultist, but
of an unsettled dispbsition and doubtful morality. After

_ Mr. Leadbeater had been found guilty by an Advisory

Committee of the T, S. Mrs. Besant publicly announced her
reprobation of the educational methods with which he was

charged. Her verdict of exclusion against the Theo

SOphisls
wholhad

been found to be unworthy was exoeed- ‘

infill’ Severe-

lij
y

an
inconceivable

‘changegof front she

20

.
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soon afterwards declared
her intention of bringing Mr.

Leadbeater into the T. S. again and
she succeeded, not

without some difficulty, in gaining
the vote of the majority

of her colleagues for this purpose.
The excuses she gave

for this recantation were charity
and pardon. The real

reason was that the President
needed Mr. Leadbeater for

her Occult investigations and
that this collaboration

appeared to her necessary to her
prestige. To those who

have followed her words and acts
from that time onwards

it is clearly manifest that Mrs. Besant
has fallen under the

formidable suggestive power of
her dangerous collabora

tor and can only see, think and
act under his absolute

control. The personality henceforward speaking
through

her is no more the author of the
Ancient Wisdom. but

the questionable visionary, the skiltul
master of suggestion

whono longer dares to show himself in
London, Paris or

America, but in the obscurity of a summer house
at Adyar

governs the T. 8'. through its President.
The ill-omened

consequence of this influence was
soon to appear before

the world- through the affair of Alcyone
and the founding

of th Order of the Star in the East.

Mr. Edward Schure is right. The
object

of the re-instatement of Mr. ‘Leadbeater
was to

secure his collaboration for Occultic and
Clair

voyant investigation. It is clear, as
said by

Mr. Edward Schure, that Mrs. Besant had
fallen

under the formidable suggestive power
other

dangerous collaborator,
'
otherwise it is im

possible to account for her surrender other

original position in this unaccountable manner.
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However, after Mr. Leadbeater was reinstated

at Adyar Clairvoyant investigation predomi

nated in the working of the heads of the Theo

sophical Society. These investigations preten

ded to read the records of the past and to forecast

the events‘ of the future, As the result of these

investigations carried on in Adyar in 1910
the two Occultist collaborators have produced a

» book called “Man, Whence, How and Whither."
The collaborators in the foreword to the book

'say that \“ in the heat of the summer many
of the students were away and we shut

ourselves up so as to be uninterrupted for five

evenings every week, we observed and said ex

actly what we saw and two members, Mrs. Van

Hook and Don Fabrizio Ruspoli, were good
enough to write down all we said exactly as we
said it

.

These two sets of notes have been

preserved. They are woven into the present
story ..... I. ......... ..‘........ ...... ..”.

I’

That was
how the book came to be written, and now that
we find the contents of the book so delightfully

moonshiny we must pick out certain gems
and bring them to the notice of our readers.
The book gives the life history of several in

dividuals trorn'their earliest days in the Moon

down to the present time, and in order to

/
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designate these’ individuals names have been

given by which they can be recognised through
‘

out the dramas in which they take part. We

had better give some of the dramatis persona’

here in order that our readers may recognise

them in the following narratives. The fol
lowing are the leading dramatic characters :

Surya--'l‘he Lord Maitraya ;

Mars-Mahatma M ;
Mercury—Mahatma K. H. ;
Alcy'one—] Krishnamurthi ;
Fides_G. S. Arundale ;
Herakles—-Annie Besant ;

Lutetia-Charles Bradlaugh _;
Mizar-——]. Nithiananda ;

P01ariS——B. P. Wadia ;
Celene-C. ]inarajadasa ;
Sirius—C. W- Leadbeater ;

Ulysses—H. S. Olcott ;
Vajra—'H. P. Blavatsky.

We are told‘that a large number of Egoes
who were associated together in these different
generations are just now in Hindu bodies, but thfi

collaborators were unwilling to expose them to

the mockery and persecution they would be like

iv to suffer if they were named, but all the same
we can Spotseveral'of these Egoes in Brahmin
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bodies. Now to proceed with the narrative,
our first acquaintance with Mrs. Besant is in the

early times of the Moon Chain. Here is an

account of her life as given by the Clairvoyant

colloborators :—

There is a hut in which dwells a Moon-man, his
wife and children ; these we know in later times under
the names of Mars and Mercury, the Mahaguru and

Surya. A number of these monkey creatures live round
the but and give to their owners the devotion of faithful

dogs ; among them we notice the future Sirius, Herakles,

Alcyone and Mizar to whom we may give their future
names for the purpose of recognition,though they are still

non-human. Their Astral and mental bodies have grown
under the play of their owners’ human intelligence as

those of domesticated animals now develop under our

own. Sirius is devoted chiefly to Mercury, Herakles to

Mars, Alcyone and Mizar are passionately attached ser

vants of the Mahaguru and Surya. One night there is an

alarm, the but is surrounded ‘by savages, supported by

their domesticated ‘animals, fierce and Strong, resembling

furry lizards and crocodiles, The faithful guardians spring

up around their Masters’ hut and fight desperately in its

defence ; Mars comes out and drives back the assailants,

using some weapon they do not possess; but while‘ he

drives them backwards a lizard-like creature springs, darts

‘behind him into the but and catching up the child Surya

begins to carry him away. Sirius springs at him, bears him

down and throws the child to Alcyone, who carries him

back into the hut, while Sirius grapples with the lizard,

and after a desperate struggle kills it falling senseless
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badly mangled over its body. Meanwhile a savage slips

behind Mars and stabs at his back, but Herakles with one

leap flings himself between his Master and the weapon

and receives the blow full on his breast and falls dying.
-The savages are now flying in all directions and Mars

feeling the fall of some creature against his back staggers
and recovering himself turns. He recognises his faithful

animal defender, bends over his dying servant and

places his head in his lap, the poor monkey lifts his eyes
full of intense devotion to his Master’s face and the act of

service done of passionate desire to save calls down a

stream of response from the Will aspect of the Monad in
a fiery rush of power, ‘and in the very moment of dying

the monkey individualises and thus he dies-a man.

LXVll.
Here we see the exact period when Mrs.

Besant called Herakles through all her lives,

evolves from a monkey into a man, and the trans

formation or evolution or whatever you may call
'

it is brought about by the placing. of the head

of Herakles in the lap of Mars, otherwise called

Mahatma M. We have not been able to find in

the book the exact moment when Mr. Lead

beater developed from a monkey into a man. We

see Herakles again in the sixth round of the

Moon Chain fighting as a warrior against savages.
The next that we hear of Herakles is in the

fourth Root race which is about 600,000 3- C’

which was 250,000 years after the first great
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cataclysm which rent the continent of firtlantis.
She arrived with Mars, Mercury’ and others.
Mars was born with Surya and Mercury for his

father and mother and with Herakles as his elder

sister. We next meet Herakles as the wife of

Mars, -a General under the White Emperor at
the city of the Golden Gates somewhere about

100,000 B. C. Next Herakle§ is met with as a

young unmarried man in Egypt, the son of Sirius.

Herakles is here reported to have died fighting.
Then we meet Herakles again, this time the

I

father of a big bouncing girl Psyche and a son

Fides alias Mr. G. S. Arundale. Some genera
tions afterwards we notice Herakles with Sirius

_
as a wife. Herakles paysacompliment to his
wife Sirius who is described as a tall, rather

muscular woman, a notable housewife and very

kind to her rather large family among whom we

observe Alcyone, Mizar, Uranus, Selene and

Neptune. It seems that in this life Herakles
had brought some Tlavatli nobles as captives
from a foray, and a, sonvof these, Apis, married
his niece Gemini much to the anger of the

Proud Aryan family that looked on this marriage
as a Mesalliance. It appears from this that caste

distinctions were already commencing. We
are told that in a catastrophe about B.C. 75,025,
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Egypt went under water and
when the swamps

became inhabitable Egypt
was inhabited by

a Negroid people and after
these came the

second Atlantian Empire with _a great dynasty

of divine Kings'and with many
of the heroes

whom Greece later regarded
as demi-Gods

among whom was. Herakles, our
'

own

Mrs. Besant. At‘a considerably
later period

the Egoes of our present Theosophical
friends

took part in the building of
the South African

Empire where we _find Mai/s
as the Monarch

with his faithful Herakles as
ruler of a, Province

under him. The name of the
Province is not

given but we are told that
Sirius was born

in

Mashonaland. Probably 'Herakles
was a ruler

of Matabeleland. Neat we pass
on

sub-race, thenIranian, the period
being about

B. C. 30 000, and here Herakles
a- strong good

looking young man arrives at

Bridge in a caravan from Mesopotamia,

place. We wonder what Herakles
thinks now of

his old country Mesopotamia.
Next We'find

Herakles as the son-in-law of Sirius.
Even in

these ancient births there were love
affairs and

we are told that in one birth Herakles
and Al'

cyone tell in love with the same young
woman

to the third
’

Fides, a handsome girl with a decided nose. Thev

I
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girl with the decided nose preferred Alcyone

and the disconsolate Herakles decided to com

mit suicide. But his father Mars advised him

not to be a fool. Thus the inclination to

commit suicide also seems to have been brought

from previous birth. In B. C. 18,875 we are

told that Mars, with a number of followers reach~

ed the great plains of India and there enjoyed l
the hospitality of his old comrade Viraj who

was then ruling as King Podishpan. The

King's son was married to the daughter of Mars

and so an alliance was established. At that time

Southern India was a large kingdom under King

Huzararida. ‘ Surya under the name of Byarsba

was the High Priest of‘the kingdom. Surya

received the visitors who are described as the

high nosed strangers from the North who were

‘certified as being well-fitted to be priests.

They were accordingly made into hereditary

priests and these, we are told are the ancestors of

the Brahmins of Southern India. This is how

South India is ‘described as coming peacefully
under the Aryan rule. Crut who succeeded

Saturn 'died without issue and Herakles the

second son of Mars was elected by the people to

the vacant throne establishing an Aryan dynasty.

x
So this is not the first time that Mrs. Besant _
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has been elected by the people of Southern

India as their ruler. That event took place

some time about 18, 875 B. C. and Mrs. Besant

is now only reclaiming her former kingdom.
It

is not like Mrs. Besant to do
things by halves.

She is not likely to remain satisfied with being

elected King of Southern
India. She wanted

to be King of Northern India as well and this
is

1

how it came to pass. In B. C. 17,455 Mars

led an expedition into India. This expedition

got into India and pressed on to Delhi
or rather

to the place where Delhi now stands.
in

this place they built the first city on the
impe

rial site. The city was named Ravipu'r‘.
This

Ravipur was the first Imperial City established

on the site of the present Delhi. It was
Mars

who established the city, who very soon
left it

to his eldest son Herakles who was much
aided

by Alcyone his dearest friend. Thus
we have

Mrs. Besant ‘elected King of Southern India
in

B. C. 18,875 and succeeding as the King
Of

'Dehli in B. C. 17,455. Her right to the King

dom of India is thus established on in contest

able evidence and .a consideration of these

facts will, it is hoped, diminish further
opposi

tion 'to Queen Annie Besant's legitimate
claims

These are the events of the past. We have
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also before us the prophecies of the future. The

collaborators see in the future‘ a federation

of nations. They describe the existence of a

hereditary monarchy in Great Britain with all

real power in the hands of the king with minis

ters in charge of separate departments.

Parliament has disappeared from- Great

Britain and we see in its place a number of‘

officials established. Nothing like Home Rule

or the Scheme of the Congress and the Moslem

League is found working anywhere. Probably

if these investigations had been made after

1915 the prophecy for the future ‘may have

been of a different kind. But in 1910 by the

help of Clairvoyance neither Mrs. Besant nor

Mr; Leadbeater could see Home Rule any

Where; but these prophecies are only of

secondary importance. The main outcome of

the'Clairvoyant investigation was the discovery

that a great world Teacher was about to enter

the world and the human being whose body is

to be the physical vehicle for this worold
Teacher

was already in the Theosophical Society and

it fell to the task of Mrs. Besant and Mr.

Leadbeater to train this body for his future res

ponsibility. The physical body that the ex

pected world Teacher was to use belongs to I
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]. Krishnamurthi, the son of retired Tahsildar

Narayana Iyer.
'

I

LXVlll

The preparation of the physical body

occupied by the Ego Alcyone for the occupation

of the coming world Teacher Lord Maitreya

began, as far as we know, with an “initiation”

‘ceremony which took place at Adyar on January

11th and 12th, 1910. According to the Theo

s'ophist
“ Ianuary witnessed at the rare conjunc

tion of the planets'noted by all astrologers
the

Occult birth of the young child who in due time

shall be the vehicle for the blessing of
the

world. 2000 years have run their course
since

a similar gift was vouchsafed to the sorrowful

star "- And again in the Theosophist for March

1911 Mrs. Besant wrote thus :—-“ It (AdYaY)
has

been held worthy by the guardians
of the Society

to receive and train those chosen to take part
in

‘the great work of the near future-the coming

of the world Teacher.\ Here last 13mm)’
'

carefully ~guarded lay the empty body
of the

Young disciple taken away to Tibet for
his

mystic initiation and hither the new initiate

returned to take up again his dwelling therein

to live under the guardianship
of his elder
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brothers until the time is ripe for the ending

of their trust”. Thus we find again and

again in the pages of the Theosophist anxious

expectations of the coming of the greatest

Messenger from the White Lodge, the supreme

Teacher, the great Rishi, the Bodhi Sattava, the

Lord Maitreya, the Blessed Budha. We were

told that “this supreme world Teacher is await
ing the striking of his hour and already the

steeps of the Himalayas are echoing to the foot

steps that tread them to descend into the world

of men.” We need not go into the details of
_

the ceremony of initiation described in the

Theosophist. At about the‘ same time a new

Order was established called the Order of the \

Star in the East. Many joined the Order and

the certificates were presented to the members

by the head of the Order, I. Krishnamurthi.

Mr. G. S. Arundale thus describes what took

place at the meeting where Krishnamurthi dis

tributed the prizes to the members of the Order

of
the
Star in the East. t‘ The line of members

began to pass up the central passage and one or

two received their papers with a bow to the

Head and a friendly smile - from him and

then came a sudden and startling change.‘ The

whole atmosphere altered and the air was
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thrown into powerful pulsing vibrations of a

I
most extraordinary force. All saw'the young

figure draw itself up and take an air
of serene

~and dignified majesty, a stateliness
new

and strange. The approaching member
in

voluntarily dropped on his knees bowing

his head to the ground ‘and the
smile

shone out radiant, compassionate and
tender.

What else some saw let me now tell. A great

coronet of brilliant shimmering blue appeared
a

foot or so above the young head and
from this

descended funnel-wise bright streams
of blue

light till they touched the dark hair
entering and

flooding the head. The Lord Maitreya
was

there embodying Himself in His
Chosen.

Within the coronet glazed the crimson
of the

symbol of the Master ]esus, the Rosy
Cross, and

high in air well nigh from the roof
blazed

down a dazzling flashing star’which all
initiates

know. Around, guarding the building
Within,

making as it were a living wall, hung
the great

green Devas, a quadrangle of coruscating
light

and colour, glorious, ever-enriching ranks
beauty

and of joy.” We will not trouble our readers

with any lenghty quotation of such ravingS-
We

are told that a second initiation ceremony 100k

place in Sicily in 1912, and in the Link
for
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August 1912 it is" stated “and we are now in
such a time, while we are waiting for the

coming of the Maitreya.” Thus the physical
body of Krishnamurthi was made ready for
the occupation of Lord Maitreya. While the
body was left in Adyar the Ego inside was taken
.to Tibet and after initiation returned once more
to the body left behind at Adyar. We do not
know what was done at Sicily. Perhaps the
‘body was left in Sicily while the Ego went
across the sea to Monte Carlo and came back.
Lord Maitreya appeared in the middle of a

brilliant blue light above the head of Krishna
murthi and peeped in, and he must have been
satisfied that the head was empty and ready for
occupation. ‘

While all things were ready for the
occupation of Krishnamurthi's body by the
coming world Teacher there was a slight hitch
in the shape of a law suit.
arrangement may be in the country inhabited
by the great White Brotherhood, on this
earth inhabited by ‘ordinary mortals there
are certain laws made‘ by men which
all have to obey. It so happened that
Krishnamurthi, as he was known in Madras, was
3 minor and his father Narayaniah was his

Whatever the _
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natural guardian, and here is
the evidence given

by Mr. Narayaniah, the father
of Krishnamurthi

as to what he saw at Adyar.
Mr. Narayaniah

said that one morning he saw
Nityananda stad

ing voutside Mr. Leadbeater's
bungalow and he

asked where Krishna was.
Nitya told him that.

Krishna was inside. The
doors of Mr. Lead

_ beater’s room were
all shut v(here witness

wrote

on a piece of paper what
he alleges that he saw‘

after opening the door and
he handed the paper

to his Lordship). He said
to Mr. Leadbeater

“You filthy brute" and he took
his-boy's hand

and came out. He had no
talk with Mr. Lead

beater beyond the use
of that expression.

Somewhat similar evidence
was given by

Lakshman, aservant of Mrs. Besant.
Lakshman

said that
"‘ one morning he went

to
‘
Mr.

Leadbeater’s bath room to
fetch his towel,

but

was surprised to see Leadbeater
and Krishna

vmurthi there both naked.
He considered its

sinful act for: Hindus to bathe
completely naked

and through shame he did not call
Mr. Lead

beater but he went away.” Of
course, Mr‘

Narayaniah and Lakshman may
have been

.ignorant of the Theosophical process
of preparing

a Physical 'body for the occupation
of a world

Teacher, and what Mr. Narayahiah
saw and whfli
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Lakshman saw may only have been different

stages of the preparation of Krishnamurthi’s

body for the world teacher to enter, but proba
bly due to this misunderstanding Narayaniah
filed a suit in the Madras High Court praying
for a declaration that he was entitled to the

guardianship and custody of his minor boys,
“for a declaration if necessary that the defen
dant is not entitled or in any case is unfit to be

in charge of the said boys, for an order direct

ing the defendant to hand over the ,boys to
the plaintiff or to such other persons as the

Hon’ble Court may deem meet and for costs of
the suit and for such further or other relief

I

as the Hon’ble Court may deem meet.” We
need not here describe the trial. They will be
found published in extenso in a book called

“Mrs. Besantand the Alcyone Case," published

‘by Messrs. Goodwin & Co., Mylapore, Madras_
The case ended in the plaintiff's favour

both in the Original and Appellate Courts. The

judgments in the case will be found published
in the appendix to the book. But on a special

\ appeal to the Privy Council the decisions of the

Madras High Court were reversed on a techni
cal point oi jurisdiction. Another suit arising
out of the Leadbeater case was a criminal

21
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prosecution for defamation against the present
writer and Dr. U. Rama Rao, the editor and
publisher'respectively of a medical journal call

ed the Antiseptic for an article published in that

journal entitled “Psychopathia “Sexualis in a

Mahatma”; That article concluded with the

following passagez-“We have nothing but pity

‘for these sexual degenerates—the Mahatma K
.

H. and Mr. Leadbeater and the rest. They are

paying the penalty for a life unphysiologically

spent. That a sexual degenerate like Leadbeater

should pose as a seer who could see into the

future and the past, we can easily under-

‘

stand. We wonder if he can see} far

back enough to make out and tell ‘ us

I

whether in one of his previous births he

was Onan, the son of ]uda and Suah and

grandson of Israel. But whatever he was in his

previous existence, he is at present a public

danger in Madras. We trust that the members
of the medical profession will do all that lies in

their power to mitigate ‘the evil effects o
f

the teaching of the Mahatma suffering from

Psychopathia Sexualis and his disgusting
instrument Mr, Leabeater_” The prosecution
failed, but it served a useful purpose as it was

Instrumental in bringing before Ethe publica
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good deal of the material which we have used

in this book.
'

The effect of the law suits was to render the

Theosophical Society practically useless as an

advertising medium for Mrs. Besant. This drove

her to the necessity of achieving a new position

by means of new activities. We are all aware

of the T'heosophic movement in favour of social

reform. The Theosophical Society had been

exceedingly reactionary on most social questions

connected with the Hindu community with the

one exception of early marriage. Mrs. Besant

in the past had occupied herself with defending

many superstitious Observances of Hinuism
connected with caste and family which even

. many Hindus had given up as hopeless to

defend. But when she started the social reform

movement. within the Theosophical Society, she

went the whole hog, and tried to capture as

many followers as possible. Another movement

started by Mrs. Besant was to establish a rival

institution to the Young Men’s Christian

Association which has a magnificent building

inMadras on the Esplanade Road. Mrs. Besant ..
started a Young Men’s Indian Association and
since then, she has secured a fine building for

‘this institution which is her creation. But these

\
.
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were only preliminaries to her ultimate objective

which was to capture the Indian politicians and

enrol them as her worshippers. The same

policy which she had successfully pursued in

connection with Theosophy she also followed in

connection with Indian politics. Mr. Lovat Fraser

in his article in the Edinburgh Review says : “She
exalted Indian spiritual ideals at the expense of

Weskrn materialism, which is not a difficult
process ; and by gulling the unthinking and the

credulous with stories of a golden age of India,

which never existed, she managed to attract a

fairly large following”. The process was

repeated in the region of Indian politics. She

praised everything IndianQnd ran down every

thing European till the Indians stood revealed

as so many martyrs suffering untold tyrannies
at the hands of the British barbarians. She

also told the Indians at a conference at Chittore

that she being a white woman, she could say and

do things which the Indians themselves could
not, and as her white skin would save her, she

would undertake a vigorous political agitation
on behalf of the Indians. The programme suited
the Madrasi

_ Brahmin excellently. The

Madrasi Brahmin is ‘ambitious but he

prefers to achieve his political ambitions
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without running any risks. The idea of a white

woman practically immune from the rigours of

Government action, undertaking all the risks

while the Brahmins reaped all the rewards, was

an arrangement which suited the peculiarly

I
selfish instincts of the Madrasi Brahmin. It

also suited Mrs. Besant. She knew that as a

White woman, the risks that she ran were very

little while the programme that she had sketched

out opened up a magnificent avenue for self

advertisement. Thus was she launched on her

political _career. She constituted herself

as the kinght errant who was to ride abroad

redressing Indian wrongs and receiving the

homage and adoration of the “down trodden
”

Indians whom it was her special privilege to'lift

up to their rightful position of citizens of the

British Empire. She armed herself with the

necessary weapon of political warfare, a (daily

newspaper, and launched on that campaign

which was to make Indians free and herself the

uncrowned \queen of India. Mrs. Besant’s first

big move in Indian politics was to bring about

a. union between the Extremists and Moderates
0f the National Congress, in other words she

wanted the active co-operation on Mr. B. G.

Tilak .and ‘his followers in her Indian political
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campaign. Her first attempt in this direction

failed and following this failure, we find
in the

columns of New India a threat that

if
‘

the

Congress still remained in a

condition o
f

masterly inactivity, i
t will be well for young

people to take action, not in opposition
to the

Congress which must always be regarded
as the

head of political activities in
India, but as supple

menting' its‘ work in a field which

it does not

wish to occupy‘at present.
This is practically

an ultimatum to the Congress
from Mrs. Besant

to say that if the Congress
will not , take up

Home 'Rule “1 shall”. Then
followed in New

India a series of articles on the resurrection

o
f

Asia and it claimed that India
should be given

Home Rule as a sort of defensive
measure a must

the advance of China. These
articles fore

shadowed the development
of China as a great

military power with the consequent
danger t

o

India of a Chinese invasion. New
India pleaded

that India should be enabled to stand
on her

own legs in order to repel the Chinese
invasion.

Then, on the 3rd of August 1915
,New India

expressed the opinion that the people

o
f India.

Should agitate for self-government and
should

fight for freedom and exclaimed in

a truly

dramatic fashion “Who will joinhands with
us!"
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On August 17th, 1915 New India proclaimed
that in the reconstruction of the Empire lay the _

opportunity of India for freedom, and on the

21st August “ A Britisher " wrote in New India

that “the chieflhinderance to the acquirement

of self-Government for the motherland is not its

rulers, not the Anglo-Indian press .......... ..it is

theinactivity, the terpidity, the painful indiffe

rence of the Indians themselves. One has often

heard of unrest in India; but honestly, I am

inclined to think it is largely a fiction, a creation

of the journalistic and oratorical imagination.

The plain fact appears to me to be that on this

point, India is too ruinously easygoing. This

tendency to remain indolently satisfied with

‘things as they are, to drift helplessly with the

stream, looks perilously like a damning proof of

her unawareness, her insensitiveness to her

immediate needs and opportunities” (italics are

Outs). On September 7th 1915, New India

announced that Mrs. Besant had gone to

Bombay to ascertain Sir Pherzoshah Mehta’s

views on the political situation as regards India

and England, in other words to discuss with

him the question of Home Rule, and on

September 13th, she gave an interview to an

Associated Press representative in Bombay when
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she talked of India's right for self-Government

. and said that the country must be stirred in the

matter and that
‘the Congress should lead the

country. If the Congress did not, Mrs. Besant
said that she would take up the question her

self. She continued and said that after
the

Congress had formulated a scheme
of self

Government, which she would like to call Home

Rule for India, the country will be stirred
in

behalf of it. On the 15th of September,
she

wrote on the Congress and self-Government

and advised Sir S.P. Sinha, the President of
the

Congress of 1915 to claim Swaraj. There
was

an attack on Sir Pherozshah Mehta in which
she

‘said that that gentleman
had so long,dominated

Bombay that
V

it was doubtful if any one else

there had the courage to lead while he
himself

was too ill to be depended upon. Moreover,
a

sick man could not. be vigorous nor inclined
to

sketch a vigorous policy for his followers.
She

I said that a vigorous policy was above all
things

wanted in the Bombay Congress of 1915 and

that till then, Bombay had given no sign of PIC‘

paring anything in the way ofa Home Rulev

scheme. On September 25th 1915, the Home

Rule League was born with Home Rule
for

'India as its only object. At first it was announc
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ed that Mr. Dadabai Naoroji was the President

of the League, but that venerable gentleman

promptly disclaimed any connection with the

newly born organisation and nothing more was

heard on the subject afterwards. Sir Pherozeshah

M ehta died in November 1915 and almost the

last obstacle which stood inthe way of the

capture of the National Congress by the Home

Rulers was thus removed. Home Rule activities

continued under the energetic guidance of Mrs.

Besant. ;,What took place at the Bombay Con

gress presided over by Sir S. P. Sinha,» how he

checkmated the “impulsive eagerness of Mrs,

Besant to get the Congress committed to the,

Home Rule propaganda are well-known to

Indian politicians. But after the Congress of

1915 with the semi-detachment of Sir S. ‘P.

Sinha from Congress activities, Mrs. Besant made

more headway. With the deaths of Mr. Ghokale

and Sir Pherezoshah Mehta, with the partial‘

retirement of Sir S. P. Sinha,‘ there was hardly

an old Congress leader who could stand up and

fight the increasing agitation for catastrophic

changes. Moderate Congress leaders like‘ the

snakes in Ireland committed'political suicide to

save themselves from destruction. The Con

gress of 1916 under an old and respectable
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figurehead was captured by the Besantine
clique.

The increased irritation
felt in certain Muham

madan quarters mainly due to certain
events

which were developing in the Moslem
world

politics, threw them into the lap
of Besantine

politicians and since then, we
have had the

spectacle ot the so-called Congress
and Moslem

League posing as the representatives
of the

whole of India. Mrs. Besant who
is supposed’

to have received a mandate from
this ill-assor

ted combination of the Congress andMoslemi

League went full steam ahead.
Our rgaders in

this Presidency need not be reminded
of the

fury and vigour of her political
activities in

this Presidency
in the year 1917.. With

the

increase in the vigour of her political
agitation,

the courage of the Madras Government
seem—

ed to ooze out. The more diplomatic’
the

Madras Government became, the more
dramatic

became the political situation created
by Mrs

Besant. She seemed to expect deportation
of

internment, but the Madras Government
moved

not. On one occasion she arranged the
Stage

for her theatrical political exit. She wrote
and

‘

‘published her farewell address to the people
0i

“36 Madras Presidency, wrote
her last will

and testament and stood ready for her exit
from
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the political stage, but the Madras Government

would'not let the curtain down. The situation

was ludicrous. The agitation was resumed and

things went on for some time longer, when to

the arhazement of a few and to the amusement of

all, the Madras Government proceeded against

Mrs-Besant under the Press Act. What
an

anticlirnax that Press Act prosecution was I

Then later on, came her internment. As a prelude

to the internment, His Excellency the Governor

.caine down from the hills and granted an

interview to Mrs. Besant at Government House,

Mount ‘Road. Nothing could have been better

from Mrs. Besant’s point of view. The interview

was exceedingly dramatic and Mrs. Besant

walked out~of Government House like a tragedy

queen injured and oppressed by a cruelly auto

cratic Government. Then came‘ the internment.

We have heard that British politicians have

waxed eloquent on English platforms about the’

Cruelty of making Mrs. Besant rot in jail; while
- the High Priestess of Home Rule went comfort

abl)’ up to-the queen of hill stations, drove in her

own motor ‘car, from the railway station to her

own bungalow, and there, in the company of

her own political colleagues lay reclining on the
hills like gods together nursing her grievances
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against the Madras Government
and posing as

a martyr for all India to admire
and weep over,

while her followers went all
over the country

with as if to say
“ if you have tears prepare

to
_

shed them now.” The interned queen
held dur

bars at Gulistan with the Home
Rule flag float

ing outside waving its
challenge to the Madras

dared. Children of Israel when
they were pas

sing through the yalley of misery
used it as well.

Mrs. Besant. when she was going
through

the precautionary measure of
internment, used

it as an advertisement and used
the advertise

ment with such effect that the
Viceroy forth

with took 'her as a partner
in ‘the ' creation of

a

calm political atmosphere for
the special

benefit of the Secretary of State.
How she accom

plished this task, and what sort
of calm poli

tical atmosphere
was the result, are matters

of

Common knowledge. We have a shrewd
sus

picion that she has scored both over
the Madras

Government and the
Government of India

and
'

that she has come out of her ‘internment
stronger

than when she went in. She has succeeded
in

converting the Theosophical Society,
which was

Originally a religious‘ one, into a political
One

In a letter to the Government of‘Madras
She
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said “The Theosophical Society cannot identify

itself with any special creed religious, social or

political, but it can and ought to stand‘ for

- the' sacred right of free speech, for all opinions

which do not excite crime and can see that His

Excellency’s instinctive attack of religious

liberty shows the true spirit of autocracy
and

hatred of all freedom. It has therefore allied

itself in this struggle in enien'te cordialé with the

National Congress, the Moslem League and the

Home Rule League in one solid body united in

resistance to autocracy and in defence of the

liberty of the people and I, as President of the

Theosophical Society will conclude no separate

peace." Mrs. Besant has the advantage over the
'

Entente Powers which are fighting in Europe;

They are still trying to bring about a unity of

command. Mrs. Besant by being the head of the

Theosophical Society, the National Congress and

the Home Rule League has already accomplish“

ed this unity of command and embodies
in

herself all these three bodies at war with the

'' Government of India, now in a temporary

condition of armed neutrality. .

Mrs. Besant may consider with pardonable

pride, that ‘her election as
President of the

Indian National Congress of 191] was a great
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‘personal triumphv for her. She
entered the

arena of Indian politics only in 1914,
and

‘within three years to have been able
to Wear

the Martyr’s crown, and to win the blue
ribbon

of native Indian politics, is a
record in political

progress. This crowning success of Mrs.
Besant’s

\brief Indian political career was brought
about

by methods hitherto foreign
'to .the Indian

National Congress. To pack
the reception

committee with new members whose
subscrip

tions were paid by annonymous
patrons who

remained behind the screen and pulled
the wires,

is more the method of Tammany
Hall than of

the Indian National Congress. But
the Congress

whose'Presidentship she secured by such
means

.was only the ghost of the Indian
National

Congress, which by years of steady work
carried

on with moderation and sagacity,'with
a single

eye for India's political advancement
had at

last secured recognition as the common political

platform for educated India. To
attain this

position the Congress had, with considerable

difficulty, to purge itself of disruptive
elements’

in Indian politics. To bring back these forces

of political extremism and disorder and
to

drive out the more sober and steadying
influ

fllces which have been the making of the
Indian
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National Congress was the main work of Mrs.

Besant. With the ascendency of Mrs. Besant
in the control of the Indian National Congress, its
'national and representative character disappear

ed. The work that the leaders of Indian National

Movement did in thirty years, Mrs. Besant has
undone in three. She has successfully played
the part vof the “pied piper” and enticed the

. school boys to follow her as a tumultous shout

ing crowd. The elder Indian politicians, who

had hitherto exercised the function of a brake

on the Indian Political -Movements frightened
at the possible development of political hooliga

nism on the part of the immature crowd and

its hare-brained leader, deserted their post in

the most cowardly manner. Mrs. Besant once

wrote that “ a woman who fought her way out

of Christianity and whiggism into free thought

and Radicalism absolutely alone, who gave up

every old friend, male and female, rather than

resign the beliefs she had struggled to in solitude,
‘

who again in embracing active socialism, has

run counter to the view of her nearest male

friends,such a woman may very likely go-wrong

but I think she may venture, without conceit,
to at least claim independent judgment." Yes,

the woman who cut the- Theosophical Society
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into two because she wanted the
collaboration of

an occultic mountebank, whose
morality was

condemned by most Theosophists ;
a woman

who‘ disturbed
the ordered political progress

of

a great country because she
was in a hurry in

her- old age to secure’supreme
political power

to her worshippers in order
that she might pose

as the liberator of a down-trodden
country, may

claim independent though highly
erratic

judgment. The German
Crown Prince when

remonstrated with by the
Kaiser about the

heavy German losses at Verdun
is reported to

have replied that he was brave
enough to hear the

German losses with fortitude.
Mrs. Besant, when

her attention was drawn to
the broken up home

and outraged friendships claims
independent

judgment. A woman's whims
elevated to th

e
dignity of independence

of v judgment may

break a loving mother's heart,
may break up

a happy home, may bring a world-wide
society

which others have built up with tact
and indus

try to the very verge of win, but i
t is time to cry

‘ halt

’ when the political future

o
f a great

country is attempted to be sacrificed
at the altar

of the vanity of that woman, a

vanity which

seems to be insatiable. The conduct

o
f

those

Indian political leader; who
battered away

the
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interests of their country for the flattery
of an

adventuress who preaches patristism to
Indians

while belittling the achievements of her
own

country and countrymen, will receive
the

censure of history and the condemnation
ot

posterity. The British administrators
of this

country who hide their indecision under
the

cloak of diplomacy and have permitted
the

development of a dangerous revolutionary
move

ment in this country will yet have time in their

retirement in the cool atmosphere of
their

country, to contemplate how they fell
short of

the ideals established by the great British

pioneers who built and consolidated the British

Empire in India, and how near they were to

wrecking the Empire which others, made
of

sterner stuff, had established. Of the woman

whose public activities we have chronicled we

Will only say, more in sorrow than in anger, Alas
!

What a noble mind was
there.





APPENDIX l
REPORT OF '

MEETING CALLED BY COLONEL OLCOTT.

TO DISCUSS

CERTAIN CHARGES AGAINST C.W. LEADBEATER

oRosvENoR HOTEL,

Buckingham Palace Road, S. W.,

LON DON

On Wednesday, May 16th, 1906, at 5 pm.

(COPY).

Present :—Col. H. S. Olcott, Mr. Burnett as represen
tative of the Executive Committee of the American

Section, Mr. P. E. Bernard as representative of the Execu
tive Committee of the French Section, and the members of
the Executive Committee. of the British Section, namely,
Mr. Sinnett, Dr. Nunn, Mr. Mead, Mrs. Stead, Miss Ward,
Miss Spink, Mrs. Hooper, Mr. Glass, Mr. Keightley and

Mr. Thomas.

Mr. Leadbeater ‘was also in attendance and present
'
at the' first part of the meeting. Col. Olcott took the chair
and asked Mr. Glass to act as Sepretary to the meeting.
Col. Olcott :—I have called you together to act as an

advisory board in the matter before us. The matter is to
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listen to charges against Mr. Leadbeater
of having

systematically taught boys the practice
of self-abuse. You

have read the documents. Among them
is a partial confes

sion of Mr. Leadbeater, and rebutting evidence.
The

Executive Committee of the American Section
would have

expelled the accused but he
is not a member of their

Section. They therefore appealed to the
President Founder

to help them and sent a representative
of the section. The

accused being a member of the
London Lodge of the British

Section, and holding the office of Presidential
Delegate,

and the Appeal being made by the
Executive Committee

of a Section it acquires an importance
which prevents me

from leaving the matter in its ordinary
course to a Lodge.

I have therefore asked the Executive Committee
of the

British Section to assist me.’
The French Congress

Committee have cancelled Mr. Leadbeater’s
invitation to

act as Vice-President. of the Congress.
I have asked them

to send a delegate to be present. So
that we may avoid

the least appearance of unfair play
I have asked MI‘

Leadbeater to attend the meeting.
I will call upon the

American and French delegates to read
their credentials

Mr. Burnett then read the following :

“ Extract from Minutes of the Executive Committee,

American Section, T. S. held in N. Y . C. on April
13,1906.”

“ Resolved that the Commissioner
appointed by

the

Executive Committee of the American
Section, T. S. in the

C. W. Leadbeater case be and hereby is
instructed.

authorised and empowered as follows :

First. That he go to Europe forthwith,
taking with

him documents containing charges and evidence
against

C. W- Leadbeater and personally lay them before
the

President-Founder and the Lodge or
Lodges of the‘T-

5
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of which the accused is a member, and ask that they be

acted upon immediately; saidv Commissioner giving all

the assistance in his power to bring the matter to a

speedy and final issue.

Second : That he shall also place in the hands of the

General Secretary of the British Section T. S. a copy of
the said charges and evidence with accompanying docu

ments for his information asking his aid and that of the

President-Founder in bringing the matter to an early and

satisfactory conclusion without unnecessary publicity. so
that the good name and well-being of the T. S. move
ment and of the T. S. may thereby be safeguarded
as far as possible.

Third : That the said Commissioner shall report

progress by cable and letter from time to time to the
General Secretary, and on the termination ' of his mission
shall submit to the Executive Committee a full and final

report in writing of ‘same.
It is understood and agreed that there is nothing in

. the foregoing instructions to the Commissioner that will in
any way interfere with his using his best judgment when,
after consultation with the President-Founder, a somewhat
different method of procedure should be decided upon.” /

(Sd.) ALEXANDER FULLERTON,

Gen. Secy.

Col. Olcott translated the following Resolutions of the

Executive Committee of the French Section.
" To Dr. Th. Pascal—-copy of the official report of

the Meeting of the French Committee held in Paris on the
13th May.

(Sd.) PIERRE E. BERNARD,
Asst. Gen- Secy.
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(1) Le Conseil-d’Adrninistration
estirne que, sile Dr.

Pascal, Secretaire Generale de la
Section, recoit du Colonel

Olcott l’ invitation otficielle d’envoyer
un representantvde la

Section francaise au comite
torme envue -d’examiner

l’affaire C. W. L. il ya . . . . . . .
d’envoyer ce delegue

(Adopte a l‘unanimite).

(2) Le ou les delegues
envoyes auront carte, blanche.

(Adopte par 5 voix Sur, 6,
le comt Courmes d'etant

abstanu).

(3) Sont designes comme
delegues, conjointernent

:—

"/Le Dr. Pascal, Secretaire Genl.
M. Pierre Bernard, Seer

Gt. Adjt. (Adopte a L'unanimite.)

. Olcott: Of course you know that
the executive power

is vested in me. You are here
to advise me and to

hear I

what Mr. Leadbeater has to say,
and to act according

to

your judgment after hearing
him. A resolution should

be passed calling upon me to
do so, and I should follow

that if there was nothing in my
mind against it.

(The charges having been
already in the hands

of the,

Committee were taken as read).

Thom-as :—-Have the copies
been compared

with the

originals P

Burnett z-Thcy have. ,
_

Thomas :—-I—Iave you the otficial
documents ?

Olcott :--They are documents of
the America“

Section. and we have the representative
of the S6650“

here and he certifies that they are exact
copies_

Burnett :--The originals are in the American
Section

I have seen all the original papers and certify’ that
these

are exact copies.

(MY- Leadbeater was then called upon
to say what

he wished.)
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Leadbeater :--I have already said that in my letter
to Mr. Fullerton. I should also add that I regarded that
letter as addressed to friends. I did not look upon it as a
defence against an attack. I took the trouble to give a
detailed explanation because I thought I was giving it to
friends. I should also say that the original document
signed by four of the leading members contained a solemn

pledge that they would take the greatest care that this

would not become known and that they would not allow

even a hint to escape. Remember that both I and Mrs.
Besant answeredunder that confidence and we should

not expect that our answers were going to e laid before
a whole Section and before the whole world. So far as

I am concerned what I said is exactly all I can say, except
that if I were to elaborate, I could bring more reasons for
the action. Of course I am aware that the opinion of the
majority is against that course. They would regard things,
I look on as worse, as much less objectionable. The only
point in my mind is that I should assure you that there

was no evil intent. I was simply offering a solution of a
serious difliculty. It is not the common solution but to
my mind it is far better than the common solution, but I
do not expect that you should agree with

me. The point
is that the Society wishes to clear itself from all connection
with that view. The Society is correct in taking that
ground if that is the opinion of its representatives. There
fore I took the course which was taken by other members.
Iplaced my resignation in the hands of the President
Founder, not with any idea of confessing to evil intent but

simply to relieve the Society from any supposed compli
city. You may hold any views of the course which I took,
but our one idea is to prevent the Society from being

*3
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injured. As to what comes to me, that is a minor matter ;

my own adhesion to all the Society means is the same in

any case and whether a member or not my own beliefs

will remain the same, only if my resignation be accepted
that shuts me out from a certain kind of Theosophical

work. '

Since this has come forward it would be undesirable

that I should appear before the public. Therefore it seems
to me that there is little more I can say. I have only
just now seen anything at all of the documents ex

cept sthat first letter. There have been other sup~

posed rebuttals and other documents which I had

only seen to-day, and while there are a number of points
I should challenge as inaccurate, yet all those are

minor points and do not effect the great question. It is

simply that there are points of so-called rebuttal which are

untrue and others so distorted that they do not represent

the facts of the case, but these do not affect the central

point. They could only be adduced to show I had not

spoken the truth, which is not so. I cling to what I have
said to Mr. Fullerton. If wished I can discuss all thC
points. I
Olcott :—What do you desire ?
Mead :—I think it is only right and proper that Mr

Leadbeater should face it. v

Miss Ward :—-Are we not here to judge upon the

documents before us? It does not seem necessary to go
into anything further.
Thomas :—The rebuttal evidence has to do with points

in the original. It is important it should be dealt with.
Mr- Leadbeater:—With regard to Mr. Mead, Ihave

come across no question regarding motive.
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‘Burnett :—That is true. Mr. Leadbeater has made a

statement that his resignation is in the hands of the

President-Founder.

Olcott :——-That is so ; I have it.
Burnett :—It would seem to me that the main ques

tion is this, that we ought
to have Mr. Leadbeater’s

resignation read before anything else is done.

Miss Ward seconded and this was resolved. The

following letter of resignation was read :—-
I

London, May 16th, 1906.

The President-Founder.
I

of the Theosophical Society.

Dear Colonel Olcott,

In view of recent events, and in order to save the

Society from any embarrassments, I beg to place in your

hands my resignation of membership.

Yours as ever,

(Sd.) C. W. Leadbeater.”

Burnett :-—I would like to ask, Mr. President.
There

is nothing in that resignation which shows the
nature of

the charges or the cause of resignation, and it
is a question

which every member will ask. Mr. Leadbeater
is not an

Ordinary member of the T. S. He has toured
the world in

the interests of Theosophy and wev have
to meet the

questions of the world, the questions
of our own

members, as to why this resignation. If we go
into

quibbling as to the exact Wording of
statements of fact we

might go on without settling anything. ,I
f Mr. Leadbeater

admit the charges to be true that settles the
matter in

my mind.

Olcott :—Mr. Leadbeater, you admit that i
t was your

practice to teach certain things?
'
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Thomas :-—I should
'

like to know if Mr. Leadbeater

definitely admits the accuracy of the copy of his own

letter to Mr. Fullerton and the original letter to Mrs.

Besant.

Leadbeater :—To the best of my knowledge and belief.

I have somewhere the draft which I drew up of the letter I,
seat. I am not in a position to certify but I believe it to

be a true copy.

Thomas :—Whi1e I wish to fall in with the wishes of

the American representative there are one or two most

important points in the rebuttal evidence and it is most

important, that we should be made clear on the matter.

Leadbeater :—I can deal with it shortly. (The Chair"

man put it to the meeting that Mr. Leadbeater should deal

with it. Agreed) I find paper No. 3, called a rebuttal,

begins by speaking of a counter charge. I did not make

One ; I am simply speaking of certain facts, and they speak

of a certain “Z.” That statement in the first para is in

direct contradiction to what the boy told me, and seeing

he told it to me at the time with a wealth of detail it is

difficult to say that he was inventing. I am inclined to

think that these boys have been catechised—they speak
of

having to press them—-and my idea is that they have got

more than was there. In the case of the first sentence, that

disagrees with the detailed statement made to me by the

boy, in Speaking to me of a good deal that did happen

between himself and this young man. So that there he
has

misrePresented matters. The same thing applies to the

fourth Pam- marked“ 2nd.” Of course, that is merely set

ting statements of the same boy against one another. I may

tell You that if I‘had had any idea that my letter. to Mr

Fullerton was to go before other people I should not have
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mentioned “Z.” l have enough of the old priestly idea of
codession to keep back that.

\
.

Para 8, “ A conversation, etc.” That is practically
speaking quite true. I told the mother that she had nothing
more to fear. I had promises from “Z” and the boy and
I thought the boy might help the young man. That is true
but does not show my statement was untrue.

At the bottom of the page a quotation from Mrs.

Besant’s letter, "That is not true, etc." It is true that in
that particular case I may not have done so. I have no
recollection of this but had done it in many cases.

On top of the next page. “The interview mentioned
in Mr. Leadbeater’s letter to Mr. Fullerton as taking place
at Convention time between Mr. Leadbeater and “Z” was

strictly private.” Of course it was. I can only reassert that I
did mention the matter to Mr. Fullerton. Mr. Fullerton

may have forgotten. It may be that all that I meant was
not fully understood because the conventions prevent

People speaking freely on such matters. I remember quite
clearly having said to him "I think it will be all right."
The young man afterwards turned out to be not very

Worthy in other ways besides this. I had ,spoken to the
.

youngman at Mr. Fullerton's request. ~

The third paragraph speaks of the proposed adoption

of another boy. It was not I who had proposed the adop
tion. It was discussed at the Convention of 1904 and

had

been mentioned to me before by Mr. Fullerton. I think
Mrs. Denis will corroboratev this. I spoke to

“ Z ” and

asked him various questions. He gave me various pro

mises as to what he would do. It is a mistake to say that

I Proposed the adoption, but finding the thing in train it _
was no business of mine to set myself against it.
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At the bottom of the page the boy is
made to say, "at

last you know why I hate him so.” I do not
know any

thing of this ; I saw no signs of anything
more than

indifference. The letter was the first
intimation to me of

the hatred.
“ '

'

Then you come to the third boy.
There is part of

the letter which I wrote to him, and you will
see that the

advice given is along the lines
I have'been telling you‘

and that should be evidence that
the reason I gave for

speaking is the correct one. It is a
matter of curiosity of

course, but I was going to ask how that document
was

obtained as it was torn up and thrown
away.

Burnett :-—It was found intact
in a discarded gar

ment—-in the pocket.

Leadbeater :-The .interlineation in writing givinga

statement by the mother as to
interval is untrue.

The

original interval was a week, and then
it was lengthened

to ten days, then a fortnight, and so on.

_ Mead :-—What ‘does the word
“still” mean in that

letter. “ Still, there may be this much
reason in what

he

Says, that While you are not quite
well we should spend

no force that can be avoided." Is he to begin
again when.

he is well?
.

Leadbeater :—If he finds any accumulation
he should

relieve.

Mead :—Return to the beginning of
the rebuttal

evidence. In paragraph No- 2, with reference
to the

youngman “ Z ". The boy says
“ Well, this was the rea

son 3 he did not try to do this same
thing, but he talked

about these matters in a way I did not like and his
friend

Ship became distasteful to me.” Can you
throw any

further light on that sentence ?
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Leadbeater :—I have already said what that was in the
account given to me. It went much further than it is said
here.

Mead :—What does “ do” mean ? You suggest in the
case of “ Z” that it was sodomy.

Leadbeater :—I do not do that.

Mead :-—The boy did not do this same thing. In your
case he states that it was done.

Miss Ward :—I ‘think we need not here go into these
further details.

Olcott :—We should not keep in anything, but have
frank disclosure. You are not sitting judicially, but to
advise me what to do.

Thomas :—Mr- Mead’s question is a most important one

It involves whether Mr. Leadbeater simply gave advice or

something different;
'

Leadbeater :—It was not in any way something different
in. the sense of Mr. Mead.
Thomas .—-I don‘ t mean that.

Leadbeater :—I don't quite know what you mean

Mcad :—It is quite clear. When boys practice self

abuse they do it on themselves This sentence suggests

something done by you. That is the meaning of the

Words. I ask for an explanation of this, or if you simply
deny.

Leadbeater :—I deny anything in the way that is
apparently suggested but certainly not that that suggestion

Was made- I am not denying that in the least.
Mrs- Stead :—I wish to say that though there are

women present that ought to be no restraint to the free

discussion.
'
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-discussion,

Iquestion.

Olcott :—I am extremely repugnant
to have this

but we must treat this thing as
a physiological

I

Thomas :—I am not quite satisfied with
the answer. I

should like to know definitely whether
it was simply in the

nature of advice or whether there
was any action.

Leadbeaterz-I want to call up quite
clearly the exact.

incidents. Iscarcely recollect. There
was advice but

there might be a certain amount
of indicative action,

That might be possible.

Mmd;-—The boy suggests in the‘
most distinct way

that the difference between
“Z” and you was that

in the

case of
“ Z" he spoke of these things,

and in your case

something was done to him.

Leadbeater :—Nothing was do

be suggesting what seems to be
the

Mead ;——You say the boy lies?

Leadbeater :—He has misrepresented.

I

I don’t likt» to

accuse people 'of lies, but a construction
has been put

upon it which is not right.
‘

Thomas :—Your reply as to scare

gests that there were so many cases.

whether in any case-I am not suggesting sodom

was definite action.

Leadbeater :—You mean touch? That
migh

taken place.

no to him. You can't

obyious suggestion.

ely reeollecting sug

I would like to know
y-there

t have

Mwd :—The third page in the letter to Mrs
Besant!

facts of M1’“ With great reluctance he admitted the

Leadbeatei’s immoral conduct, and in reply to the
question

‘when did it happen?’ he said = ‘the very first night’ Ivisited

him when we slept together.” Why is it that 9“
so many
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occasions when boys go to Mr. Leadbeater they sleep’~
with him ?

Leadbeater z-That depends on the accommodation.
Bernard : --That does not explain sharing baths.
Olcott :—-l was told by a lady in a recent case that

there were two rooms prepared but both of them slept in

one bed.

Leadbeater :—What was the point of Mr. Bernard's
question? We have ‘sometimes shared the bath. I sup
pose'you understand that I have never thought of this sort
of thing. I never thought of suspicion.

Thomas:—-One paragraph of the rebuttal evidence page

2, paragraph 2. You did not deal with the case of th 6 two
boys to be left in the care of " Z" and in connection with
that although you do not admit the accuracy of the boy’s

statement you admit that some serious things had taken

place.

Leadbeater :—-I have not direct evidence.

Thomas :—You inferred you believed it.

Leadbeater :—-I do not say I believe it
,

but what the

boy said to me seemed lundersirable. As to leaving the

boys in charge. "Z" was greatly interested in boys and
the question was could I turn over the care of them to any
other person ? .This was one suggestion. I had had a talk
with him and he had given me certain promises which

were-broken afterwards but had no reason to think this.

Thomas-1n“ your own statement you say the boy told

youlof sexual mattershe had entered into with “Z”. What

do you mean ?

Leadbeater :—Do you want me to tell you exactly

what the boy said ?
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Thomas :—You have mentioned‘ it to MI‘.'Fl1ll8l‘l‘.0l'l.

Leadbeater :—I did not go into detail.
'

Thomas =—Despite this, did you think
he was a man

with whom boys might be safely left?

Leadbeater :—Yes, when he had
made promises.

Thomas z-Surely as a man you would
know ‘the ex

treme difficulty
of keeping promises when temptation

was

placed in his way. \

Leadbeater :—I know it is dilficult,
but Mr. Fullerton

and I did what we could.

Thomas :-—But Mr. Fullerton would
not know the con

iession.
-

Leadbeater :--No, I spoke generally to Mr.
Fullerton.

Olcott :—'Then you were really
recommending that the

boy should be confided to a man
of this sort ?

Leadbeater :-—I never recommended.
I found that in

the air when I came to Chicago
Thomas :——You approved of it P

'
'

Leadbeater :-—-This is a different
matter. The boy is

not in evidence. His conditions at home
were very 1m

desirable and his mother was willing that
he should be

adopted by someone. Mrs. Dennis
had written to me and

I think also to Mr. Fullerton before the Conventional!
I

would have been willing to adopt the boy myself
but that

was impossible.
I think the care of “ Z” who was fond

of

him would have been better than the life he
was leading

at home_

Thomas :-You admit giving the advice to more
than

the two boys?

Leadbeater :--You are to take it that the same
advice

was given to several.

Olcott :—How many? Twenty altogether ?
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Leadbeater :—No, not so many.
Thomas :—According to the letter of Mrs. Besant you

say three or four times.
'

Burnett :—Never mind that. You are introducing
something not in the charges.
Sinnett :—You should have some proposal to discuss.

Mead :—The second charge reads: "That he does
this with deliberate intent and under the guise of occult
training or with the promise of the increase of physical
manhood” The evidence of these boys says nothing about

applying to him for help. I want to ask whether this advice
was given on appeal or not.

Leadbeater :—Sometimes without, sometimes with.
I advised it at times as a Prophylactic.
Miss Ward :‘-—I suppose from what you saw on the

other planes ?

Leadbeater :—From what I saw would arise.
Olcott :—That is not within our discussion.
Burnett :—It seems to me what we may infer from

Mr. Leadbeater's answers that he is casting a reflection on
the veracity of the boys and on their breaking faith with
him I would like to say that the boys did not break faith
with him until they were caught
Keighiley :—I should like~ Mr- Leadbeater to tell us

whether in following this course‘ he did so with Mrs.
Besant’s knowledge and consent before these charges were

sent to India. He states in his letter that he has no secrets
from Mrs~ Besant and he has been in intimate relations

with her. I should like him to tell us at what date Mrs.
Besant was made aware and whether at that time she did
\not express disapproval, I
- Leadbeater :—Is this a right question P
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Miss Ward :-—I do not think that this question is right

We are asked to give our opinion on certain charges
and

we have Mr- Leadbeater’s reply- The representative
of

the American Section asks us to expel him or
whether we

are going on with this matter.

Keightley :—I appeal to the President
to rule formally

on the matter.
\ '

Olcott :—Mrs- Besant has been brought
into the case,

and we have a letter from her to
Mrs. Dennis- It seems

to me that it is a matter of serious
consideration whether

Mr. Leadbeater did these things with
a good motive and

_‘
has as he says no secrets from

Mrs- Besant and this might

have some weight in dealing with
the matter.

(Miss Ward quoted
Mrs- Besant’s statement

of

disapproval) _

Keightley :—I am asking the date
of Mrs- Besant’s

knowledge, I think a straight answer to my question
is the

only possible reply.

'

Thomas ;—-I do not think it should be put
but having

been put I thing Mr. Leadbeater, might well
answer it

.

Leadbeater :—If the President thinks this

is right.

(Miss Spink and Mr- Sinnett
did not think the question

should be put.)

Sinnet :--I think that Mrs Besant should
not have

been brought into the matter- N 0 one
but the governing

body should have heard of it.

Mead :—I agree with Mr- Sinnet
but the other

procedure has been adopted.

Miss Spink :—I do not think that that

is a question 0
f

motive.

'

Mead :—I agree with Mr. Keightley’s point

o
f View

but it is a question I should not press- It does afieiit
the
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question of motive, because if the motive was good there

would not have been concealment. ,

Olcott :—Since Mrs. Besant has repudiated the theory

of Mr. Leadbeater, would it not be presumed that she had
not been inade acquainted with it ? Is it not a matter we
can judge t'or ourselves P

(Several members expressed approval of this).

Burnett :—The inference remains that he does not
tell all of his methods to Mrs- Besant.

Olcott :—Since he did not want the boys to tell their

mothers he would, Ishould think, shrink from telling Mrs.

Besant.

Burnett :—I would like to ask Mr. Leadbeater in view
of the fact that he is compos mantis why he did not inform
the fathers, before he took any of these boys, what his

practices were, that the father might have had the oppor

tunity of consulting with the mother. It has been said
to me by every mother, and mothers not in these charges,
that it they had known he had taught these practices he

would never have had the boys.

Leadbeater :——-I don’t understand all this talk about

concealment. If asked about the thing I should not have
hesitated in speaking.

Burnett :—The talk is because all the world condemns
it but MrLLeadbeater, so far as my knowledge is con

cerned.

Leadbeater :—Your knowledge does not go very far.
Burnett :—There is no treatise oniphysiology which

Supports this. Iasked your friend Dr. . . . in Chicago,
if he had ever seen it advised. He had never advised it and
had never known it to be advised. You are flying in the

2
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face of the whole world, and
why then did you not tell

the boys’ parents?

Leadbeater :_—I wish I had. But one does
not talk of

these things. I told every parent it was
my practice to

speak treely about sexual
matters. Iwas asked by one

of the parents to .tell the boy about
such things because

he was not pure enough himself.

Burnett :—-True, but he did not
know it was to teach

the boys self-abuse.

Olcott :-—Mr- Bernard, on behalf
of the French Com

mittee have you anything to say? _

Bernard :—-Since Mr. Leadbeater
was teaching these

boys to help them in case
of need, considering that

men

may be in the same
difficulty,has he ever taught

this to

any grown-up men ? Has he
taught the same thing

in the

Q same personal
way to grown-up men as

to children ?

Leadbeater :-I believe that at least on two occasions

in my lite I have given that advice
to young men as better

than the one generally adopted. ‘ I

Olcott :——Since you came into
the Society?

Leadbeater :——I think
not, but one case might

have

‘been. You are probably not
aware that one at

least Of

the great Church organisations
for young men deals

with

the matter in the same manner. ’

Mead-.-—Do you deliberately say
this?

Leadbeater :—-Yes.

Mead & Burnett :—What is its name?

Lfiadbealer :—I am not free to give
this. I heard of

the matter first through it.

Mead :—Mr. Leadbeater states then
that there is

an

organisation of the Church of England
which teaches

self-abuse ?
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Olcott :—Is it a seminary for young priests or a school?
Leadbeater :—It is not in a school but I must not give

definite indications.

Olcott :-—-Is it found in the Catholic Church?
Leadbeater :—I expect so.
Olcott :—I know that in Italy Garibaldi found many

terrible things. -

Mead :—This last statementlof MrQLeadbeater is one
of the most extraordinary things Ihave ever heard. It
is incredible to me that there is an organisation of the

Church of England which teaches masturbation as a pre
ventive against unchastity. Iask, what is the name of
'
this organisation ?

Leadbeater :—I certainly should not tell.
Mead :—I understand that it is an organisation pledged

to secrecy and Itake it that Mr. Leadbeater received his
first information from this organisation. _

Leadbeater:—l suppose it would have been better if I
had not mentioned it. I

Mead :—I absolutely refuse to believe that this is so.
Leadbeater :—-I decline to prove it in any manner.

Sinnett :—What shape do you want the advice to take,
Mr. President? '

'
Olcott :—The form of a Resolution.
Mead :—Has Mr. Leadbeater anything. further to say?
Leadbeater :—I don't 'know that I have more to say

thanI said in the beginning. I see, of course, that you
disagree entirely with the method. I don't object to that,
but I repudiate anything further. I have tried to tell the
whole thing as freely as I could.
Olcott :—I think that there is no feeling on ‘the part of

those present that you did not have the feeling in your



Y you gave.

I think that every
mind when you gave the

advice.
otive was the one

body here knows, you will think, your
m

oughtto say that of course
1 did not

the Society in this doctrine
or that'

th our belief.

should believe

Leadbeater :—l

contemplate involving

The Society has no connection
wi

Olcott :--Of course not unless some
one

in house-breaking as a good
art.

Mead :—I- want to ask
whether the questions and

answers are complete.
. Then Mr. Leadbeater should

withdraw and leave us to
deliberate. (Mr. I..eadbeater

withdrew and the Committee
adjourned for about

a

quarter of an hour.)

The Committee resumed

presence of Mr. Leadbeater.

Mead :—I propose that

from the Society.

Keightley :——I second this.

Simuztt :—*I move as an amendmen

tion be accepted in the form
given.

Miss Ward :—I second that.

Olcott :-‘—-He wants to
modify it.

read the resignation again.)

Simzctt :—I .should simply say
" or "in view of private circumst

at we are trying

1 Society. Such

d in the public

guard us_

its sitting without the

Mr. Leadbeater be expelled

t that his resigna

(The Chairman

“ I place in your hands

my resignation,
ances, etc.”

Mead :—I should like to point out
th

to uphold the honour of the
Theosophica

a document will probably have to
be piinte

press before long and it is not
sufficient to

Why this man had gone out of thé Society
will have to

be known among the members. It will be
in the hands

of any one and it will be spread abroad.
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Thomas :—We ought to face this matter'in a proper
‘

way. If we simply accept this resignation we shall have
to answer to our members. I think accepting the resigna
tion is not suflicient condemnation of the practice. For
the sake of the Society it would’ be better to take the

bolder course.

(The Chairman then read an Executive notice he had
'

drafted for publication in the “ Theosophist ” intimating

that in consequence of charges of téeaching boys self

abuse having been made and admitted, Mr. Leadbeater

was no longer a member of the Society. The notice was

alternative as to‘ resignation or expulsion, waiting the
"

advice of the Committee and the final decision of the

President.)
‘

Sinnett g-I should be sorry to see that published. It
:would be the end of the Theosophical Society.
Miss Ward :-—Is there not a third course that the

resignationbe received with some condition attached to it ?

Burnett :——The matter did not take official form but
what would be satisfactory to the American Executive

would be that the resignation should be accepted because

of charges of teaching self-abuse. Ii.we
accept his resig

nation it must include that statement. He admits the

charges and therefore it would seem to us necessary.

Mead :—You see you have had to get that out of Mr.

Leadbeater. When the thing gets known it will be the

greatest shock the Theosophical Society has had. We

cannot lie about it. It has gone all over the place

already, I don’t mean to say that the Colonel should
publish the announcement at once.

61055 :—Is there anything which ‘makes it necessary

"to publish the Executive notice.
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Miss stink =--1 think with
Mr. Mead it is better to

take the straight course rather than
to work to keep \

it in.

Miss Ward :—Does it mean publishing
it in the

journals P

Mead g—-Send the Executive notice
to the General

Secretaries. It you say a single word
of Mr- Leadbeater ‘

not being in the Society the whole
thing will go out.

Your Rmolution should be clear. ‘ .

Sinnett :—It is better that the thing
should go out in

the quieter way than in an official
way. The thing ought

to have been kept more secret than
it is.

Burnett :—It was made known by the boy

Mead :—It is out now.

Sinnett :—I do not stick to the for

lshould like to have some reference
in

If he modifies these terms in any

1d take the resignation.

m 1' will

Raja.

m of the resigna

tion.
terms of

“private conditions.”

way which you approve you cou

Olcott :—If you will give me a memorandu

take it to him and ask himto modify
it.

1 Sinnett :--Take my amendment.

resignation.
-

Mead _:--There'is nothing
in accepting th

tion which shows that the whole matter
has been p

against him.

Miss Ward :—1 did not speak in the favour
of amend‘

ment but only seconded it. But I would like tOSZY
that

these matters
we should remember that he is not sane on _

and that he has for a number of years given
his whole hit

to the movement and '__'that a large number
of people Ow‘

him help. I think it we can keep the resigrl'tltion
in we

should.

Simply accept his

is resigna

roved
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Ka'ghtley :—We have a greater duty upon us than we
owe to the individual-the duty to the movement. We
stand here in the position of trustees representing the in
terests of the movement throughout the world. We have
to face the world. The thing must come out. The stand

_
we take must be clear and definite. I do not think that
we should be doing our duty by any Resolution, should it

not convey to the public our feeling in the way it ought to
be conveyed. Itis not with any personal feeling I speak
but we should be doing wrong to the Society by accepting
a rea'gnation which simply means withdrawing from the

Society. I still think our proper course is that the man
who stands to the world as a teacher of Theosophy and

couples that teaching with teaching of this sort should be
4

expelled, even if we all believe it is dictated by a diseased
brain.

Sinnett :—If his resignation is accepted he ceases to be
a member. I would announce his resignation. The papers
are 'not so keenly interested as to enter into the matter.

We are clear from all responsibility as soon as we accept

. his resignation.

Mead :—May I put in a word on behalf of the
mothers of these boys? This is a most terrible thing. We

have some of the best women in the Society broken

hearted about this. What do we do to defend them P

Sinnett :—We cannot defend them.
Bernard :—If the measure is not strong enough it will

not do. Mrs. Besant said he would not do it any more but

he has not given such a promise. He even said it was

hardly right for him to give explanations. If my collea
gues heard what I have heard they would demand his
expulsion;
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Thomas :—-I wish I could accept his resignation.
butl

cannot. .

0100“ :——-A cable despatch has just
been received

which makes the case much worse
than before.

Thomas :—I think he has tried to
tell the truth but

there is no expression of regret
and he holds still that the

practice is a good one.
'
‘

Sinnett :—It seems to me that our
remarks are based

on the idea that there is
something behind. We ought to

act only on what is before us.

Thomas :——-I cannot accept the
statement that he did

'

this in good faith. I think the whole
of the evidence

shows that if it was not a case
of direct vice it was a case

4
of gratifying his own prurient

ideas.

Sinnett ;—-If we act on this idea
we ought to have the

text of these boys’ cross-examination.
We‘ have not the

means of going into that. I want to act
on the papers as

they stand.
'

Mcad '—i should call for the
reading of the notes

where Mr. Leadbeater admitted actual
deeds.

Keightley :—I believe the explanation
is sexual mania.

There are cases closely analogous
and it makes it

the

more necessary that the decision
should be one which

would absolutely clear the Society.
I do not feel I should

be discharging my duty to the
Society if I consented

to

the resignation as it stands.
The public will rise IP

tmd

condemn the Society as a hot-bed of vice-
.

Mead :—It is not proposed that the
Executive noticfi

is to be put on record in Public- Mr.
Sinnett’s idea

is

that you should publish at once that
Mr. Leadbeater

i5 ‘1°

‘longer a member.

Sinnett :—I should decline to tell the cause.
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Thoinas :—Mr. Sinnett does not know quite what Mr.
Leadbeater is to many of the members- Mr. Leadbeater is _

"toomuch of a family name in the North to keep things in.

Olcott :—I think we have said enough.
\

Burnett :—I should like to say why I am here and
support the expulsion. We are not here to persecute
Mr. Leadbeater, we are here to preserve the good name
of the Theosophical Society before the world and while

some of us may have opinions that would differ because
of our intimate relations with him, belief in his personal
integrity has no bearing on the present situation. We
know how the world regards this matter. It is not
supported by any doctor ; therefore, we must get out of
our minds any idea of personality. I have no feeling
against the man who sat here .to- day and uttered the most

infamous things I have ever‘ listened to, but I say that it
‘W6 do not expel this man the world will

‘rise
up against

the Society.
'

(The amendment was put and the Committee divided

‘equally upon it
,

six voting for and siX against it.)
binnett :—In taking these votes the parliamentary

method is the proper one to be acted upon. The Reso
lution should be“ That these words stand as part of the
question.” The Chairman is bound to give his casting
vote as to whether the words stand as part of the question. I

(After some slight discussion on this point, the original

Resolution as to expulsion was put and the Committee

‘diviied equally upon it
,

six for and six against.)
Miss Ward :—Cannot we accept the resignation with

some definite statement which would meet the objection ?

It surely can be made clear that we condemn the action
or teaching.
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(The President then read his proposed
Executive

notice again.)
.

Sinnett :—I\f this is to be a public
document, In

definite statement of the reason is undesirable.

Dr. Numl :—We might alter that.

Burnett :—I suggest that we should accept the sta
ts

rnent as drawn up by the President-Founder and
that
he

should strike off from the paper the word
“ resignation‘

and let the word “ expulsion
" stand. _

Olcott:—-There are many things to be said
for and

against ‘the course. We may adopt one {act
that itis

impossible to surpress the publication of this
case- Thfl ,

question is, how are we going to minimise ?

Miss Ward :—How shall we stand with regard to our

own members, some of whom will take action in
defence

of Mr. Leadbeater ? Shall we’ not run less
risk of dis

union in the Society if we allow it to be resignation,
and

therefore give no opportunity to arise of
disuniting the

Society ?

, Olcott :—I had that same thing in the case
of Judge

and I wrote the notice which wiped out the
America!

Section wheh I was in Spain. I am
never afraid of taking

bold action. I should say, let the Press do what it pleases

Miss Ward :—May we not learn wisdom
from the

past troubles?

Q

-

Burnett :—We may have learnt wisdom enough
fro!

the past acts. In America the action of the Colonel
18“

15 per cent. of the members of the Section
and how the

15 per cent. is 85 per cent. and 85 per cent. is
15 per cent

So it is the principle of right always. We want
to be

able to face the world when we leave this room. It
is for

us to advise the President-Founder as to what
We
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consiier the right thing. We can, I think, go before the

people of America, and the question will be asked and we

can say why he is no longer a member :
“ Because when

his practices were found out and confessed to, we expelled

him from the Society." ‘

Sinnett :-—“ We took action which led to his with

drawal from the Society
” covers the ground.

Ka'ghtley :—(To the President) How would yourv

notice read if it said resignation instead of expulsion ?

(The President again read his notice with the word
“ Resignation ”.) ,

Sinnett :—This would not be in accord with the facts.

He resigns because something has come up.

Keightley :—-I am willing to meet this view so far as

to substitute in the notice the form of permitting him to

tender his resignation.

Mead :#—That is not correct. His resignation is here

Ka'ghtley :—Then I stick to the other point.

Burnett :—If we do not expel him we shall have to

meet the matter at every convention. I am ‘willing to
consider everything which can be considered but we must

go out of here with a clean record and say that we will

have no association with any man who advocates such

things.

Olcott :—Would the Committee be willing to hold
an

adjourned meeting to-morrow morning?

“Mead :--I think we should decide now.
Sinnett t-We are divided and the responsibility rests

with the President.

Olcott :—If you consider it will be parliamentary for‘

me, I will act.
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Sinnett :—I do not think the thing has been done in

the right way. It should have been brought before the

Colonel and he could then bring it before the Executive

Council.

Olcott :—That is what has been done.

Mead :—I should sa
y

that we are regarded as divided,

the term resignation or expulsion should remain in your

hands. The question is what further statement has to be

made and how it is to be made. I am most strongly o
f

opinion that we must have a Resolution and give
you our

support. It is not fair to Colonel Olcott to leave him

in

doubt on this matter. Our Resolution should be
clear and

we should resolve that this be put on record in our
archives

and that a copy of it should be sent to every one

o
f

the

General Secretaries of the Section to use at their
discre

tion. Then the question is
,

are we going to publish any

thing now}; If you say that Mr. Leadbeater has resigned’

the thing will have to be explained.

,Miss Ward :—I suggest that we accept hi - resignation

and put on record a Resolution condemning
the practice.

Mead :—The facts have to go on record and also
the

position of the meeting. ~

Sinneti :—-I think the promulgation of any indecent

phrases is most objectionable. I would not use any term _

like self-abuse or its equivalent.
Mead :—I don’t advise you to publish anything‘

I

am asking for something which can be published

if D6065‘

sary. I don't ask that the Resolution or Mr. beadbeatel’s

resignation should be published now.

Burnett :—We must allow this thing to filter through

the minds of the people and get them used to i
t and the"

there will not be a furore.
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Sinneit :—I am sure that we shall never agreev I

‘
object to put on record in any way which involves pub- ‘
lication any phrases such as self-abuse. I protest against
any document going out with such terms.

Olcott :—Does the Committee approve of the tenta
tive draft I have in my hand ? I put " Executive notices"
in the “ Theosophist." It is my custom to publish every
thing.

Miss Ward :—I don't think that any Church which
might expel would publish the expulsion. '

Sinnett :—I protest against any possibility of publica
tion.

Burnett :—I agree that we do not publish until neces—
I

sary but we must keep faith with our members. This is
a question which comes up, we have a family that, should
we countenance anything of this, would leave and publish
the fact of their leaving.

Miss Wardz-I think something could be drafted or I
would accept the Executive notice with the resignation
in, if it would be for the archives of the Society and not
for immediate publication.

- Burnett :—If you mean by the archives that the
members could see them.

Mr‘. Thomas suggested a fresh form of Resolution:

"Charges involving moral obliquity{having been made and

substantiated against Mr. Leadbeater, resolved that he be

expelled from the Theosophical Society."
'

Miss Ward :—I should not object to it being put on
record that in our opinion his actions are inconsistent with

the professions of this Society and that he has accordingly

resigned.
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Smnett :—I will try to go a little step further and add
'

to the acceptance of the resignation, “Mr. Leadbeater

has anticipated the request of the governing body by

resigning.”
'

Mcad :—In consequence of what ? .

Simictt ;—That is a thing to be worded with care.

Dr. Nunn suggestedia further Resolution, and Mr.
Sin

tnett after some conversation, drafted the
following :—

"That having considered certain charges against

Mr. Leadbeater and having listened to his explanations

‘this Committee recommend the
acceptance by ‘the

President-Founder of his resignation already
offered in

anticipation of the Committee’s decision.”

Mead : Is this for publication ?

Sinncit :-.-I think it might be published
in the

“Theosophist.” V

Mead :—I want to know when that is done what
we

are going to do ? We have met together and-
listened to

'certain things and a record of these doings
will have

to be

made. We cannot suppress what has been done
in this

meeting. _

Sinnett :—I should be guided by circumstances.

Mead :—The circumstances are that we are left
to do

(

what we like.

Sinnett :—It cannot be otherwise;

Olcott :—I am opposed to all paltering and when
thfire

is a crisis I believe in going forward boldly and meeting

it. My view is that we cannot keep this back
and all the

publicity we can have is vnothing t0 the reputation
of

having kept it back.
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Burnett :—I do not ask that this should be published,
but it should appear on the record.

Thomas :—I would appeal to the Colonel not to

publish it now. The matter involves others besides

Mr. Leadbeater. It is the boys who must be considered.

Keighiley :—Unless in some public manner the Society

is informed that Mr. Leadbeater is no longer a member,
he will be visiting Branches and giving lectures‘ and pick

ing up boys, as he had done in the past. I cannot leave
this room satisfied until I know that no member can be
taken unawares. We cannot allow there to be any doubt

that Mr. Leadbeater has ceased to be a member of the

Society.
i '

"1 Olcott :—There was the case of Madame Blavatsky’s

‘second marriage and I deliberated a long time about the
publication of it and finally concluded that the best‘thing

was to tell the whole truth and I told the truth and it
never did any harm, but it killed some malicious attacks.
My idea would be to publish an Executive notice.

Msad :—I would agree to Mr. Sinnett’s proposal, but

I‘don’t think it terminates ourx business.

Mr. Sinnett's Resolution accepting the resignation

already offered was seconded by Dr. Nunn and agreed to

unanimously.
‘

Mead :—I propose that a record of all that has taken

place be placed yin the archives of the Society, (seconded

bY Mr. Thomas and carried unanimously).

Mr. Leadbeater was then ‘called in, and the Resolution

accepting~ his resignation was read to him by the President.

Olcoii :—(To Mr. Leadbeater). There is a desire to

avoid publicity. It will have to be printed in the
“
Theosophist.”
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Leadbeater :—May I make a little suggestion 1’ You

will understand that I am not thinking about myself but

about the Society. Suppose I make an announcement.

Many people will write to me and to other members
and

it will be as well that we have some stereotyped
form of

reply.
'

Olcott :—How would you suggest doing it ?

Leadbe'atar :—-I was going to ask your
advice-per

haps saying over my signature that I had resigned
and

that the resignation was accepted,—-I don’t
know how to

put it
,

but I don’t want to have a fuss about it.

\ Olcott :—Write down your idea on‘ paper.

Sinnett :—I don’t think it would help the matter-rt

Mead :—There is no explanation except
telling the‘

facts.
'

Olcott :—A man of your prominence
cannot'drop out

without notice.
' It is a terrible case.‘

Leadbeater :—Would nothing I put forward
make

things less difficult P

Sinnett :—The less Said the better.

Olcott :—I should like to ask Mr. Leadbeater
if he

thinks I have acted impartially ? ’

Leadbeater :——Absolutely. I
t we should consider lalef

I can do anything, let me know.
Mead :—Do you mean to ‘continue this course

o
f

teaching ?

\ .

Leadbeater :—Seeing there is such a feeling
0“

matter by people whose views I respect, I do not.

Thomas :—I suggest that the notice go without
any

letter from Mr. Leadbeater, unless it is first submitted
to

the Committee. .

'

The meeting was then brought to a conclusion-

the

r
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We, George Robert Stowe Mead of 16 Selwoocl Place

London S. W. and Archibald Melville Glass of 291
Camden Road, London, N., do solemnly and sincerely

declare that the foregoing document is a true copy of the

Official Report of the meeting presided over by the late

Colonel H. S. Olcott and held at the Grosvenor Hotel,

Buckingham Palace Road, London, s. w., on Wednesday,
May 16, 1906.

' "

And we make this solemn declaration conscientiously

believing the same to be true and by virtue of the Pro

visions of the Statutory Declarations’ Act, 1835.

(Sd.) c. R. s. MEAD,

(Sd.) A. u. GLASS.
Declared by both the above named Depolents at

28 Lincolns Inn Fields, London, W. C., this 11th
December, 1912.

Before me,

(Sd.) SIGNATURE ILLEGIBLE.

A Commissioner for oath.



APPENDIX ll.‘
JUDGMENT. v

In the'High Court ‘of Iudicature at
Madras, Original

Civil jurisdiction Tuesday, the 15th day
vof April, 1913,

the following Iudgment was given by
the Honourable

Mr. justice Bakewellfiin the
case of G. Narayaniah

115

Mrs. Annie Besant.
‘

The plaintitf had been since 1882
a member,‘ and

the defendant is President, of the
Theosophical Society

which has its headqdarters at Adyar
in ‘the Chingleput

District, near the southern boundary of
the city of

Madras. The plaintiff is an orthodox
Hindu, Brahmin

by caste and a retired Talisildar-
He has had

ten

children and has four sons living.
In January 1908 he

offered his services to the
defendant, who refused

them,

but on 17th December, 1908,
through the influence

of

friends, he became well-acquainted
with the defendant

and obtained a. secretarial post under
her, and in lanllal'yi

1909 he and his family, including his
brother-in-law and

wife and other dependants, took up
their residence

at

Adyar in a building belonging to the
Society which he

occupied rent free. He was subsequently
given addi

tional duties, all of which he performed
gratuitously

1“ September. 1909, he removed two
of .his sons’

Krishnamurthi and Nityananda, from their
school at

Mylar-ore and they were taught gratuitously
at Adyar by

HeS-SIS- Leadbeater, Clarke, S. V. Subramaniam
5nd

other residents there, as well as by the plaintiii
In

Decembel'a 1909, the defendant came td‘Adyar
and madc

Q



new

the acquaintance of these boysI who were then aged

15 ‘and 11, respectively. Later in the same month at

Benares the defendant told the plaintiff that something

great and good was going to happen to Krishnamurthi,

and plaintiff was not to throw any obstacles in Mr.

Leadbeater’s way. In January, 1910, the plaintiff returned

to Adyar, and later in the
same

month some "initiation "

took place with respect to Krishnamurthi. The plaintiff‘
consented to this ceremony and as a member and officer

of the Society and a member of an inner circle called

Esoteric Section, was undoubtedly aware of the import

ance attached by defendant and Mr. Leadbeater to this

ceremony. In February, 1910, the defendant returned
to Adyar and proposed to take charge of the boys,
Krishnamurthi and Nityananda, and give them an

.English education. There is no doubt that the plaintiff

was perfectly well aware that the motive operating upon
the defendant was the preceding “initiation ” of Krishna
murthi and that she desired to bring up the two boys
in such a manner as to develop their' spiritual powers,

and presumably to promulgate the peculiar tenets of
the Society, but Ido not think. the plaintiff or the
defendant herself then contemplated the development
of the boy Krishnamurthi into a vehicle for the mani
festation of supernatural powers or persons. The defen
dant herself has stated that matters developed ‘in

course of time. On the 6th March, 1910, plaintiff signed
a letter (Ex. A) appointing defendant guardian of his

two sons. The defendant as the head of an occult

Society, professing mysterious powers, must have greatly

influenced the plaintiff in the execution of the agreement

(Ex. A), but it is evident that he was not helpless in her
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‘

alleged that in january,
1911, he was

I

hands for ,(Ex. A-1 and A-2) show
that there was con

siderable discussion as to the
terms of the agreement

and plaintiff took the advice
ofa very eminent lawyer

and ex-]udge of this
Court, as to the legal effect of the

document he was executing.
The plaintiff was, witha

large number bf dependants,
living rent free in the

Society’s premises, and his position
as an office-bearer

of. the Society and member
of an inner circle was

no

doubt of importance to
him; and these considerations

as well as the additional prestige
he might obtain through

his sons, and the
advantage to ‘them

of an English

education, would strongly influence
him and are suflicient

to explain his agreeing
to make defendant the

guardian

of his sons. The evidence
of the plaintiff

himself does

not show that there
was any undue influence

exercised

by the defendant
and 1 answer the 5th issue

in the

negative.

The plaintiff alleges that about
14th of ‘April.

1910'

that is shm'fly aim the agreement,
he witnessed

the

h 5 of the plaint
and

incident described in paragrap

paragraph Iof the particulars.
Matters, however, we!“

on much the same at
Adyar and Mr. Leadbeater

still

took part/in the education
of the boys.

Plaintiff also

told by some

residents at Adyar that
Lakshman, a servant

of the

defendant, had seen the incident mentioned
in paragraph

2 of the particulars, and that
in February,

1911, he

complained strongly to the
defendant that

the
boils

should not be allowed to associate
any longer

with

Mr- Leadbeter.
'

In March, 1911,

Benares and thence to England, andi
the defendant took

the boys
to

n October,
1911,
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they returned to Adyar and remained there until

December, 1911, when Mr. - Leadbeater, who had been
throughout at Adyar, took them to Benares- Plaintiff

alleges that some time between October and ‘December
the defendant spoke of a further ceremony for the boys,
who were to be entrusted to Mr. Leadbeater, and the

plaintiff objected to their being with the latter. On
the 29th December,'1911, a meeting of an Inner Order

of the Society, of which the boy Krishnamurthi has

been made the head, took place, at which the idea of

his being a “vehicle” for extraordinary powers seems
to have been fully developed. On 31st December 1911

Mrs. Van Hook (D. W. 2) had a conversation with

the plaintiff: she says.” I saw plaintiff looking depressed,
and he said he was harassed by people with regard

to his sons, and that he had sold them to the defendant,

and he regarded the ceremony of 28th December,

1911, as a possible source of ridicule, and he said

the boy was being put in a false position
and he

and his sons would be the laughing stock of India.

He said " You would not believe in Leadbeater if you
I knew what I know.” And he then accused Mr. Leadbeater
Ofthe incident described in para I of the ‘particulars.

9n the same day plaintiE went to the defendant and

demanded that the boy should be seperated from

Mr. Leadbeater and referred defendant to 1 Mrs. Van
Hook for the reason. The defendant refused plaintiff’s
request. Plaintiff returned to Adyar in the beginning of

January, 1912, and made complaints to various persons
at Adyar, and it appears from a telegram sent about 10th

January, 1912, by Mr. Wadia to defendant at Benares,
that he had threatened to take legal proceedings
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On the 19th ]anuary, 1912, an
interview took place

at Adyar between plaintiff and
defendant, and several

members of the Society, with respect
to the custody

of the plaintiff’s son's. There are
discrepant accounts

as to what took place, butI think that
it is clear

from Ex. 11, a note of the proceedings
made at the

time, that the plaintiff raised the question
of the separa

tion of the boys from
Mr. Leadbeater and that the

‘defendant said that she had effected
a separation and

that the plaintiff thereupon agreed that
the boys should

go to England. Mr. Leadbeater had
already left India

somewhat abruptly, about 13th ]anuary,
1912, and on

26th ]anuary defendant left Adyar
with the two boys

for Benares and shortly afterwards took
them to England‘

,It would '
seem from a letter dated 7th FeburafY

(Ex. LL.) addressed by defendant
to plaintiff, that

she ad been informed by persons at Benares
or Adyar

that e plaintiff had been making enquiries
of Lakshmi‘,

her servant, with respect to the charge against

Mr. Leadbeater
contained in the second para

0f

the particulars, and by this letter
she called on the

plaintiff to leave Adyar ‘and stated that
she intended to

keep his sons in Europe- It is in fact a/
declaration of

war. Defendant admits that she subsequently
left the

plaintff’s sons with MrrLeadbeater
and other friends

in

Sicily, and that they went with him to Genoa
and thence

to Englnd. The defendant returned to Adyar
in October’

1912, leaving the plaintiff's children in England.
and the

plaintiff at once commenced a suit in the District
Court Of

Chingleput for an order directing the defendant
to hand

over his children to him. The suit was removed
from that

court by an order made under Clause 13 of
the 115"‘:rs

I
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Patent and has been tried by this Court in the exercise of
its extraordinary original eivil jurisdiction- Both parties
tothis suit have admitted that they have been financed
in this litigation by third parties and this fact and the offer
made by the plaintift’s Vakil to deposit Rs. 10,000 in Court

on behalf of the minors and to procure some prominent

citizensof Madras to act as their guardians shows that some

quemn other than the welfare of the children has influen '

ced this litigation. I have held that the matter before the
Court is the welfare of the children and have refused to

permit the intrusion of extraneous matters, but it is evident

that there have been influences which effect the evidence

given in the case. On the one hand there has been a

strong animus against the defendant and her colleague,

Mn: Leadbeater, and on the other hand they have been

supported by disciples who can see no wrong in either of

them. Moreover, many of the facts spoken to took place
three years and more ago, and this must affect the evidence

of the witnesses, especially as to dates.

I now proceed to consider the evidence as to the

charges contained in para. 5 of the plaint and parasI and 2

of the particiilars which form the subject of the 6th issue.

It is clear that the plaintiff’s children were first selected as

likely subjects for training ii
i

the tenets of the Society by

Mr. Leadbeater, who professes to have peculiar powers

in this res pectfand that it was through his influence that
the defendant was induced to take an interest in them and

from the first Mr. Leadbeater desired to get the children

under his own control, and out of that of the plaintiff
whom he regarded as an obstacle to his own purposes (See
Mr. Leadbeater’s letters Exs. W2, W3, and W4, dated

December 1909 and Ex. YI, dated‘ 3rd January 1910).
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Naturally after the signature of the letter of guardian

ship of the‘6th March, 1913,
Mr. Leadbeater, as the

delegate of the defendant, would attempt to exercise
the

powers which it purported to confer upon her and
naturally

also the plaintiff would resent the slight to his parental

authority. From his demeanour in the witness
box I

should say that the plaintiff is of an emotional tempera

ment, prone to tears. and not capable of much
self-control,

and I‘ can readily credit the statements of some
of the

defence .witnesses that he showed himself a jealous
and

suspicious father. It must be remembered
also, that

the .plainti‘ff is an orthodox Brahmin,
and would

be naturally suspicious that a European might
lead

his sons into some violation of the caste rules
and

would be tempted to spy upon his conduct.
The only

direct evidence as to the incident in para.I of
the

particulars is that of the plaintiff and Mr.
Leadbeater,

and the ‘conduct of the plaintiff
at the time is of the first

. importance. The ‘charge made in the original plaint
was

of a criminal offence, and the act is stated to
have

occurred in or about the latter part of
March, 1910, but

‘

when the plaint was ordered to be amended,
this charge

was abandoned, and the act now described in para-
1 0t '

the particulars was substituted, and the date
of the

occurrence was given as the second week of April
1910.

It the plaintiff originally believed that a disgusting
crime

had been comitted upon his son, or even that his
son's

person had been treated indecently, as he now alleges»v

and that by a man whom he would regard as a Pariah.

y it is difficult to believe that he would not have
gone

Weeping to his house with his sons and complained
to his

household. His brother-in-law, who lived with him» a
“?
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in whom he would naturally confide, has not been called,
and’ plaintiff admits that he did nothing but reprimand the

children and keep them from going to Mr. Leadbeater.
In cross-examination he said “I only scolded the boy
(elder) for being naked

” and also said "This occurrence
was not made known _to any person at Adyar until the _
quarrel on the 18th of April. It did not strike me to wire
to the defendant. There was no elder member whom I
might complain to, to whom I could speak in confidence.
I was in great ‘distress; at this time. but I did not wish to
make it public and managed not to show it." I do not
believe the plaintiff to be capable of this Spartan fortitude.
It is admitted that there was a quarrel between the

plaintiff and Mr. Leadbeater on the'18th of April and Sir
Subramania Aiyar was called in to compose matters and

that a telegram was despatched to the defendant in the

joint names of Sir Subramania Aiyar and the plaintiff to

.the effect “ Do not be anxious. All is right”. Plaintiff
made no complaint of the alleged occurrence to Sir

Subramania Aiyar, who was Vice-President of the Society,
and represented defendant during her absence from Adyar,
and whom the plaintiff had consulted as to the legal

effects of the letter of guardianship and various business

matters connected with the Society. Plaintiff allowed
his sons to associate with Mr. Leadbeater during the

following months, and even leftthem in his charge dur
ing a short absence of himself and defendant from .Adyar.

Plaintiff explains the different dates of the occurrence
given in the plaint and the’ particulars by saying that he

had made further enquiry and fixed the latter 'date by

reference to the Telugu New Year’s Day, which would

make the date about 12th April, but in his cross-examina
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tion he gives the date as 14th or 15th
April, and statedit

was not the 16th which his learned
Vakil has argued was

the correct date with reference to
an expression I Mr.

Leadbeater‘s letter on 18th April
Ex. Y. 5. These

changes in the nature and the date
of the occurrence, and

the inconsistent conduct of the plaintiff
at the time, show

'
that his evidence is not to be relied

on. Mr. Leadbeater's

denial of plaintiff’s story is on the
other hand confirmed

by the public nature of the room
in which the act is said

to have occurred and the daily routine
to which defend

ant'switnesses have spoken.

The second charge contained in para
2 of the parti

culars is of a criminal offence
and the only direct

evidence is that of Lakshman. defendant's
servant, who

at the request of both parties was
called as a Court “it

ness. The plaintiff alleged that he
heard of the occurrence

in January and February,
1911, from various persons

at

Adyar, to whom Lakshman had spoken,
and that he com

plained to defendant on her
return from Burma

in

February, 1911, where she had gone
for Ianuary 1911.

with Mr. Leadbeater, the plaintiff's sons
and other persons

He stated that-he complained to the
defendant that the

boys should not be allowed to associate
with Mr. Lead

beater and that he made no enquiry
of Lakshman and

he

does not appear to have made any
complaint with respect

to the present charge.
'

In cross-examination he
stated

that hqfirst heard of the occurrence in
December 1910,

and if this be true he allowed his sons
to leave his care

in

' the company of a man, who, he had reason
to suppoie had

just committed a disgusting crime upon
one of them-

He

also appears to have been satisfied with defendants
PI’O'

misc’ made upon his complaint, that she
would *omy
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take the boys to England, and to have allowed his sons

tohave associated with Mr. Leadbeater until they leftv

Adyar in the following month.

In December, 1911r when he was undoubtedly

ag'tated by the recent developments in his elder son's

training, be commissioned Mr. Bhagavan Das (P. W. 3.
- on Commission) to enquire into Lakshman’; story. This

witness states that Lakshman informed that “on opening
the door he saw Mr. Leadbeater standing with a leg on
a chair or sofa or some such thing and the elder boy
was sitting on his knee, and both were naked". A curious

enquiry and examination of Lakshman was made in March,

1912, by several of the plaintiff’s witnesses examined on

C(umission.

The account of Lakshman’s story given by Pandit
Bhavani Shankar (P. W. 4, on Commission) is that

“ he
went to the bath-room of Mrs. Besant with the object of

fetching a Iota. When he entered in, he saw Leadbeater
and ]. Krishnamurthi naked and standing behind one

another. When he saw them in
.

that state he came out

and muttered, etc, it was in an evening.” Dhana Krishna

Biswas (P. W. 6, on Commission) gives practically the _
same story and states that after the institution of this suit~

he met Lakshman and encouraged him to speak the truth.

A European woman (P. W. 5
, on Commission) was also

present at the enquiry, but did not understand the langu- _
age used. It may be observed that this later account
differs from that given by Bhagavan Das, and from

Lakshman's evidence before the Court, and that the

statement was not apparently reduced to writing.
On the 26th of ]anuary, 1912, Lakshman also made

a statement, (Ex. L-) to Mr. Iqbal Narain Gurtu and
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defendant, which omits the fact
that the boy had no

clothing. Lakshman’s evidence is that he went to Mr.

Leadbeater’s bungalow, at the time of 11 (eleven) o‘clock

morning meal, to call him and to fetch a towel, he

opened the door of the bathroom and saw Krishnamurthi

and Leadbeater. Kr‘ishnamurthi’s cloth was wet, it was

all down. Mr. Leadbeater had a coat above his knees

and nothing, below, his
' knee was resting on a chair and

Krishnamurthi was standing in front of him. Leadbeater’s

hand was on/the boy’s hair- When the witness saw

nakedness he could say nothing and went back. In cross

examination by the plaintiff he said
"‘ the boy had “0

cloth on his body, his cloth had fallen down, he was

holding it by one hand. Hindus usually don't bathe naked

lt is sinful. I do vnot think Mr‘ Leadbeater
was doing

wrong” In cross-examination by the defendant
he Said

“‘ What I was shocked at was that Krishnamurthi had
not

his cloth on. The wet, cloth was on the ground. Lead

beater was combing the boy's hair.
He had on a km'iha

to the waist.” Other witnesses have stated that
Laksh

man, in describing the occurrence to ‘them, stated
that

he had seen something bad. Mr. Leadbeater denies
the

charge and explains it by saying that he found it necessary

to cleanse the boy and that he had been with
the b0)’ 1“

the bathroom once or twice and taught him to bathe
in

English fashion without clothing.

It is impossible that the plaintiff could have believed

when he first heard the story that an offence had
been

committed,-si'nce his whole conduct is consistent
with3

belief that the Coccurrence was only a violation of caste

rules. He made'no investigation into the story
until

December. 1911, when he was evidently
strongly
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’ prejudiced against Mr. Leadbeater and was determined to

enforce a separation from his sons, his first complaint only

related to this separation and he permitted their associa

tion afterwards, he seems to have made no such charge at

the meeting of 1st January, 1912, when he raised the ques
tion of this separation, and the enquiry of the witnesses at

Benares was evidently for the purposes of this suit. When

the plaintiff asked Sir Subramania Aiyar as to the legal
effect of the guardianship letter (Ex. A.) he was advised
that if he executed it he would have waived his right as

father and Would not be able to revoke it at will and the
Court would consider what was best for the interests of
the children, and it seems to me that this opinion-induced
the plaintiff to search for something which would in:
fluence the Court in revoking the agreement and has caused
the revival of the charges made against Mr. Leadbeater it:
1906 and has in fact coloured all the evidence in this case.
I am of opinion that plaintiff's evidence is not reliable,

that Lakshman’s evidence has ndt established that an

offence was committed, and that the 6th and 7th isssues .

must be ‘answered in the negative.

Mr. Leadbeater admitted in his evidence.v that he has

held, and even now holds, opinions which Ineed only
describeas certainly immoral and such as to unfit him

to be the tutor of boys, and taken in conjunction ‘with
his professed power to detect the approach of impure

thoughts, render him a highly dangerous associate for

'children. It is true that both he and defendant declared
that he has promised not to express or practise those

Opinions, but no father should- be obliged to depend upon

.a promise of this- kind. The'law upon the subject of
the custody of minor children by their father has been
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~repeatedly declared by high authority
and is perfectly

clear. A father is under certain legal and
moral duties

to his children with respect to their
maintenance;

education and up-bringing, and in order
that he may

perform those duties is entitled
to their custody, and he

cannot free himself from those duties
or divest himself

of the corresponding rights. Any delegation
of guardian

ship by him is accordingly revocable
and an agreement to

the contrary is void. A parent may be
unfit to perform

his duties and may thus lose his
right to the custody of his

child, and the Court in exercise of the prerogative
of the

, Crown as parem palriae will enquire
whether a father has

conducted himself so that the welfare
of his child demands

that he should be deprived of his rights
of guardianship.

In support of these propositions I may refer
to a recent

judgment of Wallis ]. inHPollard
v. Rouse 33 Mad. 288,

also to the cases in 189111. Q.
B; 194, 1891. A. C. 383.

24, Ch. D. 317. Atithe settlement of
issues I enquired

what charges the defendant desired to
make against the

plaintiff, and the 9th issue as to
the fitness of the plaintiff

Was intentionally limited to the plaintiff's
knowledge of

the facts in the 6th, 7th and 8th issues-
Ihave found that

the alleged acts were not committed.
Since I have

found

that the alleged acts were not
committed, there I5 I10

allegation against the fitness of the plaintiff
to be the

guardian of his children. He has, in my opinion,
attempted

to strengthen his case with lies, but that cannot
be
said
to

render him unfit. I am of opinion that the
plaintiff WIS

not aware at the date of the letter, Ex.
A, that his son

Krishnamurthi was to be brought up to consider
himself

a “ Vehicle" for the manifestation of supernatural pOWBB

‘“ Persons, of that his children were to be devoted
to a

6
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life of poverty and celibacy, conditions naturally repugnant

to an ex-Tahsildar and the father of ten children, and that

in any case he is entitled to insist that this training shall

not be continued and that he was also entitled to
‘

insist

that his children should not be allowed to associate with a

person of Mr. Leadbeater’s opinions, and now that his
wishes have been disregarded, he can demand ' that his

children shall be restored to his custody. I think also
that the plaintiff only consented to the removal of the

children from India, and therefore from his personal

supervision, on the understanding that they should not

associate with the person from whom he apprehended

danger. Defedant has argried that she is able to edu

cate the plaintiff's children in a manner, and to give
them a social standing, such as are beyond the plaintiff’s

means, and has already expended considerable sums of

money upon them, but she has not provided any irre

vocable endowment of the children for these purposes.

It is quite clear that any expenditure which the defen
dant has already incurred cannot give her any right to

the custody of the children. A father moreover, is the

best judge of the education and training which are suited

to his children, and .may well think that they will be

happeir and better trained 1
.1
1

their natural environment

than in a foreign land and in a Society which may in the

future make them strangers to their own kindred and to

the Society in which they were born.

The defendant has abandoned the first two issues‘
but I think it is desirable that Ishould express an opinion
upon them in case the matter should go before another

Court. With regard to jurisdiction, the plaintiff's children
are subjects of the King Emperor domiciled in British
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India, and are ‘only temporarily resident in England

where they were taken by defendant for purposes
of

education. The defendant has also, in my opinion,
broken

the understanding by which
'

. she was allowed- to

take them beyond the jurisdiction. In these circum

stances I am clear that this Court has jurisdiction
to

pass orders as to the custody of
the children, and is

bound to enforce such orders by all means
in its power,

and I have no doubt that
the English Courts will assist

this Court by their process. In this connection
I need

only refer to the cases in 4 De G. and Mac.
328. and 30

Ch. 32. The second issue does not really
arise, since it

is provided by Sec. 3 of the Guardian
and Wards Act

of 1890 that the provisions of that
Act shall not affect

the powers of the High Court. I am of
opinion for the

reasons I have given that it is necessary
in the interests‘

of the children and for their future protection
that they

should be declared Wards of
Court, andI declare accord

ingly. I also direct the defendant
to hand over th

e

custody of the two boys, Krishnamurthi
and Nityanandfl,

to the plaintiff on or before the
26th of May, 1913.

With

regard to the costs of the
case, this trial has been

unduly

protracted and considerable expense
has been caused

b
y

the charges which were made by
the plaintiff and I find

not

to have been proved.‘ I
, therefore, direct him to pay

the

costs _o
f the'suit and the defendant’s

including the 6055

o
f

the several Commissions and all costs expressly
reserved

, . H, B.(8d) I

18-4-15.

Certified to be a true copy.
Dated this 19th day of April 1913.

- G. Wmrn.‘ _

Second Assistant R6990"



A,PPENDIX Ill.
Onthe merits, their Lordships delivered the fol.

lowing

IUDGMENTS :—

The Chief Iusticez-I have already dealt with the
question whetherithe learned judge had jurisdiction to

grant the rhlief which he fits given in this suit. The

question remains whether lis judgment should be upheld
The more important dates are as follow :—

The defendant is the President of the Theosophical

Society and the’ plaintiff has been a member of the Society

since 1882. About the end of 1908 'the plaintiff was

appointed Assistant Corresponding Secretary .of the

Esoteric Section of the Society and he and his family
1 took up their residence at the head-quarters of the

Society, Adyar, in a house which he occupied rent free.

In September 1909 he removed his two minor sons,

Krishnamurti and Nityananda from school, and they

received gratuitous instruction at Adyar from one _Mr.
C. W. Leadbeater and others. The boys were then aged
about 14 and 11. The defendant first became acquainted
with them in December, 1909. On the 6th March, 1910,

the Plaintiff signed a letter (Ex. A.) by which he constitu
ted the defendant the guardian of his minor sons. The
plaintiff alleges in the particulars which he was ordered
to deliver that in April, 1910, and February 1911, and on

later dates he was told by certain parties that they had

Seen the incident mentioned in paragraph 2 of the parti

In March 1911, thelldefendant Itook

th
e boys to
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Benares and thence to England. In October
1911, they

returned to Adyar and remained there
until December

1911. Mr. Leadbeater, who had been at Adyar
through

out, then took them to Benares. On the
31st December,

1911, the plaintiff informed Mrs. Van
Hook at Benares of

the incident described in paragraph 1'
of the particulars,

and on the same day the plaintiff went
to the defendant

and demanded that the boys should
be separated from

Mr. Leadbeater, and referred her to Mrs.
Van Hook for

the reason. The defendant refused the plaintiff's
request

The plaintiff returned‘ to Adyar at
the beginning of

January 1912. and made complaints
to various persons

On the 19th January, 1912, there was
an interview

at Adyar between the plaintiff and
the defendant and

several members of the Society.
A note of the

proceedings at . the interview was taken down

by the defendant. vThe note is to
the effect that

the

plaintiff stated he had no objection
to the boys

being

taken to England and that the defendant
said that

she had separated the boys from Mr. Leadbeater.
Mf

Leadbeater had left India about January
13,1912. 0!!

January '26, 1912, the defendant left Adyar
with the two

boys for Benares and shortly afterwards
took them to

EIlgland. The boys were left with Mr.
Leadbeater and

others for a short time in Sicily, the defendant
being in

England. The boys then followed the
defendant to

England, Mr- Leadbeater accompanying them
to Geflw

It having come to the knowledge: of the defendant
that

the plaintiff had been making enquiries with
respect t°

the charge against Mr. Leadbeater contained
in the

Second paragraph of the particulars, she wrote
to him a

letteron February 7, 1912, (LL) in which she'dismwd
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him from his office of Secretary. On 11th July, 1912, the

plaintiff wrote to the defendant a letter (Ex. AA. 6) in

which he purported to cancel the letter Ex. A. and asked

her to hand over to him his two sons. In October 1912,
the defendant returned to Adyar leaving the boys in

England and the plaintiff instituted this suit.

I propose, first, to state what appears to me to be the
law as to the rights of a father to the control and custody

of his minor children. I do not think it has been suggest
ed that the exposition of the law relating to this matter

contained in the judgment of Vice-Chancellor Kindersley
In re Curtis, is not still the law of England. It is there
laid down that the Court of Chancery cannot decide upon

I

the custody of infants simply with reference to what is
most for their benefit and cannot interfere with the rights
of a father, unless he so conducts himself as to render it

‘essential to the safety and welfare of the children in some
serious and important respect, either physically, intellectu

ally or morally, that they should be removed from his

custody. The Vice-Chancellor in his judgment cited the

case of In re Fynn in which Lord Justice Knight Bhaz
made the following observations; “ Of the present case

Imay say, that were I at liberty, as I am not, to act on the
view which out of Court I should, as a private person,
take of the course likely to be most beneficial for the

infants, I should have no doubt whatever

upon the question of interfering with the

father’s power. Without any hesitation—l should do so,
-—to what extent and in what manner I do not say. But
there may and must be many cases of conduct, many

cases of family difierences, family difficulties and family

misfortunes, in which though interposition would be for
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the interest and advantage of minor
children, Courts of

justice have not the means of
interfering usefully, or, if

they have the means, ought not
to interfere.”

“ A man

may be in narrow circumstances, he may
be negligent,

injudicious and faulty as the father
of minors; he may be a

person from whom the discreet, the
intelligent and the well

disposed, exercising a private judgment,
would wish his

children to be, for their sakes~ and his
own, removed; he

may be all this without rendering himself
liable to judicial

interference, and in the main it is
for obvious reasons

well that it should be so. Before
this jurisdiction can be

called into action between
them, the Court must be

'

satisfied, not only that it has the means
of acting safely

and efficiently, but also that the father
has so conducted

himself, or has shown himself to be
a person of such

a

description, or is placed in such a position,
as to render it

.

not merely better for the children,
but essential to their

safety or to their welfare, in some very
serious and impor

tant respect, that his rights should
be treated as 108i

01'

suspended-should be ‘superseded or
interfefed with.

if
the, word

“ essential" is too strong an expression,

it is not

much too strong. The defendant suggested
that the law

as laid down in re Curtis was altered
by theguardianship.

of infants Act, 1886 (49 and 50 Vict.
c. 27,-. No douht

this enactment altered the law but , its provisions, a
s.
it

Kindersley, V. C., referred. The Cases in
which the Courts

have refused to deliver over a child when i
t has arrived

at years Of discretion to its father on

a writ o
f Habwfi

Corpus are not in conflict with the rule

o
f

lav!‘
that a

father is entitled by the law of England to the
custody

of his children till they attain the age of 21. In
dealing
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with these Habaas Corpus cases Cotton, L. ].
,

in his judg

ment in In re Agar Ellis (1883) says :—"But then there are

cases where undoubtedly the Court declined to interfere

on Habeas Corpus in order to hand the child over to the

father or to interfere with it when it was of the age

of discretion—the age of 16 in the case of girls and

the age of 14 in the case of boys. For what reason is

that? When an infant is so young as not to be able in the

eyes of the law to exercise a discretion, then unless the

infant is in the proper‘ custody, that is to say the legal

custody of theitather or the guardian appointed, it is not

i1 legal custody, and the very object of suing outaHabcas

Corpus is to have it ascertained whether the person who

is sought to be brought up is under duress or imprison

ment ; but no body can be placed in the position of being

under duress or imprisoment if he expresses a wish to re

main where he is at the time the writ is issued, that is to

Say, provided the person is competent to express such a

Wish ; and, it he does, it is the duty of the law to regard

it." .

In In re Agar Ellis, the minor was a girl of over 16. In
'
that case it was held that the Court will not interfere will
the authority of the father as regards the control

and

education of his children until they attain the age of

21 except (1) where by his gross moral turpitude he for

teits his rights, or (2) where he has by‘ his conduct abdi

cated his paternal authority, or (3) whei’e he seeks to re

move his children, being wards of Court,‘ out of the juris

dictionwithout the consent of the Court. The defendant

pointed out that in
_ the Agar Ellis case the children were in

the Custody of thefather when proceedings were institu
‘

ted by the mother. This no doubt is so. But for the
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moment‘ I am only dealing with the principles of law

which govern this question and I do not think that the

fact that the children were in the custody of the father

would give him greater rights than if they were not, In

regard to the question of benefit of the infant, Bowen, L.].

in the same case, said at page 887.
“ Then we must regard

the benefit of the infant ; but then it must be remem

bered that if the words “benefit of the infant” are used

, in any but the accurate sense it would be a fallacious
test

to apply to the way the Court exercises its jurisdiction over

the infant by way of interference with the father.
ltis

not the benefit to the infant as conceived by the Court,
but

it must be the benefit to the infant, having regard
to the

natural law which points out that the father knows far

better as a rule what is good for his children than a
Court

of justice can". . . . -
“ Except in cases of immorality’

or where he (the father) is clearly not
exercising a dis‘

cretion at all but a wicked or cruel caprice, or where
he

is endeavouring to withdraw from the protection
of the

Court, which is entrusted with such pretection
by

law, the custody of the infant, as a ;rule, this
Court

does not and cannot interfere, because it cannot d0
90

with the certainty that its doing so‘ would not
be

attended with far greater injury both to the infant
itself

‘

and also to general social life. ”...“ As soon as it becomes

obvious that the rights of the family are being abused
t0

the detriment of the interest of the infant, than the filth“

shows that he is no longer the natural guardian-that
he

has become an unnatural guardian-that he has perverted

the ties of nature for the purpose of injustice and
cruelty‘

When that case arrives the Court will not stay its hand
;

but until that case arrives it is not mere disagreement
with
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the view taken by the father of his rights and the interests

of his infant that can justify the Court in interfering." Mr.

Simpson in his book on
“ Law of Infants” on page 131, >

(third edition), suggests that the law as laid down in re

Agar Ellis “seems to be too narrow a statement of the law

as at present administered,” and the learned author refers

to the judgment of Fitz Gibbon, L. 1.
, In re Ohara. The

strongest passage in the. judgment of the Lord Justice
which could be relied upon as supporting the suggestion

that the judgments in re Agar Ellis, are too narow a

statement of the law is the following :-—“ It appears to me

that misconduct or unmindfulness of paternal duty, or

inability to provide for the welfare of the child, must be

shown before the natural rights can be displaced. Where

a parent is of blameless life, and is able and willing to

provide for the child's material and moral necessities in the

rank and position to which the child by birth belongs, i.e.,

the rank and position of the parent—-the Court is
,

in my

opinion judicially bound to act on what is equally a law of

nature and of society and to hold, in the words of Lord

Ether, that, “The best place for a child is with its parent."

Of course I do not speak of exceptional cases, where

Special disturbing elements exist which involve the risk
of

moral or material injury to
‘

the child such as the distur

bance of religious convictions or of settled affections,
or

the endurance of hardship or destitution with a parent

as contrasted with the solid advantages offered elsewhere.v

The Court, acting’ as a wise parent, is not bound tolsarcri

fice the child’s welfare to the fetish of parental
authority

by forcing it from a happy and comfortable home to share

the fortunes of a parent, however innocent, who pannot

keep a roof over his head or provide it with the necessaries

’ O
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of life.” With all respect to'the learned author, to my mind

there is nothing in this passage which indicates that the

learned Lord Iustice intended in any way to
dissent

from the principle laid down in In re Agar Ellis.

In Thomasset v. Thomasset, Lindley L. I. said that,
“ independently of writs oft Habeas Corpus the Court

of Chancery exercised the power of the Crown as

parens [:atn'ae over infants and
in exercise of

this jurisdiction the power of the Court has always
been

much more extensive than that professed by Courts
of

Common Law under a writ of Habeas Corpus". The Lord

justice then refers to a case of Todd v. Lyrics
which is

unreported, (see page 127 Simpson's Law of Infants) where

a father obtained an order for‘ the delivery to him of the

custody of his son , a young man of 17 who had been

persuaded by the-defendant to leave his father and
enter

a monastery under the charge of the defendant.
As is

pointed out in Thomasset v. Thamasset, what the wishes
of

the boy were does not appear.

In The Queen v. Gyngall Lord Esher, Master
of the

Rolls, pointed out the distinction between the Common

Law jurisdiction under which the Common Law Court-5

used to deal with these matters ,by Habeas Corpus, (I take
it

that the learned judge did not mean this was the
only

way in which the Common Law jurisdiction could be

exercised) and the Chancery jurisdiction.
“ At CommOfl

law”. the Master of the Rolls said,
“ the parent had

35 against other persons generally an absolute right
to the

custody of the child unless he or she had forfeited it bY Ce"

tain sorts of misconduct.” The Chancery jurisdiction W35

3 Parental jurisdiction " iii-Virtue of which the Chancery

Court was P11t t0 Elct on behalf of the Crown as being
the

O
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guardian of all infants.” I do not think that the Master
of the Rolls meant to suggest that in the exercise of this

juristiction the natural rights of the parent were not

cons'dered. All that was laid down was that a Court of

Chancery could supersede the natural rights of a parent

if the welfare of the infant demanded it. In The Queen v_
‘Gyngall the Master of the Rolls cites with approval the

passage from the judgment of Knight Brace V. C. in re

Fyvm to which I have referred. I may also refer to
in n MaGrath case in the Chancery division decided
a year before ; The Queen v. Gyngall.

' As regards the Indian cases, this High Court
‘would .seem to have acted in accordance with the

principles of the decision in In re Agar Ellis ; see
Reade v. Krishna, and Pollard v, Rouse. Certain Indian

authorities were cited by the defendant. In In the mat
fer of Saithri, the application was for an order in the

nature of a Habeas Corpus. On the facts of that case

the Court was not satisfied that the application by the

mother was ‘bona-fide the mother being a servant earning

‘eight annas a month and having no house of her own; and

was of opinion that the mother had precluded merely by

her conduct for eight years from demanding that the child

should be given up to her and that to do so would be most

detrimental to the welfare of the'child. In Sara! Chandra

Chakrabarti v. Forman the application for the custody of

the minor was made not by his father but by his brother.

The report says that the father "had gone to Benares to
end he days there." I am unable to assume from this, as
the defendant wished us to assume, that the natural

rights of the father devolved upon the elder brother. In
view of what I conceive to be the law I feel considerable
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doubt as to whether I should be prepared to follow
the

decision of the Allahabad High Court
in Bindo v, Shamla

and of this Court in-Muthuveerappa Chetly
v. Ponnuswami

In Moolwond Lal Sing v. Mobodip Chandar Singha
the

Court decided on the facts
of the case that the primafacic

right of the father was displaced-
See also In re foshy

Assam. In the case of re Ghulbhai and Lilbai where
it was

held that the interest, well-being and happiness
of the

minors ought to be the paramount
consideration of the

Court, both theparents'were dead. It was suggested
by

the defendant though I do not think the ‘contention
was

very seriously pressed that the law of
England was more

favourable to the natural rights of father
than the Hinilu

Law. I do not think this has been suggested in
any of H16

Indian cases, and I am not prepared to accede
to it In

Muthuveerappa v. Ponmlsami the learned judges
00, doubt

say that the texts of Hindu law
do [not recognise any

"absolute rights of guardian in any one”
but neither does

the Law of England. Q.

So far, I have dealt with the general questidn
‘0f the

natural rights of the father. In this
case, however,

We

ha“? What purports to be on express
delegation of the

father‘s rights by Ex. A, the letter of the
6th March 191g

and what purports to be an express
revocation of

that

delegation by Ex. AA. '6
. the letter of the

11th July

1912. It does not seem to be material
whether the

letter Ex. A is to be regarded as a waiver,
or an “Press

delegation, of the plaintiff’s paternal rights.

If it is to be

rfigarded as a waiver, it does not in itself
operate 5°

35

lo

preclude the father from re-asserting his
rights- “ i

t ‘5

t° be regarded as an express delegation, I think
the dele

gallon is P'ima fade revocable though
there may

be
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circumstances which would lead a Court to hold that the

delegation ought not to be revoked. In In re Agar Ellis,
Cotton L- I. said on page 333 “ the father, although not
unfitted to discharge the duties of a father may have

acted in such a way as to preclude himself in a particular
instance from insisting on rights he would otherwise‘ have,
as where a father has allowed, in consequence of money
being left to a child, the child to live with a relative and
be brought up in a way not suited to its former station in

life or to the means of the father. There the Court says
‘You have‘allowed that to be done, and to alter that

wpuld be such an injury to the child that you have preclus
ded yourself from eirercising your power as a father in that

particular respect,’ and then the Court interferes to pre
vent the father from having the custody of the child, not

because he is immoral or has forfeited all his rights,
but because in that particular instance he has so acted as
to preclude himself from insisting on what otherwise

would be his right. That was the case in Lyons v. Blenkin

which has been cited.”

There can be no question in this case that the (agree
ment of March 1910, has been acted. In Queen v. Bar

"(1140. Lord Esher said that if the parent revoked the

agreement before it had been acted on it would not be

binding. Lord Justice Lindley, however, laid down
the law in much more general terms. He said in page
814 uNotwithstanding such an agreement the parent
would be'the legal ‘guardian of the child and she is in

Capable of binding herself not to exercise her rights as

such. She could therefore, revoke the ‘agreement at any

moment, a
s‘ could any other guardian in a similar case."

Mr- Justice Wallis in Pollard v. Rouse,’ stated the lawv

\
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in much the same way. He said on page 292, “this

delcgtion of parental authority to the plaintiff is
revo

kable at any time and it is the duty of the parents
and

guardians to revoke it if used to the
detriment of the

children’f.
This question is discussed by Mr. Snipson

-on page 135 and Sir E. I. Trevelyan in his
book on “The

law of India relating to minors” on page
70. The latter

states the law thus :—"A father may also lose
his right to

the guardiarship of his‘ children, and
to the control of

their education where he has permitted
another person to

maintain and educate them, and it will
be detrimenltl t0

the interests of the children to alter the
manner‘ of thtir

maintenence or the course of their own
secular or N

ligious education. The Court will
not, when he has

aquiesced for some time, permit him
arbitrarily or capri

ciously to alter the mode of their
maintenance and educa

tion, or to take them from the custody
in which he has

allowed them to remain.” There are further
observtllions

von the subject on page 132.
'

As the authorities were very elaborately
discussed in

the course of the argument of this appeal,
I have thought

it necessary to refer to them at some length.
I am Pie‘

pared, however, to accede and apply
the succinct state

ment of the law which is to be found in
Lord flaisturyls

Laws of England, Volume 17, page 101.
"After a sur

render by him, (the father) of the
custody has actually

taken place, hecan recover
the custody unlessv

his doing

so would be injurious to the interests of the child.”_

The defendant contended with reference
to my ludg'

me“ On the question of jurisdiction that in as much
35 the

jurisdiction exercised by the learned judge
was the‘

equity jurisdiction given by the Letters Patent»
the Cow
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would look solely to the welfare of the infants. I cannot
accede to this. I do not think that the Courts in Equity
have ever professed to look solely to what appears to them
to be the welfare of the infant without regard to the
natural rights of the father. The judgment of theiM ter

'

of the Rolls in R. v. Gyngall speaks of the “ supercess'ion"
of the natural rights. This seems to me to involve that ~
the natural rights must be recognised and considered.

'

There- is one other question of law. iwhich I desire to‘
refer to before I pass to the facts. The effect of the
appointment of the father as guardian in this case, (i

t is

the appointment of the father and not the making pf the
minors wards of Court, as I stated in my judgment on the
question of jurisdiction, which has this effect,) was to‘
extend the period of minority of the elder boy to the age

o
f

21. At the time the order was made, the elder boy
was nearly 18, the ordinary age of minority under the
Indian law. We were referred by the defendant.
In the matter of the petition o

f Nazirun where

it was held that an application for the certificate‘
of guardianship under Act XL of 1858 which, ifI

granted, would prolong the miriority of the infant from '18
to 21, should not be granted when the alleged minor is

admittedly on the point of attaining the age of 18, unless
under particular circumstances, as where very great

weakness of mind was proved, or where it was shown that
there was some absolute necessity for making such order.
The words "absolute necessity" are of too general a

Character to enable us to derive much assistance from this

dedsion. The fact that a minor is nearly 18 when an
Order is asked for, which will have the effect of extending
his minority is no» doubt a matter to be taken into.

o

0
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consideration by any Court which is called upon to deter
mine whether in all the circumstances of the case such an

order shall be made. The defendant asks to be allowed
‘

to adduce in evidence certain affidavits made in England

which she professed to rely on by way of answer to an

application‘ to commit her for contempt, which has been

made to this Court. These affidavits are of course not

'evidence for the purpose of this appeal. The defendant

did not ask for a commission to examine as witnesses the

parties by whom the affidavits were made.

At the trial on the hearing of this appeal several

questions were discussed which bore more or less directly

on the question of the welfare of the boys. There is the

question as to what has been called the deitication of the

elder boy. This is raised in the tenth issue.
“ Has the

defendant stated that the elder boy is or is going to be

Lord Christ or Lord Maitreya ?” The finding of the

learned judge was in the aflirmative. There can be no

question, I think, that, in the first instance the two boys
were taken charge of by Mr. Leadbeater and afterwards

by the defendant for educational purposes with a view to

their being sent to an English university. I do not doubt

that the plaintiff who had been a member of me Theoso

phical Society since 1882 and for some years had been a

Secretary of the Esoteric Section of the Society contemP'
'

lated that the education should be in accordance with the

views and tenets of Theosophy. The idea that the boy

was to become vested with extra mundane attributes was’

I think, a later development.
‘

With regard to this, Sir Subramania [Yer with m.

ference to the plaintiff consenting to the boys being taken

to England, said, in his evidence page 834-“ The gm‘

0

I
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inducement, as I gathered, was that the boys were going
to get an English University education which was beyond

his (plaintiff's) power to give". In cross examination he

said in page 346 “Plaintiff was induced to sign the letter

only for the sake of English University education. The

University education was the one thing‘ which influenced

him”

I do not think that the defendant questioned the find

ing of the judge that, although the plantiff was aware

when he’ signed the letter of the ‘6th March .1910 (Ex, A.)

that the defendant desired to bring up the boys in such a

manner as to develop their spiritual powers, neither the

plaintiff nor the defendant contemplated the development

of the elder boy into a “vehicle
” for the manifestation of

_supernatural powers or persons The defendant denied in

her evidence that she had ever said that the elder boy was

,or was to be, the Lord Christ or the Lord Maitreya; but

she admitted having said that she believed that
“ his body

would be the vehicle" for his reincarnation. In cross

examination in answer to a question-do you belive his

body will be used by the Lord Maitreya, she said “I do,
I admit...that ; I do believe that the body will be u'sed by
Lord Maitreya some years hence.” In an address by the

defendant published in one of the Theosophical journals

(Ex. P) we find a statement that “the body of.the disciple

Alcoyne (i'e- the elder boy) has been handed over to those

who have come down with him through the ages, to be

trained and made ready for a similar destiny,” the destiny

being the surrender of the body to Christ. The defendant

met the argument that the fostering of such ideas as these

in a boy of 15 or 16 years of age would necessarily be

mellldidal to his moral and intellectual
welfare, by the

\

I
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contention that the setting before him of this ideal would

necessarily have a purifying and ennobling efiect. There

might be something in this if what was said before him

was that this destiny might be in store for him if he proves

worthy of it. But I understand the defendant's evidease,
to be that the body of the boy had already been selected

for becoming “the vehicle ". In paragraph 12 of her

written statement the defendant says it is true that respec

table people have prostrated themselves before him- He

was made the head of an Order called the Star of the

East (the proceedings at one of the meetings of the Order

are described in an article in a Theosophic journal, Ex- C
,’

published in February 1912) and he underwent two

ceremonies of initiation as to the nature of which there is

no evidence. It may be said that all this, so; far from
stimulating the moral and intellectual qualities of the boy,

might have an opposite effect I do not profess to know
how much there is in common between the tenets and

beliefs of the Hindu religion and the tenets and beliefs of

Theosophy. I am prepared to assume a very great deal.

I am also prepared to assume that the plaintiff is a pious
Hindu and that he was when he signed Ex.‘ A

,

an ardent

Theosophist. But there is all the difference between a

man holding abstract views in a matter of this sort and
being a consenting party to these views being given effectvv
to in the person of his own son, A father may believe in the
doctrine of reincarnation and may have given expression‘
to that belief, but he may well be reluctant that the body
‘of his own son should be the medium.‘

1 do not think that the plaintiff when he signed E‘
A. contemplated that the boys were to be dewtcd to
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lives of poverty and delibacy. I do not suggest that the
importance of an education (at ]Oxford which I doubt
not was thetchief inducement of the father when he con
sented to the boys being taken to England was ever lost

sight of by the defendant, but it was I think, regarded
by the defendant and by Mr- Leadbeater as subordinate
to the main purpose to which the life of the elder -boy
was to be devoted. We find the defendant writing (to a
correspondent(Ex. Q. Q.) on the 4th June 1912,

" Both
Mr. Leadbeater and I are quite indifferent as to Krishna
(the elder boy) taking a degree. A-degree is off‘no value

to a spiritual teacher and Nitya’s (the younger boy's)

degree wouldlbrin'g no credit to us but only to his: family."
I now pass to a topic which I desire to discuss as

briefly as possible and that is
,

the connection of Mr.

‘Leadbeater with the two boys. There can .be},no question

that the defendant and Mr. Leadbeater were closely

associated‘. in Theosophical work and were in' strong

sympathy with each other. In this 'iconnecfion, I need
only refer to Exhibits F and G. .Exhibit F is an extract
from an article written by Mr. Leadbeater in the Adyar

Album, a work which was on sale to the public in 1911

in which he says speaking of the defendant 5(pa‘ge 155)
“ whether you understand or not you will be wise to

‘follow her implicitly just because she] knows. This a is no

mere supposition on my part, no flight , of, the imagina
tion ; l have stood beside your president in the presence
of the supreme director of evolution on this globe and I

know whereof I speak. Let the wise] hear my words
and act accordingly.” In Exhibit G ~the defendant writ

ing in the following year of Mr. Leadbeater in a'Theoso

phist journal says, amongst other things,
“ By hard patient

.
'

5
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work he has won rewards, pertecti'ng
each faculty on

plain after plain, gaining nothing
without hard work. as

he has often said, but gaining surely
and steadily until he

stands, perhaps the most trusted of his
Master’s

disciples,
“ on the threshold of divinity".

The finding

of the learned judge in paragraph

4 of his judgment seems

‘to me to be supported by the
evidence. The finding i

s

“ It is clear that the plaintiff’s children
were first selected

as likely subjects {or training in
the tenets of the Society

by Mr. Leadbeater, who professes
to have peculiar powers

in this respect, and that i
t was through his influence

that

the defendant was induced to
take an interest i

n them,

and that from the first Mr.
Leadbeater desired to get

the

childreri under his own control
and out of that a

t the

plaintiff whom he regarded
as an obstacle to his

own

purposes. (See 'Mr. Leadbeatcr’s
letter Exs. W2, W3.

W4,

dated December 1909 and
Ex.Y, dated 3rd ]anuary

1910)”. Totthe letters referred
to by the learned judge

I

may add Ex.Y5 dated 18th April
1910. I think [may

fairly say that the defendant‘s
regard for and trust
in Mr.

Leadbeater was unqualified except
with regard to certain

Opinions which Mr. Leadbeater held
in regard to boys

A5

regards these opinions, the defendant
condemned

them, a5

mischievous, and I do not doubt that the defendant
impli

citly believed Mr. Leadbeatei’s promise
that he would

not

Preach a practice which has
been described 85 his

‘ unconventional’ doctrines. Mr.‘ Leadbeater's

‘ uncon

ventional ’ views are to be found in EX. XVI a letter
written

by him to a correspondent‘ on the 27th
February 1906, i

n

EX- H’ a letter written by him to the defendant
on the

,

30th lune 1906 and in Ex.] a letter written by
him to the

detendant on the 11th September 1906. The defendants
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attitude in the matter is indicated in her circular letter

(Ex. XIV) and in her letter to Mr. Leadbeater of the 6th
August 1907 (Ex.XIl), to which he replied by his letter
dated the 30th August 1907 (Ex.Xlll.) In cross-examina~
tion with regard to this matter, certain answers were

given by Mr. Leadbeater which are to be found at p. 377,
lines 12 to 29. With regard to this part of the case, the

learned judge observed in paragraph 14 of his judgment,
“ Mr. Leadbeater admitted in his evidence that he has
held and even now holds opinions which I need only
describe as certainly immoral and such as to unfit him to

be the tutor of boys, and taken~ in conjunction with his pro
fessed power to detect the approach of impure thoughts

render him a highly dangerous associate for children. It
is trap that both he and the defendant declared that he

has promised not to express or practise those opinions, but

no father should be obliged to'depend upon a promise of

this kind ". I entirely agree.

It was contended by the defendant that in this
matter the plaintiff acted ‘ with his eyes open

’ and was

aware of the opinions entertained by Mr. Leadbeater

when he consented to the arrangement which brought his

sons ‘into close relations with him. The ‘plaintiff

had been a member of the Theosophical Society ‘since

1882. In 1906 there was an enquiry with reference to
certain complaints which were made against Mr. Lead

beater, befo're an advisory committee’. A report was made,
and Mr. Leadbeater resigned his membership of the

Society. There was a subsequent investigation as the

result of which Mr. Leadbeater was exonerated and. he

subsequently rejoined the Society. The plaintiff in exam‘

nation-in-chief in speaking of a circular recommending the
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readmission of Mr. Leadbeater
into the Society (which

ltake is Ex; XIV), said that he votediior
his admission

because the defendant ‘said that
he was innocent and that

he belived at the time because
he bad faith in the defend

ant (p. 223} He denied (247)
having received the

'

letter

or ever having seen it
and said that he did not

know that

Mr. Leadbeater had been acquitted
by any Committee

and that the General Council
had said that he might

rejoin if he wished (p. 248).
He also said that he did

not

remember what the defendant
stated in her presidential

vaddress at the Convention
in 1908 and that he

knew

nothing about the scandals in 1906.
In 1906 the plaintiff

was not associated with the Esoteric
Section of the Society,

and although I think it extremely probable
that he

knew a, great deal more about
the charges against

Mr. Leadbeater and the ;_consequent
proceedings than

he \‘was prepared to admit
in the witness box.

his

story that he voted for his (Leadbeater’s)
re-admis

sion because he (the plaintiff)
had entire confidence

in the defendant does not
seem to be an

unreason

able one. Inv connection
with this question one

otthe

defendant’s witnesses who was examined
on commission in

Bombay and who says that he joined
the Theosophicfll

Society nine or ten years ago
said that he knew

that

Mr. Leadbeater had resigned the
Society, that at the

Convention held at Madras a resolution
was passed asking

him to rejoin the Society, that he did
not kriow anything

of any inquiry into the charges against
Mr. Leadbeater»

that he had not seen any records in connection
with that

enquiry and that he knew about his
resignation only

at the

time when the resolution for his reinstatement
was

Passed

‘
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Assuming that in March 1910 the plaintiff was willing
‘ with his_ eyes open’ that the boys should be closely assoc i

ated with Mr. Leadbeater, and signed the letter (Ex'. A)

vknowing that they would be closely associated with him,

I am not prepared to say‘ that it was not within his rights
as a parent to take up a different attitude later even if

nothing had subsequently taken place which might afford

ground for suspicion that the complaints made in l9)6

w'ere not without foundation.

1 now pass to the specific charges of immorality

brought by the plaintiff against Mr. Leadbeater. They are

referred to in paragraph 5 of the plaint and are described

in the particulars
v

delivered in pursuance of the order of

the learned judge. As regards the second charge I doubt
whether the statements of witnesses who speak to ‘what

Lakshman told them are evidence. It seems to me that

this charge really depends upon the evidence of Lakshman
who was called as a Courtwitness. His evidence is to

be‘ found at page 278 of the printed papers. (a
t previous

statement in writing as to what he said he saw is to be
‘ found in Ex. VII) and it is quite clear that his evidence is

insuflicient to support a charge of an unnatural offence

or any act of gross indecency on the part of ‘Mr. Lead

beater. With regard to the first charge the plaintiffs

evidence, if true would establish‘ that -Mr- Leadbeater had

been guilty of grossly indecent conduct in connection

with the elder boy. The evidence given by the plaintiff

in the examination-in-chief at the trialwith regard to this is

in accordance with theevidence of Mrs. Van Hook who was

'lcalled by the defendant. It is also in accordance with the

evidence of Mr! Baghavan Dass who was examined on com

mission as to what the plaintiE told him. The defendant

1
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denied that, when she returned to Adyar in April 1910’

the plaintiff told her anything about what he ‘had seen

himself. Much was said on the hearing of the appeal with

regard to the alteration in the dates with reference
to the

charges. The evidence of the witneses who spoke
to

the report made to them‘ by Lakshman
would fix the

date of the incident, which is made the foundation

of the charge of unnatural offence as prior to
the date,

when Ex. A was signed by the plaintiff. The plaintiff’s

case is that, although the evidence of these witnesses
as to

the character of Lakshman’s report
to them is true their

evidence is untrue with regard to the date when
Lakshman

said he witnessed the occurrence and that the
date when

Lakshman said he witnessed the occurrence
was sub

sequ'ent to the-signing of the agreement.
I need not discuss

this question, because, assuming the statements Of

these witnesses with reference to
what Lakshman told them

are evidence at all, which I doubt, the evidence
is in my

opinion altogether insufficient to establish
the offence

charged in paragraph 2 of the particulars.,\
Although Mr‘

Leadbeater was not. and could not well be represented

before us the defendant has taken upon her shoulders
the

burden of his defence with regard to these charges.
She

disharged the task of,defending him with extreme
zeal and

with great ability. She sought to show, that in view
of the

Changes in the alleged dates and of vthe variation
in the cha

racter
of
the alleged offence, no Qourt of Law would

hold

Mr. Leadbeater guilty either of an unnatural offence
or of

grossly indecent conduct in connection with the elder
.boy

One thing she did not do. She did not place before the
Court

the evidence of the boy himself. But speaking for myself

having regard to her strong affection for the boys which
ldo



not doubt ‘and to the nature of the charges, I do not think
she can be blamed for not putting the boy into the witness
box. Of course I do not overlook the fact that the defendant
no doubt realised’that by bringing the boys to Madras she
would have sacrificed the advantageous position which she
holds so long as the boys remain in England. I will say
nothing more with regard to this part of the case because
lam not prepared to differ from the conclusion of the
learned judge that for the reasons stated in paragraphs
5 to 12 of his judgment the 6th and the 7th issues should be

answered in the negative I am not, however, altogether
in agreement with the view expressed by the learned

judge that it was the plaintiff's knowledge that his sur

render of the rights of guardianship contained in Ex. A
wasirrevocable which induced him to search for something

which would influence the Court in revoking the agree
ment and so caused‘ the revival of charges similar to those
'

made against Mr. Leadbeater in 1906‘

This brings me to the question as to how far the fact

of these charges that were made by the plaintiff can be

reconciled with good faith on his part and a simple-mind
ed desire, whether mistaken or not, to do what was best

for the welfare of his boys. The question as to how far

the plaintiff acted in good faith is
,

of course,‘ o
f

the

greatest importance with reference to the question of the

boys’ welfare because it is obvious that their interests would

be greatly prejudiced if they were handed over to the

guardianship and custody of a man prepared to make

charges of this character in‘connection with his boys know

ing them to be false. It was pointed out that as regards the

second charge the evidence, even if true, would only esta

blish indecent behaviour and this was relied on as



showing that the charges were made
wantonly and mali

u'ouly and with the knowledge they
were false. It

has been suggested that the plaintifi,
is a- tool in the hands

of those who desire to injure the defendant.
1 may refer

to the evidence of the plaintiff in pp.
239, and 273. [will

assume that the plaintiff i
s, to some extent at any rateI

being made use of by others
who supply the sinews o

f

war and who have their own ends
to serve‘. This, in

itself, is not incompatible with the ‘plaintiff
being actuated

by an honest desire to do what
he now conceives to be,

although his views might formerly
have been otherwise,

for the best interests o
f his boys. Very great stress
has

been laid by the defendant upon
the fact that the plaintiff

made a criminal§charge§ of a very
revolting character in

which his own son was involved. I am not
impressed b
y

this. If the father honestly believed
that some‘ things

have~happened which would justify
the second charge,

he

was placed in a terrible predicament.

If he sought to‘

bring the man to justice he exposed
himself to ithev

accusation that he was bringing a charge against
the child 3

if for the sake of saving the child he did
nothing, be ex

posed himself to the accusation of
allowing a terrible

Crime to remain unpunished. From
the very nature

0
5

the offence he could not do anything
without implicating

the boy. The plaintiff in cross-examination
said (p245)

,“ My accusation was against Mr. Leadbeater
modating

with the boys and not against the boy
himself. I never

said anything'against my boy. My complaint
was ag'alflst

Mr. Leadbeater."

'

'

It appears to me that there are undisputed facts
which

‘might not unreasonably have given
rise to serious

5‘19'

dlciona against Mr. Leadbeater. ‘I do not say that
m5
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conduct was criminal; ldo not say Ithat acts of gross
indecency have been proved; but I do say that, in my
judgment his behaviour in connection with these boys

was unseemly and indecorous. In this matter I will takelthe
evidence of Lakshman, the defendant's own servant, who

is still in her service, and the evidence of the defendant’5

witnemes. According to Lakshman, he saw the elder boy

and Mr- Leadbeater in the bath-room, the boy was naked

and Mr. Leadbeater‘s coat was up to the waist and he had

no pyjamas (witness apparently indicated the length of the

shirt half-way down his thigh). In examination-in-chief,

Mr. Leadbeater said (p. 367).

Q.—Through that time, 1909, II want you just to

remember. the succession of events about the bath-room_
Where did the boys first bathe when you knew them i’

A.—At a well in Vasautamantapam within the

headquarters.

Q.—What did that lead you to do 2 .

A.—-It eventually led me to offer the use of my bath

room in place of it.

Q-—'S0 that they bathed in your bath-room tor a
time ?

A.—Yes.

Q-—Now, will you say please quite frankly, what

dnnges were introduced in their bath? ,

A.—-I introduced carbolic soap and hot water for the

hair, and taught them to bathe in the ordinary English

Way so as to be really clean.

Q.-—-And that means as regards the bather?

A-—That he soaped himself all over.

Q.-—-Dressed or not?

A--—Quite undressed, certainly._

Q.—Were you fully dressed ? v
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A.—I had nothing to do with it
,

except on two

occasions when I went in and superintended” Mrs- Van

Hook said in cross>exarnination (p. 329)
“ I know that

Mr. Leadbeater took the boys into his bathroom
and said

that he should teach them how to bathe like gentlemen."

It seems to me that it did not come within the province

o
f

Mr. Leadbeater, a gentlemen of over 60 years

o
f

age, as

tutor and spiritual advisor of these boys
to snperintend

privately and personally their bathing
arrangements.

The character of the suspicions-to put

it no higher

which the plaintiff entertained against :Mr. Lead

beater was such that i
t may well ‘ be that the

plaintiffs mind was disturbed and
thrown oil-its

balance, and that he lost the power to see things
and judge

things in their true proportions, and to
exercise a sound

iudgment with reference to any conclusion
which he might

come to. As I have said I think the plaintiff knew

a great

~

deal more about theénature of the
charges brought

against Mr. Leadbeater in 1906 than he was prepared

to

admit. This, in fact, is the defendant's case.
With his

knowledge of Mr. Leadbeater’s history in this
connection.

it is scarcely extraordinary that a man whose
mind 113d

possibly become a little morbid by reason o
f the atmosphere

of mystery and mysticism and flleged
extraordinary

happenings in which he lived, should have dwelt
on some‘

thing which he saw objectionable and indecent
though

not criminal, until he became obsessed with the ideil
that

I

Mr. Leadbeater’s conduct in connection with these
boys,

had been such as to warrant the charge of an
unnatural

ofience. “Unnatural offence
" for the Purpose o

f

,t
h
e

Penal Code is a technical term. In its non-tech!“cal

sense it only means something
contrary to nature
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One thing 15 clear, mat although the plaintiffs feelings

towards Mr. Leadbeater in 1910 were those of bitter‘

hostility, be entertained for the defendant feelings of

affection and esteem which remained unchanged till July

1912. On the 23rd January, 1912 we have a letter from

him to the defendant, Exhibit AA2 in which he says (page

117)
“ However unkind you may make your external

attitude towards me appear to be. I feel quite certain that
you have inside the same love and tenderness you have

been showing me during the last three years."
" ' ' -* l’ '

“I shall cling to, you as a son to a mother. Once a mother
you are a mother for ever.” There can be no question

that the plaintiff demanded the separation of the boys

from Mr. Leadbeater at the end of 1911. The defendant
refers to his having rushed up to her room when they were

at Benares crying and sobbing, and saying that the boys

must be completely separated from Mr. Leadbeater.

When the defendant asked ‘ why’ the plaintiff said he

could not tell her, that he had told Mrs. Van Hook. This

no doubt took place about a year and 8 months after the

date when the incident referred to in paragraph 1 of the
'
particulars according to the plaintiff took place. Having

regard to the nature of the alleged incident, the fact that

the defendant was a lady, and the fact that the entertained

feelings of respect and affection for Mr. Leadbeater and’
had placed implicit confidence to him-the delay on the

Part Of the plaintiff in making any communication in the

matter to the defendant does not seem very extraordinary.

His story that he preferred to tell Mrs. Van Hook who is a

Doctor does not seem to be unnatural. The plaintiff seems

to be a man of no particular strength of character,

emotional, possibly somewhat hysterical, and swayed one
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‘Way or the other by the impulse of the moment l-lis

temperament would seem to be reticent and retiring. The

difficulty which, according to the evidence, Mrs. Taylor

experienced in obtaining the data of the biographical
notes

which she desired to publish about the elder boy shows

the plaintiff was a man who did not desire to court publi

city or notoriety. The final rupture
with the defendant

meant the sacrifice
of a friendship which he evidently

greatly valued, the abandonment of all advantages,
which.

he would naturally hope for from his boys going
to an

English University, and possibly another smndalsimilar

‘
to that which appears to have shaken the Society

tOitS

foundations in 1906. In these circumstances can it
b
e

wondered at that a man would hesitate
before taking

a final and irrevocable step.

A point was made that even if the plaintifi 0011mm)t

bring himself to make a communication to the
defendant,

he might have givenliinformation to Sir Subramania Allah

the Vice-President of the Society. To 'my mini! th
i‘

plaintiff's explanation seems natural. Speaking
°l S
"

Subramania Iyer, he said in answer to tie question
:—

“ Did you not know he would not tolerate
such a

n

‘offence ?"
" He was no friend of mine nor a man much

know"

to me. I knew he had a great friendship for Mr-
Lead‘

beater and thought him a big man." He
went on {may

“

1 was not so much acquainted with him as
to know

‘t
h
a
t

he would help me. I told him I hadagrievanmga‘m'
Mr. Leadbeater.”
The letter written by Mr. Leadbeater to

the defen

dant oh the‘ 18th April 1910, Ex. Y5 a few daysaf‘“
‘he

date when according to the plaintifi’s evidence
the

‘l
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episode described in paragraph (1) of the particulars

occurred shows the existence of feelings of strong hostility

as between the plaintifi and Mr. Leadbeater. We "find

Mr. Leadbeater writing :—“ It is good that old Narayaniab

has to work hard at Besant’s Gardens for on’ the whole it

keeps him out of some of his mischief and giyes him less

time to brood over imaginary wrongs." I do not find the

explanation given by Mr. Leadbeater, in_his evidence that

some quarrel about the boys' food was the immediate

cause of these feelings of hostility of all concerning. It is

not disputed that
I

just at this time, ‘the plaintiff was

extremely anxious to get the boys away. In all the circums

tances. of this very unusual case, I am not prepared to hold
that the plaintiff's conduct in connection with the charges

against Mr. Leadbeater was of such a character as in itself [0
'

show that he is untitted to be entrusted with the care and

custody of the boys or that it would be detrimental to

their interest if they should be restored to him.

I will deal quite shortly with the question whether in

January 1912 the defendant gave an undertaking shortly

before the boys were taken to England that they should be

kept apart from Mr. Leadbeater. There can be no doubt

that when the plaintiff denianded'that the boys should

be separated from Mr. Leadbeater at the end of 1911,

when the plaintiff told the defendant that he had made

acornmunication to Mrs. Van Hook, that the defendant .

refused the plaintiff's request. As to what happened on

January 19, 1912 shortly before the boys were taken to

England when the memorandum ‘(Exhibit XI) was made _
by the defendant, with the separation of the boys from

Mr. Leadbeater, the evidence is conflicting. The learned

Judge was unable to hold that on that occasion the defend
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ant declined to give the promise that the boys should new

- be brought into asociation with Mr. Ixadbeater.
1am

not prepared to say that the judge was wrong.
Assuming

that he was, it is clear that the plaintiff attached great
im

portance to this question of separation
from Sir. lead

beater. The memorandum says:-—“ Mrs.
Besant said that

she had met Mr. Narayaniah’s wishes on
both points (What

the two pciuts were is not clear)
he had asked for; she I

had separated the boys from Mr. Leadbeater."
It is also

clear that. although at that time the defendant
contemplated

that the boys would be with Mr.
Leadbeater, at any rate

for a short period, she did not so
inform the plaintiff. She

stated that her reason for not doing
so was that she did

not desire the plaintiff to know
where the boys were

to

be. For the purpose of withholding
information from

the

father as to the whereabouts of the
boys it was not necessal‘y

for her to refrain from mentioning
the fact which would. ‘no

doubt, have greatly influenced the
father in connection

with

the question of the boys going
to England. As a matter

o
f

fact Mr. Leadbeater as well as the
defendant was with

the

boys in Sicily early in February
1912, for the purpose

o
f

some initiation ceremony in connection
with the elder boy

The question whether,‘ as
things now stand, th

e X6‘

lative advantages for the boys are
on the side o

f the“

F‘

maining where they are and
continuing the course

o
f traw

ing which has been laid out for them by
the defendant

0! 0“

the side of their being restored to the care
and custodll 0“

their father, is one of great delicacy
and difficulty-

A
5

. . .
- is

. regardsfinancial considerations-and
in reference

ton‘

matter I awept-the statements made by the defendant
0"

the one hand- and learned Vakil for the plaintiff
0n the

other, adequate provision would seem to have
been made
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‘for the maintenance and further education of the boys

either in India or in England. I do not believe that there

is anything in the personal character of the plaintiff
which disqualifies him from having the care and custody

of ‘the boys. The defendant stated that there was
-

some misunderstanding between the Judge and her
self with regard to her case as to the personal untitness of
the father and his treatment of the boys when they were

in his custody. She said she did not intend by any ad
mission she made to give up her case with regard to the

personal unfitness of the plaintiff or with regard to his
treatment of the boys. The only conclusion I can draw,
from the form of issues and the fact that the defendant
did not cross~examine the plaintiff with regard to these

‘

matters, is that at the hearing it was not part of her case

that, on general grounds, the plaintiff was personally unfit

to be entrusted to the care and custody of the boys. An

application was put in by the defendant for leave to aduce
evidence on this question, but this application was not

pressed. ‘The plaintiff appears to be a respectable Hindu
gentleman and he is a retired Government servant. He
was deemed by the defendant to be fitted to fill the office
of Assistant Corresponding Secretary of the Esoteric
Section of the Theosophical Society. At one time he was
in entire sympathy with the tenets and beliefs of the

Society of which the defendant is the President. There
is no evidence that he is not so still. On the other hand I
do not doubt that the physical training which the boys are
now receiving in England is all that could be desired. I do
not doubt that they have the best of tutors for the purpose
10f matriculating at Oxford- The defendant had stated
that her intention is that the elder boy should with certain
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take vpart in the ordinary life of the ordinary

under-graduate. If he is not to do
this, if he is to lead a

cloistered existence segregated from his fellows
there

does not seem much object in sending
him to Oxford.

Whether his life at Oxford would be a
useful or a happy

one i cannot undertake to say. As regards
the younger

boy it is considered desirable that
he should take his degree

for the purpose of competing for the
Indian Civil Service

It may be that a life of .celibacy whichl
understand tobe‘

an incident of the
“ initiation" that the younger boy

has‘

undergone, may not be incompatible
with a sucoe$lul

career in the Indian Civil Service. How
for a life of poverty_

another incident of the
“ initiation

" even using the word

in the sense of
“ inner renunciation

” in which the

defendant has told us they are
to'be understood-‘how

far

this would aid or hinder a member
of the Indian Civil

Service, I do not feel in a position to express
an opinion

In considering this question
it is of course

necessafylo'

have regard to things as‘ they
stand now, not as they stand

when the father purported
to surrender the guardianship‘

of his boys. One of the many
difficulties which arises!"

this case lies 'in the fact that whereas
the elder boy is

\10‘"

over 18 years of age, the younger
boy is under sixteen.

l

do not think that in any order
which we might make.“

ought to distinguish between
the cases of‘ the two

boys

“ 866m to me that, whatever is done, they
ought lobe

allowed to remain together. With great
eloquence

and

with great earnestness the defendant pressed
upon us .Wllal

she described as the miserable future
which awaits l-

llc

boys if they are to be restored to the
custody o

f

the"

father. There can be no question that
the training

which

they are‘, now .undergoing in England would
make l

'

j-
lt
4
4
.
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diflicult for them to re-adapt themselves to what was at

one time at any rate their natural environment. Amongst

other matters dwelt upon by the defendant it was suggested

that ceremonies of a degrading character would have to

be undergone before the boys were to be restored to caste.

I fully realise all this, although I think the defendant has
overstated the dificulties which will arise if the boys are
restored to the custody of their father. As regards the

question of obtaining of a degree by the younger boy
I should be the last to attempt to belittle the advantages

of an Oxford degree, but there are Universities in India
where academic distinction can be won and the Indian
Civil Service is not the only career in which an Indian

gentleman of character and ability may rise high in the

service of the State. I do not overlook the fact that the

defendant does not now insist upon her right to remain
as guardian of the boys. She is willing that their care
and custody should be entrusted to Mr. G. S. Arundale, a

graduate of Cambridge and a former Principal of the

Central Hindu College, who is in close sympathy with the,

defendant and her Theosophical work. We have been
asked in the event of not setting aside the order of the learn

ed judge with regard to the guardianship of the boys, that
for the order directing that the boys should be handed over
to the plaintiff should be substituted on order that the1
defendant should be restrained from doing anything other

wise than in accordance with law to prevent the plaintiff from

enforcing his rights as guardian. On the case as a whole

after long and anxious consideration, I have come to the
conclusion that we ought not to disturb the order of the

learned judge appointing the father the guardian of the

two boys, and that we ought not to interfere with the
s
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direction given for the handing
over the boys for the pur

- pose of making the order
effective.

The appeal is dismissed with
costs. The defendant

will pay the costs of the memorandum
of objections. The

parties will pay their own
costs before B akwelL,

Time within which direction
is to be carried out

is

extended to six weeks
from this date.

Oldfield, :-—I concur fully in the conclusions
of the

leahned Chief justice as
to the law and other

matters dealt

with in his judgments, and
I desire to supplement the lat‘

ter with reference only to
certain portions of

the case.

Firstly, with regard to what
has been _ called

the

defication of the elder
minor, the defendant's

account of

what has happened and probably
may happen is in

_ my

opinion insufficient. The question
is merely o
f his im

mediate adoption of a high
ideal, which he is to purse

{with whatever result)
in the, future, but

firstly o
f his

being surrounded by a body
of admirers, some o
f whom

have already, as the original
written statement says,

begun

to prostrate themselves
before him, and

secondly o
f his

being subjected at an early
and impressionable

age to

influences, which will lead
him, almost inevitably,

t0 8"

exceptional view of life
and an abnormal

career and

disable him from forming preferences
of his. own.

The

English authorities against the
father's right to

insist on a

Change of religion or of religious
environment, Stow

d0"

' v. Stourtrm and In re Newton bear
no application

to the

case before us, because they deal
only with the

miuol’i

ordinary retention of ordinary tenets,
not with his aSSIImP'

tion of an extraordinary character, to
which the VOl'Zi'ies

of Theosophy or any other religion do
not ordinarily

of

deliberately aspire.
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Next, with reference to the age of the elder minor

and the argument that it was too late for the learned

Judge to intervene by requiring his return, the authority
cited by the learned Chief Justice and obvious considera

tions of
convenience

no doubt show that strong reason is

‘necessary to justify a change, ‘when the normal age of

majority is near. But this case was exactly one, in which

such reason was available to the learned Judge because
the question was of the boys’ removal, not merely from
one educational and social position to another, but also

from an environment, which certainly before long and

possibly in the few months of normal minority remaining,
would determine and might arrest his intellectual and

moral development irreparably. I add that I concur in
thinking any separation of the minors inexpedient.

There remain only the .questions of fact, relating to

the two incidents alleged in the particulars and the alleged

breach of the agreement between the parties. I deal
with them at length in consequenee of the volume andv

nature of the. evidence, and because the learned Judge's

conclusions as to those incidents seem to me incorrect and

his treatment of the case as to the agreement inadequate

in material respects. The consideration of the latter will

involve an estimate of defendant’s standard of conduct

and motives which will be relevant in ‘ dealing with the

evidence as to the incidents; and I therefore turn to it first.
It is common ground that the defendant was permit

ted to remove the minors from India in consequence of an

understanding with the plaintiff. He contends that it in

cluded a condition forbidding them to associate with

Leadbeater except in the defendant’s presence. She

denies that it did so, but it admits that, if it did so, it was
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broken since she left Leadbeater
and the minors together

july 1912. The question
is

in Sicily about Iune or

whether this condition was part
‘of the understanding

or

whether, as defendant alleges, she
promised only an

im

mediate separation,
expressly refusing any guarantee

against the possibility
of Leadbeater re-joining

the minors

in future.

It is necessary before
dealing with vthe direct

deuce to make the
positions of those

concerned

evi

clear. The plaintiff is
a Theosophist of thirty years’

standing and has been Assistant
Correspondence

Secretary of the‘ Esoteric Branch
at the Adyar Head

quarters of the
Society. His devotion to

its leaders

and ordinary principles may
therefore be assumed.

Before

his retirement from Government
employment on a pension

of Rs- 112-8-0 per mensem
he held a responsible

appoint

ment as the head of the inferior‘
Revenue Service.

There

is accordingly some presumption
in favour of his

honesty;

and in fact the only
defect, which the defendant

would

attribute to him, is a
liability to u

His letters and evidence
ce or was in an

h the difficult position

do not suggest that
he

passion. y parti

is a man of any special intelligen

cular degree fitted to cope
wit

complicated by considerations
of reli

which he was placed.
It will be material in the

sequel that

his profession would lead him into
habits of subordination ,

to and trust in European siiperiors
which would

naturally

prevail in his subsequent relations
with the defendant

and

Leadbeater. The defendant is the
President Of

lb”

Society ; and two things are clear
from the mass

of

literaturqwhich has been exhibited, and from
the evidence

Firstly though there may be a body of dissident
Opinion

nthinking. outbreaks
of \

gion and delicacy,‘
in -

_—
-_
_-
—

_
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and though the tenets of the Society may not require it
,

the defendant is in fact regarded, not merely as deserving

the most extreme veneration, but as almost infallible by

many of her supporters. Exhibit F. exemplifies this clearly;
' and none the less so, because the defendant in argument

expressed regret that it should have been published, since

in fact it was piinted at the Society's press and is sold

publicly. [It is a anotice accompanying her portrait and

it ends :—“ Whether you understand her or not, you will
have to follow her explicitly, just because she 'knows......

I have stood before your President in the presence of the
Supreme Director of Evolution on this globe, and I know
whereof I speak.” Secondly, this defendant is convinced
that, if certain conditions are fulfilled, the body of the
elder minor, Krishnamurthi, will be used by an expected
world Teacher, a reincarnation of the Being known as the
Lord Jesus or Maitreya. This is addmitted, and it is not

necessary to quote regarding it for this object. Leadbeater

is the writer of Exhibit F. His views on one subject are

correctly described in the judgment under appeal. Besant

says that he is spiritually her equal. He holds the

meetings of the Esoteric Branch in her absence. She was

ready to accept as correct the description of him

as an arhul, or superhuman being. In Ex. G. she

said that he stood perhaps the most trusted of his

Master’s disciples on the threshold of divinity,

though she attempted to attenuate . the meaning
/

of the last expression in argument, as having not

esoteric sense. Leadbeater in evidence accepted a high

degree of spiritual eminence, and it is not disputed that he

shares defendant's views as to Krishnamurthi, performed

his first initiation in January 1910 and assisted at the other

\
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in june 1912., In these circumstances the plaintiff
cannot

‘
be expected to support any portion

of his case against

these two persons with the evidence of principal
\vitnessses

who belong to Adyar, were (consciously
or unconsciously)

Committed to corroborate her and
would adopt no higher

~

standard than hers in order to do so.

What her standard of conduct

‘i
s appears from

the evidence as to the circumstances,
in which the under

standing above referred to was
reached. Plaintiffs

'

dissatisfaction had culminated on
28th December 1911 i

n

consequence of the ceremony of
the Order of the Star o

f

the East, described in Ex. C. He had
accordingly com

plained to Mrs. Van Hook, and
he saw the defendant

on

the 31st December. It is the. defendant's
own account

that h
e then claimed separation of the
minors from

Leadbeater. Her intention, she says, had
been to fulfill

‘engagements in England ‘and to return
in April and then

to withdraw for Krishnamurthi’s second
initiation to the

Nilgiris or Kashrnere. But on or about
13th january 1912

Wadia telegraphed that a warrant
was likely to be

applied for against Leadbeater. I
t is explained that he

meant an injunction against defendant;
but there i

s no

reason tor'supposing that she interpreted
the telegram

in‘

that way. Mr. Leadbeater left for England
on the 13th

Iahuary, although as Biswas said uncontradicted

a course

of lectures by him up to the 21st has
been announced

Besant-explains that there had been no previous
idea o

f his

going and that she sent him to find a place
for the initia'

tion ceremony in Sicily. The plaintiff had
returned

to

Adyar early in January, and 20th ]anuary,
the day 0

E her

arrival there, she had an interview with him,
at which he

began by again insisting on separation from
Leadbeater.

-

1
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It is the result of the interview,which (as stated above) is
in dispute. Firstly, it seems to me that the resulting under

standing whether the plaintiff’s or the defendant's account
of it is correct, was reached in consequence of the defen

dant’s concealment of a material fact. it may be doubtful
how far the departure of Leadbeater was due to fear of

legal proceedings or to the merely Theosophical necessity
for resort to some place, in which the initiation could be

effected without interference. But it is quite clear, not

only, (as the defendant admits) that she did not tell the

plaintifl where Leadbeater was, but that she was intention

ally silent regarding him. The plaintiff says that on the

19th January she told him that she had on his account sent

Leadbeater to go where he liked, and there is nothing to

contradict this or make it improbable. In Ex. A.A. I on
the 13th January, the date of Leadbeater’s departure, she

referred to the plaintiff's statement that he would be

satisfied, if .shetook the boys to Europe \ and said that

despite the unnecessary expense and for the sake of peace
she had taken tickets for them. On this evidence two

points call for notice. It would have been one thing for
the plaintiff to allege that an ‘immediate separation had
been eifected and that, no special or early return of Lead

beater being known as probable, she would give no under

taking for the future : but it was quite another for her to

make that reservation, as she did, with the full intention that

‘Leadbeater should re-join her party within four months
and should be closely associated with it. And further in
Ex A.A., (and there is nothing to modify this in the

evidence) she made a pretence of having complied with
the plaintiff’s wishes and taken the boys to Europe’ against

her will when thereby she was really eflecting the object

I
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she had in mind from beginning.‘
She may have been

able to justify this conduct
to herself in the light of her

,

great enthusiasm.
But, judged by ordinary

standards, she

deviated from common
honesty.

And this is material, not
merely with referaioe to her

duty to the plaintiff and in
connection with the decision

as to the terms of the
understanding, but also as regards

the presumption in favour of
her trustworthiness, on which

we have been invited to
act in other connections

The

understanding was arrived at on
the 19th ]anuary 1912 by

the plaintiff and the defendant
in the presence of Sir

Subramania Iyer, Vice-President
of the Society and three

other Indian gentlemen,
who either hold office

or are

residents at Adyar. There is
on the one side the evidence

of the defendant and these gentlemen lthat
reservation as

to the future was made, and
on the other that

of the

plaintiff and the fact that
Ex. XI, purporting to be

a note

of what was agreed on and signed
by the defendant

and

her supporters, contains no reference
to any. It has been

pressed on us in argument
that the learned Judge's

finding

for the plaintiff entails that Sir
Subramania Aiyar

and

these gentlemen deliberately committed
perjury. and

it

therefore cannot be adopted. But
it is quite

unnegzsiify

to take this extreme view. For, the question
is 0 hr of

the result of an informal conversation,
regarding which

honest mistake or failure‘of
memory might easily

will“

It may be that there was some talk of
the future, as

a
ll

the defendant's witnesses allege. But i
t does not follow

that any terms of the understanding dealt
with it

,

and it i
s

unlikely that any did so. Firstly, there i
s the improbabiliry

that the Plaintiff. who made a concession
as to association

with Leadbeater in the defendant’s presence.
would have
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yielded further to an extent. which deprived the under
standing of all practical value. For, it is admitted that’
there was an understanding and not an unconditional sur
render. Next, it is unlikely that this reservation, the

plaintiff's consent to which as was much a concession as any
other term of the agreement. would not have been placed
on record in Ex. XI ; and it is impossible to understand
the defendant's statement that she wrote this document
in order to make her position clear and took down the
one point she wanted legally. The purpose for which

Ex. X! was drawn up, is not clear. For it was read to
the plaintiff, and he was not asked to sign it

,
though ac

cording to Sir Subramania Iyer it was being written by
the defendant, whilst the conversation went on. it is

‘significant that it was signed by no one until after the

plaintitl’s departure. Sir Subramania Aiyar says that

until the defendant read out the draft, he did not know

that she was making record at all. He is clear that the

document was intended only to assist the defendant's

memory,‘ not to be an accurate record, admitting that he

did not consider the effect of each of its sentences. He

and the other witnesses are uncertain even as to the two

points mentioned in it. None of these witnesses is allegi
ed to have taken part in the conversation except Sir

Subramaniam who repeated some of the defendant's

questions and obtained answers to them from the plaintiff.

The evidence in fact indicates, and it is also probable,

that the defendant alone really conducted the transaction.

Sir Subramaniam and others taking no independent part

and in consequence of her ascendancy over them accept

ing (more or less consciously) her account. This does not
rest merely on the general consideration as to her position
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already referred to. Her letter dated the28th
February

1912 to the witness Wadia was admitted by
consentiu

this Court. It was produced by her
for another purpose.

But it shows that a month later during her voyage
she

thought it necessary to call on him
" to make a mental

note” that she had made no promise to the plaintiE
as to

the future. This letter came before the Court
accident

ally. But if the defendant thought it legitimate
to make

such a suggestion to one of her, witnesses, it
is possible

that she has done so in writing or orally to others
on this

and (i
t may be added) other parts of the case.

Something

may have been said during the conversation o
f the future.

But in face of the omission of reference
to it from EX. Xi

and in view of the defects in’ the defendant’s evidence.

I

must accept the learned Judge's finding that _no
reserva

tion regarding it was part of the understanding
and con

sequently the understanding was broken.

The learned judge's discussion of the two
incidents

specified in the plaintiffs particulars ended
only in a deci'

sion that they did not occur, and i
t is only by implication

that he can be hel§ to have
decided that the plaintiff

did not

allege them honestly and in good faith.
For his judgment

does not‘ deal separately with the latter point.

I at Once

agree with 'his conclusion that the incidents
were not

established, since as‘regards each the direct
evidence was

insufficient to justify an aPrirmative finding.’
But the

Plaintiff's good faith cannot be dealt
with so shortly

Each party, however, claims a decision on it. The
pliiliflfiif

maintains it on the ground tor ‘reversal of the
learned

Judge's order directing him to pay the defendants
605“,

against which he has filed his memorandum o
f objections
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The defendant is interested in negativing it on the ground
that his conduct in intentionally making cruel and unfound
ed charges against the elder minor will disqualify him for
the guardianship. She further, if I understood her rightly,
argued that the making of the allegations, even if they were

sustained or if they were held not to be proved, would

alone be sufficient to disqualify the plaintiff in the former

event because the result might be the elder ininor’s prose

oution and in the latter because of the pain to his feelings.

But, apart from the improbability of any prosecution a.

the instance of either the Crown or any individual except
that of Leadbeater, the principal offender, it is suflici'int

reason for restricting the enquiry to the question of good
faith- that otherwise no parent or guardian would take ,

action except at the risk of losing the custody of his child
or ward.

,,
.

It had been observed that the learned Judge dealt
with that question only by implication and without separat<

’

ing it from the question whether the incidents alleged

actually occurred. It is possible to deal shortly with one
matter. which influenced him, the changes at different

stages,‘ in the way in which the incidents were described.

These incidents can be referred to conveniently as plaintiff's
and lLuiunan’s, since plaintiff or Luxman was the only

eye-witness in each case. 'The three stages in question
are the original and amended plaints and the particulars

_

given by the Court’s direction after issues had been framed.

It should be noted that there is no question of any

prejudice to the defendant, since the evidence went to

establish, if anything less, not’ more than was alleged in

the particulars the final form of plaintiff’s case. It is not

necessary ‘to set out the actual variations, since they wil
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be clear on reference to the documents.
No doubt it 25

"

remarkable that plaintiff, who had legal
advice from the

beginning, should have vacilated as
he had done. But it

does not follow that the conclusion as
to his ‘good faith

must be affected. These changes in
his case would, if’

they were due to concoction, in no way
improve it

. His

incident had been described by him
to Mrs. Van Hook

‘(wide judge's notes for
detailzliin

December 1911, that i
s

before the first plaint, and e description given there

agrees with the particulars. As regards
Lakshman’s incident

we have not plaintiff's account of the earliest
information he

received, that given‘ him by various defendant's
witnesses a

t

Adyar, because (rightly or wrongly)

a question to him on

the point was disallowed. But we have

it from Bhagavim

Das examined by plaintiff on commission
that Luxman’s

replies to his questions in Qecember
1911 involved that

Leadbeater and Krishna were seen together

in sus

picious and indecent
circumstances, though the“

was nothing amounting to an attempt
to commit an uti

natural offence.‘ Bhagavan Das i
s not one of defendants

sympathisers, but she does not suggest
that he would give

false evidence intentionally. The point

is that through

out the trial, when actual details have
been in question,

plaintiff has not claimed that a stronger
case has been

established than that to which he was committed
by his

Own and Luxman’s statement in December
1911 before

his relations with defendant became
strained, or his

pleadings Were drawn or the variations in them
began- I

t

is

neat
material that even in cross-examination

he
attemP-i'

ed to maintain that his description of both
incidents "1

the particulars was correct, when i
t must have been

obvious at least to any person acquainted with
tlw 1m"

a
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that such an attempt would be futile. And in these

circumstances the simplest explanation and that which I

accept is, not that these incidents have been intentionally

described wrongly in a useless rrianner which could only

frustrate any illegitimate object, but that plaintiff and his

advisers ‘really spoke of unnatural offences and of any

attempt to commit one loosely and ign‘orantly. The
fact that plaintifl had been a Magistrate does not make

this improbable. During my own service as Sessions

Judge and Magistrate, no charges of an offence of this

description has come before my own Court or any Court

subordinate to it ; and such charges are so rare in Madras

that plaintiff may very probably have never had to apply
his mind to the law relating to them.

The question of the fact is ‘not, whether plaintiff had

evidence on which he could reasonably expect to convince

a Court of the truth of his charges, but whether he

honestly believed when he made them that they were true.

The defendant's case is that they are not true and that

they may be founded on two occurrences, which took

place on dates earlier than those given by‘ plaintiff. IT bus
in the particulars the dates assigned for plaintiff's incident
is the second week in April 1910 and in argument an

attempt has been made to fix it on the 16th. In the origi
nal plaint the date was given as March 1910. Defendant

would identify the’ incident with that happened late in

1909. Lakshman’s incident is referred to in the parti

culars as in December 1910. The first plaint fixes it

indefinitely by reference to other facts as before August

1910 and the second is even more obscure.v Defendant

contends for December 1909. If the question were only

directly of plaintiff’s good faith, I should not consider the
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The original has not been produced,
and there is only

Leadbeater‘s recollection that it
was sent on the lith. It

is certain only that it was
not received by ‘defendant

later than that date, since she replied

‘t
o it by Ex.Y6. On

the 18th, Leadbeater had Ex.Y5
referred to plaintil’t as

having a bad fit of his insanity
"two days earlier." it is

on this that plaintiff suggests
the 16th as the date o

f

his

incident ; and it was only, when
discovery of Ex. Y6 was

given, that this date could
be ascertained. Plaintifi‘s

writing a “long and crazy letter" to
the witness Wadia i

s

also mentioned ; but Wadia
cannot remember receiving

it. On the 20th in Ex.Y6 Leadbeater
told defendant that

all was quiet again and referred
to the assistance o

f Wadia

and the judge, a'ir Subramania
Iyer. On the 21st

in

Ex.Y8 he mentioned the recent
“ disturbance" and the

gratitude of his superhuman
guide {or the help they

and

Clarke, another Theosophist,
had given- Three lndiaa

residents at Adyar-say that plaintifi
had a cart ready on

the 19th morning and was about
to remove his sons, when

Sir Subramania lyer was brought
by Clarke and pacified

him, offering to take the boys
to his own house and

induced him to join in a telegram
to defendant, that

she need not be anxious. When
so much is admitted,

it is easy to accept the evidence
of plaintiff's witnefii

Subramaniam, that he and others were asked Ito
guard the

boys‘ room at night on the
17th or 19th, though

Wadia

denies this. That something of considerable
gravity.

involving opposition to Leadbeater, took
place about

the

16th, is clear.
'

‘ it is significant that though Leadbeater’s
letters to

deiendant are not alleged to be incomplete, the)’
d0 not

comm“ the explanation for what occurred
on Winch

.
_.
a
=
_-
__
__
i'-
__
-_
__
_

A
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defendant mainly relies here ; nor, though defendant was
asked in the telegram to take a three days’ railway journey,
is there anything definite as to the form, assumed by the

disturbance, or as to the attempted removal. Ex Y5 refers
to one of the explanations, on which defendant relies, as

separately or cumulatively sui’ficient, plaintiff's discovery
that the boys were taking milk in the morning. As Lead

beater says plaintifl had known of their doing so for some

time, and it is inconceivable that this was his m0tive_

Defendant admits that she was told nothing regarding the

milk on her return. There is then the fact that Leadbeater

had taken the boys to the Seven Pagodas, on a two days’

excursion, starting on the 10th without plaintiff's permission.
But that would not account for the strong measures taken

by him or for the explanation not earlier than the 16th.

The chief explanation suggested is an incident relating the

boys’ evening meal on the 18th, described by Leadbeater

in his evidence. But this again does not exp‘ain the fit

of madness referred to in Ex Y5, as having occurred on
the 16th ; and, as Leadbeater describes it

,
it was wholly

in uflicicnt to account for what followed. In order to doso

deiendant thought it fair to ask this Court ‘to assure that
the boys were incited by Leadbeater to break their caste at

their meal by eating improperly cooked food, a proceeding,
at which plaintiff would naturally be indignant. it is

astonishing that she should have done so when she had

made no such suggestion before the learned Judge in

evidence or otherwise, and when, as Mrs. Van Hook's

evidence shows, the boys had already taken the food

cooked by her. Of the witnesses, Wadia and Sitarama

Sastri referred, but only generally, to the Seven

Pagoda: and the evening meal; and Subbiah Chetty, who _e
..
-
-

7
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mentioned neither, gave a different account
towhichl shall

return. Sir Subrarnania Iyer said that next dry plaintifi

complained to him bnly of not being all iwed to take the

boys to their meal, though he also may
have said that

they were too much with Leadbeater.
There is

,

o
f

course, no doubt, that his evidence is correct; and

plaintiff's failure to impart his real grievance
to Sir

Subramaniam requires explanation. Sir Subramania
Aiyar

himself said, however that from what he heard

in his house

he thought it was a very gtave
matter, but that, when he

reached the spot, plaintiff had quieted
down. it is

possible that those on the spot
induced plaintiff not t

o

discredit them and Leadbeater, by
complaining to a

‘superior, who would have insisted on
full enquiry. I

t is

further possible that a person of plaintiff’s comparatively

low standing fear to speak out to a gentleman,
who had

ofliciated as Chief justice of this Presidency,
but whose

impartiality he may have ignorantly suspected
owing to

his association with the defendant and
his admitted

friendship with Leadbeater since 1884.

To support the occurrence of an earlier incidept,

which defendant suggests as the foundation for plaintiffs

accusation, there is (l) the evidence of Wadia,
Sitarama

Sastri and Subbiah Chetti regarding his statements

to

them as to an occurrence on some date earlier than
April.

1910, and Exhibit A, the letter of guardianship ; (2)
116'

fendant’s own evidence of a conversation between
he!‘

and plaintiff about February, 1910. As regards (I
) the

evidence of these witnesses is very general as to dates.

and they took singularly little interest in the
matter, I10

one thinking it necessary to tell Leadbeater what
W35

“in: Said against him. Sitarama Sastri was told b
i
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plaintiff of the incident, when it'occurred. But his only
action was, when consulted as an old friend regarding the

draft of Ex. A, to advise him " to make Leadbeater’s
matter certain.” He and adia say that they heard of

the incident before Ex. . But Subbiah Chetty, who

admitted that he was told by plaintiff in April, 1910,

(consistently with his case) of his having seen something
nasty with Leadbeater, said once that plaintiff referred to

itason the previous night and afterwards that he re
ferred to it as three or four months earlier. These wit

nesses made a point of plaintiff's having mentioned seeing
the younger minor shivering in the verandah, this being
consistent witha date in December. But this shivering
has never been part of plaintiff's own account ; and if the
reference to it had not been introduced by the witnesses‘

intentionally, it may be due to their mistaken adoption of
“
shivering" as the translation of some vernacular word
in the conversations, which have probably taken place
between them. It'is material that the Tamil for shivering
and trembling is the same. Evidence of this description
from witnesses who are (as already observed) subject

to defendant's influence and suggestions is useless.

Defendant has relied also on the statement of

plaintiff's ‘witness, Bhagavan Das, that plaintiff
told him of the incident as about two years before
their conversation, which was not earlier than

December, 1911. But this also is highly indefinite.
So far the attempt to support any reference by plaintiff to
a date earlier than Ex. A. has failed. As regards (2). the

conversation with defendant herself, it can be considered

after Lakshman’s incident, to which also it referredhas

been dealt with.
‘
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As regards that incident
plaintiff is

,

of course, at

a great disadvantage,
because he heard

o
f it only a
t

second hand sometime
after its occurrence,

and because

the fact that Lakshman
was and i

s defendant’s servant

has been good reason
for plaintiff's not

obtaining informa

dence as to what
he saw,

tion from him direct.
The evi

which has been available
to plaintiff i

s therefore neces

sarily (in the absence
of the minors) that

of persons, who

can say what Lakshman
told them, either

‘a
t

the time

o
f

ent or later, that i
s of those who may

be called

d Benares
witnesses, thel

lleged to have
been made b

y

Something was said

in argu

hcse classes

o
f

the incid
conveniently the Adyar an

referring to a statement
a

Lakshman in
March, 1912.

ment of the
admissibility of each

of t

evidence in plaintiff's
favour. The inci

plaintiff's particulars
was in December

i909.

witnesses. i
t was suggested spoke
to Lakshman‘s previous

statements only as to

a different
incident, one referred

to

by them as earlier
than Mirch of that year,

a date covered

by Lakshman's present
indefinite testimony;

and it is accord

t the evidence of
these witnesses

does not

testimony by Lakshman
regarding th

e

intiff desired to prove,

is therefore

lndian Evidence
Act. The

is that, whether
the

5 good faith
and

he relies,
not on

ility to show

b
i’
ingly argued that

corroborate any

incident which pla

not admissible under S.
157,

answer as regards these
witnesses

occuirelnce of the incident
or plaintiff’

information regarding i
t are in question,

the date statedly given,
but on his a

b _

reference to other parts
of the depos-tions

that llW35 Ewen

falsely. it “Oh that the date
really entailed by Ollie‘ For"

tions of this evidence is afhrmatively
consistent

with his

case in the former event statements
by Lakshman

as w
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an exceptional incident, whichis not alleged to have been

~repeated and which could not have been confounded

with any other, would be available ; and the data given

being disproved and the question of the right date at least

open, corroboration of some value would remain.

The Benares witnesses spoke to no statement by

Lakshman at or about the time when the incident is alleged

to have taken place, and therefore their evidence would

not have been admissible with reference to its occurrence.

It would, however, it seems to me, have been on the same

footing as that of the Adyar witnesses with reference to

plaintiff's good fai‘h, the connection in which, it is to be

supposed, the learned Judge required plaintiff to enumerate

these withnesses in his particulars. It is not necessary to

deal further with the evidence of the Benares witnesses,

because the circumstances in which Lakshman’s state‘

ments are alleged to have been made to them, render
it
C

intrinsically useless. In January 1912, defendant telegraph

ed to her Benares agent to exclude Lakshman from her

bungalow, and Lakshman came i
n distress to one Upendra

Babu, who was at the time with the witness, Miss Edgar,

and told the former what the latter afterwards understood

to be‘ the story of his incident. Again in March,
1912, he

came to speak to Upendra in the presence of Miss Edgar

and two other witnesses, Shanker and Biswas, on
business,

and again told them his story. Miss Edgar does
not know

the Vernacular in which Lakshman spoke. All of
these

persons are, of the party opposed to defendant
in the

Theosophical Society. They made no record
of what

Lakshman said. In these circumstances their recollection

is of insignificant value. I therefore do not detail the

peculiarities of their version. They may be
due to their
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or Lakshman's bad memory. or to an attempt by
the latter

to mislead the opponent of his mistress.

It is another of plaintiff‘ s disabilities that, when
he

was under examination‘question of his good
faith appears

to have been lost sight of and, presumably
on that account,

defendant’s objection to his being asked
what the Adyar

witnesses told him was sustained. These is
then on plaintiff's

side only the evidence of Bhagavan
Das. which is ad

missible in the same way as that of
the Benares witnesses,

‘though it must be distinguished from
theirs as to credit

For his status is higher, and though he is sceptical
as to

recent Theosophical developments under
defendant's

direction, he is not openly opposed to her, and
his inter

view with Lakshman took place in December
1911, before

plaintiff had become openly hostile.
Lakshman, he says.

told him that in the previous year he
had seen. not

any attempt to commit, an unnatural
offence, but

Leadbeater and Krishnan in
sufficiently indecent and

suspicious circumstances. The'date
referred to, is

, it

should be noted, consistent with plaintifi's
case. For

further evidence, it has been pointed
out, plaintiff

must necessarily rely on persons, who are'adherents
o
f

defendant, the Adyar witnesses already
referred to i

n

connection with his own incident and the
understanding

and Mr. Schwarz, Treasurer of the Society and

a member

of the Order of the Star of the East. All o
f them are

accordingly in this matter also subject to defendant's
influ

once, and such suggestion, from her
of any fact o

f the truth

of which she has persuaded herself, as one of
them, Wadim

actually received regarding.the understanding

in the letter

o
f 28th February, 1912, already referred to.

And in these

circumstances it is surprising how much is available
from
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them in support of‘plaintiff’s case as to the date and the

facts.

It is no doubt trom the case that none of the

witnesses, refers to any detailed statement as to facts

by Lakshman and the fact that some of them did

not know his language may be material. But on

the other hand it is difficult to see why Lakshman

should have refused details to Wadia, who did

know it and asked for them especially if the incident was

of the comparatively innocent nature, which (it will be

seen) defendant suggests. And it is significant that, none

of the others hinted at any doubt as to the correctness of

his understanding of what occurred. Wadia said that in

November or December, 19L 9, Lakshman came and told

him in the presence of Subbiah that a bad thing had

happened, but would give no details. As Wadia could

not get them from Lakshman, he went to Schwarz, who

(he understood) had also been told. Wadia explained.
“ I have common sense‘ and, when he said that a bad

thing happened in Mr. Leadbeater’s room, lconnected

with it both Mr. Leadbeater and the boys.” Ranga Reddy’s

account is very sh trt ; he does not understand Hindustani,

but recognised the word“karab" (bad)and he and Snbbiab,

who was with him, understood that Lakshman had seen

something bad of Mr. Leadbeater witlrthe boys. He
fixed the date as November or December, 1909, but gave

no reason for doing so. According to Subbiah also at the

same time Lakshman came and told him that the old

gentlemen (Leadbeater) did a bad thing, explaining
what

he meant thatv Krishnan was without his clothes in his

room. He was clear that this could not have happened

after- june, 1910, because he was then transferred to

o
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another section of the Government
Department in which

he is employed. . He admitted,
however, that in the

intervals between his tours he
was at Adyar. It should

then have been possible for him
to show that he was not

there at the time alleged by plaintiff
for the incident by

oflicial records, but he has not
done so. When plainh'if

told him of .his own incident
in April, 1910, he told

plaintiff of Lakshman’s
as similar to it. Schwarzi

regarding whose ignorance
of Hindustani there

is

nothing in evidence, thoughhthat
Lakshman spoke to him

two or three years before he gave
evidence in April 1913,

but finally adopted the latter
figure. He deposed

that

Lakshman told him of questionable
conduct of Leadbeater

with the boys and according to
Wadia described the

in

cident to him as something sexual.
I have, as far as

possible, adopted the actual
words of the witnesses.

be

cause it is‘ important that the great
extent, to which they

corroborate plaintiff's allegation
of an immoral occurrence

should be understood. As to the
date their statements

include nothing by which they can
be checked and are

of

small value when the independence
of the depmflnts

cannot be assumed.

It is in Lakshman's own evidence

indication as to the date is to be found.

told the witnesses just referred to what
he ‘hi1

day after. But their evidence contains
no suggestion rt

garding such delay If it took place, the
fact only accent“

atcs his Opinion as to the gravity of
what he saw.

“is

account now is that Krishna was standing "3

Leadbeatt r, who was naked below his shirt,

knee on a chair and his hand on Krishna's head
and differs

Only from the evidence of Bhagavan Das as to his
statemems

c

that the clearest

He says that he

d seen the
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in December, 1911, by the omission of the detail as
to Leadbeater’s hand. He could not give the year or

month in which this happened. He also, however, said
that he then thought this was a sinful action, and that it

was so bad that he told Subbiah and the others. He then

%
went on, and this is most important, " Krishna had great
name and fame, and what would people think if they saw
this i I thought ithey should not have been together in
vthat room. l knew that Krishna was being brought up by

the defendant." Now, so far as Lakshman's presence at
Adyar is concerned, he was there in December of both

1909 and 19i0, and plaintiff's date is not more probable
’

than defendant’s. But this statement by Lakshman fixes

the incident he saw as about the latter, since it entails

that it cannot have been earlier than March, 1910. It
was only in the course of December, 1909, that defendant

first saw the boys on her return from her tour. Lead
beater had no doubt already proposed to be respon'
sible for their education in England. But, as he says,
he merely thought that “they would be useful for any
philanthropic work." There is nothing to, 'show that

Krishna's vocation was common knowledge until at

least shortly before his initiation early in January.
ltyvvas only in February that defendant discussed her

proposal to be the guardian of the minors with plaintiE and

only in March that she became guardian under Ex. A. It
is therefore impossible for Lakshman to have regarded

Krishna as having great fame or being brought up by

defendant at the time, which she alleged, December, 1909.

He must, therefore have seen what he saw, as plaintiff

contends, in December 1910. This is the only important

fact in his evidence or in Ex. VII, a statement giving an

'a
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account of the incident similar to that given above, except

that Krishna's naked condition is not mentioned. ltis

very short and was made in defendants presence on
29th

January, 1912. The suggestions against, its authenticity

were not in my opinion established ; but it added nothing

to the case on either side.
Q

[now turn to defendant's case that two innocent

occurrences prior to March, 1910, are the
foundation, on

which plaintiff's complaints as to his own and Lnkshman’s

incidents have been based. It is further part of her case

that plaintiff . spoke of those two incidents
to her in

February, 1910, in the course of a conversation
as to her

assuming the guardianship. She says that
he described

Lakshman's incident much as Lakshman does
now, except

that he did not say Leadbeater’s hand was
on Krishna's

head and that he did not tell her what he
had seen in

Leadbeater’s room but only that it was something
nasty,

which he would not particularise. In the end
he said it

was not necessary to question Leadbeater and
Signed

Ex. A. without further demur. Plaintiff denies such
3

conversation in February, 1910, but admits
one after 1161‘

return in April 1910. He then, he says, told her that
hit

had seen Leadbeater doing something nasty-with Krishna.

that the former had a nasty sexual appetite and that
he

must be separated from the boys. Defendant
in conse

qnence promised that the boys should have separate
bath

rooms and should study in her room or varandah.

Firstly as to the conversation- If the finding iflihat

it took place in February, 1910, the prejudice
to the

plaintiff's case will no doubt be serious. The burden oi

Proof of this date is on the defendant and there
is no CV1‘

dame except hers to set against the plaintiff's denial-
She
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has produced no memorandum or entry, in her diary to

show that such a conversation took place in February.

The plaintiff no doubt is not alleged to have insisted or any

reference to Leadbeater at the time.But. whether his exact

wordsas to Leadbeater's conduct, and I do not think there

is much material difference between the defendant's version

of them and his, it would have been natural for her to men

tion the matter to Leadbeater at once.
'

Such mention, I
should have supposed, would have been particularly
admissible in view of Krishna's vocation and Leadbeater’s

past history, and it may be observed here that the admitted

conduct not only of the defendant, but also of all the

Adyar witnesses. In hearing allegations by the plaintifl
and Lakshman regarding Leadbeater's relations with

Krishna without taking any particular action must attract'

suspicidn, if not censure since they all must have known

of the former's expulsim from the Society and its cause.

The defendant however is not alleged to have made

enquiry of Leadbeater at the time or, as will be stated,

until December, 1911. Lastlythere is the fact that this

conversation and its date were. referred to first in the

defendant's evidence. This is important, because in her

original written statement, which was full and argumenta

tive she referred to the plaintiffs objection to her taking

over the boys, as based only on Leadbeater's growing in

fluence over them; and in her shorter amended written

statement she said that he never complained of any

imPmPriety on the part of Leadbeater or objected to his

associating with his sons. Her explanation, that she did
not connect the plaintiff's admitted reference to some

thing nasty with any impropriety or indecency is weak.

Her conduct in Connection with the understanding showed

‘J
E
T
-*
1
!
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that no presumption could be drawn in her
favour, when

the fate of the minors was in question.
In the circum

stances it is not possible to disregard the plaintiff's
denial

and find in favour of this conversation or its
date on her

‘evidence. The conversation in April 1910, which plaintift

alleges, is important in connection generally
with his good

faith and fitness for the guardianship,
though not directly

as evidence regarding the occurrence
of the incidents. it

may not be clear from the evidence
whether it was or was

not followed by a change, immediate or
deferred, in the

boys‘ bath room or the separation
from Leadbeater during

their studies, which plaintiff says that
he obtained. The

latter would probably have in any case
followed on the

defendant's return to Adyar to some extent.
That a conver

sation,"in ‘which Leadbeater's
connection with the boys was

referred to, took place is admitted by
the defendant

As to its terms only her statement and the
plaintiff's are

available and therefore no finding is possible
except that

it is consistent with the probability and the
circumstances

that the plaintiff's account is the nearer
to the truth

The defendant’s explan ation for the plaintifi's
charges

that they are founded on two innocent
incidents, which

actually occurred, can be dealt with shortly.
She saysthfll

later she asked Leadbeater what could have
given rise

to

unpleasant ideas, and that, when
he could suggt"Qt

nothing, she asked whether he had ever
washed the bolls

She Speaks of these enquiries’ as made after
she heard

oi

the plaintift’s complaint to Mrs. Van Hook
and that it

consistent with the date accepted by
Leadbeatfl'

December 1911. But there is nothing to explain
why She

Suggested this washing as the explanation.
For M"

val! Hook's account of what the plaintiff said to
her in "0
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way indicates it and she does not refer to any other
account as in her possession. Leadbeater admitted that
hehad twice washed Krishna in English fashion, that
is naked, and had cleaned his head with CZtl‘bJllC soap :
and this, it is urged, is really'what the plaintiff and
Llkshman saw. Now Mrs. Van Hook says that Lead
beater, did take the boys into his bath room and he would
teach them to bathe like gentlemen, though there is
nothing to identify the occasion she spoke of, with either
of the two, to which Leadbeater referred. But it is rather
improbable that an English gentleman, aged sixty five
like Leadbeater, would himself perform and not merely

supervise, this menial and unpleasant work. And it is

remarkable (1) that on each of the two occasions of his

doingso he should have been interrupted by a person, who‘

misconstrued what was going on ; ('2) that he should have
had nothing to say in evidence of either interruption and

should have apparently not noticed it. If
,

however, this

story is not a mere afterthoug ,-
‘ and if th-se washings

really took place, it is still impossible to connect them

with the plaintiff's. and Lakshman‘s indignation. Manu,‘

we have been told, forbade one man to bathe or appear .

naked in the presence of another ; but we have been

shown no reason for believing that that like others among

hisprohibitions, has not lost its original sanctity, or is at the

present day regarded as more than a rule o
f good manners

and ordinary dece'ncy The breach of such a rule would

so tar as I am aware and so far as we have been shown,
entail no caste or religious disability and would in the case of

a boy of fifteen be met appropriately by a warning orslight

correction. Certainly the importance of the matter would

be utterly incommensurate with the effect produced on,
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Lakshman, a Sudra and not likely to be punctilious in

such matters, who yet thought it necessary to give infor

mation, not only to the more important Hindus, in the

compound, but also to Schwarz a European. There is the

further improbability involved in his failure to

inform the plaintiff, the fittest person to administer

the warning above referred to, or to take the simple

course of pointing out to. Leadbeater that his

proceedings were open to objection or asking some
more

important person to do so. This explanation, as a whole,
in

fact attracts additional suspicion to Wadia’s statement
that

Lakshman would not particularise what he had seen, and

to Lakshman’s introductionv into his otherwise
extremely

meagre evidence and statement, Ex. VII, of a reference

to the posit on of Leadbeater’s hand on Krishna's hair,
as

designed to corroborate the story that it was
being

cleaned :—If this part of the defendant’s case is in any

degree ‘true. it is still impossible
to connect it with

either plaintiff’s or Lakslahan's incident.

That closes such detailed ei'ramination of the evidence

as seems to me practicable or necessary. Othermattem
"0

doubt, weighed with the learned Judge, the exclusion b
)‘ the

routine in force at Adyar of the possibility that time could

be available for, vthe incidents and the publicity

o
f Lead‘

beater‘s room- Something also has been said here

o
f

the

impossibility of the plaintiff having seen what he alletlcs

trom where he says that he was or with the light available‘

But all this comes to very little. The routine 'was §P°kcn

to as comprehensive. But'it cannot be presumed that i
t

was invariably observed with absolute or even comparative

punctuality by every one. The incidents were short, and

as regards one of them it was Leadbeater himself’ wh“

in
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the defendant's absence was responsible for strictnes.

Regarding the actual publicity of his room and the risk
he would run at the time in question there is no definite

evidence. The argument from the plaintiff's inability to see

what he alleges appears to me to be available, only because

insuflicient attention was paid to the point at the trial. For
his ability to see Leadbeater and the boy depended on exact

position at or near the doorway, regarding which nothing is

available or would be expect;d and when he maintained

that, though the doors were shut, there was sufficient light,
the matter was not cleared up by his being asked to

reconcile the two statements. one possibility being that the

doors he referred to were the wire doors, also mentioned.

There remains the argument against plaintiff's case
and his good faith, that if he had had the knowledge
he now alleges of both incidents it cannot be sup
posed that he would have allowed Leadbeater to

continue to associate with his sons and would not

have attempted to terminate the guardianship earlier,

and in the alternative it is urged that if he acquiesced with
full knowledge, he is unfit for the guardianship himself.
It is no doubt possible that his consent has been in some
degree foolish and weak. ButI do not think that the
conclusions proposed follow from what has been proved.
It would have been useless earlier, as it has proved useles
now, for him to make his charges against a person of

Leadbeater’s position with only his own evidence in support
of one of them and only that of a hostile witness in support
of the other. And it is to be doubted from such indica
tions of the defendant's attitude, as this case affords, whether
anything less than the formal es‘ablishment of the charges
and even the order of a Court would have induced her to
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abandon the minors. It was only after
the process of

deification of Krishna had made progress
and its effects

and tendency made grew
clear, that material of any

practical value for a repudiation
of Exhibit A and an

attack on the defendant became
available; and it wason'

that process reaching the point
indicated by the ceremony

described in Exhibit C that the plaintiff
took action by his

disclosure to Mrs Van Hook and
conversation with the

defendant. Before and after that he
had to weigh advant

ages, those to be secured by acquiescence
being consider

able. Probably for sometime at least
he was gratified at

his‘ sons’ repudiation and the respect
he himself enjoyed.

He had also to consider the great material
advantages to

the minors and himself from the defendant's
assumption of

responsibility for their future. Throughout
on the occasions’

already referred to he had been
asking for their separation

from Leadbeater and
he mentions others, on

which he did.

so, though there is nothing specific
regarding theta.

He‘

obtained what he might fairly regard
as equivalent to

such

separation, the defendant's protection
of the minors by

their constant association with her, except
for short periods7v

from April 1910
until December 1911. It

was such 1

Separation, which he pressed for in January
1912 and‘

which in qualified form he thought he
had been promised

When he found that the defendant's promise
had been

broken in Sicily, he took action by his notice
of the 111th

July 1912 Without I think, undue
delay. His suit

was

brought in October. It is suggested in the
judgment

under appeal that his charges are merely a
revival of those

made in 1906 against Leadbeater in order
to ju-‘ilifly his

repudiation of Exhibit A and were instigated by
inte

Persons, who have financed him. But this
lake‘ '0

i J
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account of the weakness of the available evidence for

those charges and the impossibility of sustaining the case

until (as observed above) more was available to support it i

or the absence of evidence of any communication between

the plaintiff and his financial supporter before December,

1911, when the charges were first made. It is not

necessary to assume that the plaintiff is a person of par

ticularly refined sentiment or decision of character, and it

is not in my opinion difficult to conceive his acting as he

did in spite of his knowledge or necessary to hold that

he disqualified himself for the guardianship by doing so.

We have no doubt dealt with the' case at some dis

advantage since we have not had the learned Indgfl’s

opportunity of hearing and seeing the witnesses. But

that is of the less moment, because they
were all, except

Lakshman, educated persons of mature age and some

position, and inference from their demeanour would be

indecisive, and because it is on the admissions of the de

fendant’s witnesses and on admitted facts that argument

has mainly proceeded. In the absence of the minors the

direct evidence of each incident, which the plaintiff could

adduce,was limitted,and in view of the defendant's influence

and proved Conduct unbiassed in direct corroboration

could not be looked for. Yet, in support of his own

evidence as to one incident he has shown that his conduct

at the time was consistent, if not necessarily with his

allegations in detail, yet onlyY with some occurence of equal

gravity. As regards the other he could not be expected

to rely on the only direct evidence, that of the defendant's

servant. Ye' even that evidence included indications

that what het saw. was not merely grave but con

sisted inreprehensibly indecent conduct ;" and those
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indications were repeated more distinctly
in the evidence

of the unfavorable
Adyar witnesses, the defendant's

adherents. On the other hand the defendant's
attempt to

prove at other innocent occurrences
on otherdates before

Exhibit A were the foundations, on which
the plaintiff's

charges were founded and her attempt
to show that his

subsequent conduct has been irreconcilable
with his belief

in the truth of those
charges have failed. And, accordingly

he must be held to have proved as much
as the circums

tances admitted of his proving and as the
Court should

require. So far as the materials available
justify a con

clusion, it is in the plaintiff's favour. He has
established

in my opinion that he acted on an honest
belief, it not

literally on the charges as they
were made in the parti

culars, yet in a substantial foundation
for them. And there

fore I hold that grounds of appeal Nos. 27 and
28 have

not been‘substantiated and that the learned
Judge's order

as to costs is not justified.

I would therefore concur in dismissing the appeal

with costs and, allowing the memorandum
of objections

with costs, would modify the decree by
making each Party

liable for his and her costs in the .Court of
first instance.
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